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Keynote speakers

Keynote Speech on 24 July by JOHN HERON. Title: Our Process in This Place
William Bloom in the Chair
WB. We open our hearts as well as our minds to John. Some of you may not be
aware that this whole event would not actually be happening if it were not for the fact
that in the early 70's he started the Human Potential Research Group here. He has
been part of this huge movement to reconstruct our culture. People of my age and
older will remember that the whole of our society was permeated with ageism,
sexism, elitism, spiritual dominance and authority. There were barely chinks in the
armour in the 50's and 60's and then there was a great wave of change that came
rushing through in the spirit of the 60's and 70's. John was at the very heart of it,
writing and researching and facilitating people in the most profound and avant garde
cutting edge way.
Just to mention one of his books, The Complete Facilitator’s Handbook, if any
of you are working with groups which I'm sure all of you are, you do not have to
reinvent the wheel. The whole structure, layout, mapping of how we are with groups
and how groups are with us is here (Heron,1999). His basic thrust has been to
deconstruct the dominating hierarchies of learning and education and therapy and
friendship and counselling and spiritual enfoldment, to facilitate us into a deeply
democratic egalitarian processes of inquiry. So while he talks to us this morning I'm
deeply serious about having our hearts open to the message that is within his
presentation and I'm very delighted and honoured to introduce - and I'd like you all to
join me in a very very warm welcome to - John Heron. (Round of applause)
JH.

Thank you for those very touching and moving words. I've just told William

that I read his book The Endorphin Effect before leaving home. I'm a great fan of it
because like me he's very committed to the democratisation of all things human,
especially spirituality (Bloom, 2001).
I haven't done the jet-setting facilitator thing for quite a while. In fact I've
actually given it up in recent years, working only with inquiry groups at my home
base. Then by some extraordinary turn of events I found myself a week or so ago
doing a five day co-operative inquiry in California with a group of adult educators professors and PhD students - and now I’ve come on here to this conference. And
believe it or not I travel still further to run a two-day workshop this coming week-end
near where I was born in Yorkshire. So it's fun. It’s also a little frightening, such is the
relationship between brain and mind at my age (I’ll be 74 in a few weeks). However, I
have a contract with William that if I forget what I have just been talking about he will
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remind me (laughter). Incidentally, I find that this sort of contract with participants in
my groups is a great device to keep everyone attentive and on the edge of their
seats.
I'm a great believer in alternative education and research centres, and I've
been involved in founding quite a number of them in my time: New Paradigm
Research Group; Co-counselling International; Institute for the Development of
Human Potential; International Centre for Co-operative Inquiry, etc. Even within
academic institutions the centres I established were strongly countercultural. The
Human Potential Research Project (as I christened it) here at the University of
Surrey,

and

the

Education

Department

(and

the

Research

Council

for

Complementary Medicine) of the British Postgraduate Medical Federation at the
University of London, were radically alternative in ideology and methodology.
David Peat, the physicist and polymath, was a neighbour of mine in Italy. He
wrote a very adventurous book on Blackfoot physics funded by the Fetzer
Foundation, also an important biography of David Bohm (who used to sit in his own
dialogue groups crouched up, anxious and fretful that people weren't doing it right)
(Peat, 1996, 1997). Peat had an online discussion group with a number of senior
people in science and art. One of the topics that came up was whether established
academic institutions were places where significant radical change - toward what
truly constitutes the generation of human knowledge and learning - can really occur.
It was strongly suggested that alternative institutions will play a vital role in
empowering this kind of change. It was an interesting debate and I chipped in to it
from time to time, particularly about one of the big issues, to wit, that established
academic institutions have an inveterate attachment to the unilateral assessment of
undergraduate and postgraduate students. Such institutions claim that it is their job,
their duty and right, to assess unilaterally whether students have acquired proper and
adequate knowledge. In other words, students do not participate in the assessing
process: their work is judged entirely from without.

Now I think this kind of unilateral assessment does several things. It certainly
keeps control over a sea of anxious students, who are seeking to conform to
institutional norms of valid knowledge in order to get their degrees. It certainly
exempts staff from any acquiring any of the wide-ranging interpersonal skills required
for educating whole persons. Above all, it keeps in a socially dominant place the
Aristotelian account of human nature, on the basis of which universities were
founded in the Middle Ages: intellectual excellence, theoretical and applied, is the
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highest end of man (but not woman, according to Aristotle). By and large universities
still sustain that model. They're about intellectual excellence in the pursuit of
knowledge, and the secondary and incidental function of the intellect is to control and
keep in order our emotions and interpersonal behaviour. Students are left to sort out
all those subordinate domains in an ad hoc way in their extracurricular activities.
This is not to decry the extraordinary achievement of tertiary institutions of
learning since the Middle Ages. But unilateral assessment, and intellectual
excellence as the supreme end of man, tend to perpetuate each other. Unilaterally
assessing students looks much more acceptable and persuasive if you're dealing
with purely intellectual propositional work. However, while it seems to be plausible
here, I don't think it really is.
In a comprehensive model of learning, three things go together and are to be
practised concurrently: learning the content of a discipline, learning how to learn, and
learning to assess how well you have learned. Thus means a significant element of
student self-direction in choosing content and learning methods, through setting up
learning contracts in collaboration with staff. Also a significant element of student
self-assessment in choosing criteria of assessment and applying them, also in
collaboration with staff. Staff as culture-carriers need to pass on to their students not
merely the content of knowledge, but a progressively developing proficiency in selfdirected learning and self-directed assessment of that learning (Heron, 1988).
A comprehensive model of learning further includes the application of an
extended epistemology. This means integrating into the learning process at least four
basic ways of knowing, not just the one intellectual/conceptual/propositional way.
First we have experiential learning: by meeting/encounter/engagement with people,
places, processes and things; by participation in the being if what is present. Second
there is presentational learning: by intuitive grasp of the meaning of the patterns and
forms of nonverbal imagery, as in the various arts, in immediate perceiving, in
memory and dreams.

Third we have our very familiar propositional, conceptual

learning, mediated by language. And fourth there's practical learning: learning how to
do things, manifest in a whole array of skills and competencies – spiritual, psychic,
aesthetic, political, interpersonal, emotional, technical, clinical, etc.
There’s more, for a comprehensive model of learning is integral, holistic. This
means the four ways of learning are mutually supportive and enhancing: the
soundness of each one is interdependent with the soundness of the other three. So
the quality of your intellectual learning is affected by the quality of your engagement
with people, places and and the natural world; by the quality of your grasp of the
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significance of nonverbal imagery, in visions, dreams, memory, imagination and your
artistic productions; by the quality of your skills in diverse areas of internal and
external life. Thus your intellectual education is radically grounded in your personal,
interpersonal, ecological and practical growth (Heron, 1992, 1996a, 1996b,1999).
This integral account of learning puts an end to the Aristoelian doctrine of
intellectual excellence as the supreme educational end. For it suggests that the
primary outcomes of education are transformations of your being-in-connectedness –
which is a development of immanent spirit - and the range of competencies and
skills which manifest this. And that the presentational and propositional outcomes of
education are grounded in those more fundamental kinds of change. Within this
integral model, it becomes morally and spiritually dubious to suppose that you can
unilaterally assess someone else's personal, including spiritual, development as a
ground for their presentational and propositional learning. For it is at the heart of this
kind of development that what authenticates it is a spiritual authority that lies deep
within each person. Indeed if staff run a course that requires a certain amount of
spiritual development, and unilaterally assess students’ spiritual outcomes, with the
possibility of spiritually failing people, then they have simply re-created a
contemporary version of the inquisition.

Assessment in such a course can only

properly be collaborative with staff, with a strong component of student selfassessment.
So unilateral assessment becomes profoundly problematic when you get into
the deeper reaches of human nature and incorporate them into the whole learning
process. I don't know whether universities and other tertiary institutions are going to
rise to the challenge of truly integral learning and survive - because of their inability to
relinquish their final unilateral dominance, their absolute power to control the
knowledge market. Their capitalization of knowledge says “We are the people who
know who knows: we say who has got the knowledge and who hasn’t”. And it is
precisely this kind of capitalization which is rendered obsolete by the alternative
centres, which are better called networks, of the emerging peer to peer age.
For what is irresistibly coming forward, through peer to peer processes, is the
democratization of human knowledge – participative collaboration in the generation
and dissemination of knowledge – in a way that has never occurred before. It’s the
outcome of a potent marriage between radical ideology and advances in information
technology. Consider the free software movement, launched by Richard Stallman,
which produces software such as GNU and Linux. Tens of thousands of
programmers are co-operatively producing the most valuable knowledge capital of
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the day, software. They are doing this in small groups that are seamlessly coordinated in the greater worldwide project, in true peer groups that have no traditional
hierarchy. This movement involves four kinds of freedom: freedom to run the
program for any purpose; freedom to study how the program works, and to adapt it to
your needs (access to the source code is a precondition for this); freedom to
redistribute copies so you can help your neighbour; and freedom to improve the
program and release your improvements to the public, so that the whole community
benefits (access to the source code is a precondition for this).
Consider wireless LANs – local area networks, that could also be called
learning area networks. In Hawaii a peer to peer wireless network covers more 300
square miles. It’s free: anyone who wants to link up can do so at no charge. All you
need is the right equipment and a password. All over the island people are tapping
in: creative collaboration goes on among high school teachers, among wildlife
regulators, and others. Similarly in the the Bay area of San Francisco there is is also
an extensive low cost wireless network, used by citizens for all kinds of peer to peer
purposes.
In cyberspace information and knowledge can be generated anywhere and
made accessible everywhere. Already millions of people are freely producing and
exchanging information on the web. This massive amount of informative interaction
between random equal citizens is an emerging counter-ballast to market culture of all
kinds. As we get more and more overlapping and intermeshed wireless local area
networks that are free - in terms of both liberty and cost – and avoid central servers
altogether, so that no-one capitalizes on any of it, then the dominant market culture is
severely compromised. This is already happening on a very wide scale in the music
world with the general public downloading millions of songs, a process which is
untraceable and immune to legal challenge with the use of the new peer to peer
technology. And in the video world, people are re-editing and freely re-distributing
Hollywood movies, to make them more true to the original story-line. My reference for
the last three paragraphs is Bauwens (2002)
There is a very wealthy Japanese electronics company, doing a 3 trillion yen
a year business in mobile phones. They've got a major research centre in silicon
valley in California and I had a long talk with the American who runs it. The company
is into third generation mobile phones and speculating about fourth generation mobile
media devices. They currently dominate their particular market. The bosses in Japan
want to keep control of it so that they can continue to make an enormous amount of
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money. The manager of the research centre is, however, very forward thinking. He’s
telling the bosses that it's no good supposing they can go on with their capitalist
control of the market. He’s saying that they've got to accept the democratisation that
is spreading rapidly on the web, to face the fact that there will be an increasing
number of these peer to peer wireless LANs all over the place; and that the most the
company can hope to do is to say to them “Look, if you contract with us we can
provide you with expert resources and services that will facilitate your interactive
autonomy”. He’s urging them to humble themselves, and realise that they will only
survive if they take account of, and offer specialist services to, the rising tide of peer
to peer electronic autonomy-in-co-operation.

But the Japanese bosses are not

having it: they don’t like it, and are having difficulty in hearing it. I think they would be
wise to listen attentively.
It is only a matter of time before the prevailing academic marketing of
knowledge by tertiary institutions - selling to students institutionally validated
knowledge-claims - becomes similarly challenged. Within the next hundred years, the
rising tide of peer to peer civilization will surely bypass those who continue to try to
control and market valid knowledge. This is a looming threat to all established
institutions that insist on the unilateral assessment of students. The crisis is now, but
there is little evidence that the academic capitalists are any more alert to the
challenge than the electronic capitalists in Japan.
Years ago there used to be a free university in Amsterdam. My daughter
participated in it for about a year. This was a group of students practising autonomyin-connectedness, hiring external staff on a contract basis, so that staff hierarchy was
authorized by student autonomy and co-operation. This was a harbinger of things to
come, before the birth of the internet. Now knowledge and information is everywhere
accessible, and the signposts are already well marked out. Human beings are
spontaneously getting into interconnected networks, which give birth to, and nourish
the creative interdependence between, individual autonomy and social co-operation.
It’s the prescient vision of Kropotkin (1842-1921) starting to manifest sooner than any
of us expected: a society of free voluntary associations, spontaneously arising, united
within and without by mutual agreements, decentralized and self-governing,
awakening the constructive powers of the masses.
When I arrived in California three weeks or so ago, I was horrified. For two
and a half years I had been living in relative seclusion on a sacred hill in the
countryside north of Auckland in the South Pacific, while also engaging in cooperative spiritual inquiry with others – another radical peer to peer process. Then I
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suddenly found myself in an excellent, well equipped hotel in a residential area at the
top end of silicon valley. No one walks on the streets, there are no pedestrians in
California, just cars, uncompromising traffic. I felt I was in a world of wealthy,
competent, high-achieving lemmings, headed for the edge of the cliff. I got terrified
and had to sob for a while in the presence of one of the organisers of my workshop,
who responded to my strange behaviour with great sensitivity. I felt this incredible
sense of insulation from the rest of the world, at the same time as feeling the misery,
pain and underprivileged status of so many millions of people around the world. And
then when you look at American foreign policy: for decades the USA has been the
great rogue state, conspiring with all kinds of terrorist mayhem around the world
through covert and not so covert operations, colluding with the deaths of millions of
people. It's just gone on and on, the workings of a massive, manipulative empire
(Blum, 2002).
It’s the grip of a humanly inappropriate degree of control which
characterizes the current dominant world order: the control of commodities and
services by large corporations; the control of valid knowledge by academic
establishments like this and others. It’s a sort of control that is out of tune with the
emerging civilization, simply not with it. I commend to you the paper, which I cited
earlier, about this emerging civilization that has just been circulated by Michel
Bauwens, “Peer to peer: from technology to politics”. Michel is also about to set up a
website on this topic. His paper provides an excellent overview of peer to peer
developments as technological paradigm on the internet, as distribution mechanism,
as production method, in manufacturing, in politics and social change, in spirituality,
in knowledge generation. If you email Michel I'm sure he'll send you a copy.
What I believe all this

really shows is the newly emerging power of the

human spirit, the dawning age of divine immanence, of the indwelling spirit that is the
ground of human motivation. I think that spirit is active within us, the very deep
source of all human aspiration, both the will to live as a distinct individual, and the will
to live as a universal participant – the will to be one of the creative Many and to be
engaged with the creative One. These profound impulses have for the past 3,000
years been predominantly subordinate to the authoritative control of religious
traditions, teachers and texts which have promoted spirit as primarily transcendent.
And where these impulses have been emancipated from such control they have been
reduced to secular status. Secular modernity has delivered huge gains in terms of
relatively autonomous ethics, politics, science, knowledge generally, and art. Yet it
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has championed the autonomy of the isolated Cartesian ego, separated off from the
world it seeks to categorize, codify and manage.
I do think this is the century of the spirit that is living deep within: the selfactualizing tendency of Rogers (1959, 1980), Maslow (1970), Gendlin (1981),
embedded within the body-mind; the bio-spiritual experience of grace in the body of
McMahon and Campbell (1991); Jean Houston’s entelechy self, the ground of one’s
being, the root self whence all our possibilities emerge (Houston, 1987); Washburn’s
dynamic ground of

libido, psychic energy, numinous power or spirit (Washburn,

1995); Wilber’s ground unconscious, Eros, spirit-in-action (Wilber, 2000a). Instead
of appealing to the spiritual authority of teacher, tradition and text, an increasing
number of people respond co-creatively with this divine dynamic moving within.
Spiritual authority is found in the exercise of a deep kind of inner discrimination,
where human autonomy and divine animation marry. Nikolai Berdyaev (1874-1948),
in the great tradition of European personalism, with which I align myself, was on to it
with his affirmation of human personhood as manifesting the creative process of
spirit. For he defined spirit as self-determining human subjectivity engaged in the
realization of value and achieved in true community. He used the excellent Russian
word sobornost to name such a community: it means diversity in free unity. Berdyaev
also had a wonderful vision of the impending era, which he called the third epoch.
The third epoch is the epoch of divine-human co-creation of a transformed planet,
transformed persons, transformed social relationships (Berdyaev, 1937).
Translated into my conceptual system, Berdyaev’s account means that living
spirit emerges through autonomous people each of whom who can identify their own
idiosyncratic true needs and interests; each of whom can also think hierarchically in
terms of what values promote the true needs and interests of the whole community;
and each of whom can co-operate with – that is, listen to, engage with, and negotiate
agreed decisions with - their peers, celebrating diversity and difference as integral to
genuine unity.
The autonomy of such people is not that of the old Cartesian ego, isolated
and cut off from the world. Descartes sat inside a big stove to get at his cogito, ergo
sum - I think, therefore I am – and while his exclusively subjective self provided a
necessary leverage against traditional dogmatisms to help found the modern
worldview, it left the modern self alienated from the separated world it commands.
The autonomy of those who flourish within sobornost, by contrast, is an autonomy
that is rounded and enriched by a profound kind of inner animation, that develops
and flourishes only in felt interconnectedness, participative engagement, with other
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persons, and with the biodiversity and integral ecology of our planet (Spretnak,
1995).

This is the participatory worldview, expressed also in the extended

epistemology I mentioned earlier on: our conceptual knowing of the world is
grounded in our experiential knowing – a felt resonance with the world and imaginal
participation in it. What we are now about is a whole regeneration of our world
through co-creative engagement with the spirit that animates it and us. For just a few
of the many contributors to the participatory worldview see: Abram (1996); Bateson,
1979; Berman, 1981; Ferrer (2001); Heron, 1992, 1996a, 1998; Merleau-Ponty,
1962; Skolimowski (1994); Spretnak, 1991; Reason, 1994; Reason and Rowan,
1981; Tarnas (1991); Varela, Thompson and Rosch, (1991).
As I said earlier, I'm certainly a great believer in alternative education and
research, both without and within established institutions. So here are some of my
modest attempts to work with living spirit, in the latter context. I started the Human
Potential Research Project at this university in November 1970. I set it up as a
relatively autonomous entity within the then Centre for Adult Education - which at that
time was exclusively an extramural department -

with huge support from David

James, who was Head of the Centre, backed up by the Vice-Chancellor, Peter
Leggett, who was a mathematician and a discreet mystic. He was a member, as I
was, of something called The Centre for Spiritual and Psychological Studies, run by
Alison Barnard, a devotee of Anthony Bloom, bishop of the Russian Orthodox Church
in London, a religious luminary and a splendid character. This Centre had regular
avant garde meetings with talks and discussions about depth psychology, psychical
research, the mystical path, spiritual and occult philosophy and so on.
The HPRP had a purely extramural focus. As a matter of political prudence,
we made no attempt to attract intramural undergraduate or postgraduate students,
but if they happened to get wind of us and turned up for our workshops, they were
welcome. So our publicity went exclusively to the general public and professional
groups in the surrounding community. Through the first year I ran a programme of
weekend Human Relations Training Laboratories. I facilitated the unfolding dynamic
of each experiental group based on a few simple and basic ground-rules to which
everyone had assented. The idea was that participants would acquire new
intrapsychic and interpersonal awareness, insights and skills. My guiding definition of
love, for professional faciltitators and helpers, was “to provide conditions within which
people can in liberty determine their own true needs and interests in co-operation
with others who are similarly engaged”. It's a definition which again points to the
interdependence of autonomy and co-operation, facilitated by the hierarchy of a
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benign facilitation which reminds people of the full implications of the ground-rules to
which they have agreed.
So that was the underlying precept behind that first year of experiential
learning. The next year, I added a twenty week, one evening a week, co-counselling
training course. I ran it as an experiential inquiry; and in fact it was a precursor of the
co-operative inquiry method which I developed fully some years later. In the third
year, I started working with the medical profession, training experienced GPs to
become trainers of young hospital doctors entering General Practice.

When the

senior GP course-organizers first approached me about a course, I said they should
only work with me if they were interested in my educational model: the programme
would be co-designed by the organizers, the participants and myself, negotiating to
include our various concerns and interests; and that my concerns included not only
this participative decision-making, but also a significant element of experiential
learning using structured exercises of various kinds. They nervously agreed to the
model. The course took off and became powerful experiential learning arena,
especially through the use of role play to differentiate between faciltitative (you tell
me) and authoritative (I tell you) interventions in the GPs’ relations both with their
trainees and with their patients. In those days most of the GPs couldn’t really tell the
difference: every initial attempt to be facilitative got compulsively skewed into an
authoritative form (e.g. “Don't you think that what you really ought to do with this
patient is…”) (laughter).
Those courses went on for some time and were great success, a
breakthrough in medical education. As a result, after seven years with the Project at
Surrey, I was head-hunted by the British Postgraduate Medical Federation (BPMF) of
the University of London for an extremely anomalous appointment as Assistant
Director to organize, run and innovate within, their Education Department. It was
anomalous because it was unprecedented for someone with no medical background
to fill such a senior position at the top of the academic medical hierarchy. I realized
that this was an extremely hazardous prospect. I accepted the post on condition that
I could write my own job-description, with signed assent to it from the Federation.
This was to be my contractual protection, because I knew that once I started to
innovate, all hell would break loose (laughter).
So the Education Department within the BPMF was, like the Human Potential
Research Project within the University of Surrey, an alternative education and
research centre. The program of courses I put on was so radical, by conventional
medical education standards, that I had non-participant doctors croaking at my door
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in outrage. But more importantly a high percentage of the participating doctors were
liberated into new vistas of thought and practice, and medically empowered in a
patient-centred way (Heron, 1984).
After the first few years at the BPMF, I launched a co-operative inquiry – and
by then the model was fully developed - into whole person medicine for sixteen
experienced GP's. This ran for nine months and we met every six weeks for a long
weekend to review and reflect on the innovations of medical practice applied in the
previous weeks (Heron and Reason, 1985). Prior to this there was a preliminary
weekend at which we worked out a provisonal model of whole person medicine. It
included a statement about the integration of body, mind and spirit. When it came to
planning the third six-week action cycle, one subgroup said “Look, our model
includes this idea of integrating body-mind-spirit, but what does this mean in practice
in the NHS in our consulting room?”. So they contracted to try out different sorts of
spiritual intervention for six weeks and review and revise them at the subsequent
reflection weekend.

Another sub-group elected to look at power-sharing with

patients. This, it seemed to me, was also another way of engaging with living spirit. It
was fascinating the things both sub-groups tried out. It was indeed living spirit at
work. Some doctors found that if, at an appropriate time in the consultation, they
could just pop in a simple question like “What do you think about prayer?” or “When
you're ill where does religion figure in the experience?”, then
authentic relationship and healing potential could be opened up.

a new depth of
A doctor once

asked a patient of the Islamic faith about prayer and found out that this man spent so
many times a day down on his knees praying, that extra light was thrown on the
aetiology of his presenting knee problem (laughter). Patrick Pietroni and some of the
other doctors participating in our inquiry went on to found the British Holistic Medical
Association.
Now both these alternative education centres, within the universities of Surrey
and London, offered no university diplomas, certificates or degrees for any of their
courses. I chose this as a matter of deliberate policy, for both universities would have
insisted on unilateral assessment as a non-negotiable precondition for granting any
university qualification. And such assessment was incompatible with the kind of indepth whole-person education which these centres practised. So in 1977, in London,
five of us founded the entirely independent Institute for the Development of Human
Potential (IDHP), to run two-year part-time courses, integrating experiential and
theoretical learning, and offering a Diploma in Humanistic Psychology, awarded on
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the basis of the rigorous practice of self and peer assessment by students trained in
the method throughout the course by the course facilitators.
This institute was launched by the initiative of David Blagden Marks, the
second director Quaesitor, the first growth centre in London, indeed in Europe. A
year after the launch, David, a single-handed transatlantic yachtsman, was tragically
drowned in a severe storm when crossing the Irish sea, after setting sail on the basis
of a highly inaccurate weather report. As we reeled from this tragedy, I took the
rudder and became chairperson of the IDHP for a period as we refined our
educational ideology and method. The IDHP is still going strong, with current couses
in process, and its twenty five years of educational pioneering were celebrated by
four articles in Self and Society in 2001 (vol. 29, no. 2, June-July). It has consistently
affirmed, among other things, the following: experiential learning, in the spirit of
inquiry, as the ground of multi-faceted integral learning – personal, interpersonal,
political, spiritual; emotional competence as a prerequisite for facilitative skills (the
interdependence of personal and professional development); the intentional and
empowering interplay of hierarchy, co-operation and autonomy in

the relation

between facilitators and participants, and in the unfolding of course dynamics; the
application of self and peer assessment as the sole basis of accreditation.
What is so important about self and peer assessment and using it as a basis
for diploma accreditation, is that it affirms to society at large that the validating
authority for personal-cum-professional-cum-spiritual development lies exclusively
within the depths of each individual person, where that person is profoundly engaged
with other persons in the developmental process and where that person is within an
educational culture that promotes the cultivation of integral learning and self and
peer assessment skills. Autonomous self-assessment is set in a context of rigorous
peer assessment and institutional training. The autonomy is interdependent with peer
process and institutional hierarchy. This interacting triad of autonomy, co-operation
and hierarchy (Heron, 1999) is a theme that runs through my whole talk, and is,
perhaps, a key to the dynamics of the emerging peer to peer world.
Now I believe that spiritual development fully considered is the same thing as
experiential inquiry into the depths, the heights and the immediacy of the human
condition. And in this arena, pre-eminently, the ultimate authority is within. Benjamin
Whichcote (1609-1683), the Cambridge Platonist, got it precisely right when he said,
“If you have a revelation from God, I must have a revelation from God too before I
can believe you” (laughter). Once the impeccable spiritual logic of that statement is
grasped, then it is clear that the external authority of a teacher, a text, or a tradition
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rests on a prior internal authority, projected outward. And once such projection is
fully withdrawn, then we may have peer dialogue with teacher, tradition and text – as
co-inquirers - but we never surrender to them. Final spiritual authority rests in that
extraordinary interaction between inner divinity and personal autonomy. And this in
wise dialogue with our peers, so that we can refine both our critical subjectivity and
critical intersubjectivity (Heron, 1998).
These comments set the scene for having a look at the little map (reproduced
below after the text) which is projected on the screen here, and which I currently use
for my own personal spiritual inquiries. I also use it for the launch of what I call
experiential journeys of opening, before a co-operative inquiry into the spiritual and
the subtle. This map is a provisional template, it carries no authority, it is devoid of
authority (laughter), it's a little adventure in my mind (Heron, 2002). Do not project
and hide your own internal authority within it (laughter).
This whole thing is a model of the divine. I differentiate between the divine,
which is everything on this map taken together, and spirit - which is the bipolar
vertical line. At one end of this line is spirit as transcendent consciousness: the
unborn, the uncreate, beyond all name and form, beyond all manifestation. At the
other end is spirit as immanent life: the radical ground of our autonomy and
motivation, indwelling animation, the divine impulse within, primal shakti, the ultimate
root of our will to live as as an individual and our will to live as a universal participant.
Here the horizontal line is creation, the realm of manifestation. At one end is
the phenomenal manifest, by which I simply mean the visible universe, nature and
society. At the other end is the subtle manifest: parallel and complementary realities what you see opening out at the end of the tunnel in a near death experience, the
realms Monroe visited in his out of the body experiences (Monroe, 1972), what
Siegrfied Sassoon portrayed in his evocative poem:
I loked on that prophetic land
Where manifested by their powers
Presences perfected stand
Whom might and day no more command
With shine and shadow of earthly hours.
I saw them, numberless they stood
Halfway toward heaven, that man might mark
The grandeur of their ghostlihood
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Burning divinely in the dark.
Indigenous cultures know all about the realm of the ancestors and it's
relevance to every day life. In New Zealand there is still an extant Maori culture
aware of this relevance; and a discriminating minority of the pakeha (European
settler) population are learning to understand there is something important going on
there.
The circle on the map is, for anyone contemplating it, his or her immediate
present social and physical situation. So for us here, it is our process in this place.
From my perspective, this circle of a person’s present social and physical location our process in this place - is the primary locus of human spirituality. This means that
relational forms of spiritual practice, to do with the relation between persons present
in the situation, and between persons and the immediate environment, are
fundamental, central. Purely inward and individualistic forms of spiritual practice,
such as certain kinds of meditation, are, I believe, secondary and supportive.
Many traditional forms of spiritual practice are inward and individualistic,
concerned with opening to spirit as transcendent consciousnesss. They are a
splendid legacy of the spiritual traditions of the past three thousand years, whose
theologies have been focused first and foremost on spirit as transcendent. They will
have a life forever. But to continue today to make these practices the primary route to
spirit is, for me, a misplaced allegiance to the spiritual values of a rapidly receding
era.
My map suggests there are three interdependent divine ways. Each way
involves the polar dynamic of opening up, and manifesting in action; and the
manifesting, I believe, consummates the opening up. First, there is the way of
engagement with situational presence, with the divine evident here and now as our
process in this place. As I said just now, this involves relational forms of spiritual
practice, and central among these, I suggest, is the great adventure of participatory
decision-making, which integrates autonomy, co-operation and hierarchy: people cooperating in groups discussing and deciding actions to transform their personhood,
their society and their planet. In this practice, each person needs to move between
and integrate three positions: hierarchy - thinking on behalf of the whole group and
the wider community within which the action will be embedded; autonomy – being
clear what I genuinely need, want and wish for, what my idiosyncratic preferences
are, in relation to the matter being discussed; and co-operation – listening to,
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empathising with, and negotiating agreed decisions with, my peers, decisions that
integrate diversity, difference and unity.
I think this process manifests living spirit, is a profound spiritual practice. It’s
exhilarating, liberating, challenging and involves the discomforts of ego-burning. We
had a lot of ego-burning early on in the group in California where I've just come from,
and then a splendid co-operative dynamic emerged of elegantly and spontaneously
rotating hierarchy or leadership. After the chaotic ego-burning stage subsided, there
was a period of sharing of idiosyncratic needs, interests and viewpoints, then one
person would come up with an integral proposal that resonanted strongly with the
group. This process continued on with the hierarchical luminosity moving around to
different people, each of whom shed practical integral light on the preceding chunk of
autonomous-co-operative discussion.
One has to allow a process of chaos and confusion as per complexity theory which asserts that complex systems need to get to the edge of chaos as a necessary
precursor to re-integrating at new levels of order. In the chaos, fixed assumptions are
rattled, ego burns up; then a new order dawns. If a group doesn’t deconstruct
sufficiently, it won’t reconstruct in a fresh space of learning and awareness. This
applies to radical inquiry groups, rather than to everyday management groups.
However, while it is a plausible principle, I wouldn’t want to make too much of a rule
of it in any context.
What is clear is that the kind of sophisticated spiritual skill in participatory
decision-making, which I have outlined, makes a huge claim for attention on our
planet. And many precursors are afoot. There is co-operative inquiry, and related
forms of participatory action research, going on in various parts of the world (e.g.
Reason, 2002; Yorks and Kasl, 2002). There is the peer spirit circling of Christina
Baldwin and Ann Linnea, based near Seattle, and affirmed by them as a spiritual
practice (Baldwin and Linnea, 2000). This is a fine model of the integration of
autonomy, co-operation and hierarchy in group discussion and decision-making, and
is being practised in many different contexts in the USA. The Green Party of Utah
(2002) have put out an excellent account of consensus collaborative decisionmaking, and make the point that the process, the practice, is as important as its
outcomes. And there is, of course, a great deal more.
To return now to three divine ways suggested on my map. Second, there is
the way of enlivenment, opening up to and manifesting immanent spiritual life, divine
animation moving the bodymind and all creation. The associated spiritual practices,
which we have explored a lot both in the centre in Italy and now in New Zealand, are
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charismatic opening and primary theatre. Charismatic opening is the simple and
radical process of opening up the bodymind through gesture, posture, alignment and
vocal declaration, to the indwelling empowering presence of divine animation.
Primary theatre extends charismatic opening to respond creatively to the promptings
of indwelling life, giving dynamic form and voice to one’s immediate relation with what
there is; to explore, reveal and affirm in nonverbal and verbal ways one’s primary,
original relation with creation. I’ve written about primary theatre in Chapter 8 of the
fifth edition of Helping the Client (2001); and the workshop in Yorkshire this coming
weekend will provide an opportunity to practise it. I’ve written about charismatic
opening in Chapter 12 of The Complete Facilitator’s Handbook (1999) – which also
describes in detail its application to facilitation as a

relational form of spiritual

practice.
Third, there is the way of enlightenment, which opens to spirit as
transcendent consciousness. A classic Tibetan practice here is attending to everyday
awareness as such and opening to its intrinsic continuity with the free attention of the
universe, the great crystal mirror of cosmic mind within which all things are reflected
(Govinda, 1960). A related practice, championed by Ramana Maharshi on his scared
hill in south India, is opening to transcendental subjectivity, inquiring inwardly into
the origin of one’s everyday “I” and finding it’s source in the all-encompassing divine
“I am” (Gangaji, 1995). It is interesting to note that these transcendent practices can
be integrated with the immanent practice of primary theatre, then we get their potent
charismatic unity within the situational present.
The model of spirit in my map is bipolar: there is influence upward from
immanent life, divine animation; there is influence downward from transcendent
consciousness, divine mind. But the relation between the up-hierarchy and the downhierarchy is one of parity. They are interdependent - mutually fructifying in a marriage
of differentiated equals. And the site of their marriage is the situational present, our
process in this place. It seems to me that human collegiality is the consummation of
this marriage: persons in dynamic co-creative relation with each other, with divine
animation and divine awareness, integrating autonomy, co-operation and hierarchy in
transforming their way of being in their world.
Thank you, I've enjoyed very much speaking to you. (Applause)
Questions and answers
M.
A lot of my learning has come out of a model which you're going away from,
the guru model, where there's a figure of great authority and personal attainment,
such as Ramana Maharshi. I left that model because it felt the right thing to do, and
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I've been more involved in the collaborative side of things that you're suggesting. Yet
somehow I still haven't quite found the edge of learning or the power of learning that I
found before. But I don't want to go back to what I was using before, or in any way
instigate that kind of thing myself. Does that ring any bells?
J.
Can you refine the qestion?
M.

The question is this: Is there a danger of the kind of flat land where some sort

of quality is lost?
J.

A sharp answer is: Only if you keep projecting it out somewhere. If it's flat

land and you feel there's no qualitative authority around, then in my view that means
there’s still some residual unprocessed projection on to past authority figures. If you
look at my book, Sacred Science, I explore the notion of projecting spiritual authority
outward in different ways at different stages (Heron,1998). The guru tradition fostered
this projection and made a virtue of it – the guru is your Self – and this has indeed
powerfully enabled a certain kind of spiritual development on the way of
transendence. In fact, historically, in the long age of transcendent religions, now
fading, almost all spiritual development of the human race has been a function of
projecting authority onto tradition, teacher and text. Today, however, I think we’re at a
cross-over stage, learning to withdraw the projections and ground own our
autonomous authority within the way of immanence. It’s partly to do with a dynamic
paradox of the information age. It provokes all sorts of spiritual teachers to get out
there and claim their market share of projections. But the more authoritative teachers
there are, the more it becomes obvious to the seeker, first, that he or she needs to
exercise great inner discrimination in choosing between them all; and then, of course,
that this very inner discrimination is precisely where the true guidance, splendour and
luminosity lies. It seems to me that if your projection is only partially withdrawn, then
of course it's not a flat land out there, it's a no mans land. So check in and see
whether you’re still harbouring a hidden residue of strong spiritual projection. How
can it be flat land, how can it be no mans land, how can it be - unless I've prostrated
myself into a flat position? (laughter) (round of applause)
F.

I find what you are proposing to us, what you are reporting to us, is a process

we're already engaged in very loosely. My question is actually similar to the previous
question. Where in all this is the discipline of development? Is it the discipline you've
described for group transformation, in a way the opening of the heart of the group,
rather than bringing through the paramount clarity of spirit?
J.

Look, it's wonderful stuff, but don't let’s be too fooled by the “paramount clarity

of spirit” of luminous teachers within the transcendent traditions. Even Wilber
acknowledges that there can be “nondual sufficiency which leaves schmucks as it
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finds them” (laughter) and the “stone Buddha” practitioner, proficient in sustaining
formless awareness through discipline and attention to the guru, but whose
emotional, interpersonal and sexual life is just a mess (Wilber, 2000b). Take the
brilliant Tibetan Buddhist tulku Kali Rinpoche, much renowned in Europe. In his later
years he took to himself a secret sexual consort, a young Scottish woman of 22,
June Campbell. Now middle-aged, she has after many years come out about this
past relationship in her book Traveler in Space, and about the persistent role of
misogyny in sustaining monastic patriarchy (Campbell, 1996). The tulku presented
himself to his followers as celibate throughout the sexual relationship with Campbell,
which he in no way publicly acknowledged. When she protested that maybe they
could be open about it, an aide told her that in a previous incarnation his holiness
had also had a consort who made a similar complaint, whereupon he cast a spell
upon her and she died (laughter).
Buddhist mysticism is in many ways magnificent, I've learnt a huge amount
from it. But if you look at the attitude of traditional Buddhism mystics they both want
the divine female principle in their theology and mystical symbolism, but the human
woman they abuse and treat like trash, as Campbell makes clear. It's an
unbelievable degree of dissonance and hypocrisy.
When the brilliant Tibetan teacher C.Trungpa first came to Europe, to a
community in the north of England, he bedded and wedded a sixteen year old
woman. He was found drunk, lying prone on the bathroom floor, intoning mantras into
the tiles. So they kicked him out and he went on to the USA, where set up the famed
Shambhala institute. There he died of alcoholic poisoning at the age of 47. His
immediate successor died of AIDS, having infected several other members of the
spiritual community.
The dramatic spread of Zen and Tibetan institutions in the USA has led in
many sad cases to the sexual exploitation of young followers of both genders and
severe financial irregularity, with no proper accountability, and both western and
oriental teachers were involved (Crook, 1996). So there’s been a massive abuse of
spiritual projection within these kinds of hierarchical spirituality. In the same way, the
lid has come off the Catholic Church. Let’s take the lid off all these things. Don't be
fooled by the august nature of the holiness.
The relational forms of spiritual practice don’t appear, at first blush, to be
spiritual simply because of a long habituated cultural addiction to misplaced
transcendence. But once you get into them your realise their elegance and sweet
profundity. My partner Barbara and I, we do a variety of relational forms of spiritual
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practice. Let me share one that we use pretty much every day, and have used over
many years. It’s one of the most fundamental, and it’s about the way we make
decisions on a huge range of issues, large and small, that affect both our needs and
interests. We each decide first in private, without telling each other, what our
individual autonomous preferences are. So we train and discipline ourselves to notice
where we really stand on any issue, to uncover hidden and subtle preferences, as
well as own very obvious ones. Then we disclose these preferences to each other,
so we can co-operate in reaching a decision as autonomous individuals.

If the

preferences are quite different, then one or the other or both of us will find the
creative hierarchical position and come up with an integral third proposal that
motivates us both. This practice is rigorous, it’s a well-honed discipline. It’s also
always interesting, because we are continually learning about each other; and it’s
often a lot of fun.
There’s a huge creative rigour and excitement in relational forms of spiritual
practice and at this early stage in the peer to peer age, we know only a small number
of them. There is a great call in the heart to open up to them. I sometimes get up in
the hours before dawn and sit in a LAZ-E-BOY chair and engage in one of the most
individualistic kinds of traditional practice, opening up to transcendent formless
awareness. After an hour so I notice that it descends gently into the heart, waiting for
social action.
F.

I've found what you've said very inspiring especially, and I've heard a lot of

what we've done in these 3 days and with Anita Roddick last night in particular, as a
kind of wave call.

In the beginning Josie said let's consider this as a learning

community, and I'm very much hearing that in what you've said. Everything we need
is here in this room and this group of people coming together can achieve something
beyond our greatest imaginings. Do you have any advice or suggestions?
J.

My advice is coded into my encouragement of peer to peer processes: co-

operate with, and/or receive support from, peers in autonomous networks, to create
alternative centres of excellence within whatever established institutions you work.
Established institutions are porous, there are many apertures within their apparently
rigid institutional grids. And the apertures are hungry to have flowers planted in them.
Let me just quickly tell you how I founded the Human Potential Research
Project here. Believe it or not, it was because of seven senior police officers: they
started it off. In the late summer of 1970, the Assistant Chief Constable of Surrey
Police, who was also in charge of training, rang the Vice-Chancellor’s office and
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said: “Could you please set up a course for seven of my senior police officers, to
improve relations between town and gown”. That office got in touch with David
James, the head of the Adult Education Centre, and asked him to put on a five day
course. David went into shock, got in touch with me and said: “Could you run the first
two days, I know you're doing lectures for the Royal Institute of Public
Administration?” I agreed to do it. After my two days, there was to be a day with the
sociologists, then two final days with the computing unit, as I recall. Seven worldlywise, professionally competent, senior police officers of Superintendent rank came
through the door of one of the smaller teaching rooms in the lecture theatre block, on
a Monday morning. I said to them: “Look, I can give you two days of lectures. But I
could also do something else, which will require courage from all of us: courage from
me because I've never done it before with people of your professional standing;
courage from you because it's an invitation for you to explore the relation between
your humanity and your professional role, through a series of simple but radical
exercises, and to take some risks in the presence of your peers”. As soon as they
heard the word “courage” they lined up on the edge of the pool ready to plunge in at
the deep end and we were off. We had an extraordinary two day journey. They
looked at what motivated them to join the police in the first place, and at what
motivated them in the job today. They explored their unfulfilled ambitions as human
beings. They asked themselves whether they were case-hardened; and what effect
their work had on their personal life and relationships. Each took it in turn to play the
role of one of his own subordinates, giving himself honest feedback on what it was
really like to work under him. And so on.
After several hours of this they staggered out into the September sunshine
spaced out of their minds. At the end of the five days, after their time with the
sociology people and the computing unit, they had a review of the whole course. I
was unable to attend this, but I was told they went on and on about the educational
impact of the first two days. They even sent a deputation to the Vice-Chancellor’s
office to ask why they had never heard of that kind of education before. Then I
realised that here was an opening. Looking at established institutions in terms of a
hierarchy of social control, the police outrank universities: if students are revolting, it
is the police who wade in with tear gas and batons, while academic staff are
sequestered nervously in their studies. If a radical method is commended by the
police, a university must take notice. I said to David James: “If it is possible to have
such a response with senior police offers, this is surely a mandate to offer this
educational method to other professional groups and the general public”. And so the
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Human Potential Research Project was born. As I said, rigid systems are porous:
there are always openings, spaces between the lines of the grid in which you can
plant flowers.
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MICHAL LEVIN SPEAKING ON "NEW LEADERSHIP"
A keynote speech given on 23rd July 2002 at the first International Conference
on Organisational Spirituality at the University of Surrey, Guildford, UK
We Brits are very good at celebrating old leaders. Or old ways. Its easy, and
comforting to celebrate the Queen’s fifty years. It’s a tradition, and we like traditions,
especially when we can claim they work, or are better than any alternative.
But poor Prince Charles, (presuming he’s our next king) has made no secret of the
fact that he’s trying to find a way to make himself relevant. He recognises that
something new is called for from leadership. He’s even actively involved in the
Business Leader’s Forum. But, whether what he’s offering is new leadership, is
another question.
In most spheres today the practise, sometimes even the concept, of leadership is up
for grabs. It’s a cliché, but true, that spurred by our communications revolution,
history is moving at a faster pace than ever before. The World Wide Web, with its
range of communication possibilities, reached 50 million people in 4 years, compared
to 13 years for TV and 38 for radio. (Conference Board)
The consequences have snowballed through every area of life. Questions about
what’s right or wrong, desirable or not, means and ends – questions that call for
leadership - frequently don’t even merit authentic answers, just pragmatic ones.
In Britain, Tony Blair spotted the crying necessity for a new way. Opinions vary on
what he’s delivering. In America, is George Bush’s leadership a step forward or a
step backwards ? What about business leadership? Conditions are so changeable
and challenging that 90% of companies world-wide have failed to achieve sustained
growth over the last decade (Bain and Co Management Consultants). And underperforming CEO’s (who don’t deliver the bottom line) are 3 times more likely to get
fired than they were a generation ago (Why CEO’s fail. Fortune) ( Quotes courtesy of
Leo Burke, Associate Dean, Executive Education, Notre Dame University). Doesn’t
look like business leadership has its act together.
Morally, there have been many sniggers, and tears, as paedophilia and its protectors
are revealed in the Catholic Church; while fundamentalism and apathy dance through
most of the rest of the world’s religions. Looking to religion for moral leadership is no
sure route. Small wonder then that New Leadership is a timely topic, and not just in
organisations.
I am honoured to be speaking at this conference on Organisational Spirituality about
New Leadership . But I am not going to pretend that I am in any way an expert on
leadership, a management guru or a business buff. I am going to claim a special
ability though. I see into the human heart – a large claim, and a huge privilege. It
enables me to identify the very best in each individual, as well as the restrictions and
pitfalls they face. In the old days you might have called me a psychic- albeit of a
particular sort. I don’t tell the future, but I do read the energy of human beings, and
certain facts about humans are clear.
(For those who are sceptical about the terms "psychic" or "energy" the story of
Spanish explorer Ferdinand Magellan’s experience in the Pacific islands applies. On
a number of occasions, as he sailed in towards an island, the locals appeared unable
to see the ship, with her crew aboard. The islanders had never seen a western ship.
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Because it so defied their experience and expectation they were apparently unable to
see it. According to stories, they either did not "see" anything at all, or in one case,
"saw" a "large white cloud". I rest my case)
Today I use my special, as well as my analytical skills as a personal development
consultant, working from venues such as the Institute of Directors in London, or at my
clients’ locations. Over the last decade those clients have ranged from high flyers in
multi-national corporations, to psychotherapists, creative artists to bankers. Almost all
are leaders. Some are leaders in an organisational sense. They make decisions and
choices which directly affect the lives of others in their organisations, or those whose
lives are affected by the conduct of their organisations. (Remember, the links
between institutions, economies and individuals are both close and wide ranging in
today’s world.) At the same time, all who come to see me are leaders in a personal
sense. They are at the forefront in their desire to evolve as human beings. By their
example they effect all those around them - as we all do, one way or another.
Tony Hillier an investment banker, with children in their twenties, and several
voluntary community commitments, is a leader who is working with me. He reports
""Michal’s work has been of great value to me. I became interested from reading her
first two books. To find out more I consulted her at the IOD. It immediately became
clear that she has exceptional gifts of perception and understanding. She quickly
identified deeply imbedded patterns in some of my reactions to people close to me of
which I was only dimly aware, but which I would clearly benefit from recognising fully
and attempting to change. This led me to try a meditation seminar.
As a "boutique" investment banker I am used to applying two tests to most things I
get involved in. Does it stand up to analysis? And does it work? Michal enables
deeper self understanding and development. This is effective in both psychological
and spiritual terms. The concepts she applies and the way she works fit well with my
own background: My academic training was Classical Literature and Philosophy at
Oxford and business administration at Harvard. I am not sure what the long-run
effects will be, but I believe it will continue to bring me greater clarity of thought,
feeling and purpose."
Leadership training in business is of course a well-established field, with many
contributors. But, for example, the idea that because you run a football team you can
lead an organisation puzzles me. Sure, it might help with team building, but that’s
only a small part of the story. Similarly the notion that an accomplished
sportsman/woman is necessarily a superior human being specially able to teach
leadership is perplexing. Or the claim that sailing a yacht teaches you leadership. Of
course all or any of these might help. But so might doing the dishes.
Leadership today is no special quality, or separate discipline. It is, as it has always
been, about the ability to inspire, guide and focus others. It is also about the ability to
make complex decision in fast changing multi-faceted environments. It’s those
environments that have changed, and the resulting demands they impose. But we all
face those challenges. Just as we all face the challenge and opportunity of growing
to fulfil our maximum potential. It is almost as if we are called by biology to follow that
quest: to fulfil our own personal best. Of course some hold positions where they are
responsible for specifically guiding others. As a result they impose their level of
development and understanding – their rights, their wrongs, their morality, their
ethics, their values- on those they lead.
Our grandparents often believed that you led by example, and they were right. But of
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course the information they had access to concerning their leaders was dramatically
less than that we have before us today. And the situations they faced, and their
leaders faced a hundred years ago were significantly less complex and fast moving
than those we confront today. Leadership could play a different game.
Today communications, the interconnectedness of peoples, markets and national
economies require unprecedented development of our leaders as they are
bombarded from every side. (By 2003 Voice traffic will account for less than 2% of
total traffic on telecommunications networks. Conference Board) For those who are
interested in esoteric lore, there is even a belief that the vibrations that reach the
earth and affect conditions here, (in the same way as the rays of the sun do) have
changed, and we are struggling to deal with them. Of course, it’s the leaders among
us who sense that change first, and are wrestling with it.
In business, 32% of the CEO’s of the fastest growing companies in the US identified
their own management capabilities as possible impediments to growth.
(PricewaterhouseCoopers, courtesy Leo Burke, University of Notre Dame) Doubtless
they were the honest ones. Perhaps the rest took alternative steps Enron style, to
deal with the pressures of the situation - a market insisting on results and a rollercoaster environment.
We all know the social changes facing us too well. Single families are running at
unprecedented levels, similarly reconstituted families. Marriage is falling out of favour
and children face choices and pressures around sex, drugs, and consumer spending
to a degree quite unknown 50 years ago. That describes the work forces’, our
leaders’, and our own lives.
So what’s it take to be a good leader today? Each and every one of us, as well as
those who take up overt positions of leadership, face the same path: the path of
personal development. I see a definite progression in human development. My
observations are based on what I can only call the "wiring" of the human being as I
see and understand it. Others have come to similar conclusions. More, the basics of
my understanding are supported by the research and ideas of one of the great
thinkers
of
our
timeAmerican
philosopher Ken Wilber, author of more than 20 books, expert on consciousness, and
Nobel Prize contender. (The weekend I was first due to meet him, last summer, our
encounter was postponed because the Japanese Nobel prize selection team were
with him). Wilber describes what I observe and know using different terms, while
adding to the picture too. But more of Wilber’s analysis later.
Behaviour, and its determinants, express each individual’s make-up. Each belief,
each conclusion says something about you, the way you think, feel, and your history.
Even in situations where we think we come to a conclusion because it’s a "fact", we
are still obeying this law. In psychology the ink blot test, where subjects interpret the
shape suggested by an inkblot, reveal an aspect of this as each one sees something
different in the shape.
These differences exist at the psychological, physiological and right down to what I
call the level of the body’s wiring. This wiring actually exists in a well-defined
structure. In traditional eastern medicine it’s been know for thousands of years as the
chakra system. Western medical science does not recognise chakras, but
acupuncture recognised as an effective form of, for example anaesthesia in major
operations, is based on this theory. And closer observation suggests that there may
indeed be medical systems which correspond to the organisation of the body as
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identified by the chakras, only, obviously today’s cultural approach, scientific method
and terminology are very different.
There are seven main chakras ranging from the base of the body to the crown of the
head. All are important. Each plays a particular role in the physiological well being of
part of the body, and also effects perception, values, ethics and more. One chakra is
usually dominant. Different chakras can be dominant in different areas of individual
functioning. They affect behaviour, in all aspects. That means attitude to work, love,
life, leadership, community and the rest.
To put it technically, development at each chakra stage can be assessed on a
number of common indices. Chief among them are: cognitive development,
emotional development, physical, inter-personal (capacity to relate to other people),
moral, spiritual (source of meaning and values/nature of reality and ultimate
concerns). These lines of development comes from developmental psychology, and
have been pulled together by Ken Wilber.
The base chakra represents the immediate family and survival issues. Those
dominated by this chakra put family before all else, they are not usually interested in
leading others. The second chakra is about consumption- of love, money and sex.
Here peer group values prevail. In some ways it is imilar to the teen state. It’s
characterised by questions such as – how much is enough? And the desire for peer
group approval against all else, with resulting leadership style. The third chakra
prides itself on a so-called adult, approach. Individuals dominated by this stage are
concerned
with
ideas
and power. They feel themselves to be "right." In addition their vision may
encompass a national level, sometimes even an international dimension. It’s a
powerful, self righteous leadership style.
Up to this stage each chakra believes its values to be the true values and is unable to
grasp that there might be a higher perspective. However, the fourth or heart chakra
offers an exceptional perspective. It’s able to embrace the intellect and the heart compassion. Its also holds a truly universal view. Expressions like "love for one’s
fellows" have real maning here. Its also free from many of the pressures that limit
problem solving at the lower chakras, self interest for example, and can demonstrate
exceptional creativity and intuition. Of course, the heart needs to be supported by a
firm foundation, with the three chakras below it functioning properly. But, in this state,
it will enable our leaders, just as it will enable us, to deal with the issues of our
complex, fast moving, interconnected world for the best of us all. This is the evolution
that we are wired to achieve.
All this might seem an unusual approach to leadership, especially business
leadership. But much of what I am saying has been said before, and researched in
great depth by others. Only the results have been expressed in a more technical
form- different words- and often with greater precision. Which is where Wilber’s work
is so important. Not only has Wilber pulled together the lines of development, based
on the work of many researchers, but he has also identified sixteen levels of human
development, which can be reduced to a basic four.
He’s used many names for these four stages. For example, egocentric, conformist,
autonomous and integral. Wilber argues that though there are important differences
between cultures, these developmental stages exist across cultures. And they have
distinct characteristics. Of course at each stage development can be assessed
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according to the lines of development, the cognitive, the emotional, the inter personal
and the rest.
In very basic terms the individual at the egocentric stage is largely concerned with
him or herself and personal survival issues. At the conformist level, peer group
thinking is the dominant mode. At the autonomous stage, thinking is strategic — this
stage defines the rules of the game. Finally, at the integral level, the capacity for
transcendent thinking and a new kind of creativity emerges. The individual here is
highly adaptable. He or she may also see relationships as spiritual practise, and
humanity as manifestation of the divine.
Now, of course there are differences, but the similarities are overwhelming. Wilber’s
vast research has brought him to similar conclusions to my simple observations.
What Wilber calls the integral leader, may be the leader who operates from his heart
centre, with all the chakras below functioning as well. It’s the state I believe our
evolution aspires towards. It can be the only true goal of leadership – in a personal
as well as an organisational context.
How to get there is the next question. A large part of my work is occupied with
teaching that route. Essentially, it is very simple. The New Leadership is about
allowing one’s own highest qualities to shine through, and enabling those of others to
do the same. To embrace values, ethics, love and the interconnected nature of all on
earth. More, not simply to hold those words, but to strive to know their meaning in
behaviour, an extraordinarily complex task. Reading the map, and making the
journey are not the same. You are here because you want to make that journey. I
wish you very well on your way.
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Paper 1.
HEALING THE WOUNDS OF THE SPIRIT
Noreen Tehrani
Chartered Psychologist
As a counselling psychologist in the workplace, many employees come to see me to
discuss a wide range of problems. These problems may be practical, mental, social
or spiritual but often they are a combination of all these things. In this paper, I will be
looking at the role of the counsellor in searching out the real issues that the
employee faces. The paper will then go on to describe how the counsellor can help
the employee create a personal narrative that can give meaning to their life and
experience. Finally the paper identifies the problems that counsellors face when
trying to use the spiritual in an atmosphere where spirituality is viewed as best as
irrelevant and at worst evidence of a psychiatric condition.
Background
Throughout my life, I have always held inside me a sense of the spiritual, something
far beyond my physical existence, which holds me as if by a thread suspended
between the enormity of the universe and a grain of sand. This spiritual dimension to
my life is not something that I discuss with others but something that is as real,
tangible and familiar as my home, family and friends. Although I had been brought
up as a Christian at a relatively young age I chose to become a Baha'i. The Baha'i
Faith offered me a way to see myself as part of an evolutionary process in which
each of the religions had a part to play (Momen, 1997). Despite an awareness of this
spiritual dimension to my life, this was not something that had been addressed in my
counselling training. However, for me the realities of my spiritual beliefs were implicit
in the way that I worked. Although I have been a counsellor for over twenty years,
this is the first time that I have taken the opportunity to describe the importance of
spirituality to my practice as a counselling psychologist.
Counselling Psychology
In the United Kingdom, counselling psychology is a relative newcomer. The section
of counselling psychology was only established in 1982 (Woolfe, 1996). In the past
few years, the Division of Counselling Psychology has been growing rapidly with
many of its counsellors being employed in a wide range of settings including the
NHS, social services, employee assistance programmes and in private practice. To
qualify as a counselling psychologist one has to have a first degree in psychology
followed by three years full time study. Counselling psychologists are required to be
competent deliverers of evidence-based practice and to be competent in cognitivebehavioural, psychodynamic and humanistic therapies (British Psychological Society,
2001). Within these guidelines, the British Psychological Society provides no
reference to the need to deal with the spiritual aspects of clients. It would appear
that spirituality has become something of a taboo subject; rather embarrassing and
not to be discussed in public (West, 2000). Against this background, it is perhaps
surprising how common spiritual experiences are within the general population. In a
study it was found that around a third of people interviewed were aware of being
influenced by a presence or power which was different to their every day self (Hay
and Morisy, 1978). Interestingly, Hay and Morisy study also found that those people
who had people reporting a spiritual experience were significantly more likely to
report a high level of psychological well-being than those who did not.
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How does counselling regard the spiritual?
Over the years, incidents have occurred that shows religion in a poor light. For
example, the religious cults that ended in the deaths of their members such in the
mass suicides at Jonestown or the FBI siege at Waco. It is distressing to see that
religion is sometimes used to justify the killing and torture of innocent members of a
different faith. Given this background, some workers in the field of psychology have
come to the opinion that a belief in religion is a form of madness. Perhaps the best
known proponent of these views being Freud. Freud linked the need for religion to
early childhood experiences and a wish to have a false explanation for the
uncertainties of life (Freud, 1963). Freud, is not alone in this view and for many other
workers religious belief and spiritual experiences are seen as distorted and irrational
thinking, Ellis (1980) or a psychotic episode, Horton (1974). In a study by Allman et
al (1992) counsellors reported that they viewed mystical experiences as potentially
psychotic, regardless of the nature of the information described. It is not surprising
therefore, that most people who experience the spiritual will be afraid to discuss this
with their counsellor for fear of being thought insane.
Although the incidence of actual antagonism towards the spiritual is not found in most
counsellors the presence of indifference to the spiritual which is widespread is
equally concerning. For many counsellors spirituality is not regarded as making a
positive contribution in enhancing well-being in their clients (Swinton, 2001). The
view that spirituality is background noise, which should be respected but not
addressed, is a common attitude (King & Dein, 1998). When counsellors are asked
why they do not deal with the spiritual dimensions of their clients experience they
typically respond by saying that their clients never ever raise spiritual issues.
However, it is commonly accepted that clients are sensitive to attitudes and beliefs of
their counsellor and will only explore topics that they believe are acceptable (West,
2000). There is a small group of counsellors comfortable in dealing with the whole
person, a holistic practice that involves the physical, psychological, social and
spiritual dimensions (Hall, 1996). This group includes workers whose practice is
grounded in their religious beliefs such as David Fontana (1996) and Buddhism,
William West (2000) and Quakerism and Brian Thorne (1991) and Christianity.
However, it is not necessary to have a religious belief to embrace a spiritual
approach to counselling as is found in the new-age thoughts of Gary Zukav (1990) or
the cognitive behavioural practice of Payne et al, (1992).
Spirituality as a Central Theme in Counselling
For an increasing number of counsellors, spirituality has become a central theme
within their counselling. However, it is surprising to see how many well known and
talented counsellors feel inhibited to talk about what is a reality and source of
strength within their work (Mearns & Thorne, 1988). To enter the counselling
process is for me an act of faith, a faith based on my love for the spark of God which
is present in everyone. It seems almost pompous to describe the work that one
undertakes as a calling but for me this is what counselling has become. The idea
that work can have a value beyond that of the actual task is central to the Baha'i
attitude to working where the act of work has been elevated to the level of worship.
That is that work undertaken in a spirit of service to mankind, is equivalent to worship
(Abdu’l Baha, 19xx). The atmosphere that allows the use of the spiritual has been
described as an I-Thou rather than an I-It relationship (Buber, 1970). The I-It
relationship is one in which the other is treated as different to oneself, as something
of an object. On the other hand, the I-Thou relationship in an energetic meeting
between two people, a place where God is found. To maintain a totally I-Thou
relationship is difficult if not impossible, however, even when this state is only
occasionally or partially achieved the quality of the relationship may be good enough
to allow the spiritual to enter the counselling. Having created the spiritual
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atmosphere the counsellor and client become aware of something operating beyond
them, an added dimension that makes the incomprehensible become simple and the
hard become easy. This state is dependent on nothing more that the trust that the
two people can create when working together and a willingness to reach out into the
unknown.
My Experiences of the Spirit in Counselling
My training in counselling psychology had been a potpourri of approaches and
theoretical frameworks. I had always had an attitude of mind that was attracted to
similarities rather than the differences between approaches. I wanted to be able to
make a difference. I soon recognised that although most of my clients were in pain,
they had the solutions to their problems and difficulties within themselves if only they
were able to find them. My role became one that helped them find these solutions.
This did not mean that my years of learning were of no value, indeed without
knowledge and skills in a range of approaches how would I recognise what might
unlock the potential of my client. Without my own awareness, I was building a way of
working that wove psychological theory and skills into the weft of my spiritual life.
The problems began when I realised that much of my practice was determined not so
much by what I knew but rather about what I felt and experienced in the counselling
room. I was finding that enormous shifts were taking place within the therapeutic
process which had little to do with my training and therefore was not seen as
appropriate material for my counselling supervision or for discussion with my peers.
What I knew was that without the support of my spiritual nature I would find it hard to
deal with some of the more complex cases that I regularly handled in particular those
involving workplace stress, bullying and trauma. The potential cost of caring would
be compassion fatigue or burnout in which the wounds of the client become the
wounds of the helper (Figley, 1995; Sedwick, 1994)
Working with the Spirit
To work within counselling theories, process and procedures is difficult but it is
relatively predictable. This is not the case when one begins to work with the spirit. I
recall in my early years of practice that during the preparation process, I would
decide on an approach and structure for each session. Like the new mother
dependent on her book on childcare for support, my clients would have to fit in with
the particular theory that was most popular at that time. How would I handle working
with the relationship rather than the theory? To be honest it was not easy, working
without rules, how could I know whether what I was doing was effective. I felt
nervous to tread new paths and felt the need for reassurance that others that had
been there before me. Yet, it was tremendously exciting to enter the counselling with
an open mind and heart to observe what was happening within the relationship. This
feeling of intimacy although quite familiar with family and friends, was strange when
associated with people that I barely knew and with whom I had little in common.
What was it that I was recognising within each of my clients that allowed the process
to work? As time went on and the positive outcomes from this new way of
counselling began to mount it became clear that this was not a chance occurrence
but that by putting trust in the spiritual approach, much could be achieved.
Client’s Responses
One of my main concerns was that my clients might think that I did not know what I
was doing. The fear of being perceived as incompetent was worrying me. Initially I
would begin sessions with an introduction that would set out my way of working and
included an explanation of the relevant psychological theory. In reality, this was
more to reassure me than my clients. Incredibly the clients were tremendously
understanding and their response to an approach in which they were valued, where
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their experiences, including those which were of a spiritual nature, were not only
heard but were honoured. This way of working seemed to give the clients the power
to examine their problems in a way that led almost painlessly to new ways of being.
However, this did not mean that the path was without pain and hardships. One of the
most difficult aspects of this way of working is the fact the road is not always smooth.
At times one feels like giving up, but through the years it has become clear that
before the emergence of something new there is a period of apparent inactivity, this
not a time for the fainthearted (Baha’u’llah, 1992). I cannot begin to describe the
brave and heroic acts of my clients. Clients who suffered difficulties and adversity
and who were able to move forward with courage and imagination.
Elements of a Spiritual Practice
Creating an environment in which the spiritual experience has an opportunity to enter
is not easy and it can take time to develop. An examination of the things that I find
helpful fall into three main areas.
Helpful Elements of a Spiritual Practice
Client/Experience
Counsellor/Client
Openness
Immediacy
Respect
Containment
Patience
Safety

Counsellor
Prayerfulness
Submissiveness
Trust

It is important to develop openness, respect and patience not only with the client but
also with the counselling experience. To try too hard to make things happen rather
than to be open to the unexpected means that much is lost. To respect the client as
well as the spiritual ways of working “grounds” the work and increases the range of
work that is possible. Patience is vital, the client needs time to tell their story and the
process needs time to work. The relationship between the counsellor and client is
vital. If the process is to work there is a need to recognise changes in thinking and
emotions as they happen. There is no time to consider what is the right thing to say
but rather the trust the process and to share what is occurring to you as a result of
the interaction. To achieve this feeling of trust it is important that the counsellor
provides a safe boundary within which the work can take place. Finally, the
counsellor needs to approach the work in a way that is prayerful, this does
necessarily always require the saying of prayers but of having an attitude which is
nearer to God. The loss of ego and the ability to be submissive to the spirit is also
important as is the trust in the spiritual process.
One of the important guides in my spiritual journey was Bernard Leach. Bernard was
an internationally recognised potter and a Baha'i. In a prayer (Leach, 1973) he
describes the relationship between himself and God.
Oh Lord my God!
How can I
Cry out to Thee?
That Whole,
This little me,
Wer’t not
That in this me
A hint,
A spark,
A distant
Finger-print of Thee
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Did here abide.
Oh Lord,
Sit down
With me beside.
What is being described are the attributes of God which are to be found within
everyone. The love we feel for our clients is due to our recognition of these
attributes. From the attributes of God, we develop our virtuous practice. The ability
to bring into the consciousness those things that are hidden as a means of creating a
meaning is one of the essential skills for those counsellors wishing to work with the
whole person. Accessing the inner most thoughts as a way of enriching the spirit can
be a slow process but when it is achieved, it allows these once hidden thoughts to be
shared with others. This process not only helps the client to grow but also enriches
the experience of those who listen.
Healing the Wounds
Sometimes the wounds of the spirit have been driven very deep. Working with
victims of trauma, bullying and abuse requires special skills if the wound is not to
become larger and more painful. The wounds to the spirit are no less painful than
those that afflict the body. When working with victims of terrorism, disasters or abuse
the pain needs to be acknowledged. This is sometimes a difficult process for the
counsellor who may find it hard to accept what is being said without becoming
traumatised or dissociated from the story. For a while the counsellor will carry the
weight of the sadness and distress by walking alongside the client picking up the pain
and hurts on the way. It is only when the client is able to release some of the painful
load that the client will be able to begin to establish its meaning. The power of the
narrative in bringing healing has been well recognised since primitive times (McLeod,
1997). Today the approach of story telling is becoming an increasingly important
counselling tool. One of the most important aspects of the story is to identify the
moral of the story, the moral that is the key that allows the whole story to be
understood.
Listening to the Story
The way that a counsellor listens to their client’s story is important. The listening is
undertaken with great care. While the story is being told no interpretation takes
place, rather the counsellor is interested in getting as accurate and detailed a picture
as possible of the account of the client’s sensory perceptions, thoughts, feelings and
responses to the event. Stories are weighed with problems and difficulties yet within
the story there are glimmers of hope. A client who had lived through childhood
abuse tells their story, a story that would have destroyed many people and yet the
child survived and managed to get through the difficulties. How did this happen?
What was special about the child to enable them to achieve this? Through the pain,
the positive is gradually found which gives the client the courage to go on. By
building on the strengths and celebrating the successes the client finds a way
through their difficulties, as a whole person.
Conclusions
It seems almost impossible to believe that the spiritual has been marginalised in
counselling and psychotherapy. What has happened to so many counsellors do
deny part of themselves when they work? Have we been so overwhelmed with the
need to describe everything that we do in terms of facts and measurements that we
have forgotten to value faith and wonderment? Do I have to go on thinking of ways
to describe my work so that it fits with the “acceptable” theories with no answer to the
question – “but Noreen, why is it that your clients seem to get better so quickly?” The
answer is not what I do but what I don’t do. I create a space in which the magical
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spirit can operate. It is not always easy to hold the space open but the rewards are
there if you try.
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Paper 2.
ARCHETYPES : BRIDGING THE WORLDS OF SPIRIT AND MATTER
A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL MODEL FOR ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
©2002 Pamela Emery
Purple Consulting
Bridging The Worlds
The world we call “real” is generally the one we experience primarily through our five
senses and it is very easy for us to believe and act as if that is all that exists.
However, just as some animals have the capacity to see colours and perspectives of
which we are not normally aware, so too are there other realms and dimensions
which exist outside our usual spectrum of consciousness, but to which we give little
or no attention. One such realm is the world of spirit.
Our world appears to be a world of definition; this not that, black and white, up and
down. We make sense of things by labelling and separating and it is therefore easy
to imagine that there is a huge gulf or void between spirit and matter or at least that
they are completely different entities which do not mix or do not belong together.
However, the reality is that in our physical world our labelling and separating are a
convenience. Between black and white are a myriad shades of grey; up and down
have infinite positions in between, even our most objective scientific experiments are
known to be affected and influenced by the manner in which they are observed. In
the same way there is no separation between the physical and spiritual dimensions.
What we describe as physical is actually just a much more dense concentration, or
lower vibration of that same energy, which we might otherwise describe as spirit. In
fact everything in our universe (and presumably beyond), is connected to everything
else, part of a unified field; there is no separation.
In proposing archetypes as a “bridge” therefore, it is in the sense that they are a
meeting point, a recognisable, almost tangible, place on the continuum between the
worlds of spirit and matter, guides and guardians of the potent gateway between the
known and the unknown. They are ancient primordial types or images that are
impressed on the psyche, as a result of the age–long experience of life that human
beings have passed through. They are contained in what Carl Jung referred to as the
“collective unconscious”; that part of the unconscious that is not individual but
universal or shared, they evoke feelings and images and touch on themes that are
universal and part of our human inheritance. They ring true to our shared human
experience so they seem vaguely familiar even when heard for the first time.
The Context For Archetypes In The Current Business World
The modern world is experienced as complex, interconnected and permanently
changing, most often at unimaginable speed and in unpredictable directions. This
demands a completely new response from corporations, not only to cope with this
scenario but also to develop a pro-active edge within it. Organisations as a whole,
and individuals as key players are required to understand and interact with the
dynamics of complexity, chaos and change. Despite this major paradigm shift many
organisations are still responding with tried and established methods, only to find
themselves struggling and perishing. Some organisations however are already taking
up the challenge and taking the first steps to meet the fierce demands of this
paradigm shift. This strongly suggests there is already a need for a radically different
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developmental approach, appropriate for these pioneering organisations and for
those who will inevitably follow. The use of archetypes as a developmental
framework can make a significant contribution in meeting the needs of these forward
thinking companies.
The matrix below highlights the significance of these issues even more by placing
them in their historical context and further illustrates why there is now an urgent need
for a new developmental approach. The table is arranged in three layers or levels
which are not discrete; there are obviously overlaps and generalities. More important
is that as one “progresses” the second layer incorporates the first and the third layer
incorporates both the first and second. All have their place and current importance,
however those individuals and companies operating at level three, would by
definition, have far greater choice in the range and depth of their “activities”.
Progression through the three levels does not necessarily need to be linear, though
to develop the full range of capability it is necessary to engage in the appropriate
work that each level demands.
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Individual
development
ONE
Conscious
Unconscious
(thinking)
Persona
MIND

Organisational Focus

Leadership Style

/ Manufacturing Industry • Based on time /
Mass production;
motion studies
Efficiency;
as
• People
Profit
production units
• Controlling
Dependence
Do as I say
Work / life split
Hierarchical structure
Customer need
DIRECTIVE

TWO
Mind / Body
(feelings)
Centaur
HEART

Service industry
Customer satis.
Relationships
Teams
Quality
Independence
Work / life balance
Flatter structure
Customer Choice

Developmental
approach / models
I.Q.
Behavioural
competencies
Psychometrics

TEACHING

•

Based
on E.Q.
relationships
• People valuable Values
Meta-competencies
asset
• Take people with
you
• Co-operation
Do it together
EXPERIENCING
UNDERSTANDING

THREE
Mind – Body / Soul
(Spirituality)
Unity
CREATIVE
IMAGINATION

Growth
of
ethical
businesses
•
Sustainability
Greater good
Triple bottom line1 •
•
Inter-dependence
Work / life integration
Virtual companies
Customer conscience

S.Q.
Based
on
purpose
and Qualities
Archetypes
meaning
serving the ideal
Inspiring people

Do it as expression
of self
SERVING

CREATING

At level one the main focus for individual development is in the aspect of the mind,
one learns through insight and understanding. Organisations are still held by the
influence of both the Industrial and Post War Revolutions, where mass production,
quantity and efficiency are key and profit is the main concern. People are considered
mainly as part of the machinery, time and motion studies (in increasing
sophistication) identify where the human element obstructs production and the
management style is directive. The developmental approach for managers mainly
involves behavioural training. This parallels what is happening in the organisation as
units of behaviour are relatively easy to quantify and measure; the learning is largely
theoretical and delivered in an “up front” teaching style. Many organisations are to
quite a large degree, still influenced by these outdated concepts and models
.
1
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Personal development at level two centres around opening the heart and reintegrating the emotions. This stage therefore has moved into a concern for the
aspect of feelings. In organisational terms businesses realise that production and
efficiency are not enough; competition is fierce and imported goods are often much
cheaper. The drive is to add value, to provide something over and above what
competitors are offering and so the concepts of service, quality and customer
relations are core to success. In this type of organisation people are a company’s
most valued asset; relationships, teams, quality circles and focus groups are the
norm. Powerful partnerships and alliances exist between customers, suppliers and
mutually supporting businesses. This emphasis on working together demands a
totally different organisational structure and leader / manager style. The layers of
management hierarchy have been reduced and levels of responsibility, authority and
control are decentralised and redistributed. The developmental approach is focused
on how people impact each other, how to build teams and how to encourage and
reward people - centred leaders. The values, emotional intelligence and metacompetencies which drive behaviours, underpin the focus of the learning and the
learning style adopts a more experiential approach.
The third level incorporates both level one and two and is centred on issues of unity
and integration, the aspect of spirit. In organisational terms this is probably the
leading edge. At this stage businesses will have realised that when profit and quality
are attained at the expense of the environment, society at large or morality, then it
will recognise itself as unethical and therefore ultimately unsustainable. This type of
business will know that its “license to operate”2 is a function of the communities
within which it exists and will see this license as an inherent part of “good” business.
They will understand and creatively engage with the challenges of operating in a
complex and interdependent environment. Their structures will be more fluid and
success perceived as a balance between environmental quality, social equity and
financial prosperity3. The company culture will be based on purpose and meaning,
the vision will serve the greater good and each employee will understand their own
personal relationship to this vision. Employees will also understand in what ways and
to what extent, their own purpose is in alignment with the organisation. Work
ultimately becomes an expression of who they are rather than just something that
they do.
The appropriate development focus for this type of organisation is currently in its
infancy and there would seem now to be a potent opportunity for all those involved in
organisation / leadership / management development. What will be required is an
approach that can offer sufficient complexity, fluidity, containment and relevance, to
match the emergent culture of the new organisation. For example one such
(embryonic) approach incorporates what is termed as “spiritual intelligence”, which
offers a completely new paradigm, at least as a business model, incorporating
radically different concepts such as the “servant leader” and new models based on
the latest scientific thinking, including quantum, chaos and uncertainty theories. This
paper puts forward the use of archetypes as an alternative, equivalent,
developmental model, appropriate for the essence, complexity and interdependence
inherent in the culture and focus of the company of the future.

2

Living Tomorrow’s Company – Mark Goyder / RSA
World Business Council for Sustainable Development Foundation: www.wbcsd.ch
Triple Bottom Line: sustainable development involves the simultaneous pursuit of economic
prosperity, environmental quality and social equity. Companies aiming for sustainability need
to perform not against a single, financial bottom line but against the triple bottom line
3
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Archetypes
Archetypes by their very nature are difficult to define, however there are some useful
ways (outlined below), in which they may be described and referred to which will
provide sufficient illustration, clarity and understanding of their richness and
appropriateness as a developmental model.
A General Description
Archetypes tend to be metaphors and images which are perhaps best described
through the forms and themes in which they manifest themselves, such as myths,
fantasies, dreams, dramas, gods, goddesses, personalities, fairy tales, legends and
epics. They are infinitely rich and redolent with meaning, carrying both an obvious
and immediate significance as well as a symbolic unconscious aspect which is never
precisely defined or fully explained, but which stirs us deeply. For example the
archetype “King” may lead us from thoughts of a current monarch, to the King of
Beasts, King Midas, King of the Underworld, the Fisher King, God, all of which are
relevant but different aspects resonant with “King”. This wealth of symbolism and
connotation easily fires our own creative imagination, bringing life and depth to the
exploration and understanding of our everyday world.
It has already been mentioned that archetypes may be understood as a meeting
point, a gateway on the continuum between the worlds of spirit and matter. The
beauty of archetypes is that they offer infinitely rich yet immediately recognisable
symbols and images, a currency and language through which people may approach
and take meaning from some aspects of the spiritual (transpersonal) world.
Shared Universal Images
A major part of the power of archetypes lies in the fact that by definition, they are
shared symbols of our common human experience and in that sense they are cross
cultural. Images such as “the Warrior”, “the Healer” and “the Mother” carry a
resonance, meaning and deep familiarity which can transcend boundaries of
nationality, race and creed. The essence of the image rather than any particularities
is immediately understood; it is big enough and complex enough to inform without
limiting, allowing each individual to create their own relationship to the image.
James Hillman describes archetypes as “the deepest patterns of psychic functioning,
the roots of the soul, governing the perspectives we have of ourselves and the world
[----] but one thing is absolutely essential to the notion of archetypes: their emotional
possessive effect, their bedazzlement of consciousness so that it becomes blind to
its own stance [----] they are less accessible to the senses or to the intellect than they
are to the imaginative vision and emotion of the soul”
Archetypes resonate with and evoke a response from our deepest selves and thus
naturally encourage and support the exploration of purpose, meaning and emotion
concealed in our current trials, journeys, visions and goals.
Learning Through The Qualities Of The Archetypes
Each archetype is imbued with a myriad of qualities or traits; for example “Father”
might be described as, structured, principled, authentic, solid, protector, initiator,
logical, inspiring, knowledgeable, leading, industrious, responsible, strong etc.
Mother by comparison may be nurturing, safe, protective, generous, adaptable,
harmonizer, loving, receptive, intuitive, and trustworthy.
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Qualities in essence are inherent attributes of a person, part of their nature. The
more an individual is able to allow their true qualities to be expressed, the more they
will be perceived as authentic, powerful and radiant.
In exploring our personal relationship to an archetype and looking to what it mirrors
within ourselves, we start to understand something of our own essence. We can
reclaim qualities which have lain dormant or been suppressed and move a step
closer to consciously realising our true potential.
The Shadow
Every archetype also holds a shadow and is in fact incomplete without it. In human
beings the shadow is usually understood as those aspects of our natures which we
have decided, for all sorts of reasons, are not acceptable and mostly unconsciously,
we have suppressed them. We do not knowingly allow these aspects to be seen by
others and most often they are no longer known even to ourselves. We then fear our
own shadow because of its unknown murky depths. However the reality is that these
aspects, (qualities) which we have suppressed, are an essential part of our being;
they are very powerful dynamic forces and as such naturally crave expression. If they
cannot do this authentically, they will manifest themselves in ways which are either
too strong or too weak and therefore become “distortions” of the original quality.
For example a person may have been born with the quality of forthrightness, but
throughout childhood, it is told in many direct and indirect ways that this aspect of its
being is unacceptable. Over time “forthrightness” is relegated into the unconscious
and for a while it may seem to have been “conquered”. Forthrightness however is an
innate, potent and powerful expression of that person’s essence and though crushed
it has not died. It may therefore manifest itself in a distorted way through the person
becoming a gossip, secretive or ruthless. Each of these expressions may be seen as
a distortion of the original quality of forthrightness.
Though the shadow is usually disliked and often feared, it nevertheless holds a vital
key to our development. Fortunately (or unfortunately) the shadow has many ways to
make its presence felt, for example through projections, Freudian slips, overreactions
and more generally as our rather familiar unpleasant characteristics. All of these are
actually distortions and if we are willing to learn from them, instead of trying to
eliminate them, they can assist us in reintegrating the original quality which had been
suppressed. By engaging with distortions in this way we can reframe them as allies in
fulfilling our true potential.
The archetypes in this sense are once more a magnificent model in that these traits
which are commonly rejected, denied and feared by humans are integral and explicit
to the archetypal personalities and myths with which we are so familiar. We can
immerse ourselves in the epic tales and legends in which hate, revenge, jealousy,
betrayal, weakness and every conceivable aspect of the darker forces, are intimately
and openly explored. Whilst seemingly we are only the observers to these events,
the ancient resonances bring light and understanding to our own nature. Even when
the shadow may seem to have “taken over”, the possibility of our true nature reemerging is beautifully depicted in tales of transformation, such as the ugly toad who
is turned into the handsome prince and more profoundly through the eternal battle in
which good, always, eventually, overcomes evil.
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Case Studies
1. Archetypes And The Brand
The Body Shop plc. wanted to devise a way to embody the spirit of all that it stood for
and to bring that to life in a way that could be communicated easily and vibrantly to
all its people and through them to its customers. This developed into an innovative
and exciting project, undertaken by the marketing department, to develop brand
personalities – to use characterisation as a means of expressing the richness, depth
and potential of the Body Shop ethos. Four “personalities” 4 were chosen to
represent the brand; the Pioneer, the Storyteller, the Wit and the Warrior. These four
characters between them beautifully captured the “spirit” of the company,
representing for example idealism, communication, spontaneity and courage.
At the point at which we (Purple Consulting) became involved, the characters had
been passed to Training and Development, to become integrated with their
leadership programme. At this time they were rather theoretical concepts, somewhat
comparable to a vision statement, in that they were understood and inspiring but not
yet active. Each was identified through pictorial representation and a short
descriptive paragraph. To begin to bring them more to life, make them relevant and
meaningful, we conducted a workshop with a steering group comprised of line
managers, a team leader and representatives from training and development,
including the Head of Leadership Development.
The first stage was to elicit from the steering group, what each of these archetypes
evoked in them personally, how did they relate to them, in what ways did they
resonate (or not) with each one? In discussion it was quite noticeable that the
responses to these reflections were generated easily and energetically and that there
was considerable agreement amongst everyone, even though some of their answers
were very different. This illustrated very clearly how the archetypes can readily
accommodate individual differences yet maintain a shared understanding. In fact the
different perspectives tended to build the theme and add to the picture rather than
cause dissent.
From these discussions some of the “qualities” of each of the archetypes were listed
and then we generated an example of how each one might be expressed. Given that
every archetype has a shadow, further discussion then generated a list of the less
favourable aspects to each of these characters – i.e. some distortions.
In practise one could see how this might work through a very simple but powerful and
typical situation where a manager is required to communicate a new vision or
strategy to her team. The connection and the very fine line between engaging the
audience and manipulating them, is immediately apparent (i.e. exaggerating the
benefits of a change, using false enthusiasm, pretending personal commitment in
order to win over others vs. expressing potential difficulties and uncertainties as real
challenges of the journey). The shadow is readily recognised by the audience though
not necessarily consciously labelled as such and not necessarily at all apparent to
the manager.
A very important consideration in our view was that if these archetypes were to
represent the brand then they must as a group offer a full and rounded picture of
what the Body Shop represents. This was achieved by referencing the four
4

“personalities” remained the descriptor within the company but for the purposes of this
paper we see ”personalities” and “characters” as interchangeable with archetypes
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archetypes, in terms of their qualities, against a model of the four elements, air
(mind), fire (energy), water (feelings), earth (physicality). This exercise quickly
revealed that the qualities of the four chosen archetypes were spread almost
exclusively between the air and fire elements. These aspects very much represented
the innovative, unconventional, educational and campaigning spirit of the Body Shop.
The “missing” aspects however (earth and water), would convey such qualities as
reliability, responsibility, protection, generosity, nurture, flow, receptivity – all of
which were also core to the retailer’s ethical and environmental stance. I was agreed
therefore that two new archetypes should be selected to represent the missing
elements; these were the Guardian (earth) and Partner (water).
The type of “picture” emerging for each of the archetypes is illustrated, though not in
full, in the matrix below.
Name
Element
Descriptio
n
Quality
Expressio
n
Distortion

Storyteller
Air
Open
to
new
experience; thirst for
knowledge; desire to
share our learning

Wit
Fire
Not taking selves too
seriously;
enjoyment;
refusal to be limited by
conventional thinking

Warrior
Fire
Passion that refuses
to be curbed by
convention
or
timidity; fight for what
we believe in.
Engaging
Unconventional
Conviction
Drawing people in Deliberately challenging Fighting for the cause
through inspiration
the status quo by acting
outside the norm
Manipulation
Sabotage
Mercenary

2. The Application Of Archetypes In Developing Leadership Capacity
In terms of the application of archetypes in leadership development, this has been
used quite extensively in the area of executive coaching. One client (David) worked
in a very well known finance company as a programme manager. He had been
identified as a high performer and had successfully completed some very high profile
and complex projects. His aspirations were to obtain a more conventional senior line
management, leadership role. However he doubted his own ability as a leader. He
had many leadership talents but underestimated these because they had been
acquired (naturally and ad hoc) through programme management rather than via
progression through a typical line management role and formal development. In
addition the company did not properly recognise his relevant experience and as his
appraisals had been intermittent, it was difficult for him to give measured, clear and
detailed evidence of his track record. Furthermore he had, to some extent, become
victim to his own success, in that he had developed an excellent reputation, providing
a very valuable service to the company for which he had been significantly rewarded
and now they were reluctant to lose him in that role.
The one to one work focused on this transition from nomadic programme manager
to senior line manager. In addition to his own self doubts, he unearthed some
concerns he had regarding the conventional management role around loss of
autonomy and freedom and suspicion that the role would become boring, repetitive,
political and highly stressful. Although he felt he wanted the new role these concerns
were obviously also holding him back.
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Having identified the quite significant inner concerns regarding the role David
recognised a certain level of ambivalence and unease about his aspirations. He
certainly had all the required competencies but they did not seem to form together for
him into a confident, collective whole. Rather they were random and not fully owned
by him.
Using a visualisation exercise, in our work David was asked to find an image of
himself as a leader. The one which came to him almost immediately was that of an
oak tree, which he then captured in a drawing. This image came spontaneously and
was initially a surprise to him and yet very quickly as we explored its many facets it
emerged as an extremely useful and pertinent archetype. That one image held both
the rootedness which he actually longed for, yet at the same time the expansion and
freedom of the branches left him plenty of room for growth, renewal and movement.
The trunk symbolised the consolidation of all his learning, competence and wisdom
which, when viewed in this way, felt very solid, formed from the many roots he had
developed in many departments in the organisation. The leaves represented the
myriad of new ways his old skills and experience would take form. The tree was a
place were people would find comfort and shelter, or be supported by the many
branches of learning as they made their own way in the world.
We also explored the tree as a symbol for where he was in his life in general and the
symbolism then took on a whole new depth of meaning. Having recently become a
father for the second time, David was entering a different stage in life requiring the
qualities of stability, protection, wisdom, strength, providing a safe environment in
which his family could “nest”. The tree “by chance” also fitted this aspect of his life
too and the family was certainly one of the drivers for a more stable career path.
At an even more fundamental level, the age old allegory of the acorn possessing the
potential of the huge tree was particularly relevant to his new fatherhood and as
appreciation of his own enormous potential.
The depth of meaning and the many integrated layers of understanding which
emerged from this apparently simple activity, were quite extraordinary. David was
able (at least to begin) to pull together many facets of his life into a cohesive theme;
he experienced himself as more “joined-up” and consequently felt considerably more
powerful and more sure of himself. Most importantly for him, in terms of his career,
he now had a very strong inner image of the type of leader he felt himself to be,
which he also experienced as very natural and authentic to him. We worked at
consolidating this through imagination and body work – visualising the tree as being
literally inside his own body, feeling its strength and qualities as his own. The tree
provided a kind of inner counsel, so that in any situation, he could ask “what would
the tree do or say”, thus in reality calling on the qualities of the archetype he had
resonated with and embodied.
3. Archetypes And Culture Change
The final example of the application of archetypes in the business world came
through a project addressing a strong, cultural difficulty in a global, high street, fast
food chain. The company had been extremely successful for many years and had
developed a high profile brand. However it was for the first time under serious
competition from several different outlets who now offered either a similar product or
very distinct, now popular, alternatives. Having built its reputation on a particular style
and set of products, totally consistent across the country, the company was now
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faced with the need to become much more creative in what food it served, how it was
served and how to re-engage its customers.
In achieving such a successful brand the company had developed a very rigid way of
“doing things”. This meant standards were maintained and customers were always
sure what they were buying, but internally this had led to an increasing resistance to
change. Many of the senior managers had joined the company as juniors and their
whole working life had been at “one school”. These new challenges presented a
daunting proposition – it was not simply a case of changing style or product, it
involved a major cultural shift from powerful hierarchy to local, more autonomous,
innovation teams. The brief was to assist a core group of thirty senior managers in
recognising and working with their personal and collective creative potential and to
begin to break down some of the many internal barriers to achieving this.
Part of the work was to bring understanding of the continuum of creativity, ranging
from the pole of limitation or fear, where the back is against the wall and a solution
must be found, to the other extreme – freedom – where one begins with a totally
blank sheet of paper. The group were familiar with the former polarity but our task
was to move them toward the latter.
Prior to the workshop we had asked each participant to consider their experience and
relationship to creativity and to express this through writing a short “story” in the form
of a myth, tale or fantasy. This process was designed to begin to stir their
imagination, preparing them for the main activity in the workshop. The tales were
shared in small groups and each person was invited to explore what was revealed in
terms of their understanding of their own creative process and how that was blocked
or limited by themselves or apparently by external circumstances. Whilst it was not
possible to read out the stories because of the size of the group and also for reasons
of confidentiality, we did ask for some examples, which were very revealing. There
were some instances of the creative force “in disguise” or hidden in some way and
only revealing itself in certain safe circumstances or of being intimidated yet finding a
secret outlet. These examples helped people to connect and identify with the
creativity within them as a life force, something which is part of being, rather than a
competency or more often an “incompetency”! We asked each person to identify at
least one way in which they could express their creativity and one way in which they
felt it was blocked. They would then pay attention to these aspects in the syndicate
groups, noticing how they influenced their contribution to the main task.
Having discussed the many different ways in which the main task might be
approached, such as the use of myth, legend, fairytales, metaphors, archetypes
etcetera, the groups were presented with a scenario and asked to come up with a
representation of the forces for and against creativity. Their results were absolutely
stunning, best represented perhaps by one of the examples, “The Two Gardens”
One of the groups developed a short “vignette”, in which there were two gardens;
one bright, colourful, abundant and full of life; the other mostly in shade and only a
very few plants struggling to survive. In the shaded garden was a caterpillar
(creativity) whose life was very miserable as it was constantly under attack from the
evil crow (status quo). The dynamics of the forces at play were literally acted out and
the crow, fully dressed in huge black wings, sharp beak and raucous noise, attacked
the caterpillar, tearing off its legs (labelled as spontaneity, new ideas, choices,
challenges), leaving it limping and trapped in the garden. Finally the caterpillar
managed to escape into the garden of sunshine, where, in a new environment of
sunshine, openness and variety, it was able to transform into a butterfly.
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The archetypal themes here were obvious; light and dark, freedom and limitation,
transformation, etcetera. The impact on the whole group was palpable as these
archaic symbols, dramatically brought to life their actual personal experiences within
their own company. The power (and roles) of some of the forces against progress
were clearly identified. The creativity in the combination of drama, reading, art work
and poetry and the engagement in the whole unfolding saga were remarkable. The
connections between the inner world, the immediate outer world and the world as a
whole, were crystallised in this one apparently simple story. The archetypal themes
evoked a resonance within individuals, reminding them of their own creativity, how
powerful a force it actually is, showing them how painful it is to have their creativity
crushed and sensitising them to occasions when it was threatened. The activity did
not just raise awareness; it was a deeply felt experience which rekindled for many a
deep knowing about a particular aspect of themselves and generated within them a
passion to allow that to grow.
Conclusion
Archetypes then may be considered as a multi dimensional model in that they in
essence represent and reconnect us to an infinite, powerful and extremely potent
world, they have cross cultural significance, naturally activate our imagination and
deep emotional responses, and because of their innate familiarity to us they are
readily accepted as a tool for working. Their qualities and distortions provide a very
accessible framework for the development of individuals, leadership, teams and
organisations.
They are complex, many layered symbols from the ancient realms and from the
spiritual world, they are superbly suited to bring insight, deep understanding and
meaning to any organisation wanting to achieve sustainable success and make a
meaningful contribution in the enormously complicated and demanding business
environment of today.
Working with archetypes brings almost infinite depth, breadth, richness and innate
wisdom, to our ordinary (working) world. The themes we struggle with on a daily
basis are given the context and connection of the whole of human life and
endeavour. As such they can be understood in terms of their many layers of meaning
and purpose, thus offering up new and multi – faceted perspectives and perhaps
most important of all reveal our perpetual integrated connection with all that has been
and all that is to come. Our organisational world is simply another stage on which we
learn about who we really are.
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Paper 3
RECOGNISING THE SPIRITUAL POTENTIAL WITHIN COMMUNITIES OF
PRACTICE THROUGH APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY
Dr Peter Critten
Principal Lecturer, Middlesex University Business School
This paper seeks to explore the significance of a view of organisation which sees
organisations not as fixed entities but as emergent processes, evolving out of
networks of relationships and communities of practice. I argue that this is a more
suitable context for the emergence of creativity, innovation, imagination and, most
importantly, for spirituality to be recognised and nurtured. I explore how one process
in particular, appreciative inquiry, can help provide a bridge from the here and now by
connecting the past and the future, the internal and the external and the ‘I’ and the
‘We’. The lesson drawn is that spirituality in organisations is not a lofty and ethereal
ideal but is grounded within the experience of its members and that leaders in
particular have a key role in enabling members to discover and literally appreciate
their common identity within a wider community for which the organisation provides
the potential for growth.
On the one hand organisations today seem remote, disconnected from their staff, run
by bureaucrats and driven by a short-term profit motive to survive in a constantly
changing market-place. According to a recent survey run by the Economic and Social
Research Council (ESRC) into employee attitudes in both the private and public
sector (ESRC 2002) the level of organisational commitment has declined over the
last decade. What chance, then, of spirituality being recognised let alone nurtured in
such an environment of mistrust and greed?
On the other hand, questions are increasingly being asked about what organisations
are for and how they might be valued, particularly in the wake of the demise of the
so-called dot.com revolution. There is increasing recognition that we need to find
alternative ways of measuring an organisation apart from the profit it makes and how
well the market considers it is fulfilling its purpose and achieving its potential. Ways
of measuring intangible assets like an organisation’s human, structural and
relationship capital are being proposed. The way knowledge is being produced,
codified and shared could be as important as the profit a company is making in
relation to its future sustainability. It is in this context, I would argue, that the notion of
‘communities of practice’ has particular significance,
1.

Organisations As Communities Of Practice

The term ‘community of practice’ was first coined by Etienne Wenger in his book
Communities of Practice: Identity, Learning and Meaning (Wenger 1998) At the
heart of Wenger’s philosophy is that knowing, like learning, is socially and
contextually determined. : ‘Knowing ‘ he says, ‘is a matter of ...action, engagement in
the world ‘ (Wenger 1998 :4) Out of the active participation and engagement with
others, he suggests we arrive at our identity through a process of ‘negotiating
meaning’ The argument , then, is that the heart of learning and knowledge does not
reside in an abstraction called ‘an organisation’ but in ‘Communities of practice
[which] are the locus of ‘real work’’ 243.
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Wenger suggests there are ‘dualities’ which have to be balanced if a community is
both to be shaped by the active participation of its members but at the same time
capitalise on an identity it can share across boundaries. I see all four dualities (which
I prefer to see as ‘creative tensions) as operating together in a dynamic flux which I
have represented in Appendix 1.. Communities of practice have to find the right
balance between them.
One of the characteristics of knowledge is that it is always embedded in a particular
context. By creating opportunities for people to interact and share knowledge we are
also creating a ‘context’ which, I would argue, can assume as much significance as
the individuals in whose heads the knowledge resides
‘…the power to create knowledge is embedded not just in one person
but the interaction of that person with others and the environment.
Therefore, a particular individual’s knowledge can be shared,
recreated and amplified when he or she is part of that context’ (Von
Krogh et al 2000 :178)
Von Krogh et al cite the Japanese word ‘ ba’ which literally means ‘place’ but a place
which is not just a physical space for creative conversations but ‘a network of
interactions, determined by the care and trust of participants’ (Von Krogh et al 2000
p 49) [my italics]
In developing shared tacit knowledge the challenge for individuals in a
“micro-community” is to dwell in the experiences, perspectives and
concepts of other participants – to shift from a commitment to one’s
own interest to that of the group’ ( Von Krogh et al 2000 :58)
This process of paying attention to each other is what is at the heart of dialogue.
This has a history going back to 1914 when the philosopher Martin Buber used the
term to focus attention on the need for human beings to pay attention to each other
fully as human beings rather than as objects in a social function . In the eighties
Physicist David Bohm introduced the idea that the beliefs, assumptions of a group
can literally be made ‘tangible’ in the form of what he called a ‘container’ or ‘field of
inquiry’ which could be created and recognised by a group as it moved from simply
‘discussing’ a particular subject, to recognising a ‘collective mindfulness’ in which
they all shared which gave meaning to their dialogue and to what Wenger would call
their ‘identity’.
Skolimowski in ‘The Participatory Mind’. acknowledges another kind of ‘collective
mindfulness’ which Teilhard de Chardin calls a ‘noosphere’ – a kind of universal
sphere of mind which we all contribute to. But what it lacks, Skolimowski argues ,is
an ‘epistemology’ a way of inquiring into and understanding what we have created.
This can be achieved by what he calls ‘Paricipatory thinking and research which ‘is
the art of dwelling in the other’ ( Skolimowski 1994 :182) and ‘Through it we can
compassionately enter the other’ (Skolimowski 1994:174)
I believe Wenger has provided us with a very useful blueprint for creating within
organisations communities which, by definition, result from active engagement of
participants rather than are prescribed by the powers that be. Nevertheless the
blueprint does come across in a rather cerebral way; it lacks the ‘care’ and
‘compassion’ which Von Krogh (2000) and Skolimowski ( 1994) describe. And yet,
without passion and commitment to each other would the community have been
created in the first place?
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Margaret Wheatley has written
‘There is no power for change greater than that of a community
discovering what it cares about’ (Wheatley 2002: 55)
In her book ‘Turning to one another : simple conversations to restore hope to the
future’ Margaret Wheatley begins with these words:
‘I believe we can change the world if we start listening to one another
again. Simple, honest, human conversation. Not mediation,
negotiation, problem-solving , debate or public meetings. Simple,
trustful conversation where we each have a chance to speak, we each
feel heard and we each listen well’ (Wheatley 2002:3)
This is at the heart of dialogue. It is also at the heart of a process which, I would
argue, is akin to what Skolimowski calls ‘Pasrticipatory thinking’ and allows me to
connect with and ‘in dwell’in the world you draw experiences from. The process is
called appreciative inquiry. I believe this process helps create the stories from which
a more spiritual view of organisations can be formed. It starts by invoking the
imagination which Wenger also saw as playing a key part in sustaining communities
of practice.
‘It is through imagination that we see our own practices as continuing
histories that reach far into the past and it is through imagination that
we conceive of our developments, explore alternatives and envision
possible futures’ (Wenger 1998 :178)
2.

Transformation At The Speed Of Imagination – Appreciative Inquiry

The term, ‘Appreciative Inquiry’ (AI) was created in 1986 by David Cooperinder in his
doctoral thesis: ‘Appreciative Inquiry: Toward a Methodology for Utilising and
Enhancing Organizational Innovation’ It is
‘…a theory and practice for approaching change from a holistic
framework. Based on the belief that human systems are made and
imagined by those who live and work within them, AI leads systems to
move toward the generative and creative images that reside in their
most positive core – their values, visions, achievements and best
practices’
(Watkins JM & Mohr B J (2001) :xxx)
A central principle underpinning AI is that of social construction:
‘Our ability to create new and better organizations is only limited by
our imagination and collective will. Furthermore , language and words
are the basic building blocks of social reality….As we talk to each
other we are constructing the world we see and think about and as
we change how we talk we are changing the world’ (G R Bushe 2000 :
100-101)
At the heart of appreciative inquiry is reconstructing stories around experiences from
the past on which we wish to build the future. There are four stages in the process
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which are usually referred to as the 4D-Appreciative Inquiry Cycle. These are
summarised in Appendix 2 together with a summary of the process.
James D Ludema, sees appreciative inquiry as a ‘vocabulary of hope’
This vocabulary allows people to live beyond current circumstances,
transcend the status quo and transform present reality into one of
greater aliveness by placing it in the context of broader and deeper
possibilities’ (Ludema 2000: 276)
The notion of ‘deeper possibilities’ underpins Polanyi’s exposition of ‘personal
knowledge’ and
in particular that of ‘tacit knowledge’ which this extract
demonstrates:
‘The words I have spoken, am yet to speak, mean nothing; it is only I
who mean something by them. And, as a rule, I do not focally know
what I mean and though I would explore my meaning up to a point, I
believe that my words....must mean more than I shall ever know if they
are to mean anything at all’ (Polanyi 1958 :352)
I suggest that Ludema’s view of appreciative inquiry comes close to what might be
called a ‘spiritual dimension’. in that it is a process which enable groups to share
stories of ‘hope’ which raise them above the short-term constraints summarised in
the opening paragraph; and Polanyi reminds us we cannot divorce ourselves and our
human condition from the words we speak. The process of appreciative inquiry, I
suggest, helps groups to identify with the ‘person’ behind the words and recognise
exactly what it is they share together (See also section on ‘Connecting the I’’. the’We’
and the ‘It’)
But David Cooperrider and his colleagues have argued that appreciative inquiry is
not simply a technique but provides us with the means of ‘rethinking human
organisation’
‘..appreciative inquiry opens the status quo to possible transformations
in collective action. It appreciates the best of “what is” to ignite intuition
of the possible and then firmly unites the two logically, caringly and
passionately into a theoretical hypothesis of an envisioned future. By
raising ever new questions of an appreciative, applicable and
provocative nature, the researcher collaborates in the scientific
construction of his or her world’
(Cooperider & Srivastva 2000:91)
I would argue that it isn’t just the researcher but organisational leaders who can use
appreciative inquiry to open up the status quo and allow peoples’ inherent
spirituality to show itself.. Appreciative Inquiry , I would argue, provides us with a
mechanism for paying attention, in a caring way, to the knowledge as it emerges out
of a community of practice; indeed, I would go further and argue that the very
process of collective engagement at the heart of appreciative inquiry enables the
knowledge to be made explicit in the very stories that we tell and share. Harrison
Owen recognises how ‘the spirit’ which was released in his ‘Open Technoloogy’
seesions for encouraging groups to take responsibility for discovering and recording
their own knowledge could also be applied organisation wide (Owen 2000)
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Out of this process of engagement I want to argue that the leader has a key role in
making connections. To conclude I want to suggest three particular connections
which, in my view, help to enhance an organisation’s capacity for ‘spirituality’
3.
•

Making The Connections
Connecting the inner and the outer and the role of leadership

In his book The Dance of Change Peter Senge introduces the concept of what he
calls ‘Profound Change:
‘organizational change that combines inner shifts in people’s values.
aspirations and behaviors with “outer” shifts in processes, strategies,
practices and systems….This emphasis on inner and outer changes
gets to the heart of the issues that large industrial-age institutions are
wrestling with today. It is not enough to change strategies, structures
and systems unless the thinking that produced those strategies,
structures and systems also changes; (Senge 1999 :15)
In his view, leaders in organisations have a key responsibility in bringing about
‘profound change’. To do so, though, requires a shift in the way we think about
leadership away from the notion of ‘isolated hero-leaders’ to a view of leadership
‘as the capacity of a human community to shape its future, and
specifically to sustain the significant processes of change required to
do so’ (Senge 1999:16)
This is a very different picture of a ‘leader’ compared with popular perspectives. But
increasingly there seems to be a trend which agrees with Senge that leaders must
give up the notion that they have all the answers and be more comfortable with
asking questions and recognising ‘they need partners’ (Cloke K and Goldsmith J
2002) and
(Dotlich D L & Cairo P C 2002) It also accords with Scott Peck’s view: ‘Communities
have sometimes been referred to as leaderless groups.. It is more accurate,
however, to say that a community is a group of all leaders’ ( Scott Peck : 1987
:72)
I suggest that the leader of the future will have a key role in helping to integrate the
inner (‘peoples values, aspirations’) and the outer (strategies, practices and systems)
and help make explicit what is tacit. Peter Vaill puts forward the hypothesis that : ‘to a
large extent executive development for leadership of modern organizations is
spiritual development’ ( Vaill 1999:324) Vaill refers to the ‘spiritual condition’ of
leaders as being ‘about the feeling a person has about the fundamental meaning of
who they are, of what they are doing, and of the contributions they are making’ and
sees their role as sharing this ‘spiritual development’ with others:
‘Perhaps there is no more significant avenue of spiritual development
for organizational leaders than this one, because it involves leading
organization members into a fuller realization of their interdependence
and of their common feelings, common loyalties, common
opportunities and common strengths;’ (Vaill 1999:342)
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Eric Jantsch coined the word ‘syntony’:to refer to a way of knowing though
resonance or harmonizing with that which we seek to know (Jantsch 1975)
In the jargon of complexity theory the leader has a role in both the ‘shadow’ and the
‘legitimate’ side of organisations (Stacey 1996 ) His/her’s is a dual legitimacy both
from identifying him/herself with peoples beliefs , ideals but also having legitimacy in
the ‘legitimate’ side of the organsiation to make a difference. In this sense he/she is
able to balance the dualities Wenger termed ‘Identification and Negotiability’
(Wenger 1998) – See Appendix1
Given the word ‘phenomenology’ comes from two Greek words meaning ‘to bring
into the light’, perhaps the leader will be the architect of what R D Laing defined as
‘social phenomenology’ which is ‘concerned with the relation between my experience
of you and your experience of me’ (Laing 1964:16-17) The leader will be the one to
help bring into light what is in the shadow (Stacey 1996).This , I would suggest . is
further evidence of leaders drawing out ‘spiritual’ qualities by making appropriate
connections.
•

Connecting the ‘I’ the ‘we’ and the ‘it’

It was R D Laing who in proposing a ‘science of persons’ wrote:
‘Human beings relate to each other not simply externally, like two
billiard balls, but by the relations of the two worlds of experience that
come into play when two people meet’ (Laing 1964: 53)
The notion of ‘person’, ‘self’ as ‘relationship’ (Gergen 1999) provides another context
within which the leader can help make connections. Charles Handy credits Jung as
saying ‘ “I” needs “We” to be truly “I”’ (Handy 1997 :130) and uses the idea that
‘True individualism is necessarily social’ to support what he calls ‘proper selfishness’
‘to be properly selfish is to accept a responsibility for making the most
of oneself by, ultimately, finding a purpose beyond and bigger than
oneself.’ (Handy 1997: 9)
But what might be called a ‘spiritual’ drive cannot be achieved outside of each other.
‘…selves are formed in social interaction at the same time as they
form this interaction. This paradox of “forming and being formed by” is
thus at the heart of the emergence of self and society… Both the self
and the social are the same process’ (Griffin 2002: 153 –154)
Douglas Griffin’s book on ‘The Emergence of Leadership’is one in a series on
‘Complexity and Emergence’ in which Griffin says they are drawing attention to
‘..an approach that looks to analogies in the complexity sciences to
develop a theory of communicative interaction between embodied
human subjects and that involves a very different understanding of
participation, namely, that participation is self-organization. Here,
there is no self-organizing whole outside of immediate, ordinary daily
interaction between living bodies.’ (Griffin 2002:125)
This view runs contrary to popular current ‘systemic’ view as proposed by Senge
(1994) and others which Griffin says ‘..distances people from their actual experience
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and makes it feel natural to blame something outside of their actual interaction for
what happens to them.’. For this reason the subtitle of his book is ‘Linking selforganization and ethics’
A lesson we can draw from the above extracts is that each of us is shaped by what
Handy calls ‘the connectedness of the world’. But we also play an equal part in
shaping it . This is a key message from Griffin (2002) and from writers on complexity
theory which see organisation like a pattern emerging out of social interactions.
Leaders of organisations have a key role in nurturing the kind of dialogical and
dialectical relationship which can accelerate this process. Argyris and Schon
described ‘organising’ as ‘reflexive inquiry’ in that
‘Individual members are continually engaged in attempting to know
the organization and to know themselves in the context of the
organization. At the same time, their continuing efforts to know and to
test their knowledge represent the object of their inquiry’ (Argyris &
Schon 1978)
It is through processes like dialogue and appreciative inquiry that an organisation can
make explict to itself what Argyris and Schon calls its ‘theory of use’. This leads us to
our third ‘connection’
•

Connecting with the world as it is

We don’t need to go into a state of trance , suspend our consciousness , rather we
just have to pay attention to what Pascale described as ‘who we are being as we
are doing’ (Pascale (1994)
In The Farther Reaches of Human Nature Maslow explains that ‘peak experiences’ ,
far from being out of body experiences are when:
‘Is becomes the same as ought. Fact becomes the same as value.
The world which is the case, which is described and perceived
becomes the same as the world which is valued and wished for. The
world which is becomes the world which ought to be’ (Maslow 1971)
He defines ‘ought’ in a particular way. ‘I am using the word ‘ought’ here as intrinsic to
the organism, as actual potentiality which can actually be fulfilled’
‘what we have learnt is that ultimately the best way for a person to
discover what he ought to do is to find out who and what he is
because the path to ethical and value decisions, to wiser choices, to
oughtness is via “issues” via the discovery of facts, truth, reality, the
nature of a particular person’ (Maslow 1971)
At the end of the book Maslow ponders as to how we can be helped to engage with
this part of ourselves, to self-actualise. He concludes
‘It means an increased widening of the ability to pay the fullest
attention to the here and now situation, to be able to listen well, to be
able to see well in the immediate moment before us’ (Maslow 1971)
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He talks of “unitive consciousness” :
‘This is the ability to simultaneously perceive in the fact – the is – its
particularity and its universality; to see it simultaneously as here and
now and yet also eternal; or rather to be able to see the universal in
and through the particular and the external in and through the
temporal and momentary’ (Maslow 1971)
4.

CONCLUSIONS

The above extract could be a summary of my position in this paper on what
constitutes ‘spirituality’ and how leaders, in particular, can raise the collective level of
awareness of what the organisation can become without ever prescribing its
boundaries. Principles and processes that can help in this endeavour that we have
explored in this paper include:
•
•
•
•
•

Create and connect up communities of practice
Use the 4D cycle of appreciative inquiry to help groups and communities pay
attention to each other’s practice and through the stories told envisage and
co-create a new future
Bridge the internal and the external, the shadow and the legitimate sides of
organisations and make the tacit explicit
Embody the principle of ‘I’ and ‘we’ and create the space within which a new
pattern of meaning can emerge
Help participants to pay attention to who they are being as they go about their
everyday work

Skolimowski believes that
‘The more sensitive and knowing we become the richer and larger
becomes our reality’ (Skolimowski 1994:15)
This is also at the heart of Hubbard’s belief in what she calls ‘Conscious evolution’
which she sees as the ‘quantum leap’ from being created in the way we are through
evolutionary processes to being ‘co-creators’
‘The most fundamental step on the path of the co-creator is a new
spirituality in which we shift our relationship with the creative process
from creature to co-creator – from unconscious to conscious evolution.
Through resonance with the metapattern that connects us all, we learn
to take responsibility for our part in the creation of our own evolution’
(Hubbard 1998: 99)
This may seem far removed from the day-today reality of organisational life but
we have to start somewhere and. if Handy is to be believed
‘..in our hearts we would all like to find a purpose bigger than
ourselves because that will raise us to heights we had not dreamt of.
No laws can ,make this happen, only a release of the human spirit
which I suggest is hungry for it, waiting only for such a proper
selfishness to be fashionable and admired’ (Handy 1997: 9)
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Let us hope that organisational leaders heed this message. In this paper I have
suggested processes grounded in the ‘here-and-now’ which they might use to cocreate with their organisations a more ‘spiritual’ future
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Appendix 1
Balancing Dualities That Shape The Boundaries Of Communities Of Practice

REIFICATION is about
making outcomes explicit
and tangible – it could
range from memo-report
GLOBAL: entails a
generalisation/abstraction
of practice derived from
local context to a wider

DESIGNED : Detailed
prescriptions, which
could comprise
procedures, structures,

IDENTIFICATION :
process by which we
come to ‘belong’ –
involves trust,

NEGOTIABILITY: extent to
which we are able to have
power/control over what we
belong to

LOCAL: practice, procedures
specific to a particular
community in a particular
context at a point of time

EMERGENT: Out of changing
and dynamic circumstances
come new procedures, stories,
culture etc

PARTICIPATION
involves open debate and
engagement
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Appendix 2
The Appreciative Inquiry Cycle And Process
THE APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY 4D CYCLE
Stage 1 DISCOVER
Bring to mind and share a
‘positive’ experience around
issue for appreciative inquiry
Eg ‘Bring to mind a time when
you received the best of service’
‘Value the best of what is’
Stage 4 DELIVER
Organisation collectively
,
activates, empowers,
supports
whatever needs it were to be
done to realise the dream

Identify an issue to be a
trigger for an
‘appreciative’ inquiry

‘Innovate what will be’

Stage 2 DREAM
What would organisation
look like if it were to offer
& support such a kind of
service on a regular basis?
‘Envision what might be’

Stage 3

DESIGN

What would organisation need to do
to ensure such practices are nurtured and
encouraged?
‘Dialogue what should be’
Before the cycle can begin you have to be clear about an issue you want to explore
in an appreciative way. The starting point for the cycle in the diagram is around the
issue of improving the services an organisation offers..
The first stage in the process (Discovery) is for individuals to pair off and interview
each other encouraging their partner to bring to mind a positive/peak experience
when, in this case, they received the best service they had ever experienced and to
describe it in as much detail as possible, After each pair have shared their stories,
you meet up with other pairs and share your stories and identify central themes that
seem to be emerging out of all your stories. Before you move into the next phase
there should have been an opportunity for all groups having a stake in their
organisation’s future to share their stories and agree common themes about the
experience of service excellence.
The next phase of the process (Dream) is to move from the past to the present and
future and envisage what your organisation (or any organisation) look like if it was
able to provide and support the kind of experience you’ve shared in groups. This is
akin to what Peter Senge calls ‘shared vision’ (Senge 1994) and could be captured
as a picture, graphic , poem or narrative. You then agree, as a group ,what is called a
‘provocative proposition’ of what your organisation would be like if your dreams came
true.
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The provocative proposition leads into the third phase (Design) where as a group , in
Senge’s words, you ‘co-create the future’ by agreeing what the organisation (and in
particular you) need to do to realise your dream
The final phase is ‘deliver’ where the organisation commits resources and support to
ensure the blue-print agreed at the design stage is brought into being. Cooperrider
and Whitney (1999) question the appropriateness of the word ‘deliver’ and suggest
‘destiny’ on the basis that ‘organisational change needs to look more like an inspired
movement than a neatly packaged or engineered product ‘ (Cooperrider & Whitney
1999 p9).
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Paper 4.
SENSE MAKING, RITUAL AND STORY; SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE THROUGH
DIALOGUE
Martijn Sjoorda and Cathy Rowan
Introduction
The aim of this text and the workshop that accompanies it is to demonstrate the
value of a formalised dialogue process in the workplace. A benefit for organisations
that attempt dialogic approaches to change is that in so doing they make space for
sense making, ritual and story, all of which are fundamental needs of the human
spirit. These needs find ways to be met without formal dialogue- through gossip,
departmental celebrations, dress down days, ritualised trips to the coffee machine
and many other ways. However, the introduction of space for dialogue enables
stories to be surfaced and validated or otherwise given meaning. It ensures time to
make sense of changes. It provides a place for creative ideas to be considered and
developed. The value to the organisation is the healing of the losses involved in
change. This enables the release of energy required to move forward as people
realise their connection to each other and renew their commitment to their work.
We offer views of our own based on dialogue with each other on the subject of
everyday rituals. Then we provide a theoretical framework, which is based on our
training with DIA.logos.
Sense making, ritual and story - A perspective
Martijn:
This is a story of a man using ritual to cope with the world, at least that is how I make
sense of what I saw.
Somewhere on a street in South-Kensington, there’s a car that’s
always parked in the same spot. It’s an old Escort Estate, I’d say from
the early Seventies. In the back there’s a cool box and old, yellow
magazines from the Sixties. A clue that it never, or almost never,
moves from its place is that there is also a can of touch up paint in the
back. And apart from the fact that the car has been touched up here
and there, it looks like it just came from the dealer. Every once in a
while, a man in his late sixties, perhaps even early seventies, gets in.
He’s dressed in a blazer and tie, but distinctly from the same era as
the production date of the car. So are his glasses. After he gets in, he
starts the engine and lets it run for a few minutes. After that, he
switches it off, gets out, locks it and leaves.
I saw this happen once, then again almost a year later. The long interval between
the events and the fact that the two scenes seemed identical aroused my imagination
and curiosity. And, others told me that it happened more frequently, always the
same. Why did he do this? It was almost as if he was keeping everything in perfect
order for the moment somebody came back to make the Sunday drive into the
country that the car seemed so well equipped to make.
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Would his wife have died? The pointed-ness and dignity with which he performed the
ritual made me think that, for whatever reason, he wanted to retain something that
was already long gone. Maybe his wish was to reconnect, to commemorate or maybe
he was simply unable to say goodbye and move on.
In making sense of this, I understood that each and every one of us has rituals we
cling to, individually or as a group. In our culture we often don’t call them rituals.
Because we are largely unconscious about the needs of our souls our rituals
manifest as habits and seemingly time-wasting administrative procedures. They are
often destructive and energy sapping. Nevertheless, a reason why we have difficulty
overcoming or eliminating them may be that they operate as rituals and therefore are
essential to the maintenance of our sanity and sense of security.
Martijn and Cathy:
We want to paint a picture of a more conscious way forward. With small adjustment
we can honour our need for ritual in ways that are nourishing and energy giving. We
are not talking about huge steps that will alienate us from the rest of society including
our business organisations. To illustrate our point we have a domestic example that
will also demonstrate how ritual, sense making and story are interwoven processes.
Martijn:
Some people start their day on the wrong foot if they don’t have two cups of coffee.
Having only one makes me feel incomplete, not up for it. My girlfriend lights a
cigarette the moment she wakes up. And when she gets home - she’s a senior house
officer in a hospital- she needs an hour to unwind. I am therefore informed to abstain
from discussing any matters more complicated than “Do you want something to
drink?” in the first quarter after she gets home. Only after half an hour so, some
slightly more complicated stuff is possible, such as which food we’ll eat. We only
connect, both physically as well as spiritually after three quarters to an hour. This is
also a ritual, this time between lovers. It involves cleansing the day out our systems
and connecting again to what we share.
Cathy:
When Martijn related the above story of his domestic rituals to me, I made sense of it
as follows. I suspect that Martijn and his girlfriend’s evening ritual protects them from
a less conscious but very common evening ritual, known as an argument, that occurs
when different and competing needs fight for space. In remaining conscious of their
differing needs, Martijn’s for conversation and his girlfriend’s for a period of quiet,
they have found a ritual that means that both of their needs are met, over time. The
message – if we provide the space for rituals, there is less need to clash violently
with our surroundings.
And if we do clash, our tool for reviewing our behaviour, assuming we are conscious
enough to take the responsibility, is through telling our story and listening to those of
others involved. The purpose of the telling is to make sense of events, to learn, to
heal, to move on.
Messages
1) Becoming conscious about rituals is a choice for greater productivity at work and
in life and a choice for a more loving and compassionate existence. Rituals are an
integral part of our spirituality. Our lack of (understanding of) rituals and respect for
them makes our lives needlessly poor.
2) “Good” stories for us have the following elements:
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•
•
•

They help a person make sense of the past and raise awareness.
They teach by surfacing a message that transcends the plain story.
They entertain.

Often stories are told as cautionary tales and the resulting fears can be damaging in
inhibiting healthy exploratory and creative initiatives. This can happen in
organisations where news of apparent misdemeanours leading to loss of job or
transfer to ‘special projects’ travels fast and is often distorted into a more dramatic
horror story in the process.
In telling stories you sow the seeds for building a common language and reconnect to
an age-old ritual that humans have practised sitting around a circle since huntergatherer times. Telling stories paves the way for building healthier relationships, both
privately as well as in working life.
It is a more satisfying way of connecting and delivering messages than flipping power
point slides or:
“Hi. (kiss)”
“Hi. How’s your day?”
“Hm. Good. Did a couple of nice deals. Yours?”
“All right. Benji’s going to be ill, though, I think.
“Mm. Nasty. Take him to the doctor tomorrow?
“Yeah.”
“What’s for dinner?”
3) We believe the following to be important aspects of sense making:
•
•
•
•

To stop and think before you say something, staying close to your underlying
feelings and assumptions and making those clear as well when you do say
something.
The art of hearing someone out (including yourself) before you jump to
conclusions.
Trying to be open to what really goes on around you, looking at people and
events without judging.
Finding meaning for you as a person in things that happen and then asking
yourself what response is called for.

We have tried to demonstrate that if you explore the rituals in your life, and the one’s
you see others perform, and investigate the stories behind them and share these,
you will learn and connect to others. Much of what you will learn will seem like a
homecoming to knowledge that lies deep inside us all about the workings of nature
and the rhythms of life. Culturally, we have strayed away from this and in recent
history have been influenced by the sense making attempts of analytic reason
championed by Descartes, Newton and others who instead of looking at the whole,
broke their worlds down into neat little bits.
Dialogue
“ I have come to conclude that there is deep hunger in the modern
world for meaning and the core practices whereby human beings
make meaning together. We may not go back to living in tribes. But
we have an insatiable desire to live lives of dignity and meaning, and
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when we discover ways to do this, there is a quiet sigh of relief. We
have found our way. Now we must move along it.”
Peter Senge
“Learning to inquire together about what matters most is some of the
most significant work I can imagine. Our isolation, our investment in
position and roles, our defence of our own limits, fuel the condition of
thinking alone. Dialogue represents a new frontier for human beingsperhaps the true final frontier. In it we can come to know ourselves
and our relatedness to the whole of Life.”
Bill Isaacs
The practice of dialogue is a valuable way of accessing the underlying spirituality in
organisations that in any event is present in the informal rituals and story-telling
practices as indicated above. Dialogue can provide the space required for these
practices and harness their power so that they nourish rather than deplete. Dialogue
can help to reduce and resolve conflict and contribute to increases in productivity and
innovation.
Dialogic principles were first defined by the physicist David Bohm in the early 80s,
who in his exploration of the notions “whole” and “parts”, in the process uncovered
the rudimentary underlying principles for finding ways to converse (from the Latin
“conversare” = to turn together) starting from looking at the whole, rather than
seeking to fragment things down. The latter is a tradition that evolved in science and
Western society starting with the work of Descartes. The work has been further
developed by Bill Isaacs in the MIT Dialogue Project and Peter Garrett in the work he
has done in the field of what became known as Prison Dialogue, using dialogic
principles to improve the climate of co-existence between management, inmates and
guards in prisons. For the clarification of what evolves in a dialogue, the models
developed from David Kantor’s work, a family therapist, educator in this field and
organizational consultant, have been invaluable.
In traditional cultures there is a ubiquitous practice of sitting in a circle to think
together. Dialogue accesses this primal knowledge that appears still to be present in
all of us.
The model below gives a perspective on what ensues during any giving conversation
between people.
In any conversation, people move – they initiate ideas. Other people follow- they
complete what is said and support what is happening. Still others oppose- they
challenge what is said. And others bystand- they provide perspective on what is
happening.
Kantor’s work recognises that spoken communications comprise three languages:
the language of meaning, the language of affect and the language of power. People,
often without knowing it consciously, speak one preferred language.
Typically, the type of language that you or someone else speaks is recognisable by
looking for the following questions behind what they are saying:
•
•

Power –What can we do about this?
Meaning –What does this mean?
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•

Affect –How does this feel?

“Dialogue” comes from the Greek and signifies a “flow of meaning”. The essence of
dialogue is an inquiry that surfaces ideas, perceptions, and understanding that
people do not already have. This is not the usual norm: we typically try to come to
important conversations well prepared. A hallmark for many of us is that there are “no
surprises” in our meetings. Yet this is the antithesis of dialogue. You have a dialogue
when you explore the uncertainties and questions that no one has answers to. In this
way you begin to think together- not simply report out loud old thoughts. In dialogue
people learn to use the energy of their differences to enhance their collective
wisdom.
Dialogue can be contrasted with “discussion”, a word whose roots mean, “to break
apart”. Discussions are conversations where people hold onto and defend their
differences. The hope is that the clash of opinion will illuminate productive pathways
for action and insight. Yet in practice, discussion often devolves into rigid debate
(deriving, literally, from “to beat down”) where people view one another as positions
to agree with or refute, not as partners in a vital, living relationship. Such exchanges
represent a series of one-way streets, and the end results are often not what people
wish for: polarised arguments where people withhold vital information and shut down
creative perception. Although it may make logical sense to have dialogue in our
repertoire, it can seem illusive and even a little quaint. Yet the fact remains that any
form of co-operation requires people at some stage to sit and talk together. To this
end, nothing can substitute for this interpersonal contact. Unfortunately, much in the
way we habitually talk merely reinforces the problems we seek to resolve. What is
needed is a new approach to conversation, one that can enable leaders and groups
alike to bring out people’s untapped wisdom and collective insights.
Capabilities for new behaviour
Tied to each of the four perspectives is a type of behaviour that in itself is a capability
that needs to be developed, but overall contributes to the ability of individuals and
groups to build capabilities for new behaviour.
Voicing - to speak from your own true voice, defined as being moved to speak and
express what needs to be said at a particular moment. This requires internal
monitoring to check that voicing is about more than feeling pressured to speak or
about being motivated by desires for attention. True voicing may feel that the words
come from somewhere beyond the self.
Listening- attentively, by letting go of opinions and ideas. True listening enables
common understanding and the resolution of differences. Acquiring the internal
stillness to listen is not easy for people from western cultures.
Respecting- involves looking for the best in a person, honouring their boundaries and
not discounting their view. Respect requires inquiry not imposition, understanding not
judgement.
Suspending- is about observing thoughts and feelings but not necessarily acting on
them. It is about waiting and not moving towards premature closure. Suspending
requires that we learn to accept uncertainty.
A lot of what goes on in a dialogue as opposed to a discussion that slides off all to
easily into a debate is about balancing advocacy with inquiry. The stances move and
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oppose represent the line of advocacy and the stances bystand and follow represent
the line of inquiry.
In an environment that is not dialogic, people tend to get stuck in either one of the
positions.
Becoming aware of what your own behaviour and that of others is and does in an
interaction from this perspective contributes to an awareness of the whole, rather
than the fragmented, or parts.
Having looked at individual behaviour, a group moves through various stages as well,
throughout a conversation.
When you embody these practices and movements, a dialogue can progresses
through four stages – politeness, breakdown, inquiry and flow.
If you do not, and most conversations in organisational settings tend not to get past
breakdown, you will probably recognise the following response of a chair after a
heated exchange between two members of the group has taken place:
“Well…er… Under the circumstances it seems best if we move that
topic to the next meeting and continue with the agenda now….”
And everybody files in and agrees and the meeting moves on. Without the real
issues having been surfaced.
In the Politeness stage, people follow perceived rules of social acceptance and tend
not to surface thoughts and feeling that might disturb the status quo.
Breakdown is the unstable state that occurs when these thoughts and feelings are
surfaced. People tend to shift uncomfortably in their chairs and silences fall in the
conversation. Two to three or more members engage in a sharp debate and other
hook off in silence. Fear or lack of skill can cause a return to politeness. The energy
that is needed to work through this, as a group, is best described as finding a way to
hold the heat.
If a group can practise suspension and to find ways to rise above what is taking place
right now and to discover the undercurrent in what is happening, there is a chance of
moving into inquiry and generate meaning from the breakdown. The resultant
understanding can lead to flow, moving from a reflective dialogue where silence is
thoughtful to a generative dialogue where new and creative possibilities, which could
not have been foreseen, become evident, a service ethic is present and silence holds
a sacred quality.
To glimpse who you really are and see glimpses of who someone else is, is one of
the most profound and moving experiences we can hope to have. This is what
happens in generative dialogue. Generative dialogue cannot be forced. Like all
spiritual experiences with the power to transform, though not as rare as our culture,
which tends to remain in politeness and breakdown would have us believe.
Suggestion
Stop for a few seconds and make a deal with yourself to be more conscious, more
inquisitive and curious about yourself and the world, more compassionate. How can
you contribute to changing the ritualised procedures and behaviours around you into
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more life affirming rituals? What meaning can you derive from what is going on in
your life?
Can you tell a story to offer guidance to someone in need or merely to entertain and
connect with friends and family? If our thoughts have inspired you, join us to make
space for dialogue.
© 2002 Martijn Sjoorda and Cathy Rowan
cathyr@spiralconsulting.com
mailto:sjoorda@xs4all.nl
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Paper 5

Voluntary Work In The Age Of Non-Work (5)
Enrico Beltramini
(Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan)

Abstract
For an increasing number of people, in primis the knowledge workers, the hyper-élite
of the information economy, work has stopped having a theoretical justification and
being a practical necessity. Man no longer needs to work in order to survive. In the
past, work was justified from a theological point of view, basically as a way of
collaborating with God in the creation of the world – in the Calvinist interpretation
made famous by Weber – and as a way of elevation towards God in the succession
of Christ – in the Catholic interpretation. Afterwards, work was justified as instrument
of social progress and a privileged way to self-realisation. It is at this moment that
organisations become places in which people need to be able to express all their
dimensions, including the spiritual one. Spirituality becomes, then, another dimension
of work. Finally, work becomes a vassal activity in a wider life that is radically pluralist
and increasingly aware of its need to be more balanced socially, ecologically and
ethically. Self-construction of the self is no longer part of the working dimension; or,
in any case, only of that certain dimension. Self-accomplishment strategies of
knowledge workers, the hyper-élite of the information economy, are surprisingly no
longer the prerogative of work. Work no longer manages to give alone a meaning to
life. Therefore, we can no longer justify its existence unless it is integrated with other
dimensions: familiar, social, spiritual, etc. Work can even prevent the self-realisation
of man since it becomes a limit to self-transcendence, in other words to complete
freedom from the material condition. Without any sort of religious, moral, social or
psychological justification, work becomes a constraint, a prison from which we must
escape. The conclusion is that without any moral justification or a real need to work,
anyone who can, does not: whether it is because they get very rich, or because they
simplify their own lifestyle. Some people decide to stop working to dedicate time to
their own spiritual elevation. Others, a small minority, give up this opportunity and
voluntarily choose to work although they don’t necessary have to. In this case work
becomes a place for the expression of transcendence in history, an expression of
spirituality.
Introduction
Some months ago, a partner in the London office of the McKinsey company sent an
e-mail message through the company mail system. In this e-mail, the man said goodbye to his colleagues and told them he was hoping to see them again in 2006. In the
meantime, he would be spending some time in India, sharing the birth and the first
year of life of his second son with his wife, and other personal experiences. At the
end of this period, he would return to his office. This partner of the McKinsey
company, whose name we don’t know, represents a trend that is more and more
popular these days among the knowledge workers: that of justifying the work
5

: Paper originally prepared for the conference: ‘New dimensions of poverty in the West’,
organised by the Benedictine Camaldolese Hermitage of Saint George, Bardolino (Vr), June 8
and 9, 2001. The paper reports some sentences taken from three articles: Beltramini, E.,
Derive spiritualistiche e management, Largo Consumo, 1/2000, pages 18-19; Beltramini, E.,
Economia immateriale e ritorno al sapere, Largo Consumo, n. 3/2000, pages. 28-29;
Beltramini, E., Complexity and Business, Iter, forthcoming. The sources of the sentences are
quoted in the paper. The text has been reviewed in function of its publication. My thanks to
Giovanni Cominelli and Dario Forti for their comments on a provisional version of the text.
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experience only if integrated in the familiar, social, spiritual and other dimensions.
The fact is that in the age of non-work (6), more and more people refuse to structure
their lives around work. Specifically, the super-élite of the information economy is in a
position to change the practical need to work. Well then, if someone doesn’t need to
work to live, why should he keep on working? Couldn’t he spend his time in other
activities, for example in finally satisfying his appetite for spiritual experiences? In
conclusion, why should people keep working in a world where cultural and economic
conditions offer an increasing number of them to free themselves from the need to
work and dedicate themselves to their own spiritual elevation?
Work and self-realisation
For centuries, work has been a practical necessity: man works in order to survive.
And yet, work has never had only the instrumental value of allowing us to make
money to build our lives. It has always taken on important meanings and it has been
justified in different times starting from theology, sociology and psychology. In the
beginning of the 20th century, work was constituted mainly in theological terms. The
two dominant theological interpretations of work were the protestant one and the
catholic one. The first one places work in a creationist dimension, of co-participation
in “the creative action of the Father” (7). With his work, man continues God’s creative
action. In Weber’s opinion, the Calvinistic doctrine of predestination states that only
God saves. God is love; He is the free, unconditional will of salvation. He saves the
small and the large alike; He does not make any distinction between class and
education. He chooses in an unfathomable way whom to save. Wealth is only a sign
of the predestination of divine salvation, not the cause. This is way I don’t work to get
rich and, in so doing, to save my soul. My work is not finalised to saving my soul.
Even if blessed by God, work does not give salvation. “Work and merits cannot buy
salvation” (8). Instead, the accumulation of wealth means that I have already been
saved by God. “After the fact (…) we can recognise in the results of our actions, the
signs of salvation prearranged by God through one of his unconditional acts of love.
Thus success in everyday work becomes, in Calvinism, not a means to obtain
salvation, but the sign of a salvation that man already enjoys. The result of this is that
it is important to commit oneself to work as an activity that reforms the world,
because in success achieved through work we can see the fact that we have been
elected by God” (9). Therefore, wealth is the sign of the predestination of the
salvation of God. It is a sign of the grace that we have received, a grace for which we
are thankful by sharing our wealth with the less fortunate people. We work to “give
thanks” to the Lord for the gift of wealth, which is expression of a special and
personal grace; and we try to imitate the mercy of God in taking care of orphans and
widows. Consequently, Weber maintains that Protestantism has brought into the
world the asceticism that catholic tradition left in the monasteries (10). The second
theological interpretation places work in an eschatological prospective, in analogy
with the sacrifice and redemption of Christ. (11). I work to create the conditions,

6

: Rifkin, J. The End of Work. The Decline of the Global Labour Force and the Down of the
Post-Market Era, New York: Putnam’s Sons, 1995 (It. tr. La Fine del Lavoro. Il Declino della
Forza Lavoro Globale e l’Avvento dell’Era Post-Mercato, Milano: Baldini & Castoldi, 1995).
7
: Totaro, F., Non di Solo Lavoro, Milano: Vita e Pensiero, 1998, page 297.
8
: Totaro, F., page 56
9
: Totaro, F., pages 56-7.
10
: Weber, M., The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, London: Routledge, 1930,
page 33.
11
: It is the “participation in the Easter mystery of Christ, crucified and raised again”, cited in
Laborem Exercens. John Paul II, Laborem exercens, 14 September 1981, n. 3, in I documenti
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beyond the material ones, that allow me and others to reach Christian perfection - i.e.
to reach our essence, the humanum. “Work is for man”, states the Laborem exercens
(12), “work is a fundamental dimension of man’s existence” (13). Totaro comments that
“by working man does not produce (…) objects, but rather he produces or shapes
himself also and therefore, thanks to work, he becomes more of a man, i.e. he
increases his humanity” (14). Catholicism sees human works as a con-cause of
salvation – the first cause being the fundamental one, the death and the resurrection
of Christ. Novack believes that when men start to treat ‘the sign’ as a ‘cause’, i.e. to
consider wealth as an end to be achieved instead of the passive manifestation of the
gratuitous divine predilection, they go from a Calvinistic to a catholic interpretation of
work (15). Both theological interpretations – protestant and catholic – consider work
an important dimensions of life: in case of elevation by grace, because it puts us in a
condition to collaborate with God in creating the world; in case of the sequel of Christ,
because it allows us to immerse ourselves in the human condition of the incarnation
(16). Nevertheless, they do not consider work an end in itself but rather they consider
it important based on a principle. This principle is part of the corpus of doctrines of
classic theology that grounds our Christian faith. Specifically, this principle states that
man needs to work in order to live. Starting from the book of Genesis, where work is
placed in a direct and definite relationship with the new human condition after the
original sin, life is no longer a gift that we receive una tantum, but a privilege that we
have to earn on a daily basis. Man, maintains the Genesis, must earn his daily bread.
And he has to earn it by sweating (Gen. 3, 19). Even Saint Paul repeats that “man
needs to work”, because we do not have to be a burden to anyone (1Ts 2, 9; 2Ts 3,8;
2Cor 11, 7-12). Man has to take care of his own needs (1Tim 11; 2Ts 3, 10-12) and
those of anyone in difficulty (At 20, 35; Ef 4, 28). After all, the Bible says that man
must work. This need has been underlined so many times and subtly argued that it
has taken on the characteristics of an imperative: you must work if you want to be a
good Christian. And even the contemplative ones do not escape this reality. The
archimandrite Sonofrio, an orthodox monk who spent 22 years on Mount Athos,
writes that even monks have to be of service to the world and that they should not
eat unearned bread. Obviously “we have to understand what this service consists of
and how the monk should help the world (…) It is not the monk’s duty to serve the
world through manual labour. This is the duty of those who live in the world” (17). The
monk’s work is to pray, to intercede for all creatures, and to help the world by praying
continuously. “This is the real duty of monks” (18). From a theological point of view
then, work is necessary. It is clear that the imperative to work is an absolute principle,
sociali della Chiesa da Pio IX a Giovanni Paolo II, Spiazzi, R. (ed.), Milan: Massimo, 1988, II,
1311.
12
: Giovanni Paolo II, Laborem exercens n. 6c, in I documenti sociali della Chiesa, II, 1320.
13
: Giovanni Paolo II, Laborem exercens n. 6c, in I documenti sociali della Chiesa, II, 1320.
14
: Totaro, F., Non di Solo Lavoro, Milan: Vita e Pensiero, 1998, page 219.
15
: Novak, M., The Catholic Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, New York City: The Free
Press, 1993 (It. tr., L’Etica Cattolica e lo Spirito del Capitalismo, Milan: Edizioni di Comunità,
1994).
16
: Father Peter Hans Kolvenbach, general superior of the Society of Jesus, declared that “
the synod fathers have often remembered that the Church is not competent in the socialeconomic field and have shown great caution in tackling the theme of unjust structures. In
other words, they have insisted on the commandment of love, but have been very caution
about the practical translation of this commandment in promoting justice and political action”.
In: Giacomelli, R., Nel Cuore del Continente, Intervista con padre Kolvenbach, Famiglia
Cristiana, n.51, 1997, page 131.
17
: Sofronio, Starets Silouane. Moine du Mont-Athos, Paris: Editions Présence, 1973 (it.
Trans. Silvano del Monte Athos, Milano: Gribaudi Editore, 1995), page 365.
18
: Sofronio, page 366.
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in that it does not refer to reasons and does not provide further explanations since it
is an expression of God’s own will. We are not in the realm of reasons here, but in
the realm of some fundamental articles of faith; it is this very corpus of doctrines that
does not give in to the temptation of giving additional explanations as to why work is
necessary. Man needs to work because God wants it, that’s all. It is clear, at this
point, that work is a necessary consequence of faith in a specific religion and this in
the double sense that work is necessary because it is a faith’s expression; and faith
is necessary because it encourages one to work. It is this theological imperative that
makes work an integral and undeletable component in the life of the Western
Christian. This need is the seed from which – as we will see shortly – the cultural
atmosphere that induces us to work develops, in other words to earn what we use
up, otherwise we will be looked on as parasites and good-for-nothings. The kind of
atmosphere that pushes us to make ourselves useful, if not to ourselves, at least to
others.
Secularisation has gradually distanced workers from the biblical principle that orders
them to work and from the theological interpretations that give sense to their activity;
but this doesn’t mean that the need to work has suffered a crisis. Work continues to
be a necessity, but not because it allows man to con-create with God or to follow
Christ. Theological principles have been replaced by social principles. Once religious
faith has ceased to exit, all that is left is man’s will to continue believing in certain
values and even the possibility - which man now discovers - of transferring them to a
doctrinal system that has no specific reference to the theological element. The
principles of the justification of work remain and they are secularised, that is they are
connected to poverty: now we work to free others and ourselves from poverty. Some
maintain that the phase of wealth generation precedes the phase of satisfying social
needs. Certainly, in the United States, but really in all western economies, few people
have nourished doubts on the fact that private enterprises have to generate wealth
and provide for the needs of society. The more important enterprises are called to
take on a reasonable level of social responsibility, to organise themselves into
increasingly less regimented working environments and to encourage the selfaccomplishment of their employees, as much as possible. However, this mission is
subject to, and – at the same time – justified by, the economic result of the
enterprises themselves. In short, only a company in good economic health can afford
to take on social responsibilities (19). Others instead maintain the opposite: that the
distribution of wealth produced through work should not be left to the good will of
people but must be attributed to institutions that exercise it on the basis of laws and
regulations. In this viewpoint, providing for the needs of society is, without a doubt, a
priority compared with producing wealth. In both views, work continues to be
necessary; it assumes a certain meaning starting from the will to believe in a corpus
of doctrines and transform them into procedures, which is at the origin of every
religious faith. Only that instead of a religious faith, there is faith in a project of social
reform, in a political project, in a vision of the world. Once the memory of the
theological explanation from which it was justified has been lost, work becomes
institutionalised, i.e. it sets itself up as an institution in order to survive and justify
itself. And, in turn, work institutions – which cannot demonstrate a divine
legitimisation – take on the characteristics of religious ones: they become idealised or
try to make work assume the characteristics of a moral duty, freely accepted but
universally valid. It is Kant’s claim about a conscience that creates itself; a kind of
surrogate to the ethical principle of personal responsibility. It is the enterprise that
assumes the characteristics, the components and the spirit of the religious institution.
“What is good for GM is good for America”, thunders the chairman of General
19

: Beltramini, E., Complessità e business, Iter, forthcoming.
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Motors, Alfred T. Sloan, jr.. As if to say, what is good for the company is good for its
employees, its customers, for everyone. Work, in other words the personal
commitment on the job, does not give salvation; a career, professional success and
wealth are not the result of personal effort. Daily actions, specifically jobs, the
activities that each one of us carries out, are indifferent as far as the company’s
decisions to promote or fire are concerned; the company leaps over the hierarchy of
works through the gratuitousness of its attentions. Professional success is not the
result of my efforts but expression of the unfathomable will of the company. This is
why, for many years, the belief of Alfred T. Sloan Jr. - ‘business of business is
business’ (1923) – has in fact represented the belief of the whole international
community (20). Considering work a necessity means – even if not necessarily in a
conscious way –legitimising every decision taken in the business world.
This phase ends when we move from the relationship between the firm and the world
to the one between man and firm. When we go from the need to work to the need for
the contingency of work: i.e. to the phase in which work is justified not from general
principles but from subjective, relative and contingent situations. Now it is I who
justifies work, and not vice versa. And I justify it because it allows me to realise
myself; consequently, necessary work is work that allows my self-realisation. Man
then takes the place previously occupied by God, and he takes it thanks to
technology. Technology is the highest form of rationality achieved by man and,
according to Heidegger, the maximum expression of the Prometheus attitude: man
as master of the world and of himself. Technology frees man from the need to work.
However, the subjective justification of work made possible by the technological
revolution produces not one but two ethical-anthropological effects. In fact,
technology allows self-realisation only for a restricted number of people (21). The
others, on the contrary, would be condemned to an existence of frustration because
they are unable to realise themselves through work. The book by Jeremy Rifkin, ‘The
End of Work’, is an excellent description of an economy founded on information and
communication rather than on raw materials, energy and work, where a small
percentage of workers with technical training – about 20% according to the author –
is highly exposed on the professional level and earns as much as the remaining fourfifths of the American population (22). It is this second, dominating segment of the
population that is constantly poised between under-employment, unemployment and
the management of unsought leisure time. The technological revolution has two sides
then: one that concerns a hyper-élite, a minority that benefits from the technological
revolution and from the subsequent de-materialisation of the economy. Production
without capital and without labour, in fact, allows the knowledge workers – those who
produce language through language - not only to develop new products but also to
create new successful businesses and companies from nothing. Thus work becomes
the main focal point of personal identities and efforts as well as the privileged
20

: Beltramini, E., Complessità e business, Iter, forthcoming.
: In their book Managing without management, Richard Koch and Ian Godden have
suggested ‘a post-management manifesto for business semplicity’ which states that
management is no longer the solution to the company’s problems but that it has become the
most serious problem: “large firms are being strangled by their own management processes”
(page ..). The good news is that today we can manage without management, with Information
Technology on one hand and the clients on the other. “The supercorporation will be controlled
by customers and information technology, and not by managers” (page ..). Koch, R. and
Godden, I., Managing without management, …: Nicholas Brealey Publishing, …
22
: Rifkin, J. The End of Work. The Decline of the Global Labour Force and the Down of the
Post-Market Era, New York: Putnam’s Sons, 1995 (it. Trans, La Fine del Lavoro. Il Declino
della Forza Lavoro Globale e l’Avvento dell’Era Post-Mercato, Milano: Baldini & Castoldi,
1995), page 284.
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container of their time. As a human dimension, it assumes an even more important
role than in the past. I build my identity by working and without any precise link with a
perspective of ultra-worldly salvation or of service to others, or, finally of any
commitment in history. Dermot Trudget, a British Benedictine monk and ex manager,
maintains that “ work (…) today is very important (…) it is the most important sphere
of socialisation, it gives structure to people’s lives and justifies getting up in the
morning. In short, it fills one of the highest places in the scale of middle-class men’s
and women’s values”. Father Dermot adds that in a post-industrial economy, work
“fills the intellectual and even emotional needs of people. ‘We no longer work just to
earn a living or because it is a moral duty, but also because we like it and it gives us
satisfaction’”(23). In this perspective, it is clear that ‘good’ and necessary work is what
allows me to build my identity while ‘bad’ work restricts it or even destroys it. Failure
may assume the traits of a “rival company that has beaten us by a few days in putting
a product on the market, of the lack of further aspirations that we experience once we
have achieved success, of divorce caused by stress”, and it really destroys the
identity of people and leads to personal crises (24). Obviously, there are many
spheres other than work where people can proceed to building their own identities.
And these spheres have always represented alternatives for those who did not have
the chance nor the will to commit themselves to work. The crucial point is that work
today is, from all possible spheres, the way that people prefer to achieve selfaccomplishment. There is a growing awareness that “in order to survive in the 21st
century, the world of work will not only have to take its social role more seriously, but
it will also have to supply an environment that feeds the workers’ spirit. Better jobs
and more flexible, efficient and successful organisations must be created. Leaders
and managers, motivated by spiritual visions must answer the spiritual questions of
their co-workers and this explains why all leaderships are spiritual. From here the
need for jobs that are capable of satisfying the thirst for a life that has sense and
meaning; and, consequently, the commitment to transform work into a place that is
spiritually significant” (25). At this point, organisations become places where people
can express all their different dimensions, including the spiritual one. Spirituality is a
dimension of work starting from the minute we consider human beings as an
integration of the body, mind, emotions and spirit, and we convince ourselves that it
is innate in our nature to develop these elements to the highest levels of conscience
and awareness. In fact, if work means living in the world with all our faculties
unfolded, then a job that does not employs them to the fullest is one that is humanly
poor. That is why “the key questions for today's leaders and managers”, writes Jack
Haley, ”are no longer tasks and structures, but questions of the spirit.” Not only do we
all strongly wish for qualities – integrity, character, love, inspiration, faith and respect
– that give spiritual roots to work, but these same qualities are key factors for a
company's success. Organisations reflect the profoundest values of the people that
work in them. Reciprocally, the human spirit can be enriched by the workplace as
much as it can enrich it. During this process both the organisation and the job are
transformed. Individuals and organisations attempt to increasingly integrate human
values and individual purposes in their everyday lives. This transformation goes
beyond the traditional request for productivity and profit to embrace elements such as
greater correspondence between our spiritual values and our work, creating more
enjoyable jobs, allowing the individual to release his full creativity and vision into his
job, and recognising the global and social responsibilities of the business world. In
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other words, work does not just produce material wealth but values too. John
Hormann, in his “Creative Work”, states that “the business world, the engine of our
society, has the opportunity to be the new creative force on the planet, a force that
could contribute to the well-being of many. For this to happen, we must all increase
our commitment to integrity and responsibility, and courageously make a quantum
leap in awareness: beyond conventional solutions, opposing forces, fear and hope”.
When work is freed from repetitive and parcelled gestures that today are automated,
it tends to coincide with ‘human blossoming’, i.e. with life itself. Then it becomes an
identity builder, because life is an identity under construction and in trajectory. Work
is an area for self-accomplishment and no longer a way to escape from poverty.
Today the relationship between work and identity has replaced the previous one
between work and poverty.
It is obvious that this discussion only concerns those types of work that implicate
creativity and the profound involvement of intellectual faculties. Otherwise, freedom
from the need to work made possible by technology – the non-work – in fact means
facing up to the impossibility, for some, to build their own identity because work has
become the builder of identities (26). Therefore, we can say that if knowledge
rehabilitates people, technology ‘drowns’ them. It is the other face of the
technological revolution. In the perspective of production without work, the
technological revolution would cause the relationship between means and ends, on
which modern society is founded, to break. Heidegger maintains that “what threatens
man in his essence is the conviction that technical production will put order in the
world; while, on the contrary this kind of order levels all "orders", i.e. all ranks, in the
uniformity of production, thus destroying right from the start, the possible origin of
every rank and every recognition of the foundation of being’ (27). In the past,
technology was an instrument at man's disposal used to reach immediate and very
precise ends; at present, modern technology has changed into a movement that
automatically pursues unlimited progress and total control over all things and over
man himself through a complex feed-back system, between results and new needs.
So that, with his unlimited horizons, it places before the latter the perpetual other
world of things. Other authors put in the foreground another characteristic of
technology: its “alliance” with capital, i.e. the idea that private enterprise can be freed
by government regulations, unions, attention to employees and to local communities
in order to pursue unlimited growth. In the era of the capitalism of dictatorship, it is
clear that technology and capital confine man to being a simple executor of decisions
coming from an indistinct and hyper-informed apparatus. For those who are not part
of the super-élite of he information economy, technology is ‘faceless’, without
emblematic and recognisable figures to which to refer; “we now have to deal
everywhere with a totalitarianism of management protected by anonymity, that is
everywhere and nowhere”, writes Haldas (28). This give rise to a growing sense of
impotence which sometimes mixes with a growing desire to flee and a stronger
feeling of rejection against a work organisation lacking any respect for man. Work is
a means that no longer has an end. We live a senseless work that creates in man a
growing sense of void. “We develop, in fact, in a kind of de-personalised social
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desert, where fairs are mechanised and end up, little by little, robotising our lives”
(29). Moreover, there is the phenomenon of ‘commoditisation’; i.e. the process with
which what is complex and difficult becomes simple and easy, so simple and easy
that anyone can do it. This is the natural result of technological progress: people
learn the best way of doing something, where by best we mean less expensive and
faster. So the only thing to be learnt is the next version of the process management
software. This is where brains begin to atrophy, bringing people’s creativity to a halt.
In this way the individual is indistinct in the sense that he is interchangeable: and
since he is interchangeable he loses his identity, and he no longer knows who he is.
There is a growing nostalgia for a time when work originated from the heart and the
hands of people who had learnt how to preserve in life the depth of their own spiritual
dimension; in which simple people expressed themselves in their work (30). In the
Rule of San Benedict monks are told to respect the tools of their trade as if they were
the sacred objects of liturgy. The poet William Blake warned at the end of the 18th
century that mechanisation would lead to the destruction of interior man. The British
writer Carlyle was not afraid to denounce the dangers of the industrial revolution
whose birth he was following; in his book ‘The signs of the times’ he wrote: “Blessed
is he who finds his work, because divine strength is born into the heart of he who
works” and “men no longer feel the push towards interior perfection, they have faith
only in exterior manipulations, in institutions, in constitutions and organisations”. A
century before Heidegger, he adds that the mechanical model to which man wants to
subject the world will end up by conforming man himself to it. So that interiority will
disappear little by little and with it the primary forces from which love, fear, marvel,
enthusiasm, poetry, religion and everything that has an infinite nature (31) springs.
The controversy between craftsmanship and industrialised work grows too. In his
presentation of the book “The Unknown Craftsman” by Soetsu Yanagi (32), Andrea
Andriotto portrays a wonderful picture of the painful and saddened profile of a man
who has been separated from everything, from nature, from God, from other men
and from himself. A man whose conscience is shattered and whose functions have
been split up, becoming autonomous, with a gradual increase in specialisation to the
detriment of organic unity. This separation has produced an increasingly more
alienated work where the only reward is the abstraction of money. A work that is
more and more sterilised by the lack of a relationship between the author and the
material, the creator and the creature; work that is too often reduced to a series of
mechanical acts or even mental ones that, however, do not involve the person in
total. An economy based on the production and consumption of useless goods, in
which there is no longer a relationship between those who produce and those who
buy; an economy where the number of intermediaries that do not create and do not
improve anything increases. The alienation of work creates profound dissatisfaction,
a sense of intense discomfort that is gratified by a complementary industry offering
enjoyments that are more and more alienated and frenetic than the job itself.
Work and gnosis.
In recent years our perception of work has changed. We have grown up in a world
based on the modernistic vision of relentless industrial progress. However, we are
beginning to appreciate the fact that we have to seek a more holistic and global
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vision of progress. A sustainable society is able to develop new and renewable
energy sources, preserve limited resources, respect the natural environment and the
one built by man. It is an area where ‘travelling’ is just as important as ‘arriving’,
where making a cup of coffee is just as important – and satisfying, as the cup of
coffee itself. A psychological result of this is that we no longer see ourselves as being
static in front of time and space. Currently there are at least two ways of perceiving
time. One is the race of life that is becoming increasingly fast. We have the feeling
that everything happens at once, that we are doing a lot of things at the same time,
that we never have enough time, and we are constantly struggling to keep pace with
the demands of modern life. Another way of seeing time is that it simply does not
exist. These are the moments when time seems to stop, moments of rest, meditation
or wonder. These are moments in which we are aware of our relationship with the
past, our heredity, and when we see ourselves as the continuity of traditions. The two
different ways of perceiving time sometimes seem opposites and even incompatible:
the pressing demands of the present and of the immediate future prevent us from
appreciating a wider vision. The sense of time as a continuous race, as a frenetic
activity, seems to be a phenomenon of our age, while an awareness of timeless links
with greater entities seems to be deeply rooted in the human experience of many
previous periods and cultures. We are searching for a means to reconcile these two
ways so that, by interacting, they may give rise to new models of behaviour.
Maintaining a sense of identity and stability through these changes is not easy.
However, this is what we are trying to do when we want to maintain our balance, our
respect and, above all, our humanity. Despite occasional mistakes, we are gradually
realising that it is time to concentrate on the important things in life, on basic values
and qualities. One of these is the profound meaning we give to our lives. Since the
current moment is thick with activities, the danger is that in our endless race, we lose
sight of ourselves and we become uprooted. In order to reinstate the balance
between activity and rest, between being carried away and being anchored, we are
trying to find meaning by looking at our personal history or that of our family, trying to
fill the gap between the past and the future. Current interest in the past, in our roots,
and in that which, individually or collectively, we have been or will be, is an
expression of our need to find that dimension of quality and depth of experience that
we cannot find anywhere else, both in the changeable time of the present and in the
unforeseeable future.
We have two ways of seeing space too. On one hand, we define space in strict local
terms, and on the other we eliminate as many barriers as possible. We like having
our own well-defined space. This happens mainly when the external world threatens
to become complex and difficult to control. This phenomenon can be seen at various
levels. On a personal level, we note the tendency to withdraw into the safety of our
home and social group, rather than participating in communal activities and projects.
This trend is sometimes called ‘cocooning’, i.e. the sense of feeling comfortable in
our own territory, to make it recognisably ours. Personalizing our own space in this
manner leads to a personalization of other properties and, in the end, to an assertion
of the identity. However, while some identities are confirmed, others are questioned.
At an individual level, co-operation and integration are also increasing. Thanks to
telephones, e-mail and remote technologies, we can actually be present in remote
places. We can communicate at such vast distances with an immediacy and ease
that was unthinkable only a few generations ago. We can even have ‘virtual’
meetings while we remain members of our own physical local community. The result
is that our subjective experience of distance has changed, and physical boundaries
no longer restrict our ability to communicate with far off people. In the current are,
perhaps even more so than in the past, we are looking for our own identity. Recent
developments in society, the drop in certainties and the de-stabilisation of blocks of
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monolithic power and sources of authority have created in many of us a sense of
doubt about our position. Moreover, the rapid pace of modern life has forced many
people to take time to reflect more on what the true values of life may be, especially
of their own lives. To truly be ourselves, we need others. The traditional source of
support and re-affirmation has always been the family. But its unit has been
constantly fragmented in recent decades. While family members rush in and out, to
go to or come back from activities outside the home, such occasions as a meal and
even holidays to stay together tend to be less frequent. The search for work often
forces family members not only to leave home, but also to move to different parts of
the country or even abroad. Naturally individuals try to keep in touch. Answering
services, cellular phones and e-mail have now superseded traditional means, such
as letters, notes and the conventional telephone call.
A sense of curiosity and exploration has always been an important part of the human
spirit, but the manner and extent of its expression can vary from one period to
another and from culture to culture, depending on the prevailing social, political,
economical and technological circumstances. This new spirit of adventure is much
more clearly visible in the current interest in Internet and virtual reality. The idea of
‘navigating’ around the world, jumping from one Web site to another, sending e-mail
messages to people we have never met and organising meetings in cyberspace, has
certainly captured popular imagination more or less in the same way as in the XVI
century people used to talk about the New World of the Americas. Geographical
exploration has not been the only manifestation of the Renaissance spirit: science,
technology and the Fine Arts were also explored. Today we see a group of activities
that express a sense of adventure and exploration. Probes and extra-terrestrial
telescopes explore space, while microsurgery and genetic engineering investigate
microenvironments. On a more common level, the search for ‘extreme’ experiences
such as dangerous sports and the use of drugs can be seen as parts of the same
trend. We increasingly see the world as a place in which all of its parts are
connected. Improvements in satellite links, the advent of digital television, the
emergence of cellular phones and the rapid growth of computer networks are
showing this sense of connection. And, as far as the world of work is concerned,
global markets make it necessary to control what happens outside our own territory.
There is a belief that it is not so difficult to get in contact with someone as it once
used to be. The increasingly vast coverage by the media of the lives of celebrities
and company structures that are increasingly flat, also mean that the psychological
distance between people that operate in different spheres is very limited. This
development is reflected in a variety of individual models of behaviour. All of this is
important in a complex society where we need to control the different aspects of our
lives. We can do all of this if we quickly get in touch with ‘experts’ in every field or
with sources of information. These can be either official sources or colleagues or
members of our family, who in fact have this information. This explains the rapid
spread of the cellular phone, and also suggests that new on-line services via Internet
and the new interactive television will be just as successful.
Oriented as it is towards a break in the means-end relationship and self-realisation,
the post-modern world expresses a trend in favour of a life that is radically pluralist
and more balanced socially, ecologically, and spiritually; a life in which grows the
awareness that work is no longer at the centre of people’s lives. Work gives meaning
to one's life only when it integrates with other dimensions: family, social, spiritual,
etc.. Consequently, the strategies of self-accomplishment of knowledge workers, the
super-élite of the information economy, are no longer the prerogative of work. If today
the dominant aspiration is “first of all to be totally one; (…) a ‘totally one, a unified
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one” (33); if man is “a person who seeks first of all unity with himself and then unity
with the entire universe” (34); then the self-construction of the self is no longer part of
the working dimension; or, in any case, only of the working dimension. The trend
toward complete self-accomplishment makes work a marginal factor as identity
builder while the information economy frees people from the need to work. This takes
us back to the anecdote about the McKinsey partner from which we started our
discussion. But the aspiration to a total, complete self-realization cannot but
transcend all limits, even those related to work itself, in order to invest life in all its
dimensions. In fact, full self-realization is only a stage towards the real goal to which
the post-modern world clearly aspires: the sacralisation of self. By this we mean that
indistinct but growing jumble of very tenacious infatuations, instantaneous
mythologies, spiritualist drifts, suggestive practices half way between philosophy,
religion and ecology, whose pre-eminent nature is the spirituality of the self (35), the
celebration of the self. Which means that each of us becomes a priest of a religion of
which he is the only follower (36). The idea of a union between the human and the
divine is at the basis of the new trend. Every one has a chance to seek and find that
divine spark that is within him. Every one has a divine destiny in life. In Christian
circles we can see that “if the event of Christ means something in the history of
humanity, it is due to the union, with distinction but without separation, between the
human and the divine” (37). Jesus Christ is God, i.e. a reality that is beyond all
sensitive experience, and man, i.e. substance that continues. But “not only is Christ
totally divine and totally human, man is also called to be fully human and divine. And
therefore, society also has a transcendent vocation” (38). And again: “the Christic fact
is a fact of incarnation; not so much as an individual event, but as an historical act in
all meanings of the word” (39). Even in spiritual circles around New Age and Next Age
and especially in lay ones, similar sentiments are emerging. The philosopher
Salvatore Natoli writes “in fact there is no longer any God, but what we experience is
the divine without God. (...). This is one of the fundamental reasons for which those
who today speak of God, and the same people who believe in God, no longer feel the
need to prove his existence, but simply speak of their experience of Him. This is the
reason why believers and non-believers are often mixed up and, beyond the many
and not small misunderstandings (....), they meet each other anyway” (40). The fall of
the sacred has left a void that man tries to fill with another type of religiousness,
beyond all religious authority, on its part incapable of meeting his needs. In his work
“In the place of God”, Luc Ferry states that the two roads, the ascending one - the
divination of the human– and the descending one – the humanization the divine, are
creating the premises for humanism of the man-God; or, with a synonym adopted by
the author himself, the sacred with the human face. “I believe that today we are living
in a time when the two processes (...), the humanisation of the divine and divination
of the human, meet. Now this meeting is a point, and how could this point be any
different? – a confusion” (41). And he adds, “Modern humanism – writes Ferry – can
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be recognised in one aspect of the message (meaning Christianity), if not in all; for
him too, love is the privileged place of meaning, and only through love can the
religious content of sacrifice continue to live. Deified humanity has taken the place of
the absolute subject” (42). Arsenio Meskos maintains that “the will of western man to
take possession of the charismas of deification in a world rooted in science” involves
“deification without God” which in turn “presumes a god that is not God, and it is to
this non-God ‘god’ that this attempt by man leads” (43). This process of deification
without God, i.e. the possibility that man, eating from the tree of knowledge of good
and evil, would reach deification is, Meskos reminds us, in fact, the original sin (44).
The idea of an impersonal God who, according to the nice formula of the New York
Time Magazine, is decentralised, travels alongside that of non-exclusiveness (better
still: of the non-singleness) of the road that leads to the truth. This is the reason why
it is possible not to totally embrace a religion and, instead, draw elements from
several religions. In spite of the diversities of faith that marks each one of us, we feel
we belong to a universal community (45). It is not necessary to declare oneself or to
feel oneself a Christian (or Buddhist, Hindu, Islamic) to feel the sacred and the divine
flowing within you. Non-institutionalised spirituality is a spirituality without God and
dogmas that leaves room for individual search, for the composition of a palette of
values on which to base our daily life. A personal road to choose, to try, to assess
and, first and foremost, to seek. The self is therefore the final authority relating both
to principles and to practise. The deep lack of faith in the Law and in traditional laws
and, therefore, in every divine and human power opens the door to an ultra-worldly
salvation that can be reached through knowledge of the self. Deification of the self
passes through knowledge the self. In a certain sense, it is the attempt to abandon
the human condition in order to take on the divine one. The separation, the radical
break of man from the world, from the material, from history is thus associated to the
omnipotence of the mind. We deny the ultimate meaning of the value of the material
world as element of separation – and as such of alienation – of man from God. The
eschatological temptation to save oneself through knowledge of the self and “an
attitude of flight and indifference in worldly things” (46) are, according to Hans Jonas,
one of the most profound scholars of the topic, the characteristics of gnosis (47).
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The unifying characteristic of the various essences of the movement for the
sacralisation of the self is the search for the path that leads to individual safety (48)
through a centralized relationship between mind, body and spirit; the investigation
into the mysteries of the soul and opposition to rationalism; the preservation of
internal balance according to natural principles and giving up the cult of rationality
and utilitarianism; the satisfaction of the desire for spirituality. This aspiration to
speak with and to the heart, to search the personal meaning of life; in short, this
tension to deification without God – or, which is the same thing, to a-cosmism (49),
i.e. the devaluation of the material condition - has a strong impact on work. In fact,
work seems to be the natural place where one can express his human potential to
the fullest, and go beyond his personal limits. However, the opposite is true: in other
words work can even prevent self-realization. Work, in fact, is too loaded with
rationality and instrumentality for it to become a vehicle for self-transcendence; at the
most, it represents a limit. Work is objectively a material limit that needs to be toned
down or even eliminated for good if we want to start a serious spiritual search, to
open ourselves up to the Spirit, to welcome it. When sacralisation of the self passes
through roads that make relevant or even cancel the moral and practical need for
work, the latter becomes superfluous and turns into a disvalue. Once all institutional
justifications for work – religious, ethical, social – have been exhausted; once the
contingent necessity for work as identity builder is no longer (work is important
because it is important to me); once the means-end relationship that tied work to the
defeat of poverty has been broken off, work loses all meaning and becomes one of
the leading sources of discomfort for the knowledge professionals. Only when freed
from the ethical and practical duty of work, man can finally pursue selftranscendence. Here we realize that a true and proper religion has been built around
work. This is the paradoxical and yet inevitable consequence of wanting to consider
work a necessity, or, in any case, of wanting to justify it in some way. In the end,
there is a relationship between the need to work and its current nonsense. This
relationship is made possible by the demand to justify work; without any sort of
theological, or social or anthropological justification, work becomes a constraint, a
prison from which to escape. Freedom lies in non-work. If work does not have to
contribute to building our identity, then it takes on a very indirect meaning: it allows
me to make money in order to build my life. But this answer certainly cannot satisfy
those who have made the development of all their mental and emotional powers the
main reason in life. It would be paramount to saying that only money gives
happiness. At this point work is no longer necessary, on the contrary, it becomes a
constraint. 'Why work then?' Simple: we work to live but we do not live to work; and –
if possible – we live and nothing more. Those who can free themselves from the
slavery of work, from the fragmentation caused by work and walk toward a psychophysical and spiritual unification. In short, whoever is in a position of not having to
work, does not; or they work in order to reach a point where they no longer have to.
We work to become rich; and, once we do, we do not work anymore. Once the
problem of survival has been taken care of, there is no longer any sense in working.
The fact is that the discontinuities present today in the post-industrial world of work
really and practically offer the possibility for many people who are not rich to become
rich, so that it is no longer necessary for them to work; to be forever free from the
need to work. This is what Randy Komisar calls ‘the deferred life plan’: first phase, do
what you have to do; second phase, do what you like. In his book little known in Italy
but already famous in the United States, “The monk and the riddle”, Komisar tells the
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story of a young entrepreneur who does not pursue his dream (to develop a virtual
community that makes funerals human) but the dream of wealth (to start a business
on the Internet that sells cheap coffins). Komisar writes “we have heard variations on
this theme since we were children: you must walk before you can run. No tart unless
you eat your salad. Everything in due time. Or (...) first you work, then you retire –
provided you live long enough to reach your retirement – and in the end you can
dedicate yourself to your hobby” (50). The news is that today a growing number of us
truly have the chance to free ourselves from work in very short fractions of time. It is
the strategy implemented concretely by an increasing number of people who find
self-accomplishment and who have been successful in work; as soon as they have
the economic possibility to realise themselves outside the work place; as soon as
they have the chance to stop working, or to work less, they take advantage of it (51).
Today the knowledge professionals, the knowledge workers, are tired and worn out
by the time they are forty. They dream of retiring from work because they have been
so successful. Personally, I could stop working at fifty; and, in a certain sense, I am a
failure. I know at least ten people working in Italy who have already or are about to
find a final solution to their economic problems before they reach the age of forty (in
California they do this at an even younger age). And they are already making plans
for when they will finally be able to dedicate themselves to what they consider to be
their true vocation. Supposing that we all have within us an essence for which we can
find an expression. (52). For those who are not knowledge workers, work continues to
be a necessity, and spirituality a dimension of work. Luckily, they can free
themselves from the need to work through a drastic cut in their expenses. This
strategy can be implemented in two ways. The first way is called downshifting and it
means “reducing working hours and, in this process, earning and spending less
money (…) Downshifters can be found at all income levels. Their values once made
them exhausted, depressed and doubtful in giving a sense to life (…). The most
important thing for downshifters is matching their lifestyle to their work. In fact this
phenomenon is manifesting itself because many realise that their lives are not in
harmony with their values, whether it is because they do not have time for their
children, families, communities or personal growth, or because they no longer believe
in the work they do or because the work-consumption link is starting to lose
meaning.” (53). “The price for doing everything you want is to earn less (…) Learning
to live with less money is one process” (54). The second way is called simple-living
and it is something more than the exchange of time-money proposed by the
downshifters; it is oriented towards voluntary simplicity, starting from an economic
condition of absolute security and moving then to a gradual, even if relative,
experience of deprivation. Simple livers “are rich in cultural capital (and) have a
strong moral attention for what they believe in and do (...) Simple-living is not mainly
based on the fact of spending less, but on the fact of living differently ” (55). This is
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when freedom becomes freedom from work, in an age where this is possible through
wealth or voluntary sobriety.
Work and contemplation.
As much as it may seem paradoxical, the new trend in self-transcendence has the
great merit of freeing work from any intellectual justification and any practical
purpose, and to give it a new-found innocence. Once all justifications and
instrumentality are abandoned, work becomes inevitably a voluntary choice, in other
words a manifestation of man's absolute freedom from any material constraint. In the
age of non-work, work is no longer a necessity but rather a voluntary choice. Within
the span of a century, we thus record the passage from a rational and utilitarian
dimension to a volunteering dimension of work. By rational we mean a dimension
that gives a reason for the need to work – we must work – by way of principles,
axioms of faith that the believer takes for granted. By volunteering dimension of work
we mean instead a dimension that gives a reason for the contingency of work – I
work if I want to – by means of a tendency to go beyond man's historical, physical
and mental limits. This second dimension has the great advantage of expressing
clearly and uncovering once and for all the assumption on which the need for work is
based: the contingent character of human nature. Our nature is to be in fact needy,
dependent. Work is necessary since it satisfies man's neediness, his being
constitutionally and radically fragile, his worry about protecting himself. Work allows
man to get what he needs to survive. Here we become aware of the truly
revolutionary contents of this trend towards self-transcendence: it in fact questions
the very proposition of man's finiteness. The Gnostic proposal – which speaks of
deification of man without God – is to go beyond: beyond needs, beyond
dependency, beyond man's limits towards a salvation that is reached autonomously,
i.e. with our own means. Crossing the limits means above all going beyond the
original limit that forces man to work for a living; it means breaking off with the
Pauline imperative that man must work. By freeing himself from the need to work,
man expresses the profound wish for the infinitive, the desire to exceed the
limitedness that pervades him. It expresses an orientation towards transcendence
through self-sufficiency. And again, in the words of St. John of the Cross, it gives
evidence of the fact that the uncreated can rise from the created. This is the implicit
outcome of the game that is being played around the contingency of work: the
absolute expression of human will. “Wollen ist Ursein” (will is the original being), said
Shelling thus summarizing the western experience” (56). I work if I want to! Working is
not a dogma but a choice. So, what is wrong in the trend towards selftranscendence? Apparently nothing, if not for the fact that the most important spiritual
traditions of the world recommend working and not the opposite. Better yet: they
maintain that choosing voluntarily to work, having the economic possibility to give it
up, is more spiritual than freeing ourselves from work for the purpose of nourishing
our spirituality. Thus, work becomes a way for man to express his profound
spirituality within history. Spirituality is the practice of the person's wholeness, the
aspiration towards a total unification that the person pursues with dedication and in
depth. Spiritual traditions do not establish a standard but instead whisper a piece of
advice: if you want to be truly spiritual, work. For example, monastic spirituality states
that work is one of man's vital moments (57). An apophthegm narrates that “Giovanni
Colobos once said to his older brother: “I would like to be free from any worry just like
the angels, who do not work, but incessantly worship God”. He then took off his cloak
and went into the desert. After a week, he returned to his brother and knocked on the
door. Before opening to him, his brother said, “Who are you?”. He said, “It is I,
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Giovanni, your brother!”. But his brother did not open the door, and left him in
distress until the morning. Finally he let him come in and said: “You are a man, but
you still have to work to live”. Giovanni then lay down before him and said: “Forgive
me”. Lucien Regnault comments that Giovanni Colobos’ brother, the main player of
the maxim, “not without humour, brought him back to the reality of the material
condition (58). ‘To the reality of the material condition’: this is the point. All incarnation
is contained in this doctrine: “we are men and not angels” (59). Choosing voluntarily to
work is the virtuous moment of liberation from the temptation of the absolute, the
hortus conclusus, and the self-deification. Work frees us from the danger of
autonomy, from the possibility of freeing ourselves from the need to commit
ourselves in history. When we choose to work we give ourselves back to history.
Work forces us to expose our most vulnerable dimension and to become aware of
our limits. Of what Panikkar calls relativity (which is different from relativism): that we
are this and not that and that we are able to get to a certain point and not beyond.
But there is something more than this. In the East as in the West, spiritual traditions
maintain that relinquishing wealth and choosing voluntarily to work is more spiritual
than the spiritual search carried out thanks to freedom from work allowed by wealth.
The type of poverty chosen voluntarily, which forces us to work, is more spiritual than
the voluntary spirituality reached through wealth that frees us from work. There is
only one tradition that states that wealth helps man reach self-transcendence:
gnosticism, while all other spiritual traditions maintain that spirituality is reached only
by relinquishing wealth, in other words that we need to give up wealth to seek the
spirit. And even: that the very relinquishing of wealth is already a first important step
towards spirituality. In the East, some traditions maintain that work represents an
obstacle towards spirituality; but only to invite us to a further renunciation: of work
and riches. The a-cosmism told by the Upanisad, the religious, metaphysical and
meditative speculations of the supreme Being, on man and on the cosmos upon
which Hinduism was born, calls for leaving everything, work and riches, since poverty
is a mandatory passage in the path of relinquishing history. The model to which we
should aspire is the samnyasin, the Indian itinerant monk. He is the ascetic, “he who
gives up” everything – his name, his cast, his profession, his possessions – and lives
on charity. The samnyasin forgoes everything because he discovered that it is
nothing; that only the One is real. The Western world maintains that poverty nails
man down to history and at the same time opens up to the Spirit. Father Benedict
Calati, formerly general prior of the order of the Camaldolese monks, in his last
interview before his death stated that “poverty for us Benedictines is profoundly
connected to work” (56). And later on he adds: “Our Fathers (…) interpret poverty – to
avoid the spiritualistic misunderstandings that it might assume and that it will in fact
assume later – in the light of work (…) since with work we open ourselves up to the
will of God on the horizon of history” (57). Therefore, poverty is linked to work; and
work, in turn, to the secularisation (58) of that eschatological tension that so animates
monasticism. In short, poverty opens to transcendence, puts in God’s hands, opens
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to the will of the spirit and, at the same time, anchors to the ground. Poverty, if
voluntarily chosen, is spiritual. By proposing the paradoxical conclusion that work is
an expression of deep spirituality, the monastic orientation attacks heads on the
interpretation of the biblical principle that classifies work as a need and offers a
theological explanation as an alternative to the Genesis. The passage previously
mentioned (Gen 3, 19) does not state that man needs to work; it does not– and
cannot - maintain that by working everyday we in fact earn our living. ‘Earning a living
by working’, in fact, introduces the idea of a cause-effect relationship between work
and life; an idea that dangerously approaches the presumption of being able to buy
life with work; that life is the result of human effort; that life, as anything else, has a
price and that work makes us certain of being able to pay that price. In conclusion,
that a man’s life depends on his possessions. This cannot be a possible
interpretation of the Genesis because life remains – in spite of everything – a gift
from God. We need to work everyday to earn our bread; but it is God who gives us
that bread. Even if we work, life is still a gift and not the result of our effort. In this
sense, work is really not necessary, meaning that it is not “needed” to survive. How
does one explain this paradox? By saying that it is always God anyway that gives us
bread. Man’s work is not required to obtain bread, but instead what is beyond bread
itself. We do not buy bread with our work; with our work we entrust ourselves to God.
Working means putting ourselves in the hands of God, becoming humble. In this
sense, working is like praying. “Praying is thinking about the meaning of life ”. So
Ludwig Wittgenstein goes.
Spiritual traditions, both in the East as in the West, try to escape the dualism
between spirituality and reality that is implicit in Gnosticism; the temptation, forever
present in human history, to turn spirituality into a profession. Eastern spirituality tries
by immersing reality in the spirit, like a sugar cube into milk. The second one by
integrating one with the other, but without subordinating one to the other (63). Both
suggest leaving riches for the purpose of finding the spirit. And not vice versa, as
maintained by gnosticism. Relinquishing the possibility to free ourselves from the
need to work expresses a profound spirituality. Working is a sign of a deep spirituality
if it is a choice made by those who could choose not to work. This is the road
followed by Ludwig Wittgenstein, one of the greatest philosophers of the XX century.
The Austrian intellectual was the son of a Viennese industrial tycoon who had
converted his own patrimony into American bonds, with extraordinary foresight. At
the end of the First World War, Ludwig was therefore one of the richest men in
Europe together with his brother and three sisters. However, not even a month after
his return from the front where he had been a volunteer, Wittgenstein had already
gotten rid of all his inherited patrimony. Monk, author of one of the best biographies
about the philosopher explains that “Wittgenstein felt that it was indispensable not
only to enjoy the privileges that guaranteed him the inherited patrimony, but to put
himself into the position where it was impossible to do so” (64). From then on, i.e. until
his death, Wittgenstein will work for a living, first as a teacher and then as an
academic. Wittgenstein returned to Cambridge in 1929, ten years after getting rid of
this patrimony, thanks to a scholarship granted by Trinity College. The scholarship,
however, lasted for one year; for this reason, the following year, Wittgenstein was
forced to give an account of the work carried out so that he could ask for the
scholarship to be renewed. Wittgenstein, who was a merciless critic of what he wrote
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and who published only one book in his life, collected all of his notes in one typed
manuscript, and at the same time complained to another philosopher, George Moore:
“It is a horrible job and I feel wretched when I do it” (65). He thus received 50 pounds
to survive on during the summer months. A few months later, Wittgenstein was given
a fellowship to continue his philosophical work. And this was how he commented the
recognition: “Yes, this business about the fellowship is quite gratifying. I hope that
my intellectual abilities remain fertile for some time yet” (66). It is clear that for
Wittgenstein there was not any cause-effect relationship between work and results:
just like physical work depends on health, so does intellectual work depends on
inspiration. Wittgenstein hoped to stay inspired, since it was inspiration that allowed
him to work, and so to earn a living; and thus he led the type of life that supported the
inspiration. And years later, when he was living alone in a cottage in Ireland lent to
him by a friend, he wrote that its house work infuriated him, even if it is undoubtedly a
great advantage, since it forces me to lead a regular existence and it does me good,
even though I curse it every day” (67).
Wittgenstein’s position with regard to his extraordinary philosophical skills was
entirely mercantilist: “he had to find someone who was interested in the things he
was able to produce. But the market where that type of goods have the greatest
demand was inevitably the academic market, and in particular Cambridge” (68). In
short, he had to become a professor to be able to support himself financially and
certainly not to exhibit a professional or social status. Another time, in 1939, he wrote
to John Meynard Keynes that “I don’t have any kind of economic problem. I should
have between three hundred and four hundred pounds to be able to last more or less
for another year ” (69). During the last two years of his life, Wittgenstein lived without
an income nor a house, even if he stated that he had no economic problems since he
had enough savings to last him for a couple of years (70)!
We have seen how we can free ourselves from the need to work without giving in to
the desire for self-transcendence. Obviously, not everyone is capable of relinquishing
riches in order to bind themselves to work: it is a personal choice made by those who
feel called to a deeper, more radical spirituality. It is a voluntary choice that answers
internal and unspeakable motivations, and which is difficult to understand in the
current historical period where more and more people finally crown their dream to
transform work from a need into a contingency. We live an economic reality that
makes possible a life, or at least part of it, without work. Many will take advantage of
this opportunity, and will take the road to riches, or in any case the road to freedom
from work. A few, nonetheless, will forgo this opportunity and will take the road to
poverty or voluntary work, although they could do without. The choice to work, thus
relinquishing the opportunity offered by wealth, expresses a tension that only a few
people are called to experience. In this sense, work will become more and more
clearly a way to express a deep spirituality by people who accept a complex spiritual
prospective, that of transcendent immanence. Let us see exactly what this means.
We said that one of the great advantages of poverty is to make superfluous all
justifications of work: man does not work because it is good to do so, but because
poverty has delivered him to his limited and needy condition. We live to work
because human nature is not self-sufficient; or, which is the same thing, because
human nature is contingent. This obviously does not mean that man cannot have a
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transcendent dimension of his own. Instead, it means that said dimension cannot be
reached autonomously by man. Augustine had already discovered that it is not
possessing things that realises man’s potential, but God. In this sense, work is
necessary because it opens to transcendence. A transcendence reached, as
Panikkar says, through transcendent immanence. The relationship between poverty
and work leads to that between work and contemplation, meaning by contemplation
the condition of transcendent immanence, i.e. the condition for which “there is no
other transcendence than immanence, so that only by transcending immanence itself
can man in some way accomplish his life ” (71). It is the condition that allows man to
meet God in this world, and as a result in this world of work. I believe this is what
Dom Calati meant in his last interview. Spirituality is not a dimension of man exalted
by work activity, as today’s popular self-transcendence trend purports it to be.
Instead work is a place where spirituality can be expressed. “Work is prayer” (72).
Totaro says that “the theology of work has concentrated (...) on the analogy of work
with the suffering of Christ or with the creative action of the Father” while “a theology
that sees work pivoted around the supremacy of love (...) and presents it,
consequently, as a cure for the world (…) would succeed in realising a greater
harmony with the expectations of contemporary culture (…) Work could be a gift of
the Holy Spirit (…) to proceed to a realistic sanctification of the world” (73). Work can
provide wonderful opportunities for man to transcend his own limits, not in the sense
of becoming like God but instead letting God “carry us on his shoulders”. Mystical
practice means descending to humbleness, and staying there. In Wittgenstein’s
opinion, mystical means being in wonder that the world exists, and not that the world
is a certain way. As much as it may seem strange at first, the only way in which man
can transcend his own limits, going beyond himself, is not to demolish them, but to
make them even stricter; not to exceed his own limits, but to make them even more
binding. We are talking about placing ourselves in a cell that’s smaller and smaller so
that the ego and the world that goes with it fall to pieces instead of transcending
limits through an autonomous action. Closing the door through which we must pass
through and leaving God to knock on it. It is the classic eye of the needle through
which the camel must pass through. If contemplation is noting but “simply life, life in
its fullest sense”, (74), then there is no way to escape the world but only the possibility
to transcend it by living it truly (75). In order to exercise our own spiritual principles
and to benefit from the contemplative practice in our daily lives, then, we probably
need to overturn the assumption from which we started: and state that this is the time
in which it is more important to bind ourselves to work thanks to poverty rather than
freeing ourselves from poverty through work.
Conclusions
“What do you say about yourself?” (Gv 1, 22). There is no doubt that each of us
tends to place ourselves within the choice between two different and often
intersecting relationships between self-transcendence and immanent transcendence.
The first option springs from accepting that this work is becoming impossible to
govern. The reaction is the escape in the Tebaide, withdrawal into disengagement,
while waiting for the unjust, polluted, unsustainable world to find a solution to its
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problems on its own. It is what we have defined as eschatological, Gnostic
temptation; it is the idea of the secession from the complexity of globalisation, which
feeds various kinds of egoism, including the mystic-religious one, and which
emphasises the inevitability of a world divided between a minority of rich people and
an ocean of poor. Standing alone in the gilded island of technical knowledge. The
second option addresses the vital dimension (in the sense of choice of life) of work.
Work as a place to express the transcendence in history. Work then, together with
poverty, marriage and children (or celibacy) is a constraint that delivers us back to
history. Once it is purified of reasons and ambitions, work becomes a dimension of
life. After all, work is one of life's choices. Which leads us to understand work as a
further expression of spirituality, and not spirituality as a further expression of work. It
is certainly not for me to decide which of the two options is the most preferable. We
only wanted to start a debate, leaving the job of concluding it to others.
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Paper 6.
SPIRITUALITY AT WORK
Robin Alfred
This paper intends to:
•
•
•

explain the terms "emotional intelligence” and "spiritual intelligence"
demonstrate how we have worked to develop emotional and spiritual intelligence
in several organisations
conclude by introducing the concept of the quadruple bottom line - businesses
that are economically viable, environmentally sound, socially responsible, and
spiritually intelligent.

Background
For 40 years the Findhorn Foundation76 has been seeking to demonstrate the links
between the spiritual, social, economic and environmental aspects of life, and to
provide a setting within which we can become more conscious about work,
relationships and the natural world.
Simultaneously, despite its increased affluence, a crisis of meaning has been
developing in the western world. All types of people, from disaffected teenagers to
MDs and CEOs, are asking, "Now what?" or even, "So what?" as stress levels and
competition increase, and failure, and fear of failure, haunts even the most
successful. Some of the answers are coming from the East e.g. meditation and
spiritual practice; some from the land e.g. organic farming; and some from within
each one of us whenever we bring our creativity, our intuition and our passion to
work.
Such questions, and the responses they elicit, start to form a living expression of
spirituality at work.
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Near to Findhorn, a traditional fishing village in northern Scotland, located at the point of
meeting of the Moray Firth and Findhorn Bay, a quiet experiment has been underway for the
past 40 years.
This experiment, started by Peter and Eileen Caddy and their friend, Dorothy Maclean, and
aided and abetted by 3 children and the confines of an old caravan, was one of co-creation.
Co-creating a life based on co-operation between the human, natural and spiritual realms.
This experiment led initially to the evolution of an 'unintentional' community and now to the
creation of an ecovillage - a model for human settlements based on ecological, economic,
social, cultural and spiritual sustainability. The community has some œ3 million worth of
assets, 150 staff, and is supported and surrounded by a wider community of some 400-500.
It is visited by over 14,000 guests each year, a significant proportion of whom take part in
residential workshops. In 1998, the Foundation's ecovillage project was accorded NGO
status with the UN where it contributes to dialogues about sustainability, values and
spirituality.
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What do we mean by "spirituality" and how can we recognise its presence in the
workplace?
"Spirituality" is a buzz word these days. Scarcely a week goes by in the UK when
one newspaper or another does not carry an article linking spirituality and work. As I
write this piece, I am surrounded by an article from the Financial Times, "Souls
restored in the workplace", another one from the Independent, "Why God is moving
into the workplace " and one from Business AM on our own local initiative, "Green
shoots of business emerge at Findhorn".
But what does it all mean? Is "spirituality" just the next area that business is seeking
to colonise?
Attempting to define spirituality is, in some ways, attempting to name the
unnameable and to define the indefinable, to use words to describe that which lives
between us and within us. It is therefore an exercise in approximation. Nonetheless,
when we use the term spirituality, it is clearly important to have an understanding of
what we are referring to. For us, in the Findhorn Foundation Consultancy Service
(FFCS)77 it has at least five, linked dimensions.
Spirituality at work involves:
1.
Working towards the realisation of the highest potential in each
individual
To do this means working from a paradigm of collaboration rather than competition. It
involves seeing the potential for good in each person that we relate to, be they client,
colleague, manager or competitor, and enabling each of us to be the very best that
we can be. It means working from a basis of trust instead of mistrust, and seeking to
support and develop one another, rather than undermine and sabotage each other's
efforts.
This, like the other four dimensions outlined below, is a lifelong journey. While the
words are easy and may even appear trite, we will give some examples later in this
article as to the kind of practical steps we have seen being taken in organisations
that are serious about grounding "spirituality" at work.
2.

Seeking to embody spiritual values (love, acceptance, compassion,
forgiveness, integrity, honesty) in all that we do and in all our
relationships.

This too is easier said than done. We spring so easily to judgement; hang on to
grudges; take secret delight, or at least comfort, in someone else's perceived
"failure"; conspire to hide the truth from our colleagues, our customers, our
competitors and ourselves; and daily fail to act with full integrity. Seeking to embody
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Also in 1998, in response to demand for a deepening of the Foundation's outreach education,
the Findhorn Foundation Consultancy Service was founded. Its focus is to share our
experience, particularly in developing emotional and spiritual intelligence, with businesses,
organisations and other communities. Since then, FFCS has worked both with charities like
Greenpeace International, smaller NGOs in Latin America, colleges, and major corporations
like Shell, BP and PricewaterhouseCoopers.
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what we might term "spiritual values" should not become yet another goal to measure
ourselves by, something else to pass or fail at. Rather it is a response to the call to
live more in harmony with our true nature, something that we feel good about when
we do it, and that leaves us with a clear conscience. This is not something to
measure empirically. We know when we are doing it.
3.

Making space for all that stops us - we might call this working with the
shadow, and the "inner critic" or judge.

Paradoxically, as we reach for the heights of 1 and 2, we need equally to plumb the
depths and dig in the dirt for the tools that will help us. Failing to do so will render all
our best intentions merely that - intentions.
Ten years ago, the Rio Earth Summit
generated vast tracts of paper promises. We will do A, B, and C ... to protect the
planet. Cut carbon emissions, protect biodiversity, preserve the rainforest etc. etc.
Great thinking and wonderful aspirations but, as we prepare now for Rio +10 in
Johannesburg this September it is clear how much of it has proved to be merely
aspirational. One of the many reasons is the complete failure to look at the shadow78
- to examine the blocks that will stop us from achieving all that we set out to achieve.
These may be political, personal, biological - it matters not. They must be brought
out into the light, and unpacked and examined or they will surely defeat us and our
best efforts.
On a personal level, Robert Bly has a good image for this: the little, invisible, black
bag we carry on our shoulders through life. As we move through life, it is as if each
hurt and disappointment, each wound and experience of suffering, is put into a little
black bag we carry with us. As we grow older, the bag gets heavier and heavier. As
it is invisible we are often unaware that we are carrying it. But it impedes our
progress, limits our effectiveness and slows us down. If we fail to look at it, the hurts
and disappointments inside it fester away, brewing a more and more potent and
poisonous mixture. But if we stop from time to time, set the bag down, open it up and
look at what is in it, we simultaneously start to release its power over us.
An organisation that seeks to bring spirituality into its workplace will also make space
for this. In terms of SWOT analysis, this can be seen as the focus on "Weaknesses"
and "Threats" alongside "Strengths" and "Opportunities". But we need to deepen this
practice and look too at our personal and relational shadows, at our inner critics and
the voices in our own heads and hearts that tell us we are not good enough, that we
can't do it, and that collude with our sense of inadequacy.
4.
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Acting in ways that acknowledge, embrace and enhance the presence of
something beyond the physical here and now, beyond that which we
can perceive with our senses of touch, taste, smell, sight and hearing.

Shadow

The shadow can inhibit our progress and sabotage our best efforts when, for whatever
reason, we do not acknowledge our fears. The higher the rank the more destructive it can be
to not acknowledge fear - the work force is left carrying the unacknowledged fears of their
bosses. Fear can take on many forms - fears of making or acknowledging a mistake, looking
a fool or being sacked, and, less obviously, being competitive, being secretive, playing safe,
gossiping, bullying, contributing to a blame culture, workaholism and excitement. The last two
can be particularly insidious they are often seen as virtues, but they may actually be covering
up fear. We will be developing this idea in a future paper.
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In an organisation where this dimension of spirituality is thriving and apparent, we
might expect to see a willingness to live in the realm of chaos and uncertainty in
place of the known, familiar and expected; an honouring of the intuitive and of
"hunches" in place of rule-governed behaviour where everything needs to be justified
in terms of pre-set criteria. We might see managers who say, "I don't know" instead
of fearing for their jobs if they appear "ignorant" or unable to solve a problem. We
might read and hear words and metaphors that look to nature as a teacher, and that
pay attention to natural and seasonal rhythms by, for example, planning more
internal work on purpose, mission and vision in the winter months where the days are
short and the focus has traditionally been on introspection; and more outward, goaloriented activity in the spring and summer. We might, above all, feel the presence of
mystery and surprise, and relish the joy of spontaneity and the wonder of paradox.
5.

Understanding the holographic principle

The holographic principle is an invitation to see the world as deeply interconnected
and to understand reality as comprising nests of holograms. When an issue arises
in my work I can choose to look at it as if through a microscope - what exactly is
going on with this issue? And that can be helpful. I can, however, also choose to
look at it from a "macroscopic" perspective. How is this problem a reflection of bigger
problems in the company? How might these in turn be connected to wider issues in
society and in the world? Seeing my life and my work as taking place within a multilayered hologram, where the seeds and blueprint at one level are present in the next
and also in the previous, gives me far greater perspective. It means that I can expect
that as I solve "my" issue it will have an impact on the rest of the company, and in
some small way even on the world.
In an organisation which embraces a
willingness to see and think holographically (which might also be termed
"systemically" or with reference to "the field" within which I operate) we might expect
to see an emphasis on resolving conflicts and dealing with issues rather than letting
them fester; an awareness of trends in the organisation and how they might reflect
world issues; and less scapegoating and more awareness of the roles (both official
and unofficial) that we currently occupy and how to move beyond them.
What is Emotional Intelligence (EQ) and Spiritual Intelligence (SQ)?
Linked to this five-pointed definition of spirituality at work are the twin concepts of EQ
and SQ.
Daniel Goleman coined the phrase Emotional Intelligence when he noticed how
some people seemed to get on and become successful and popular without being
particularly academic or intellectually bright or intelligent. He saw that another form
of intelligence was at work - EQ. This is the intelligence that understands body
language, senses moods, develops empathy, and cultivates self-awareness,
persistence and motivation. In essence it is:
The ability to recognise the situation I am in; to read what you are feeling; be
sensitive to that; and to adapt and behave accordingly.
Goleman cites Aristotle:
Anyone can become angry - that is easy. But to be angry with the right person, to
the right degree, at the right time, for the right purpose and in the right way - that is
not easy.
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Not long after Goleman's framing of this, Danah Zohar formulated another idea Spiritual Intelligence (SQ). She saw that, beyond IQ and EQ, there lies an
intelligence that sometimes chooses not to adapt and behave "appropriately", and
that stands against the mainstream. There is an intelligence that seeks to find
meaning and value in our work and lives, that looks for, and creates, vision and
purpose. An intelligence that is transformative and creative. This she terms Spiritual
Intelligence.
OK - so how do you actually do it?
What follows are four examples of "spirituality at work" - brief case studies that
demonstrate the development of EQ and SQ in the workplace.
Example One - Daring not to know
A couple of years ago, we were invited to work with an international campaigning
organisation, for two-days in a small chateau outside Paris.
Our brief was to
facilitate a process that would lead to the generation of new ideas for a campaign
that had been running for several years.
Midway through the afternoon of the first day, and following various games and
exercises to loosen up the right brain79 we had generated several flip chart pages of
ideas. As facilitators, we surveyed them and ventured the opinion that these ideas
were not really all that new actually and were the type of thing they would have come
up with after several hours of thinking anywhere and with anyone. We said we felt
like tearing them all up and starting again. A hush descended on the room. Then,
one woman, younger and probably with less of her own identity invested in the
organisation, stood up, walked to the flip chart and, slowly at first then more and
more energetically till finally she was shouting and jumping up and down, tore up all
the work of the day so far. Then she sat down. We sat in silence with the 12
participants. Nobody spoke. Nobody moved. We sat like that for 20 minutes. Then,
someone spoke. She spoke about the need to campaign from a place of love not
fear, a place of compassion, not anger. Others agreed. The door was open. The
next day, they generated 13 completely new, radically different ideas.
Key learning: Progress stemmed from daring to sit in the place of not knowing, of not
having answers, of sitting with chaos and confusion and despair without trying to fix
it.

Example Two -The Holographic principle at work
We had been working with part of a large multinational for over a year. It seemed to
us that there was a difficulty in the relationship between the key manager and initiator
of the project and the woman to whom he had ostensibly delegated management of
the project. There was an unclarity in the relationship that was dogging the whole
79

The left and right brains

Our left brain - the seat of reason, logic, planning and linear thinking has been wonderfully
developed, but at the expense of the right brain - the place of intuition, creativity, "hunches",
and inspiration. Today's businesses are increasingly seeking to develop the ability to respond
more and more swiftly to ever changing circumstances. This needs a more fully developed
and available right brain.
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project. Accountability was poor, commitment levels low throughout, and when we
met with all 20 project staff there was often a tension present which was felt by all but
acknowledged by none.
It was not easy to find a way into this, and not wise to bring it up in front of the whole
group where it would continue to be denied. Through working hard at building trust
and at our own relationship with the team in general, and these two individuals in
particular, we finally had a chance to talk with the two of them. After some gentle
probing, the two agreed that there was an issue between them. They had had a
brief sexual relationship some time ago which had ended uneasily. There was still
attraction present but given their new management/subordinate relationship they felt
it was impossible to talk about it and so it sat between them unexpressed,
unacknowledged, uncompleted and in the way of the project's progress.
We
contracted a one -hour evening session with them at the end of which they
contracted to meet and talk further about it within the next month. This in turn led to
a much easier working relationship between the two of them, and, holographically,
the energy within the project started to flow again.
Key learning: By adopting a holographic approach to the situation, and seeing that if
one key relationship was blocked, the whole project would be similarly blocked and
affected, our intervention could be targeted at the most effective point. Seeing the
issue as both personal and systemic (i.e. it existed between these two individuals
AND this may say something about gender issues or blocked energy within the
project, AND attraction in the workplace and between people with different rank
within the organisation is a common, societal issue) helps to make it safer to deal
with.
Example Three - Going deep into relationship (EQ) territory and working with
the wisdom of the body
The first time we worked with one organisation, we were asked to deliver a three-day
training in Developing Personal Power and Effectiveness. On the last day, in the
morning, we felt moved to work on the dynamics in the group and suggested a
"sculpt" - a non-verbal process whereby one individual volunteers to work and stands
in the centre of the room. They arrange in turn each of the others in the team as
they, the volunteer, experiences them, arranging posture, distance, body language
etc. etc. When all are set in place, the facilitator asks the person to survey the room
and share how it feels. S/he might also ask the other participants how they feel to be
placed in this way in relation to the volunteer. The next phase involves the volunteer
moving each of the others into the place and posture they would ideally like, and
finally there is an opportunity for everyone to talk about that too.
When we offered this, the team leader boldly volunteered to work and arranged
everyone as he experienced them. Some difficult relationships became very clear.
We focussed in on one of them - a challenging relationship he, a white male, was
having with a black female staff member. Slowing the process right down, and
taking, literally, very small steps towards one another, noticing when it felt authentic
and good and when it was not possible, they were enabled to look deeply at their
relationship - at what they wanted, what stopped it happening and what steps they
might take to move things forward. It was a deeply healing and moving moment for
all of the team, and for us. The next day, the team leader sent us an e-mail saying
that this had been a life-changing experience for him. For the first time in his life he
felt he went to work and found friends instead of colleagues.
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Key learning: The body carries a lot of wisdom. Working non-verbally, and slowing
the process down so we can hear its wisdom can enable us to access information
which would otherwise be unavailable. When such work is done in the presence of
team members, the transparency involved can create a radical reframing of
relationships.
Example Four - Working with creativity
One assignment saw us charged with building a sense of common purpose amongst
120 extremely diverse staff in South Yorkshire - staff who were about to run a huge,
ambitious new Visitor Attraction built around the theme of sustainability.
We had
two weeks to do the work.
On Day One, we decided to take a risk and start with a dance - a wedding dance
from the Shetlands. Now, for some of the 120 this was great news and they loved it.
Others were shocked, disoriented and perturbed. They were cooks and cleaners,
security staff and maintenance, and had come for staff training, they cried, not
dancing! We stuck with it, and the next day ... we led another dance. We also
played games. Then, little by little they started to offer some warm-ups of their own.
One man led us, all 120 of us, in two minutes of "yogic breathing through alternate
nostrils". Another, one of the night security guards, read out to us, with trembling
voice and shaking hands, a poem he had written the day before. By the end of two
weeks, they were crying out again - his time for "more dancing!"
Some two years later, the centre faced financial difficulties. Rather than see some of
their colleagues made redundant while others retained their jobs, the sense of
community was so strong that they all volunteered to take cuts in their hours and pay
so that no single person would need to be out of a job. The HR manager wrote to us
saying that, "I have never worked anywhere else where the team spirit has been so
strong ... This, I think, is largely down to the wonderful job you did in the first two
weeks of the Academy." She put it down to us. We put it down to the dancing.
Key Learning: Engaging people in creative work and play can reveal parts of
ourselves that we never knew we had. It can deepen the sense of community in the
workplace, transform the working environment into a creative, lively, exciting place
and enable individuals to bring more of themselves to work. We no longer need to
leave the poet, artist, writer, dancer at home when we take ourselves to work. A wet
and juicy working environment helps to create a responsive, flexible, creative
company.
Conclusion - the Quadruple Bottom Line
In this paper we have attempted to define what a practical spirituality at work might
look like and to demonstrate, through a series of examples, how we might seek to
develop the emotional and spiritual intelligence required to activate it.
We have taken our work to organisations world wide, and many are starting to see
that, to be at the cutting edge of business their organisation needs to be working to a
quadruple bottom line.
John Elkington gave us the Triple Bottom Line - suggesting that businesses will need
to be:
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•
•
•

economically viable
environmentally sound
socially responsible

We would add a fourth criterion, and suggest that the successful business of the 21st
century will need to be spiritually intelligent as well. It will need to understand its
purpose in the world and be able to translate that into meaningful work for its staff. It
will seek to operate by spiritual, as well as economic, environmental and social
values. It will live more comfortably on the edge of chaos, welcoming paradox and
uncertainty, intuition and creativity, collaboration and co-operation.
Above all it will see itself as simply one part of the huge web of interconnectedness
that makes up our planet, striving to be in right relationship with all of its parts, and
playing its own unique and humble role in the evolution of society.
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Paper 7
TURNING SKYSCRAPERS INTO CATHEDRALS
Eve Poole
The global headhunting firm Saxton Bampfylde Hever issues its new recruits with the
Rule of St Benedict by way of a corporate manual. The monks of Ampleforth are
introducing the Rule of St Benedict as a key management text. Every major company
has a Mission statement and is guided by an articulated Vision. CEOs hold regular
‘Prayer Sessions’ with their management teams. Current jargon for a pivotal client
conversation is a ‘Come to Jesus’ meeting.
The majority of working adults are engaged in commerce, yet the caricatured stance
of the Church toward the City is as God to Mammon or Jesus to the money-lenders
in the Temple. In spite of this, the world of commerce is appropriating the language of
God, and the world of God is increasingly accepting the business realities of its
modern existence. But why is the FT reluctant to talk about the human cost of
redundancies, or the Church of England to talk about the financial realities of the
collection plate? And why is Machiavelli a more highly-regarded business role model
than Jesus? The transactions between spirituality and materiality are as yet informal,
almost furtive. My intent therefore is to use the parables as a way to show that these
two worlds are not opposed to each other, and are in fact have more to say to each
other than is commonly supposed.
Jesus used parables as a key teaching device, intending them to convey in an
accessible way vital truths about redemption. Thus his stories were set in situations
familiar to his audience – sowing and herding, Temple worship and travelling; and
they used familiar characters – farmers and shepherds, Pharisees, Tax Collectors
and Samaritans. His were caricatures that turned stereotypes on their heads. It was a
bit like that sketch about the politically correct comedian who says: ‘Have you heard
the one about my mother-in-law? She’s a lovely lady.’
Today I am going to attempt a kind of exegetical triangulation, with specific reference
to interpreting the parables for the workplace. By this I mean that I am going to slide
the parables across into a corporate context – imagining Jesus miked up at one of
these company-wide training sessions – then I am going to attempt an interrogation
of them for our work context, to see if we can use their messages about the Kingdom
to show us how we might realise the prayer: ‘Thy will be done, on earth as it is in
heaven’.
Perhaps you think this kind of inculturation is rather presumptuous. In my defence I
shall cite Pope John Paul II, who said in his 1990 encyclical Redemptoris Missio:
‘Through inculturation the Church makes the Gospel incarnate in
different cultures and at the same time introduces people, together
with their cultures, into her own community. She transmits to them her
own values, at the same time taking the good elements that already
exist in them and renewing them from within.’80
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As cited in Montefiore, Hugh (ed): The Gospel and Contemporary Culture (London:
Mowbray:1992), p1
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Commenting on this, also in 1990 at the outset of the Decade of Evangelism, Hugh
Montefiore said rather more strongly:
‘In order to evangelise successfully we must understand how the
values underlying contemporary culture and those underpinning the
Gospel differ; we must test the fundamental assumptions of society by
the yardstick of the Gospel, and the Gospel we preach by its
relevance to that society.’81
However, I do not propose today to set about converting anyone. Rather, I will use
the parables as a sort of case study for inculturation – the act of making the Gospel
relevant to a particular culture or context - and this session as a training session, so
that you can go from here and attempt your own inculturations, based on whatever
authoritative text to which you subscribe.
Before we launch ourselves at the parables, let us pause for a moment and consider
the genre more generally. First of all, the word itself: ‘parable’. In Greek, ‘parabole’
means the placing of two things side by side for the sake of comparison. This itself
translates the Hebrew ‘Mashal’, which may refer to a puzzling saying intended to
provoke thought, but is more commonly used to describe a story told by a rabbi to
make his teaching clear82. The Christian parables appear in the Gospels of Matthew,
Mark and Luke and characterise Jesus’ teaching, particularly in relation to his
explanations about the Kingdom of Heaven. The use of such stories represents a
tried and tested approach to teaching – from pre-Biblical folklore about creation and
evil to Victorian Cautionary Tales for children – and recognises the fact that humans
find it easier to recall stories than abstract concepts. Today this fact is widely used in
management training, with key messages being delivered as ‘memory stacks’,
usually involving a bizarre but memorable story, to ensure that the learning is
embedded. Having thus vindicated Jesus’ didactic approach in the eyes of modern
teaching theory, let us move on to examine a few of the parables in more detail.
First, an easy start, the parables of the Lost Sheep and the Lost Coin, a New
Testament his’n’hers parabolic set. In the parable of the Lost Sheep, a man loses a
sheep, so, leaving the ninety-nine, he searches for the lost sheep until it is found,
then carries it home rejoicing. In the parable of the Lost Coin, a woman loses one of
her ten coins, so she lights a lamp and sweeps the house until she finds it, then calls
together her neighbours to rejoice with her (Luke 15:3-10). The Lukan context here is
interesting, and Jesus makes his meaning plain: the Pharisees and the scribes have
81

Ibid., back cover
Bowker, John (ed): The Complete Bible Handbook (London: Dorling Kindersley: 1998),
p336. Even the Psalmist talks of parables: ‘Give ear, O my people, to my teaching; incline
your ears to the words of my mouth! I will open my mouth in a parable; I will utter dark sayings
from of old, things that we have heard and known, that our fathers have told us. We will not
hide them from our children, but tell them to the coming generation/the glorious deeds of the
Lord, and his might, and the wonders which he has wrought.’ (Ps 78:1-4). In this context, the
Psalmist seems to be using the parables as a device to make clear the old ‘dark sayings’ so
that future generations might better understand them. In Mark, the purpose of the parables is
so that ‘they may indeed look, but not perceive, and may indeed listen, but not understand, so
that they may not turn again and be forgiven’ (Mark 4:12). This use of the parables as device
for identifying the discerning is at odds with the tradition in Matthew and Luke of using
parables to make difficult things clear. However, whether or not the audience grasped the true
meaning of the parables, as a device they challenged assumptions and made people think in
a different way, in itself a useful didactic exercise.
82
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been murmuring that Jesus is not only receiving tax collectors and sinners, but also
eating with them. Jesus responds with these two parables, and concludes by saying:
‘Just so, I tell you, there will be more joy in heaven over one sinner who repents than
over ninety-nine righteous persons who need no repentance’ (Luke 15:7).
In this example we already know Jesus’ meaning because he provides it for us. But
how could we understand these two parables in a workplace context, and what might
we learn from them? For me, these parables resonate with that other famous bible
exhortation: ‘whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain’ (Matt
5:41). They also resonate with the well-known hymn written by the metaphysical poet
George Herbert (1593-1633), ‘Teach me, my God and King’, one stanza of which
includes the line: ‘who sweeps a room, as for thy laws, makes that and the action
fine.’ Both these parables and sentiments are encouraging a certain type of
behaviour and application. In the parables, this behaviour centres round the extra
effort that is required to rescue lost souls. In the example from Matthew, further
developed by Herbert, this teaching becomes more generic, calling us to go above
and beyond the call of duty, and to make our most mundane tasks holy.
As an example of this, Esther de Waal, who has written extensively on Celtic
spirituality, talks of the traditional Celtic life lived ‘quite naturally in a state of
prayer…a praying that responded to, and grew out of, their way of life, not one
imposed from outside it by an institutional church.… Religion permeated everything
they did. They made no distinction between the secular and the sacred. They were
unable to discern boundaries of where religion began and ended and thus found it
natural to assume that God was lovingly concerned in everything they did. They felt
totally at home with God.’83 This attitude of total connectedness both to God and to
his creation gave rise to such everyday songs and prayers as ‘Come, Mary, and milk
my cow’, ‘God, bless Thou Thyself my reaping’, and ‘I will raise the hearth-fire as
Mary would’84, all of which were handed down through the generations. You probably
know about the new-age holy trinity of IQ, EQ and SQ (Intelligence Quotient,
Emotional Quotient and Spiritual Quotient). Well, this traditional Celtic way of living
represents Mensa-level SQ.
Another writer whose thinking sheds light on this message of total dedication to the
completion of a task is Simone Weil: ‘when we set out to do a piece of work, it is
necessary to wish to do it correctly, because such a wish is indispensable if there is
to be true effort’85. Her view is that this sort of practice hones our spiritual muscles for
prayer, improving our ability for true ‘attention’, viz. ‘keeping one’s gaze directed
towards God, bringing it back when it has wandered, and fixing it sometimes with all
the intensity of which one is capable’.86
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A propos of this present exercise in inculturation, elsewhere Weil says:
‘But people are not in churches all the time, and it is particularly
desirable that [the] supernatural operation of transferring the evil from
oneself to outside should be able to occur in the places where
everyday life is lived, and especially in places of work. This can only
be done through symbols making it possible to read the divine truths
in the circumstances of daily life and work in the same way that they
are expressed in phrases by written letters….The Gospel parables are
an example of this symbolism.’87
If organisational spirituality is ever to be anything more than an attractive concept, it
is incumbent upon those who wish to live it out to distil and internalise these various
messages: about searching for that last sheep or coin, about going that extra mile,
about imbuing the mundane with spiritual meaning, and about keeping one’s
attention fixed on God. This internalisation would enable those seeking a more
spiritual life to live out their spirituality in a holistic way, instead of bottling it up for
Sunday.
But what might all of this mean when we go back to work later on in the week? It
means climbing up to the stockroom to fetch down yet another product for a
demanding customer two minutes before the shop is due to shut; it is about whistling
while we do our boring filing; it is about smiling when a customer complains; and it is
about treating every element of our job as an opportunity for the light to shine
through.
Now for a more challenging parable, that of the Prodigal Son (Luke 15:11-32). Do
you, like me, feel a sneaking sympathy for the slighted brother, who has been
faithfully serving his father, while his profligate brother has been away shaming the
family name? I’m assuming you are familiar with this parable, of the younger son who
asks for his inheritance up front, and squanders it on loose living in a far country.
When the money runs out, he is reduced to feeding the swine to make ends meet.
He realises that even his father’s servants are better treated than this, so he resolves
to go home and ask to be taken on as a servant. But when his father sees him
coming, he runs out to meet him, dressing him in the attire of a free man and killing
the fatted calf for a Welcome Home feast. His older brother comes back late from
toiling in the fields, and is taken aback to be told of his brother’s return and his
father’s reaction. He refuses to join them, and rails at his father, saying that in all his
long years of service his father has not so much as given him a kid with which to
feast with his friends. His father responds with these words: ‘Son, you are always
with me, and all that is mine is yours. It was fitting to make merry and be glad, for this
your brother was dead, and is alive; he was lost, and is found’ (Luke 15:31-32). This
is similar in its message to the earlier two parables, but in them we did not have this
human element in that the other ninety-nine sheep or nine coins were not
complaining about the lack of attention shown to them.
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How might we triangulate this parable, first into a work context and then into lessons
for work? Is the elder son perhaps the faithful customer who complains when new
customers are offered better deals, for example better rates of interest on mortgages,
or free gifts on new purchases? Or that perennial problem of new recruits often
attracting higher salaries than the previous intake? Or the faithful manager who is
passed over for promotion in favour of a young upstart?
If we also look at it from the perspective of the father, we can clearly see the contrast.
He thought he would never see his younger son again, but he sees his elder son
every day. Of course he wants to celebrate the return of the younger son, who, as he
says, ‘was lost and is found’. The early English mystic Julian of Norwich (1342-1416)
talks of the way God treats repenting sinners in her Revelations of Divine Love: ‘I
saw that if a man or woman was genuinely turned to God for however long or short a
time, even if it were for a single day of service given with eternal intention, he should
experience [all] degrees of delight88. Perhaps we can see parallels here with the
current management practice behind the examples cited previously – attracting new
customers (or indeed staff) is always more expensive than retaining existing ones,
yet winning new work or increased market share is more glamorous than farming the
existing customer base, and the model is always to spend huge budgets on
advertising and promotions to attract new or disaffected customers back into the fold
(witness the recent prime-time TV advert: ‘Thousands are coming home to British
Gas’). It is normal, even best practice, to offer incentives to bright young things to
come and work in your company. It is also normal to invest more in developing high
flyers than in rewarding the steady-Eddies - the famous Boston Matrix even
enshrines this in strategy: invest in your stars, exploit your cash cows. None of this is
surprising, from the point of view of the father, or of business.
The third perspective is that of the prodigal son himself. Having squandered his
fortune, he first tries to support himself through labour, but realises that he would be
better off suffering the humility of becoming a servant in his own home than starving
as a swineherd in a foreign land. He returns, cap in hand, full of confessions,
expecting no more than servitude. Imagine his great joy when he gets so much more
than he deserves or had bargained for: full forgiveness and restoration. The Christian
message here is clear: God forges sinners who repent. Workplace examples round
this theme of forgiveness might relate to management rewarding risk-taking, or the
more mundane example of a boss forgiving a silly mistake. Perhaps if Jesus was to
make a star appearance at Harvard Business School he might illustrate the enormity
of the forgiveness meted out to the Prodigal Son by using the example of Enron
shareholders forgiving the Board and their Auditors for the collapse of the Enron
empire.
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So, weaving together these strands, what is the central message of the parable of
the Prodigal Son for the workplace, and how does it tie in with Jesus’ original
teaching? Jesus’ teaching is unequivocal: the father and, by extension, God, forgives
those who repent. The problem in triangulating this back into the workplace becomes
immediately clear. With our current system of law, how on earth could anyone be
expected simply to forgive and restore to their place in society anyone who ‘repents’?
For example, would it not be irresponsible and set a dangerous precedent to let the
Enron miscreants off the hook? This is a moot point, but perhaps looking at a less
extreme example might shed some light.
The father in the parable gives his son his inheritance, which he squanders. It is the
father’s money, so he is within his rights to forgive the son, he being the injured party.
However, this clear water is muddied by the other son’s reaction. As far as we know,
the other son is not directly affected, but he is what the business world would refer to
as a ‘key stakeholder’. Suppose I go to my manager, and say: ‘you are retiring next
year, and everyone knows I will be your successor. Give me your budget for this
year, so that I can invest it in a new project now’. I then invest in the project and,
when it fails, my manager forgives me (after all, he’s retiring anyway). But what
happens when another colleague who was in the running for the boss’s job gets to
hear about it? Would he not be within his rights to spread malicious gossip about his
colleague’s ability to fill the boss’s shoes? Would he not feel irrecoverably let down
by his boss, and justified in losing all confidence in him? Would he not hate his
colleague, for bouncing back unscathed?
I think this last point strikes at the heart of what should take away from this parable.
In the light of the brother’s reaction, was the father still right to forgive his son so
completely? Couldn’t he at least have punished him a little bit, for appearance’s
sake? A few laps round Purgatory, perhaps, before he makes Heaven? Doubtless
everyone has experienced the resentments that are endemic in office politics. The
colleague who is ‘in’ with the boss, but you know his work is not nearly as good as
yours. The parable of the Prodigal Son speaks to this feeling. While few bosses are
God-like, nor would it be right to assume a blind acceptance of their every
judgement, there is an important point here about the need to separate out wrongs
done to us directly, and our resentment of wrongs committed by others which appear
to go unpunished. The Lord’s Prayer says: ‘forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive
those who trespass against us’. This is hard, but what is often harder is letting go of
that feeling of injustice one experiences when one observes others being forgiven.
As the modern spiritualist Anthony de Mello says, ‘each time I chew on the sins of
others, I suspect the chewing gives me more pleasure that the sinning gives the
sinner’89. Our instinct is to personalise it and feel that if we were in their shoes we
would never have had it so easy. But this is a cancerous thought. We may never
know, and as far as the original brother or the disaffected colleague are concerned,
we should hope never to know, but still we feel resentful. This is the challenge laid
out in the Lord’s Prayer, about subscribing to the concept of forgiveness per se, not
just for us, but for everyone. This theme is echoed in several other parables, because
Jesus well understood human nature, and why the Pharisees were angry that he was
spending his valuable time with persons less worthy than they. And if God chooses to
forgive surprising people, perhaps one can learn from it. In the same way, perhaps
we could learn from these annoying colleagues of ours who lead such an apparently
charmed life.
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The first parables we looked at revealed lessons for the workplace regarding the
spiritualisation of our daily work, so that we go that extra mile in everything that we
do. The second parable as we have just seen teaches us the uneasy lesson which is
akin to the epithet ‘Judge not, and ye shall not be judged’ (Luke 6:37). The final
parable we shall examine is the hardest yet, not least because even its traditional
interpretation is a vexed question90.
The parable of the Dishonest Steward appears in Luke 16:1-13. It is a perplexing tale
of a rich man who discovers that his steward is wasting his goods. He sacks him, and
the steward, declaiming the chiasmus, ‘I cannot dig: to beg I am ashamed’, decides
that his last action as steward will be to reduce the debts owing to his master, that
the debtors might remain his friends when he loses his job. While this compounds the
steward’s original error, his master actually commends the steward for his
shrewdness with these strange words: ‘the sons of this world are more shrewd in
dealing with their own generation than the sons of light. And I tell you, make friends
for yourselves by means of unrighteous mammon, so that when it fails they may
receive you into the eternal habitations’. The story ends with the famous phrase: ‘you
cannot serve God and mammon’.
On the face of it, this parable is indefensible. A number of ways of interpreting it have
been suggested, ranging from textual critique that suggests it is simply wrongly put
together, to a clever resolution suggesting that the steward is being praised for using
worldly ways to store up treasure in heaven. Perhaps there is a way out of this maze,
by using the lessons of the workplace. Let us complete the first step of triangulation
and see what is revealed. Perhaps the steward is like a salesman who has secured a
number of orders for new goods. Perhaps in making the sales he has been guilty of
using inaccurate advertising, or perhaps the goods themselves do not meet the
specifications expected by the owner. Either way, the rich man in this example learns
of the salesman’s trickery, and gives him notice. The salesman, with his eye on his
next job, acts quickly, contacting all of his customers and offering them additional
discounts. When the rich man hears, he may well have been rather angry, but he is a
rich man, and admires the entrepreneurship of the salesman, and so he says, ‘I like
your style’, and agrees to write him an impeccable reference.
Unlike the scenario described in the original parable, this example represents an
entirely plausible business scenario. Given this interpretation, is it possible to
produce a lesson which can be read back into the original, to shed further light on
this most difficult of parables? One of the interpretations suggested earlier was that
of using the ways of the world to store up treasure in heaven. While our modern-day
example does not extend this far, it does show that the rich man respects the
proactivity of the steward in diagnosing his situation and acting quickly, using his
business nous to turn it to his advantage. There is a lesson here, which links closely
in with the famous parable of the Talents, and is about not squandering one’s
resources, even if those resources be worldly91.
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This is not of course to excuse dishonesty, and it is the rich man’s reaction rather
than the steward’s deeds that is the central point of this parable. Perhaps a parable
from another tradition, from the Thirteenth Century Arab mystic Sa’di, would help to
emphasise this point:
A man walking through the forest saw a fox that had lost its legs and
wondered how it lived. Then he saw a tiger come in with game in its
mouth. The tiger had its fill and left the rest of the meat for the fox.
The next day God fed the fox by means of the same tiger. The man
began to wonder at God’s greatness and said to himself, “I too shall
rest in a corner with full trust in the Lord and he will provide me with all
I need.”
He did this for many days but nothing happened, and he was almost
at death’s door when he heard a voice say, “O you who are in the path
of error, open your eyes to the truth! Follow the example of the tiger
and stop imitating the disabled fox.”92
As in the case of the Prodigal Son, we are not being advised to go and squander our
inheritance, or in this case cheat our bosses. Rather, we are asked to observe the
behaviour of the tiger, of the rich men, qua God, and from this learn more about the
Kingdom. What impresses the rich man/God in the parable of the Dishonest Steward
is the steward’s entrepreneurism, not his dishonesty per se. This is easier to see in
our workplace example, and this can in turn shed light on its biblical original. It
suggests that God approves of us using our worldly talents to play the game by
worldly rules, to achieve worldly rewards. But securing our earthly position through
such means is a far cry from achieving heavenly rewards, as other parables and
sayings of Jesus readily illustrate, for example, ‘It is easier for a camel to go through
the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God’ (Matt
19:24), or ‘for what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his
own soul?’ (Mark 8:36).
But what of that final phrase in the parable, that death knell to this present exercise,
‘you cannot serve God and mammon’? Perhaps we can also address this problem
with recourse both to history and by following the example of modern treatments of
other hard sayings, such as the response of Feminist Theology to those concerning
the role of women.
It is said that the strategy of St Patrick when he came to Ireland to convert its
inhabitants was to piggy-back on existing religious practices and places, and to
reclaim them for God, a bit like painting over old canvases. Thus shrines to pagan
gods became shrine to saints – the goddess Bridget became St Brigid93 - or druidic
sites became monastic sites – the monastery St Columba built on Iona was built on
the site of an old Druid temple94. Elsewhere, the widespread pagan reverence paid to
the spring full moon was harnessed by using the vernal equinox for the dating of
Easter (according to Bede, even the name ‘Easter’ is derived from the name of an
Anglo-Saxon goddess, Eostre), and the dating of Christmas owes much to the pagan
festivals of light which fell at the winter solstice at the same time of year. In this way,
Christianity made the profane sacred.
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This honourable tradition has its antecedents in God himself addressing Moses in the
Book of Exodus – the mysterious I AM WHO I AM passage - which effectively
replaces his forefathers’ god, El, with this God, YHWH95: ‘this is my name for ever,
and thus I am to be remembered throughout all generations’ (Exodus 3:15). This is
echoed in Acts, when St Paul visits Athens and notices an altar dedicated ‘to an
unknown god’ (Acts 17:23). He seizes this golden opportunity and tells them that the
identity of this unknown god is in fact his own God, YHWH. Because, when applied to
people, this practice is effected through the rite of baptism, the language of baptism
has come into more general use. For example, one might talk of ‘baptising’ a secular
tune for use in a Christian context, e.g., Barber’s Adagio for Strings being recycled as
a setting for the Agnus Dei.96
Our parable of the Dishonest Steward ends with the warning that ‘you cannot serve
God and mammon’. It is clear that there are often conflicts between these two worlds,
and it is also clear that in the context of the first Christians, mammon in the shape of
the Graeco-Roman world was simply too big to take on. However, is it not rather
defeatist just to back off and decide mammon is too hard a nut to crack? Is it not
deeply unsound just to assume mammon is damned and leave them all to it? Is there
not a way we can bring these two worlds closer together?
The original premise of this paper was that the worlds of mammon and God are
perhaps not as far apart as has been supposed, and that the workplace need not be
a spiritual wasteland. In using the parables as a case study we have discovered that
God has a lot to say to mammon, and that mammon can also contribute to this
dialogue, in pursuit of a spiritualisation of our whole life, Monday to Sunday,
24x7x365. Perhaps, therefore, it is time to baptise mammon, and for the shepherd to
restore this lost sheep to the fold. Only by doing so can we indeed turn our
skyscrapers into cathedrals.
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consultancy firm Deloitte Consulting. She is also an Associate Lecturer at Edinburgh
University Management School, where she teaches the MBA elective on
Management Consultancy, and a Visiting Lecturer at Bath Business School. Eve took
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Paper 8
CULTIVATING THE SUCCESSFUL COMPANIES OF THE FUTURE
Chrissie McGinn & Richard Hewitt
Wisborough Personal & Organisational Development
Many companies are already successful but feel that they could do things differently
or perhaps they just have a sense that something isn't quite right. There is
something missing. There are also some companies who seem to have that
"something more"; when you deal with them you sense that they are both giving and
receiving something extra. We believe that the successful companies of the future
will all have this "something more".
We are interested in that "something more", and have integrated it into our training
programmes. We call it "soulfulness". There are many definitions. We're not talking
about about being religious, we're talking about how we can consciously live our lives
more fully, both at work and at home. We're talking about individuals having
optimum experiences, good relationships, and a sense of purpose. So, how can we
nurture this consciousness?
Purpose of work
A question … Do you live to work or work to live? You probably spend a lot of your
life at work, so you could say that you spend your life, your living at work. If that is
so, could you say that the purpose of work is to get the most from your life on a day
to day basis? You may be surprised to know that the Swedish word for business is
"Naringsliv" which translates as "nurturing life". Have you ever thought how you
might do this?
We began to look at how you could nurture life by making the workplace more
soulful. We started with what soulful means. You can think of it in moral terms - do
unto others as you would be done by - which gives us codes of practice and
legislation about terms and conditions, dismissal, the environment, etc., but it can be
more than that. The carpenter, when asked why he is a carpenter, says he likes
working the wood with his hands, the feel, and the colour. You may ask why you do
the job you do. How can your work nurture your life?
What do you mean by soulful?
When you have a sense of wonder, as the carpenter sometimes has, there is a
sense of soulfulness. You have probably recognised this feeling of being in touch
with your soul when you have been aware of how blue the sky is, how warm the sun
is, how well you are working on a project, how much you are achieving, how
everything seems to be working together, or how much you are loved and loving.
You feel full, full of the real you, soul-ful. We find it when we allow ourselves to truly
"be". We often feel more positive about life when we remember soulful moments.
This feeling seems to occur when we are least concerned about what we are doing,
whether we are getting it right or not. You may think that it is at a time when you are
least conscious, but there lies the paradox. It is the time when we are most
conscious, the time when we are most in tune. It often creeps up on us, and can
quickly disappear. However, we can encourage this consciousness, and it can make
a huge difference to our lives at home and in the workplace.
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This soulfulness is what we're trying to release into the company. If we're going to
release it we first need to see how it is trapped within individuals as individuals make
up the company and soulful individuals make a soulful company. There are many
ways to help companies become more soulful. Here is a model taken from our book,
"Wisboroughs - Make a New Start With a Fresh View on Life", to help us explore how
the soul is trapped and some ways to release it.
The Protected Soul

"The World"
The area called “The World” is the one we're most familiar with. It includes all the
information we have about our lives, including our behaviour and the behaviour of
those around us. We often get stuck in this world. We become bogged down with the
mundane, simply surviving the deluge of requests from others. In this world we hear
comments like “a man’s got to do what a man’s got to do”, “the world’s a dirty place”,
“you need to fight your corner”. It sometimes becomes an exhausting place in which
to live.
Managers often try to make changes in this world by re-organising, going on courses,
or applying for other jobs. Sometimes this gives an illusion of being protected from
“the World” for a time, but often the feeling of simply trying to survive returns. When
this happens we may need to check out "Perception".
“Perception”
Our perception is our interaction with the world. When we explore our perception we
learn how we interpret “the World”. Our description of events is often different from
those of other people around us. We all have our own view of reality.
We think that we live in the same world as those around us. We can see our
perceptions as the contents of a box and when we share the contents of our box with
another person, we discover that their box contains completely different elements.
Something that is huge in our box, may be quite tiny in another box. Something that
is rough and angular may be smooth and rounded in the box owned by someone
who sees the situation in a different light.
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Some people’s boxes seem to contain lots of brightly coloured, light objects, while
others have many dark, heavy items. When we explore the contents of our box we
begin to discover how we tend to interpret the world around us every day. We also
realise what we tend to look out for each day, to collect, and put into our box.
When we know more about our perceptions, and perhaps decide to allow different
interpretations to be added, we are ready to explore our “Values and beliefs”.
"Values & Beliefs"
Values and beliefs determine our decisions. We use them to decide what is
important in our life, what success and failure is, where we should work, where we
should live and with whom. When we start to examine our values and beliefs we
begin to realise that we have a belief about everything and that we place a value
upon everything. We have beliefs about men, women, religion, nationalities,
countries, family, money, etc. and even beliefs about the body, mind, emotions, and
spirit. We often don’t realise how many we store.
We also have beliefs about the right way to do most things, from how the grass
should be cut, to how we should behave in a meeting. These beliefs about what is
right and wrong are often accepted as “the only way”. We forget that what was
considered the only way to do something twenty years ago is now considered old
hat. If this is the case, the same could easily be said of our “only way” of today.
We can examine our beliefs and begin to change them, but this may mean changing
our image, our definition of ourselves. We use our values and beliefs to judge
situations, other people and ourselves. We then decide our value, our "Self-Worth".
"Self-Worth"
The value we place on ourselves will define “the world”we live in. If we view
ourselves as losers we shall perceive the world we live in from that perspective. If
we feel good about ourselves we shall create a very different place. Our self-worth is
fixed very early on, but we can redefine it if we wish. This will, in turn, redefine our
world.
Our belief about our self-worth fills us with “shoulds” and “oughts”. Here, we
discover the pile of things we have to do to maintain our beliefs about ourselves. It
may be filled with all sorts of clutter; messages scribbled on bits of paper to remind
us what we are supposed to be like, pictures of scenes we'd rather forget, and
feelings of shame and guilt. It often contains the secrets we’d rather not let other
people see, for fear they will discover how bad we (think we) are.
It is good to have a great clear out from time to time, to look at things in the daylight
and decide what to keep and make the most of, and what we think we can now leave
behind. If we can let go of some of these beliefs we can remember that we have
great worth, and are loved, loveable, and loving.
When we believe this we can live and work from our "Soul".
“Soul”
We tend to use external criteria to judge our value, and so we often confuse “SelfWorth” with “Soul”. As we define ourselves by our behaviour, our values and beliefs,
and our view of our self-worth, we believe this final self-worth to be our core. We use
this information to describe our selves. Unfortunately our description of ourselves is
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unlikely to include words such as unique or loveable. We are, of course, both. We
need to dig deep to remember this.
If you remember times when you were completely absorbed in what you were doing,
when you were working well, to the best of your ability, you will remember how you
forgot your judgements and were your true self. It is then that your uniqueness, your
lovableness is most apparent. These are times when you are open, rather than
closed or shut down, and afraid of being discovered. This is when you view the world
from your soul and the world sees your soul, sees the hero.
The more you are in touch with your soul, the less you are concerned to meet the
external criteria, the fewer barriers you feel you need to maintain, the more you are
able to just be your self. When you are like this your soul is in the world, you are
open. You can receive information from the world without the filters and you can give
your soul to the world without the need to control everything.
You may think that to live like this would be too dangerous, that without protection
you will be damaged. If that is so, you have the choice to keep the barriers in place
at the moment or to remove them for now. However, you can choose, rather than
simply re-act from old perspectives. You can use the model to remind you of your
true worth, and of your potential in this world.
Releasing the Soul
We have seen how well we keep our soul hidden. We protect ourselves from what
we perceive as an unsafe world, where we believe our unloveableness will be
discovered. So how can we release the soul and free it from these misguided beliefs
and values about ourselves and everything around us.
All the elements of the model are inter-related and depend upon each other:
• Our perception of the world determines how we behave in the world, and also
affects what we value and believe
• What we believe and value affects our perception, as well as the value we place
on ourselves
• The value we place on ourselves affects the values and beliefs that we have
about everything else
• although the soul doesn't change, our beliefs about it are affected by our beliefs
about ourselves. If we believed and trusted our soul, our self-worth would be
very high.
We can become involved with "the world", and at the same time be aware of the
context, be aware of the whole. How we perceive experiences, changes what we
believe about them and about ourselves. This changes what we do, how we behave,
next time. How we see the world changes how we behave in it.
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Removing the barriers - Taking a fresh view on life

There are many techniques we can use to help release the soul into the world of the
company. Some of these techniques work on one barrier at a time, but often they
work on many levels at once. Here are a few:
•

Give up making judgements

When you stop making judgements about people or situations, deciding
whether you like or dislike them, you start to see different aspects of them. If
you could do this sometimes what effect might this have on your work?
•

Have self-belief
If you know that you are good enough, that you are able and complete just as you
are, you can simply be yourself and do the job well. When you stop judging
yourself, you are less likely to judge other people and more likely to see the best
in them
How would it feel to believe in yourself? How would you look? How would you
treat other people? How would you treat yourself?

•

Take the third corner - Concentrate and Forget comparisons

When you concentrate totally on something you stop worrying about what
other people think of you. By taking the third corner you focus upon the need
to find the best result, the best solution, or how to offer outstanding service,
rather than simply focusing on yourself or the other person. Similarly, if you
stop comparing yourself with others, and believe that who you are is good
enough, you can just do the job. Think how this could improve the quality of
what you do and how much more you could achieve.
•

Trust the world

If you believe that the situation is so safe that no harm can come to you, you
will be free to just be the way you are. What effect would this belief have on
the way you are at work?
•

Express your soulfulness
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Music is soulful and a piece of music can remind you of who you truly are.
You could also have pictures on your wall, or a plant, a crystal or artefact on
your desk. Imagine a more soulful workplace.
•

Be enthusiastic

When you are enthusiastic you, again, stop judging yourself and other people
so much. This can help you see the best in your team. What effect do
enthusiastic people have on you?
•

Be creative

Creativity makes you feel good, raises energy. Creativity is soulful - you
connect with your real self. How could you introduce creative activities during
the day?
•

Share yourself

Talking with a colleague about something that is important to you, or that has
meaning for you, can help form good relationships with others and make you
feel good. It raises positive energy. When you are willing to do this, you stop
protecting yourself as you really want someone to know you. What would it
be like to have better relationships at work?
•

Actively Listen

By listening you give value to the other person and to what they are saying. It
encourages them to express themselves and be themselves. If you are
listening because you genuinely want to know you will have suspended
judgement and will be totally involved in what is being talked about. You also
learn about yourself; and your values and beliefs as you really listen to find
common ground. When did you last really listen to someone?
•

Remember who you truly are
Use techniques to remind you. For instance,
♦ stick a red dot on your watch, so that every time you look at it you will remember
that you are more than what you are doing at the moment. Put the dot in a
different place each day.
♦ Have a positive affirmation each day
♦ Meditate daily, for example you could use Tich Naht Hahn's smile meditation at
work:
(just close your eyes and become aware of your breathing and on the in breath
Breathe in calmness
And as you breathe out smile
And now as you breathe in, breathe in the moment
And as you breathe out, breathe out the wonder of the moment.
Breathe in the calmness
Breathe out the smile
Breathe in the moment
Breathe out the wonder
Breathe in the calmness
Breathe out the smile
Breathe in the moment
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Breathe out the wonder)
So, the key to the "something more", to "soulfulness", is to release your true self and
to help others to do the same. By being more soulful in the workplace we help others
to be more soulful in the workplace. This will help us to create a soulful company. It
is possible to be soulful in any situation.
You'll know that this is happening when
you go into the office and its clean and sparkling and feels good. It will probably be
because the office cleaner believes his job is worth doing well as he values himself
and others.
Releasing the company's soul
People are using words like work/life balance, trust, honesty, creativity, and
fulfillment, when talking about what they want from work. Companies are beginning
to realise that they have to meet these needs of employees if they are to keep them.
At the moment this is probably driven by the bottom line, but people are beginning to
ask themselves if this is a "good " company to work for.
The model works for organisations as well as individuals. Companies can help
individuals to be more soulful, but many are also now looking at the company's soul.
Many organisations are trying to identify the values they would like to live by. Ways of
integrating individual values and beliefs with company values and beliefs are being
explored. This seems to help release the soulfulness of the individuals and therefore
of the total company. It allows people to work with integrity.
We've adapted and used a list of company values from Andrew Ferguson's book,
"Lifeshift - Doing the Dream" to help companies think about their own values. Here
is the list and some of the questions we have used to help companies explore their
soulfulness, and clarify their values.
What might we mean by a good company?
1. We respect, support and value all the people with whom we have dealings, both
inside and outside our business.
2. We work with integrity, emotional honesty and care to meet the needs of our
customers, our suppliers, ourselves, and everyone involved in our business. We
seek mutually rewarding relationships with them all and communicate the same
message fairly and honestly to everyone.
3. We are creating our workplace to be caring, joyful, friendly, open-hearted and
free from fear and negativity. Our aim in this is to help all to learn, grow, and
fulfill their potential. We are committed to enhancing quality of life.
4. We welcome advice, criticism and suggestions from all quarters and will do our
best to respond positively. We willingly search for excellence in everything we
do.
5. We strive for authenticity, integrating our spiritual values in our work, and taking
responsibility for learning our lessons from life.
6. We accept our responsibility to preserve, protect, and enhance the environment,
its resources, and our community.
7. In everything we do, we will remember that we are all members of one world-wide
community and act accordingly.
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Prompt questions you could use:
• Which of these statements make you feel comfortable/uncomfortable. Why do
you think this is?
• What would you like to add?
• How could these values contribute to the success of your organisation
• How does your organisation measure up?
• How do you contribute to what is happening at the moment? How might you
want to change what you do?
A Vision for Successful Companies of the future
Imagine a company where you feel in tune with yourself and others. Imagine a
company where you appreciate everything around you, really see the beauty and
receive some of that beauty. Imagine a company where you find joy in your creativity
and power from your ability to do the job well. Imagine a company where your
personal values are an integral part of the company value system. A place where
you can be your true self, the hero. We think that this is how a soulful company can
be.
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Paper 9
THE PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING LIFE EXPERIENCE: THE BEAUTY OF
SIMPLICITY
Judith A. Sedgeman, M.A.
Mind, Thought, Consciousness...
These are the principles that explain and describe the creation of our experience of
life, our perceived “reality”.
Mind: The energy of all creation, both formless and in form..
Thought: The capacity to create form from formless energy.
Consciousness: The awareness of creation, and of what has been created.
This paper will demonstrate the simplicity and grace of the three principles, the
foundations of the understanding of how the mind works and thus how people create
their lives. It will describe the power of understanding the principles to affect the wellbeing of humanity.
Without reference to principles, any conceptual framework, regardless of its elegance
and logic, is no more than a set of arbitrary theoretical explanations that freeze-frame
experience without explaining it. Without any conceptual framework, in contrast, the
principles stand alone as a profound, powerful statement about the human
experience and the dynamic creative power of the human potential.
The Principles as a Foundation
The three principles bring clarity and simplicity to a field of study that has become
increasingly complex. The principles ground teaching about thought in a realised
truth about life. A realised truth is an insight, an intuitive recognition of something that
transcends knowledge, observation and experience. Once discovered, such a
realisation then deepens knowledge by bringing order to, or making sense of,
puzzling observations and experience.
Principles are universally true and are at the heart of life, regardless of whether they
are known. For example, the principle of gravity determined the movements of
heavenly bodies observed by people from the first awakening of man’s curiosity.
Although numerous, diverse explanations were devised by many people in many
cultures preceding the discovery of the principle of gravity, none of them actually
satisfied all questions. Every explanation led to more explanations, or to further
questions that complicated the explanations. People continued to rely on analysis,
speculation and superstition to arrive at new explanations.
Gravity has been a universal law or principle since the dawn of time. It has been the
logical force behind observable phenomena all along, undiscovered, yet consistently
determining certain relationships and events in the universe. Gravity, once
discovered, was not an explanation; it was the explanation, the operating principle of
the relationship between masses of matter. Once the principle of gravity was seen,
the relationships between objects became understandable and predictable. The
realisation of the principle of gravity eased mankind’s superstitions and fears. It filled
the gaps in understanding and laid questions to rest. It fundamentally changed the
direction of human inquiry. With the matter of how objects relate to each other
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resolved, people were able to look to the possibilities opened up by their deeper
understanding.
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Principles Open a New Era
As with the principle of gravity in regard to matter, the principles of Mind, Thought
and Consciousness resonate as essentially and universally true explanations for
human behaviour. The principles offer an overarching logic that unfailingly accounts
for the whole spectrum of human experience, without exceptions. Within these
principles are the answers to mankind’s deepest questions about the mysteries of
human life. The discovery of these principles eases mankind’s superstitions and
fears in that realm and ushers in an age of new discoveries about the possibilities for
humanity.
Merely knowing that there are principles at work at the source of life evokes certainty
and faith in people. Understanding the principles provides assurance and hope to
people by addressing fundamental human concerns, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why do people get upset?
Why are some people frightened of things that do not frighten others?
Why do negative past events plague people in the present?
Why is it hard for people to accept change?
Why do people react differently to the same things?
Why does life seem unbearably painful sometimes and remarkably wonderful
other times?
Why do some people sustain peace of mind even in the worst of circumstances,
while others find peace elusive even in the best of circumstances?
Why does happiness seem to occur at random in people?
Why do seemingly “sane” people “go crazy”?
Why can some people get over things and truly change their lives, while others
seem stuck in cycles of stress and distress?

The principles shift the direction of mankind’s inquiry about human psychological life
and mental well-being completely. No longer is it plausible to look to multiple outside
forces to understand experience; the principles turn cause and effect inside out. The
causes mankind had been studying - external factors such as childhood conditioning,
past traumas, environment - turn out to be effects. The principles clarify that there is
one and only one source of experience: the use of the ability to think brought to life
via the continual experience of thought as reality. Thus, the principles deepen human
inquiry, turning attention away from the content of thinking and the outcomes of
thinking and focusing attention on the process of creating thought and experience,
the very fact of creating life from the inside out.
This fundamental shift in the direction of inquiry only makes sense in the context of
principles, just as eliminating “angry deities” or the influence of mankind’s will as
possible causes of astronomical events only made sense in the context of gravity.
Without principles, any explanation is as possible and as good as any other.
Principles impose discipline on inquiry; they establish the truth and integrity of a field.
Once principles are known, there is a test of consistency for all further speculation in
that field.
The more clearly the principles are understood, the more the understanding resolves
concerns about the content of thought. To the degree that people know they are
always forming thought, that the thoughts they form moment-to-moment are
translated into apparent reality by their consciousness, they know that every socalled reality is a fleeting, ephemeral product of their own minds at work.
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The Principles in Ordinary Terms
There are innumerable ways to express the principles simply in plain, everyday
language. What follows are a series of pragmatic descriptions of the principles at
work.
This is what the principles mean: When any thought is created within your mind, it is
manifested as real through your senses at the moment it enters your mind. Whatever
is on your mind is your world - at that moment. If a person’s mind is seething with
thoughts of vengeance, he will experience a hostile, dangerous reality. If a person
brings past misfortune to mind, she will have the experience of a person in difficulty.
If a teenager entertains ideas of self-doubt and inadequacy, that young person will
feel self-conscious and uncomfortable. The feeling comes from the senses that are
informed by the thoughts that are created within each person’s mind, moment-tomoment.
If a person thinks a green lizard is crawling across the floor, he will “see” a green
lizard. The person’s senses would register the thought of the lizard. If a child
awakens from a nightmare about a monster and continues to think of the monster,
the child will remain terrified. If a grieving person’s mind fills up with gratitude at the
funeral of a deceased friend, that person will suddenly experience warmth and love.
Every moment is new; every moment holds the potential for new creation. When a
new thought comes to mind, the person’s life changes - at that moment. If a person
thinking discouraging thoughts suddenly entertains a funny memory, that person will
experience humour - at that moment. If a person ruminating about his disappointment
in people suddenly thinks of the compassion of his neighbours, that person will feel
warmth and good will - at that moment. A continual flow of new thoughts brings a
continual flow of new sensory data.
With each change in thought, there is a corresponding change in the experienced
reality of the thinker of that thought. When people see the one-to-one link between
thought and experience, they gain perspective on life. Changes in their experience of
reality no longer look as though they are precipitated at random by outside events or
forces. Fear and hopelessness and other negative feelings look like thought-events,
rather than horrible life circumstances. At the other extreme, euphoria and gratitude
are thought-events, as well. It is as much within the realm of the thinker’s power to
bring joy to mind as it is to bring despair to mind.
Seeing the emergence of experience from the process of thinking brings people
peace of mind, no matter what they are thinking. It is as difficult to frighten yourself
with your own thinking as it is to scare yourself by making faces in the mirror. No
matter how you contort your expression, you know it is your face in the mirror and
you know that you are creating the contortions and you know you can stop doing it,
or change the expression. The only “force” in life becomes the power of creativity;
outside forces or influences dissolve.
“Reality” is not “out there”
The principles explain and de-personalise differences between people by reducing
those differences to the lowest common denominator of the equation for experience.
Each person continually thinks his own thoughts, and consciousness continually
makes those thoughts “feel” and appear real to that person.
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Because every moment-to-moment thought seems to be absolute reality to the
thinker, because thought determines the only reality each person can possibly know,
regardless of the external world, two people standing side by side in the exact same
circumstances will always have entirely unique experiences. No one can ever truly
“know” another’s reality.
The story that follows offers a simple example:
A feature appears on television detailing the discovery of a new strain
of virus. A family watching the program together hears the same
news. The father generates the worrisome thought that this discovery
will affect the stock prices of drug companies in which he has
invested. The older daughter becomes fascinated and decides to
investigate the information for her upcoming term paper. The mother
fears that her best friend, a missionary, could have been exposed to
the virus. The older brother is excited and runs to the computer to see
whether people are talking about the virus on the Web. The younger
brother is grossed out and takes notice of the details of the symptoms
to scare his friends at school. The three-year-old daughter on her
father’s lap is absorbed in watching the dog chase a bug and is totally
unaware of the television program. The grandmother dismisses the
whole idea as “nonsense” and gripes that TV reporters will say
anything to shock people. The grandfather drifts into a reverie about
how simple things were when he was a boy and no one had ever
heard of viruses.
Each person has received the same “news” but had an entirely different experience
of it. Each person’s in-the-moment thoughts were unique. Each person’s perceived
“reality” of the news of the discovered virus was separate and distinct. Each person’s
memory of the story will be shaded by his/her thoughts during the story.
The principles do not suggest that there was no actual television program - that there
is no external reality. The principles illustrate that any “objective” external reality can
never be known by any human being. The only reality any human being can possibly
experience is the one that is brought to life via that person’s thought+consciousness.
It would be illogical, if not ludicrous, to suggest that the television program - the
external reality - was broadcast differently to each person. But it is obvious that each
person heard and saw the story in a unique, individualised way, determined by each
person’s thinking.
If the family were to talk later about watching that program, they might each be
surprised at how differently they saw it. Chances are, they would find each other’s
points of view and recollections interesting and let it go at that.
But if the same family were facing a critical life event - perhaps moving to a new city the gap between arguments and harmony could only be filled by understanding the
principles that govern experience. If each person understood that his or her own
idea-experience was unique, and neither more nor less valid than those of the others,
the family members could face their disparate feelings about the move without
rancour. They would accept their differences as part of life and see that what they all
had in common was the variable moment-to-moment “reality” of their thinking.
And if the same family were facing a “crisis” in life - an assault on one of the family
members for example - understanding of the principles would be a balm to heal the
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deepest of wounds. The principles give the power of experience to the person, not to
life events. A “devastating” life event is a thought-event as soon as it has passed, just
as the news of a virus is a thought-event for each person as soon as it is broadcast.
Although the principles illuminate the power of thought to create each person’s
experience of life, and the powerlessness of circumstances to determine any
person’s experience, they do not in any way suggest that people can use their minds
to bend or change circumstances. No matter how hard any one of them thought
about it, no member of the family watching television could “cause” the actual
program being broadcast to change. But any member of the family could change
his/her thinking in regard to the program, including not thinking about the program at
all.
The principles empower people with the knowledge that through
thought+consciousness, people have the innate ability, the inherent power, to
neutralise the reality of circumstances within their own minds, to come to peace with
the past, to see the pathway to resolution of any life situation as an internal
experience.
Redefining “abnormal”
Seeing the operation of the three principles demystifies the enormous, changeable
range of emotions and feelings that make up the spectrum of human experience,
from hallucinations to incapacitating terror and profound distress, to stress and
pressure, to well-being, good will and euphoria. Regardless of any person’s state of
mind in any moment, it can be understood simply through recognition of the
principles at work. And regardless of how volatile or dramatic a shift in any person’s
state of mind is, it can be explained through recognition of the principles at work.
The principles erase the frightening distinction between “normal” and “abnormal” and
establish all human experience as a natural continuum of potentialities. Along this
continuum, any and all experience is possible and explicable because people can
create any thought, and experience is always changing because people are
constantly thinking. What is “normal” and natural is that human beings will experience
life through thought brought to the senses via consciousness moment-to-moment.
When people see the principles, they see that there is no “abnormal” at the level of
thought creation because thought+consciousness is the natural and inevitable flow of
creation, regardless of the moment-to-moment content of the thought. What people
call “abnormal” is only in the content of thought. The content of thought, however, is
variable and loses its power as soon as the thinker recognises it as an aspect of his
own capacity for thought, not a “problem” or “fear” imposed on him by the world.
Anything can be changed with a change of thought.
The profound significance of the principles is that the ability to form thoughts and to
make thoughts appear real via consciousness is the only source of each human
being’s life experience. The implication of this is that life happens through us, not to
us. People continually create thoughts. Consciousness, through the five senses,
brings those thoughts to life so that they appear to the person as reality. Every
person’s reality is linked, one-to-one, with his/her thoughts in that moment.
With that understanding, people lose their fear of their own thoughts, regardless of
how fanciful, how bizarre, how disturbing or even how euphoric those thoughts might
be. Understanding that the process of creating thought is a constant fact of human
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life allows people to see how to improve the quality of their own lives permanently
because no apparent reality is fixed and people can continually generate different
thoughts.
People who have long considered themselves different, or felt alienated from others
because of certain thoughts that bedevilled them, see, through the principles, that
they are simply human beings doing what human beings do. Recognising the
humanity of their plight, they are set free from the labels they or others may have
imposed on them. And once set free, they can change with confidence that no
thought has power over them, regardless of how often it passes through their minds
or how strange or compelling it seems.
Principles are Simple
A quality of principles is simplicity. Principles make things clear and easy to grasp. A
straightforward statement of principles speaks to the essence of things, not to
complexity.
Mind is the energy of all creation, the origin of the infinite flow of thought and
experience. It can only be defined by inference because our thinking is a part of the
creative process we call Mind, but it is not all of it, nor can we separate ourselves
from it to see it whole. We know, for example, that there is a life energy because the
organs that participate in that energy do not generate it. A brain by itself does not
function; a heart does not beat; a nerve does not respond. Everything operates not
on its own, but through connection with the creative power of life.
The principle of Mind is understood as a spiritual truth that grounds what is
observable. The principles of Thought and Consciousness are the evidence of Mind,
the evidence that we are part of creation.
Thought is the capacity of human beings to create form from the formless. The
energy is flowing through us -- indeed we ARE that energy -- and we have the ability,
via mental activity, to create “thought” from that energy. We “know” life via thought.
Consciousness is the capacity of human beings to be aware of experience and to be
aware of the creation of experience. What we “know” as life becomes experienced as
real via our senses. Each person’s reality is constantly being formed in this way, so
each person “knows” a life that is uniquely generated via thought+consciousness
moment-to-moment. Consciousness is also awareness that we are the thinkers
creating that experience.
As people attempt to articulate their understanding of the principles, they develop
concepts to further describe and explain their experience. The concepts are
metaphors for that experience. They are made up via the principles they seek to
describe. Concepts, therefore, are forms that thought takes, variable and subject to
change. But principles remain constant; principles refer to the world before form. The
ability to create concepts does not vary; the products of that ability are infinitely
variable.
For example, just as the study of life experience is becoming grounded now in the
principles of Mind, Consciousness and Thought, the study of aerospace technology
has long been grounded in the principle of gravity. The ability of mankind to
conceptualise air and space travel is a function of increasingly profound
understanding of the principle of gravity (as well as other principles of physics).
Without an understanding of principles, such conceptualisation would be impossible
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or would be a matter of such high-risk, speculative trial and error that it would be
foolish to consider.
Breaking Down the Principles
Another way to clarify the principles is to show how they mesh, like gears, to explain
life. Working together, they provide an explanation of life; separately, they could not
do so. By breaking the principles down, it is possible to show (1) that all three
principles must be in place for human life to exist and (2) that they are inclusively and
exclusively explanatory of life. There is nothing missing when they are meshed.
If there were no Thought and Consciousness, only Mind, there would be no way to
know creation. One way to see this is to consider a house that is hooked up to an
electrical source, but has no wiring or plugs or appliances. With no outlet for the
energy, the energy would be invisible, unknowable, and untapped. It would be an
eternal unrealised potential.
If there were no Mind, only Thought and Consciousness, the metaphor would be the
reverse. The house would have wiring and plugs and appliances in place, but no
power to operate them. Thus the capacity to create light, heat and activity from power
would be in place, but there would be no way to energise it.
If there were no Consciousness, only Mind and Thought, people would not
experience their thoughts. Life would be like a truly silent movie. There would be no
way to appreciate, to experience, to feel life. Images, ideas, other mental activity
would continually take place in a lifeless parade through the mind of a person who
would neither see, feel, touch, smell or know the connection between that mental
imagery and life itself.
If there were Mind and Consciousness, but no Thought, people would have the
experience of energy with no form, no “reality” by which to sort it out. Life might be
like a buzz or a hum or a vibration or a brightness with no mental activity to form it.
Working together, however, the three principles perfectly explain how human beings
create and experience their lives. Nothing is missing from the explanation.
Knowledge of that, realisation that there are principles at the heart of life, offers the
promise of peace of mind.
Summary and Conclusion
The principles awaken understanding within people. The principles are profound and
moving, yet they are grasped by people on a common-sense level. People intuitively
recognise deeper truths - principles - and they find it impossible to argue about or
intellectualise such truths. The principles speak directly to the heart and resolve
questions.
The conceptual ideas that emerge from these principles and become the “body of
understanding” or the “practices” of people who seek to explain and understand life
seem inevitably logical as an extension of the principles. Each concept adds
metaphorical and experiential richness to the sparse, but elementally true,
expression of the principles. When it is evident to people that their concepts are
grounded in principles, the credibility and power of this teaching as a vehicle for
improving the quality of thinking of humanity is vastly increased.
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Paper 10
MANAGEMENT AND SPIRITUAL ENERGY
A Paper Presented by Canon Bryan G.E. Pettifer
on Behalf of Modem
Overview
The aim of this paper is to tell you about an investigation into spiritual energy in the
work context, carried out through an organisation called MODEM. The investigation
was carried out with groups of managers but it is clear that the findings are relevant
to all who work in organisations. In this paper, after a briefly introducing MODEM, I
shall, first, tell you about the research project or investigation, which was called “The
Hope of the Managers”. Second, I shall present a small sample of the evidence of
the investigation. Third I shall outline the findings of the investigation, which are the
conclusions we came to as we interpreted the evidence. Fourth, I shall explore the
implication for spirituality in the context of people’s working lives. Finally, I shall
consider what this implies about how people should be treated and managed in
organisations.
MODEM – the Sponsor of the Project
A modem is a device for facilitating two-way communication and the organisation,
MODEM, which sponsored this project aims to facilitate two-way communication
between management and ministry. MODEM sees its purpose as to integrate the
theory and practice of management with the theology and practice of ministry. In the
first eight years of its existence MODEM has mainly sought, through its activities,
books and other publications to communicate management theory and practice to the
churches and their ministry. (E.g. Management and Ministry CPN 1996.) But what
about movement the other way? What can management practice and theory learn
from theology and spirituality? The project I am going to tell you about is MODEM’s
first major attempt to communicate insights from spirituality and theology to
management and the world of work.
1. “The Hope of the Managers” Research Project.
“Spirit”, “Spiritual” and “Spirituality” are not words, which people find easy to define.
If we were to communicate something about spirituality to the worlds of work and
management we needed to declare some of our assumptions and we did this as
follows:
Assumptions:
1. Persons are best understood as whole beings with interconnected physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual aspects.
2. It is the spiritual aspect of persons and the spiritual energy at work within them,
which is the least well understood and the most in need of investigation.
3. There is something, which may be called the spirit of an organisation, which
is derived from the deep bonds occurring when people share common
values, principles and a sense of purpose greater than themselves.
4. The spiritual energy in persons and the spirit of an organisation may serve
purposes, which are good or evil and the ethical evaluation of the
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purposes at work is therefore very significant in investigating the spiritual
aspect of persons and organisations.
In the light of these assumptions we set out our purpose as follows:
Purpose:
To investigate the energy at work in managers,
to identify any spiritual dimension in that energy and
to reflect on its significance for the practice of management.
“To identify any spiritual dimension in that energy” would clearly involve some
significant interpretation but that came later and although it was clear that the focus of
our investigation was “spiritual energy” it was not a concept that came into the
participants descriptions of their experiences at all
Our Method
We chose to work with people of any faith or none and therefore it would not be
appropriate to begin with religious ideas. Instead our method was to work
inductively, that means to start with people’s own experiences and to ask them to
share those experiences with a small group in what we called “action learning sets”.
We invited them to reflect on experiences in which they had been lifted to a new level
of performance and achieved far more than they thought possible. We asked them
to use their own words to describe what happened and talk about their experiences
in the language they would use with a friend. [See Appendix 1 The brief for the
action learning sets.]
We recorded what they said as they said it. It was therefore a very open-ended kind
of research. In collating all this material we brought together statements on similar
topics from different people. Thus many statements by different people from different
contexts are grouped because there was a common theme running through them.
We did not begin with pre-arranged themes and fit their material into them. The
themes were the result of collecting the participants statements together and noting
the themes they expressed or implied. We found their stories very moving and
sensed immediately that we were mining a rich vein of material. However we had to
struggle for some time to discern the meaning of the evidence. It was very openended research and produced a mass of material, which was difficult to sort out and
even more difficult to interpret.
1.

The evidence – a sample of the participants’ statements

I want now to give you a small sample of what the participants said. They had talked
both of individual experiences and also of experiences of great achievements by a
group. The examples, which follow come from the latter, the group achievements.
Having collected the participants’ statements together under themes we then sorted
the themes under four main headings as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the Purpose of the organisation,
the Context within which the managers were working,
their personal and group Attitudes,
the Nature and Source of the Energy.

The first three headings formed the basis of our findings and they will be discussed in
the section 3, which follows. The fourth heading led to an analysis of the nature of
the energy as it emerged from what the participants said and formed the basis for
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asking in what sense it is a spiritual energy. This is the subject of section 4 of this
paper.
The energy described – (a) purpose
They said that the corporate energy comes from confidence in a common sense of
purpose. They talked of a shared vision, of the role of leaders and founders and of a
vision, which defines an organisation’s values and becomes part of its corporate
culture. Here are some quotes:

Vision and Leadership
Some people saw vision and purpose as coming from a leader: ‘the impetus of a
vision can start off by an awareness of failure’; 'been where a very dynamic person
has come in to lead - their personality has got everybody going'; 'he was a very good
trainer - left a team of people who could operate without him'; 'each level of
leadership has to be good to make it hum'.
Founder and Values
'Whoever set the company up, set an acceptable set of ground rules - a way of
operating that we can all work with - a way in which we like working'; 'great
companies have a sound in the woodwork that was put in by the founder which
sustains them'; 'this awareness of what makes the organisation tick - the wonder of
what's going on - I recognise it as energy'; 'the embodiment of the organisation and
the values of the organisation in the people who work there'; 'empowerment, guiding
principles’.
(b) Context.
The vision, the culture, the values, the ground rules are all crucial aspects of the
context and they can be crucial in enabling the flow of energy in an organisation.
The context can liberate people and enable people to pull together.
Enabling
The energy can be released, some felt, by enabling it: 'freeing up of potential'; 'it
can happen in a small way - a small team'; 'they probably have the energy, but
you've found the way to release it - that's magic'; 'don't determine everything that
happens - enable it to happen'; 'if people have confidence in you, you have a new
view of yourself'
Freedom and Pulling Together
A number of people described a sense of freedom: 'one day you had people just
doing their job, the next there was real enthusiasm, a sense of empowerment, all of a
sudden being given the power to change things'; 'just this enormous energy that
poured out'; 'a liberation, a freedom, a sense of: “We can really contribute to this and
make changes”'; 'it changed the whole organisation around, a lot of enthusiasm, a
real buzz about the place.
What happens when people know they are respected: ‘Observed a group working
together, burying their natural rivalries, demonstrating mutual respect'; 'could see a
benefit in it - make things better in the future - that what they wanted was listened to they owned it'.
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(c ) Attitudes.
Shared attitudes in groups are very significant in enabling energy to flow. Therefore
respecting people, including those from whom one differs, is crucial, so too is
confidence in oneself and in each other, team spirit, drawing out people’s potential,
affirming them and their capabilities and enabling them to give of their best.
Collective Belief and Confidence
Confidence and a collective belief were described as a source of energy: 'there was
great excitement'; 'the limits on company thinking had shifted'; 'self-belief in each
individual had a synergistic outlet;' 'absolute belief that everybody would do their bit,
but at the same time there is support for one another'; 'an electricity that was not
there usually - we can make this work'; 'confidence became invested in it from other
national bodies - government and national agencies'.

Working with People
People experienced energy emerging from working with others as equals: 'saw the
aim as not telling them how to run their operation, but rather working alongside them';
'energy soared amongst the people running the programme'; ‘overwhelmed by being
treated as equals and having things learnt from them'.
When team spirit is strong: ‘Feeling of all being in it together – all have jobs to do and
get on with it as a team’; ‘a focus on people – openness – giving confidence.’

Motivation
People are energised when they are trusted, empowered, self motivated and fulfilled:
'What brought people together was adversity'; 'part of something bigger than myself
- the bigger the team sense the more you feel you can achieve - away from my little
self'; 'when they are trusted, empowered people believe they can deliver'; 'liberation
of people being given the opportunity to realise their ambition - self-motivated and a
sense of personal fulfilment.'
Adversity, Rules, Low Trust
A number of people talked about low energy levels in conditions of adversity, rules or
a climate of low trust: 'lots of negative attitudes'; 'people not involved would look in
and say we don't do things that way here'; 'a lot of the organisation were happier as
they were'; ‘rule makers had very low energy'; 'lawyers and accountants sabotaged
it'; 'based on the assumption that the other person will take advantage, there was
lack of trust and lack of co-operation'; 'created a shared vision and shared objectives
- then someone snuffed it out'.

(d) The Nature and Source of the Energy.
Images of the Energy - Interaction, Fusion, Chain Reaction
When asked what the energy was, they replied: 'when individuals are working well
together there is this compound produced'; 'it's something to do with people being
supported or stimulated'; 'the content of the group is not as important as it's ability to
tap into the source of the power'; 'the fusion of all the elements creates something
far, far greater'; 'the energy growth was a bit like a forest fire feeding on itself'; 'a bit
like a chain reaction - not any negative energy around'.
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The Nature of the Energy – Elusive and Mysterious
The energy cannot be taken for granted: 'energy is only released in an organisation
when change takes place'; 'you don't get the energy boost unless you know you've
given it all you can'
And the nature of the energy cannot be defined: 'We're describing the effects of the
energy rather than the energy itself'; 'it's elusive and we can't control it'; 'maybe
we're entitled to treat it as a mysterious phenomenon'; 'I feel it is something I am
given, rather than I produce myself’.
2.

The Findings – Conditions for the Release of Spiritual Energy

It soon became evident that the participants were describing the experience of an
exceptional energy, which had excited them and led them to achieve far more than
they had anticipated. As we reflected on their descriptions of their experiences and
analysed what they had said we found that the material identified the conditions or
circumstances, which made possible the release of this exceptional energy. This
forms our main conclusion from the investigation as follows.
This investigation has found that three primary conditions or circumstances made
possible the release of an exceptional energy in the experiences described by the
participants in this investigation. The conditions are as follows:
1. An inspiring purpose – something achievable and worthwhile and which the
participants found to be stretching and requiring special effort.
2. A liberating and empowering context - one in which the participants were free
to take decisions, to develop their potential and to work creatively with others.
3. An attitude of hope, confidence and commitment - ready to seize the
opportunities on offer.
This analysis of the condition for the release of spiritual energy led on to discovering
two further implication, which follow from it. The first is that they also suggest
aspects of a spirituality appropriate to the work place and the second is that they say
something very important about how the work place should be managed and how
people should be treated in it.
3.

Implications for spirituality in the context of people’s working lives.

We have talked of an exceptional energy but is it a spiritual energy?
The adjective ‘spiritual’ is sometimes defined as that which gives meaning and
purpose to life and from this it follows that the spiritual aspect of persons is
the integrating function, which enables them to find meaning and purpose in
life. As we reflect on the descriptions, which the participants gave of their
experiences of an exceptional energy it seems apt to describe what they
experienced as a spiritual energy. They spoke of meaning and purpose and it
focussed their activity.
From this it follow that a spirituality appropriate to the work place, will be about
developing those qualities and attitudes, which make people receptive to spiritual
energy. Some of the characteristics of spirituality in this sense are identified in
the remainder of this section.
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Although the source of the energy was, for most of the participants, hidden,
there was nonetheless a sense that the energy could be relied on. It was
available to everyone provided that they:
•
•
•
•
•
•

were open to it,
were ready to act in reliance on it,
had a worthwhile sense of direction, a collective belief and well established
values,
offered support and trust for employees,
empowered people and gave them freedom to act,
as a group gelled together, producing synergy.

Certain attitudes were identified, which make people open and receptive to spiritual
energy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

faith, belief and confidence in oneself,
in the goals of the organisation,
and in something beyond oneself,
commitment to the vision and purpose of the organisation,
commitment to the working group,
responsive to challenges,
willing to take risks,
ready to give and receive support,
open to sharing the energy.

Finally it has been suggested that spirituality is about interconnectedness with self,
others, nature or the environment, and God or a higher power. This investigation
showed clear evidence of the participants being connected to self (e.g. selfconfidence and commitment), to others (e.g. synergy in a group), but there was a
lack of evidence about connectedness to nature or the environment and they were
reticent in identifying the source of the energy.
4.

Implications for how people should be treated and managed in
organisations.

In the late 1980’s and 90’s, there was a move from an established model of
personnel management to a normative model of human resource management.
Some of the features of this model of human resource management are as
follows:
•
•
•

greater concern for culture, values, organisational climate and management
style,
developing a common sense of purpose and shared commitment to change,
empowerment and development of individuals.

This investigation identified a convergence between the condition for the release of
spiritual energy and this normative model of human resource management.
In the final sections of this paper, under the relevant condition for the release of
spiritual energy, I shall illustrate this convergence by listing features of this model,
which occur in the participants’ descriptions of their experiences.
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An inspiring purpose:
• mission, vision and common purpose,
• participation in developing a common culture,
• greater consensus, flexibility and commitment.
A liberating and empowering context:
• a “can do” culture, encouraging initiative and responsibility,
• empowerment drawing out capabilities and potential,
• encouraging co-operation, teamwork and complementary skills,
• building synergy.
An attitude of hope, confidence and commitment:
• positive and hopeful attitudes towards the future,
• trust and confidence between people,
• developing inter-personal skills,
• openness in place of defensiveness,
• seeking co-operation and conflict reduction.
We conclude that the quality of human resource management is likely to be a
determining factor in whether the release of spiritual energy is facilitated or inhibited
in an organisation.
Postscript
At an early stage in the investigation one of the aims set out was ”To offer for
consideration a Christian interpretation of the spiritual energy”. In the event this aim
was not pursued with the participants. However “A Spiritual and Theological
Reflection” from a mainstream Christian standpoint was prepared and is included as
Appendix 2 in the full project report,
“Management and Spiritual Energy”.
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Appendix 1
The brief for the action learning sets.
The actual brief sent to the participants in advance was as follows:
"The aim of the research project is to explore the energy at work
individually in managers, and corporately in organisations, and in what
ways and to what extent it is a ‘spiritual’ energy. We believe that this in
itself is a worthwhile activity for all of us. It will offer us the opportunity to
make and implement more conscious decisions about ourselves, and our
work, through making this energy more explicit and harnessable.
Task of the Day - Set A
Please think about 2 or 3 individual experiences at work, which lifted you
to a new level of performance achievement, perhaps achieving something
you thought was impossible. Choose one to describe to the set.
Please describe the energy you felt arose within you. How would you
describe this energy to a friend?
At the end of the set discuss whether the set feels there are common
features in what you have been sharing.
Task of the Day - Set B
Please think about 2 or 3 experiences at work where the organisation has
seemed to be at a new level of performance, which you thought
impossible. Did the energy generate a momentum to increase that sense
of moving forward? Choose one to describe to the set.
Please describe the energy you felt arose within the organisation. How
would you describe this energy to a friend?
At the end of the set discuss whether the set feels there are common
features in what you have been sharing."
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CAN THE RULE OF BENEDICT PROVIDE AN ETHICAL FRAMEWORK FOR
ORGANISATIONAL LEADERSHIP?
INTRODUCTION
What I would like to do in this paper is to outline the way in which the Rule of
Benedict can be used to provide an ethical framework for organisational leadership.
For the last four years I have been facilitating a programme of retreat workshops
which uses the Rule of Benedict as a “way in” to exploring some of the issues that
are emerging out of the current interest in the spiritual dimension of work and in
particular the spiritual qualities of leadership.
Although monasteries are not businesses, in many respects they have to be run as if
they were. Like any other organisation they have to operate within the same social,
economic, technological and legal framework. But in some important respects they
are not businesses, at least not in the modern understanding of the word. During the
last twenty years I have been trying to deal with the tensions that arise out of being a
monk and a manager at one and the same time. If one is a monk there is an
expectation as to how one should act that is quite different from the expectations
placed on other people such as business leaders or politicians. For instance, in
order to secure its long-term viability, how should one behave in respect of having to
down-size an organisation? What should the criteria be in making investment
decisions? To what extent should we be promoting our own rather than other
people’s interests?
I was plunged into management and soon discovered that I was ill-equipped. Notice
that I use the word “manager” rather than “leader”. I would make a distinction
between the qualities required. Although the theoretical foundation of an MBA had
given me the technical and organisational skills my leadership qualities were woefully
inadequate for such an undertaking. I suspect that this is still the case for many
people taking up a leadership role. “Are leaders made or born,” we might ask?
Much of the writing in current management development address the soft, emotional
and spiritual aspects of leadership97. In the context of organisational spirituality I
would like to address the ethical dimension of leadership.
WHAT IS AN ETHICAL FRAMEWORK?
Over the last few months, in the wake of Enron and World Com the word ‘ethical’ has
come into greater prominence. As companies get bigger and then go bust, the
harder they fall. We have witnessed a decline in confidence in the business world
and the way in which organisations are managed and led. There has been a
particular focus on individuals who appear to have misled shareholders, investors
and the general public. Why do certain people who hold these senior positions
behave in what most of us consider to be an unethical way? Evidently some are
totally dishonest and quite aware of what they doing. They try and disguise their
deeds and eventually get found out. Others I suspect, and perhaps they are in the
majority, are not so aware of what they are doing or where it might lead them. There
is a kind of individual or collective culpable ignorance. The reaction of government
and the regulatory authorities is to tighten legislation, impose more stringent rules
and increase vigilance through closer monitoring. With that comes the inevitable
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bureaucracy and micro-management that characterises so many organisations, small
and large, today. It engenders a climate of mistrust.
An ethical framework enables us to make moral decisions about our personal
behaviour and the behaviour of others; how to think about how to act. When a White
House journalist questioned the American President Lyndon Johnson about the
difficulties involved in doing the right thing in respect of some military attack the
president replied, “Hell boy, it’s not doing the right thing that is difficult, it is knowing
what is the right thing to do!” We start to learn how to do this from an early age.
What are considered to be good actions or habits gain approval or are reinforced.
What are considered to be bad actions or habits are punished or disapproved.
Hence childhood, the family environment, education are crucial to shaping behaviour.
Concerned about the moral and spiritual formation of children in schools the Tory
government in 1993 established a committee to advise what was then the National
Curriculum Council (now the QCA) on this hidden curriculum of spiritual and moral
values. This initiative was in part triggered by a growing unease that children brought
up in families that were emotionally and spiritually impoverished were unlikely to
mature into good law abiding citizens and make a contribution to society. These
days young people are bombarded with a variety of influences including media
advertising, peer group pressure, internet, text messaging, pop culture, greater
freedom to roam worldwide. The list is endless. What effect is this having on the
young generation which in twenty to thirty years time will be providing us with our
leaders? Perhaps we are expecting too much from them?
Some philosophers and moral theologians would claim that right and wrong can be
derived through the use of reason. There is an innate natural law. This was the view
of the famous 12th century Catholic moral theologian Thomas Aquinas. Other
thinkers stress the importance of some form of narrative or revealed text such as
scripture. The Ten Commandments, the Old Testament law, the words and deeds of
Jesus immediately spring to mind. Many religions have some form of ethical code
and its own version of the golden rule “do not do to another what you would not want
done to yourself”. The community in which we live, its social norms and culture can
also have a strong bearing on the way in which we develop an ethical framework. In
the context of leadership the culture, values and beliefs of the organisation are
crucial. Certain forms of behaviour which may be unacceptable in other
circumstances are accepted as normal. For instance how would we react when we
discovered that a multinational in which we have an investment regularly uses
financial incentives to secure contracts in countries where bribery is the norm?
Neither must be underestimate the importance of faith or religious belief in shaping
ethical behaviour. However it does not always follow that a committed Christian will
always behave ethically, especially in the business world. Some of the senior
executives involved in the Enron scandal are committed Christians. It would seem
therefore that there are double standards of behaviour.
One of the interesting developments in the last 20 years has been the renewed
interest in what is called “virtue ethics”. The idea of virtue is not knew. Its ancestry
can be traced back to the writings of Plato’s famous pupil Aristotle. In his
Nicomachean Ethics98 Aristotle provides an account of how a good person should
live in order to flourish and obtain happiness. A happy life is one which is lived in
accordance with virtue. To live a happy life we need to be guided by emotions which
are balanced, and by habits of thought which enable us to see what is relevant to
good decision making. Hence the importance of discernment or prudence. All this
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involved a thorough moral training and was the important requisite for making a
positive contribution to the community or the polis as he called it. So Aristotle lists
what he considers to be the important virtues for good citizenship; prudence,
courage, temperance, magnanimity, integrity, justice and so on. In a Christian
context this list has been extended and refined. We have the three theological virtues
of faith, hope and love and then cardinal virtues of prudence, justice, fortitude and
temperance. In the last century Catholic Social teaching has placed emphasis on the
communal virtues of social justice and human solidarity. For a Christian virtue is not
something that we can acquire alone. It is a gift from God but because he have free
will we have to cooperate. But there is a paradox in all this. To acquire virtue we
need to be able to discern or judge what is virtuous, yet we cannot do this until we
learn how to discriminate between what is good and bad. This is why the moral
nurturing of children and young people is so important because this is when they
learn to discriminate. They learn the skills with equip us for life, shape our vision of
life helping to determine not only who we are but what world we see.
Whereas a great deal of moral philosophy examines the intellectual process involved
in making moral decisions (for instance ethical egoism, utilitarianism or
Machiavellianism) virtue ethics focuses not on the activity but on the agent, the
person doing the act. In particular it places emphasis on the virtues, the character,
the traits of an individual. The Rule of Benedict is all about acquiring and growing in
virtue. Our attention is drawn more to being rather than doing. The assumption is
that a person who is virtuous will act in a way that is beneficial to all, even if
necessary, putting the interests of others above their own. The Rule is composed for
a community of people with shared moral and spiritual objectives. Individuals do not
grow in virtue in isolation from one another. We need role models, encouragement,
affirmation, correction and discipline.

BENEDICT AND HIS TIMES
Before I say any more about the Rule of Benedict I would like to say something about
the times in which Benedict (c. 480-547 AD) was born and lived because I think they
are relevant to our understanding of how his rule might be of use to developing an
ethical framework. The fifth and sixth centuries were a turbulent era. By the end of
the fifth century the Roman Empire was in a steep decline and had fallen to the
barbarians. Nurcia (or Norcia as it is now known), where Benedict was born, was a
town in Umbria, not many miles south of Rome. In the midst of this civil and religious
turmoil the young Benedict left his native Nursia to attend school in Rome. Evidently
he became disenchanted with the life-style and curriculum he was presented with
and fled to live as a hermit in a monastery. I don’t want to stray too far from my brief
but some social observers have remarked that there are similarities between the of
the events of the sixth century and those emerging in our twenty first century or post
modern era. For instance, we might remark on the loss in confidence in the political
and religious institutions manifested in declining attendance at the polling booth or
church. People want to believe in something yet they do not want to belong. The
apparent lack of trust and culture of suspicion. In this high tech post industrial age
people are questioning meaning of work and work life balance. Why is everyone
working much harder and much faster in spite of labour saving technology and
techniques? The barbarians of the sixth century manifest themselves as
fundamental terrorists in the 21st century, threatening to undermine the economic and
political infrastructure of society.
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By Benedict’s time monastic life was already an established form of existence. In
fact its ancestry goes back to pre-Christian times. For example the Therapeutae or
‘Healers’ described by Philo of Alexandria and the neo-Pythagorians described by
Philostratus. The ascetic life found among the Hindus and Buddhists antedates the
origins of Christian monasticism by several centuries at least. The historian
Josephus writes about the Essenes, a Jewish ascetic sect, which originated in
Palestine in the second century B.C. and may have lived at Qumran, the site of the
Dead Sea Scrolls99. The word “monk” is derived from the Greek word, monos
meaning “alone”, or “single”. It is used to describe a form of ascetical life, which is
characterised by both a living apart from the world, singly or in groups, and as
celibate. The Greek noun askesis from which the word “asceticism” is derived
means “exercise”, “practice” or “training”. In secular use, both the noun and the verb
askein “to practice” could mean “craftsman” or a “disciplined skill”. In a spiritual
sense the ascetic life engaged the skills and tools needed to grow in holiness. In the
context of developing an ethical framework the idea of having a spiritual craft or tool
kit is very important.
Down the centuries we can identify three broad forms of monastic life. The first is the
eremitical life or hermit, sometimes called the anchorite. This life was characterised
by living in some remote location, isolated from the rest of society. Their cell or cave
was usually in a place where the climate and local conditions enabled them to live a
simple frugal life. They might grow a few vegetables or live off desert plants. This
was the earliest form of monastic commitment. The second form was the wandering
monk, still in evidence in Eastern religions. In his opening chapter Benedict is highly
critical of the wandering monks of his own time. He accuses these “gyrovagues” of
“wandering from region to region…always on the move, they never settle down, and
are slaves to their own wills and gross appetites.”100 One of the reasons that
Benedict was so critical of the wandering monk was that he put great emphasis on
physical, spiritual and psychological stability. As one ancient monk puts it, “a bird on
the wing cannot hatch any eggs”. I think Benedict’s example of the Gyrovague monk
is a metaphor for our own day and age where people are so restless. To be fair
many are still searching. They are spiritual seekers who have not yet found their
home. Some however are clutching at straws and the illusions presented by
affluence and liberalism.
Finally there is the coenobitic form of monastic life: monks who live in community and
serve under the rule of a spiritual leader or “abbot”. This drew its inspiration from the
Pachomian model of monastic life which flourished along the River Nile in the early
Christian centuries. These were the “strong kind” of monk for whom Benedict
legislated in his rule. This form of monasticism emerged out of the need of hermit
monks to live in a loosely knit community where they would have the spiritual
guidance of an experienced “father” and could provide mutual support for one
another. There is a renewed interest in this form of monastic commitment and in
particular the Rule of Benedict. It is this which I think provides an ethical framework
for organisational leadership. Retreat houses are full to the brim and ordinary
people, many without previous spiritual or religious experience, come for a period of
quiet and reflection. What Benedict intended to be a desert has become an oasis.
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A contemporary theologian, Raimundo Panikkar speaks of the monk as a universal
archetype101. Irrespective of our status in life the monastic impulse resides in each of
us. There is a spiritual dimension that yearns for solitude and silence. “Monkhood”,
he says, “has to be integrated with other dimensions of human life.” It is interesting
that this monastic impulse has been recognised by designers of organisational office
space. The American architect Francis Duffy describes four areas102. Firstly there is
the “Hive” open plan and humming with activity; next there is the “Club” like the 18th
century coffee house for deals, ideas and bonding; then there is the “Den” intense
communication for small groups and finally the “Cell” where we need to go to be
contemplative and reflective. One of the things that I would like to suggest is that the
workplace is poorly served if there is not a place or time where people can be quiet
and reflective. With the focus on open plan, hot desking, the contemplative
dimension of work is easily lost. Many people are at their most creative and
productive when they have time for quiet reflection.
THE INFLUENCES ON THE RULE OF BENEDICT
In compiling his rule Benedict drew on many sources and traditions from the Desert
Fathers such as Pachomius and Antony, and earlier monastic rules such as those of
St Augustine and Basil. He also relied heavily on a rule by an unknown author called
the “Rule of the Master” which was almost three times as long. With these
influences, a good deal of common sense, wisdom and insight about human
behaviour, and drawing heavily on his experience of being a monk and leader of a
community Benedict complied his rule for monks. In his concluding chapter (Ch 73:
8) Benedict described it as ‘this little rule we have written for beginners’103 As the
centuries have passed this ‘little rule’ has had a significant impact on western
civilisation. Its influence spread far beyond the monastic enclosures of Europe and
the New World and the Rule is still recognised as one of the most important
documents that has emerged from the early Christian era.

STRUCTURE OF THE RULE
The Rule of Benedict is a relatively document of about 21,000 words. It consists of a
Prologue and seventy three chapters and is written in what in the style of the Old
Testament Wisdom literature such as the Book of Ecclesiastes Proverbs. It is
saturated with scriptural quotations from both the Old and New Testament. Just to
give you an idea from the opening sentences of the Prologue,
“Listen carefully, my son, to the master’s instructions, and attend to them with
the ear of your heart. This is advice from a father who loves you; welcome it,
and faithfully put it into practice.”104
In no particular order of importance Benedict sets out the daily routine of the
monastic day. Every aspect is covered ranging from the timetable, composition of
the communal prayer, manual work, reading, study, sleeping arrangements, the
amount of food and drink, the reception of guests, care of children, the sick and the
elderly. Benedict places particular importance on the qualities of leadership
especially the Abbot and the delegated officials such as the prior, bursar, seniors (his
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advisory board), novice master, guestmaster and infirmarian. People are surprised
how collaborative and participative the decision making process is. In his chapter on
calling the brethren to counsel Benedict says this,
“As often anything important is to be done in the monastery, the abbot should
call the whole community together and himself explain what the business is;
and after hearing the advice of the brothers, let him ponder it and follow what
he judges the wiser course. The reason we have said all should be called for
counsel is that the Lord often reveals what is better to the younger. The
brothers, for their part, are to express their opinions with all humility, and not
presume to defend their own views obstinately.”105
The final decision was always the Abbot’s but Benedict did not underestimate the
importance of consulting first. Throughout the day a monk engaged in a variety of
activities that shaped his moral understanding and aided growth in virtue.

THE WORK OF GOD
Prime place was given to communal prayer or the Work of God (Opus Dei).
Everything else had to stop for prayer. Eight times a day they came together for
Vigils (said during the night), Lauds (at dawn), Prime, Terce, Sext and None (the first,
third, sixth and ninth hours), Vespers (at dusk) and finally Compline (at night before
retiring to bed). Probably fitted in to this, certainly on a Sunday, was mass
celebrated by one of the monks who would be an ordained priest. We have to
remember that in those first centuries monastic life was essentially a lay and not a
clerical movement. Benedict was not himself a priest and voiced caution of them in
case they got puffed up through their exalted position.
The Work of God was constructed from the psalms (150 in a week), readings from
scripture, hymns, commentaries, prayers and intercessions. Much of it, especially
Lauds and Vespers would be sung. This is the origin of plainsong or Gregorian
chant. So each day a monk was exposed to a great deal of narrative which would be
focused on living the good life and growing in virtue.
Benedict envisaged that a monk should try and pray continuously. He says very little
about private prayer or meditation except that there should be a quiet place (oratory)
to pray. He exhorts the monks not to linger and chatter in the oratory in case one of
the monks wishes to pray in between communal prayer times. Private prayer should
also be brief. The kind of manual work that a monk did lent itself to reflection and
private prayer. For instance a monk could pray while working in the garden or the
fields or engaged in some other form of manual craft.

SACRED READING
Two to three hours a day was spent in sacred reading (lectio divina) and study. As
the name of the activity implies sacred reading was the slow meditative reading of
scripture or some sacred text. Perhaps a commentary on the gospels or psalms by
one of the early Church or Desert Fathers such as Athanasius, Augustine, Origen or
Cassian. Remember that the monasteries were the main depositories for books that
were carefully copied and distributed by monks in their scriptoria. Some monks could
not read and they had to be read to. This sacred reading was the first of four stages.
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Next was meditation where the imagination and senses engaged with the reading.
The third step was prayer where the body became more passive and receptive to the
promptings of the Spirit. The final stage, seldom achieved, was contemplation –
mystical union with God. In a monastery there was great emphasis on creating a
reservoir of silence, especially at certain times and in certain places. Benedict did
not encourage much speaking and then it was limited to the minimum. Laughing was
strongly disapproved of. This was because Benedict realised that we often laugh at
other people’s expense and leads to a lack of charity. He was particularly strict about
murmuring or gossip. We know from our own experience how damaging this can be
to any organisation.

MANUAL LABOUR
In addition to communal and private prayer and sacred reading there was manual
work. A monastery had to both support itself and be economically viable. So the
monks had to work at their assigned tasks, sometimes on a rota. Benedict provides
a two fold justification for work. First he says that famous phrase “idleness is the
enemy of the soul.”106 Secondly and more positively he says, “when monks live by
the labour of their hands , as our fathers and the apostles did, then they are really
monks.”107 Work he continues has to be adapted to the ability and needs of the
individual especially the weak and the infirm. Monks did not possess anything of
their own. All they needed, including clothing, footwear, tools, pen and pad was
provided by the monastery. All that was earned through donations or sale of produce
was placed in a common fund. Any surplus was used for alms to the poor and
providing hospitality to travellers and pilgrims. So work was a service provided by
the monk to the community. It was a form of asceticism for many who were not used
to hard manual labour. A monastery was socially inclusive and drew its recruits from
a wide range of people from the poor to the wealthy, those who could not read to
those who had been to university, those who had been slaves to those who were
members of nobility. They were all mixed in together and took their rank not from
their academic or social background but according to the day of their entry.

THE ABBOT AND ORGANISATIONAL LEADERSHIP
For the remainder of the paper I would like to focus on organisational leadership and
the role of the Abbot and his officials. The appointment and rôle of the abbot and his
management team was crucial to the welfare of any monastic community. Benedict
devotes two chapters to the abbot, Chapter 2 on his qualities and Chapter 64 on his
election108. The Abbot took the place of Christ in the community. It was believed that
the Divine voice spoke through him. Speaking of the qualities of the Abbot, Benedict
uses the image of father and shepherd. The underlying tone is one of “servant
leadership”. He reminds him, “The abbot must, therefore, be aware that the
shepherd will bear the blame wherever the father of the household finds that the
sheep have yielded no profit”. He must lead by example rather than words.
Irrespective of a monk’s social standing or ability, the abbot is not to have favourites
in the community. Furthermore,
The abbot must always remember what he is and remember what he is
called, aware that more will be expected of a man to whom more has been
entrusted. He must know what a difficult and demanding burden he has
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undertaken: directing souls and serving a variety of temperaments, coaxing,
reproving and encouraging them as appropriate. He must so accommodate
and adapt to each one’s character and intelligence that he will not only keep
the flock entrusted to his care from dwindling, but will rejoice in the increase
of a good flock. Above all, he must not show too great concern for the
fleeting and temporal things of this world, neglecting or treating lightly the
welfare of those entrusted to him.
In Chapter 64 the focus is more on qualities than responsibilities. “Goodness of life
and wisdom in teaching must be the criteria for choosing an abbot.” If he does have
to admonish someone he should use prudence and avoid extremes; otherwise, “by
rubbing too hard to remove the rust, he may break the vessel…Let him strive to be
loved rather than feared.”

Excitable, anxious, extreme, obstinate, jealous or over suspicious he must not
be. Such a man is never at rest. Instead, he must show forethought and
consideration in his orders, and whether the task he assigns concerns God or
the world, he should be discerning and moderate. Therefore, drawing on this
and other examples of discretion, the mother of virtues, he must arrange
everything that the strong have something to yearn for and the weak nothing
to run from.”
Anyone reading these two chapters on the Abbot will immediately be struck by the
lack of any reference to academic or professional qualifications. The focus is on the
character and qualities of the man. On what he is rather than what he does. The
Abbot is not to lord it over others. Rather he is a servant, father and shepherd of a
flock who must be careful not to drive his sheep too hard. Notice also how the Abbot
is urged not to seek pre-eminence for himself but rather the welfare of those placed
under his charge.

THE PRIOR AND DEANS
Where the community was large, Benedict stressed the importance of delegation.
Hence there was a need for a prior and deans. The prior was the abbot’s deputy.
“The prior is to carry out respectfully what the abbot assigns to him, and do nothing
contrary to the abbot’s wishes and arrangements”109 In contemporary language, the
deans were like the board of directors or governing body.110 They were to be chosen
for their good repute and holy life says Benedict. “They should be men with whom
the abbot can confidently share the burdens of his office. They should be chosen for
virtuous living and wise teaching, not for their rank.” Again spiritual qualities override
temporal ones.

THE CELLARER OR BURSAR
He was the equivalent of what would now be called the bursar, treasurer or finance
director. Appointed by the abbot, he was given responsibility for the day to day
running of the domestic services, buildings and plant. Like the abbot, Benedict is
similarly prescriptive about the qualities needed for this important position.
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“As cellarer of the monastery, there should be chosen from the community
someone who is wise, mature in conduct, temperate, not an excessive eater,
not proud, excitable, offensive, dilatory or wasteful, but God fearing, and like a
father to the whole community…He should not annoy the brothers. If any
brother happens to make an unreasonable demand of him, he should not
reject him with disdain and cause him distress, but reasonably and humbly
deny the improper request. He must show every care and concern for the
sick, children, guests and the poor…he should not be prone to greed, nor be
wasteful or extravagant with the goods of the monastery, but should do
everything with moderation and according to the abbot’s orders. Above all let
him be humble. If goods are not available to meet a request, he will offer a
kind word in reply.”111
I hope by now you will have started to understand the type of leadership that
Benedict envisaged in his management team. The style is one of servant leadership.
A style which is not that prevalent in this day and age.
CONCLUSION
I would now like to try and bring all this together and outline some of the key points
that might help us formulate an ethical framework for organisational leadership.
Firstly, we have seen the emphasis placed on growth in virtue with the focus placed
on the agent rather than the activity. If a leader is striving to lead a virtuous life he or
she will act for the common good rather than out of self-interest. The effective leader
has to engage with personal transformation before transforming others. Virtues such
as humility, courage, temperance, prudence, honesty and justice are particularly
important spiritual tools. Secondly, the exercise of leadership requires engaging the
whole person, spirit, emotion and body. We are not concerned with just one aspect
of a person’s behaviour. An individual is made up of a complex mixture of needs,
strengths and weaknesses which have to be accommodated. Thirdly, the hallmark of
the Benedictine ethic is balance and moderation. Nothing is done to excess. The
role of leadership is that of nurturing the flock rather than driving it away. Fourthly,
the Rule stresses the importance of role models, mentoring providing a stable
learning environment where individuals can grow at their own pace aided by the gifts
of the Spirit. We have seen the importance of different forms of narrative,
commentary and stories. Fifthly, we have learned that the most important things in
life cannot be measured or quantified. In a organisational environment that is driven
by results and league tables leadership has to recognise the hidden value of people
under their charge. Sixthly, faith and religious practice can play an important part in
shaping an ethical framework. Leadership cannot ignore the wide variety of religious
beliefs and cultures that go to make up contemporary organisations. Here is a
underused resource which if properly channelled can only enhance the quality of
organisations. The seventh point, we have touched on the importance of providing
the opportunity for reflection and contemplative practice. How long can leaders
continue to engage with the daily routine at the intense levels of involvement? Finally
work and profit generation take on a new perspective. Work is not an end in itself, it
is motivated by service to one another.
I apologise if this presentation has been rather hurried and sketchy. What I have
been describing is very much in the development stage and is work in progress. I
would be very happy to answer any questions.
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Paper 1.
PRACTICAL SPIRITUALITY IN THE WORKPLACE
Carole Attrill (B.Sc. Hons. London)
Modern Physics has shown that all matter is fundamentally energy, whilst quantum
physics has demonstrated that we live in an interactive Universe. We are thus not
isolated individuals, but our Essence (Energy / Spirit) permeates Space in an
interactive Dance whose consequences can neither be escaped nor ignored.
The term 'New Age' seems to have taken on a derogatory connotation associated
with 'weirdoes' in all forms. In truth the New Age has been ushered in on a tide of
new Knowledge which in turn has fostered deeper understanding of the way our
Universe works and our part in it. Much of this has arisen on the discoveries of
quantum physics, which coincided, with the rise of the 'Hippie' movement. Although
the latter appeared to be prompted by anti war feelings (slogan: 'Make love not war')
at another level of being the truth inherent in quantum physics was resonating within
people who were beginning to feel a new understanding dawning about life and the
way we live it.
The idea of a holographic Universe is interesting, as holograms can store many
messages. Which message is 'read' depends upon the frequency of light that is used
to illuminate the holographic plate. So too do individuals respond to what they
perceive as Truth in their own way, each according to their understanding, at
whatever level their psyche cognises such. There is only one Truth, but many
versions or interpretations of it. Just like a good story heard by many, each individual
will take from it what is most pertinent to themselves, interpreting it in the light of their
own experience and applying the new-found wisdom, each according to their own
manner. Many times I have given a talk on 'Quantum Physics and Spirituality' only to
be amazed afterwards at what different people have taken from it. Some read into my
words their own perceptions and interpretations, or seem not to have heard certain
sections at all, whilst others have re-modelled my statements in their own fashion. I
sometimes wonder whether we have all been attending the same talk! ("Let he who
has ears to hear…")
Similarly with religions, most have one root (Abraham), yet the diversity of religious
thought and interpretation that has arisen from that root is staggering. Naturally,
different cultures will focus upon different aspects and interpret them according to
their own understanding and customs. Consider food and the different ways of
serving for example, lamb the world over, vegetarians even refusing to consider it
food at all! It is for this reason that 'Spirituality' as opposed to 'Religion' is so
important. The latter has become strictured in dogma and tradition whilst the former
is a concept which underlies all religions. The latter is mainly exoteric (based upon
that which is fed to us from others: priests, elders, sacred writings, etc.), the former
blooms from within us, being esoteric in its nature. Far from being food for 'weirdoes',
New Age philosophy is firmly grounded in Modern Science and is the foundation
upon which our next level of consciousness is progressing, in the history of our
evolution through Time and Space.
Spirituality is the core of our natures, not an enriching fringe benefit. To overlook its
centrality to our lives is to have petals without a carpel ~ that centre of rebirth and
creativeness, without which we are merely a jumble of non-integrated facets of
Being, unfulfilled and frustrated. Just as there are many diverse flowers upon this
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planet, each with their carpel of spirituality, yet the expression of that spirituality is
unique to each species, manifested in the petal colour, shape and scent, each
according to its own understanding of the Life force that is at the very core of its
being.
We too are like flowers, expressing different facets of our Being via the many ways
we choose to use our personal energy, manifesting in the roles we play during our
daily lives. However without recourse to our individual and inherent spirituality, our
flowers will not 'hold together'. We fragment and fall apart, the purpose for our very
existence long forgotten in the madness of modern living. It is surely no coincidence
that spirituality is emerging more to the forefront of our thinking in the current clime of
increasing material outlook in global society, where money is god. Many people exist
solely to accumulate more of it. We are thirsting for the water of Life that satisfies; all
other avenues have been tried and found lacking.
Time now to go within ourselves, to enter that other dimension of our Beings that we
have for so long ignored. In physics each dimension is called a 'degree of freedom'.
How true! We have explored all external three dimensions and perhaps even
experienced some quantum leaps in the fourth (Time) via déjà vu and other
phenomena, which we are now beginning to discuss with each other. The time is ripe
indeed to explore 'within', that portal to other dimensions of Being, as any meditator
will readily agree. The time for fencing with words and duelling with dogma has
passed; the divisions thus created have not served humanity at all. The option now
open to us is to return to the Centre to explore and regain our true inheritance rooted
in Spirituality. Life and its living is not distinct from our beliefs and values Any true
system of beliefs must surely permeate our every thought, word and action, not
artificially or just intellectually, but from that true Centre which motivates our every
step in life.
So then, what are the implications for every day life? Accessing a higher dimension
gives greater perspective on life. For example, going up a mountain helps one
appreciate the lie of the land and how different aspects of it interplay with each other
thus explaining phenomena observed locally that are not fully understood e.g. in
Egypt, why the Nile periodically flooded would be a mystery to those living on its
banks, with only local knowledge, whilst those who had a higher perspective, seeing
the mountains with their ice caps in winter melting in the Spring could well
understand the mechanism of the situation. Similarly there are many anomalies in
our world which current understanding fails to explain, yet the phenomena remain.
This is indicative of the fact that our knowledge is still incomplete, our perspective
limited. So long as mysteries remain we know that we do not have the complete
picture, that there are higher mountains to scale in our quest for knowledge and
understanding. Yet paradoxically, the quest for deeper knowledge is attainable only
through entering the portal that lies within us. The higher the mountain the deeper its
reflection and perhaps this word 'reflection' holds more wisdom than the pun intends,
for it is only by inner reflection, (that quiet inner probing) that yields anything of
lasting value. We Physicists notoriously engage upon reflection and use of our
imagination to help us feel our way through difficult problems e.g. Einstein rode upon
a beam of light to explore relativity. Others too, like Kekule saw, in a dream, the
carbon ring structure he had been searching to understand. Beethoven heard his
music inspirationally before committing it to paper. The list of genius imparted
through the medium of mind via the power of reflection and imagination is endless.
Yet accessing this power of mind is not limited to academics, anyone can use it. We
all have imagination, yet sadly most exercise it negatively by worry, fearing the worst
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and mentally living through negative scenarios in obsessive thought, causing ill
health. How often do we use our mind power to envisage hopeful outcomes and
engage in positive living amidst tumultuous times? Holding the vision of desired
outcome and focussing our mind energies upon it is more important than we realise.
All things begin with a thought, but what is the quality of our thoughts? Self
examination upon this matter rarely yields a pretty picture and is often deliberately
avoided for fear of what one expects to find. However if our futures (both immediate
and long term) are to be beautiful, our current thoughts need to be positive, for they
do indeed lay the foundation for our next step and all consequent ones which build
what is to come into being.
Reflection is a skill mentioned in one of Gardner's original Seven Intelligences, under
Intrapersonal Inteligence. But whereas most educators either completely ignore this
most basic of intelligences or see it merely as endless lists of "What I am good at",
experiential intrapersonal intelligence is far more than this and fundamental to our
daily living. It is exoteric knowledge converted to inner knowing. That all- important
personal experience. For until an individual actively embodies a piece of knowledge it
can never become personal wisdom and therefore never be of real use in their daily
lives. For example, knowing the benefits and mechanisms of physical exercise and
all the intricate details of championship swimming will benefit an individual not one
wit unless they personally and physically engage themselves in such exercise! So
too with reflection, or "Intrapersonal intelligence", deeper forms of which are termed
meditation. I have known people talk endlessly of its benefits, techniques and
variations, yet do not actually ever get round to practising it themselves. This
knowledge remains exoteric and as such is of no personal benefit to them.
Conversely, I also know of individuals who know nothing of the academia of
meditation and just do it their way by gardening, or just sitting still and breathing
gently to quieten their minds, exploring the ensuing silence and peace. These souls
have a simple approach, yet the benefits gained are legion regarding their daily lives.
The personal wisdom thus gained is far more profound than those who merely talk
about meditation instead of actively engaging upon it.
The personal experience of deep inner peace and belonging which experiential
intrapersonal intelligence facilitates, is true knowing of the heart that cannot be
denied by the intellect. Where intellect and analysis fail to explain a personal
experience, it is due to the fact that our current state of knowledge has not yet gained
a high enough perspective. It is for this reason that many of the mysteries of life still
remain. Personal experience of spiritual happenings defies intellectual explanation
within the parameters of our current knowledge yet remain as pointers to the Truth of
life. We need to access higher dimensions to understand them. We will in time
understand more of the mind of God, but this can only be achieved by becoming
more finely attuned to 'His' creation in the natural world around us. It may be via the
oceans of deep Space or within our own Inner Selves, one is but a reflection of the
other and spirituality the key to opening the doors to the dimensions that lie within us.
As the Ancients' knew, the mind can behold all mysteries and experience unity with
God, (whatever one conceives 'Him' to be), while the intellect continues its slow
plodding march towards struggling to understand such phenomena. Thus are we
implored to study science, that we may eventually come to understand these things
that graciously we may experience within ourselves now. Is Life not exciting!
This then is the power behind Spirituality, a most potent force and one that can never
be denied. It is indeed the very core of our Beings without which we do not live life to
the fullest but only merely exist.
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Spirituality is simple but necessary and is accessible to all with a sincere desire to
pursue it. It requires no minimum academic level, but it does demand tenacity and
perseverance to pursue the goal with courage and love. It is our heritage and the
best path to a more fulfilling life, be it in business, education or otherwise. It is open
to people of all standing, debarring none, yet welds people into one coherent whole.
Each may express their individuality unhindered, yet magically all the different
strands of Being weave together a most beautiful tapestry where one behaves
towards others as one would wish them to behave towards oneself… not from any
external pressure but purely from the dictates of one's own Inner Heart.
What then is practical spirituality? It is the bringing forth of our Spiritual nature to walk
hand in hand with our material selves in normal everyday living. It is not a separating
of oneself from society. That phase of our evolution has passed, though for a select
few, they still serve a special purpose, also providing Sanctuary as a place of retreat
and rectitude from the madness of modern living, where one may find peace and
redress the balance of one's life and its living. They truly are oases in the desert of
stress and anguish that can overwhelm us from time to time. To shut oneself away is
not appealing to many today, yet we still require spiritual nourishment if we are to
grow beautifully and live balanced, harmonious lives. Without such nourishment how
can we create a society free from violence, abuse, greed and all the other ills of the
modern world? This is not to say that nothing good can be found in the way we live
today, for there is much that is good and beautiful. We just need to tip the scales in
favour of more balanced living, where enjoyment of the material things of life goes
hand in hand with brining forth the spiritual. This can only serve to enhance the
former through a greater sense of purpose, satisfaction and well being. To develop
one is not to deny the other, both are needed in balance. Many materially rich people
have miserable lives culminating in suicide, divorce etc. Fame and money seem not
to bring the happiness expected. Often business executives who appear to have it all
tell me of feelings of inner emptiness. Something fundamental is missing from their
lives, something that material attributes alone cannot satisfy. There is much that is
good in modern life and standards of living are higher for many (but not all). However
in the race to improve material standards we have become out of balance with the
things that really matter, the things that money cannot buy.
So how do we foster a greater spirituality in our lives in order to bring fulfilment and a
deep lasting satisfaction? The answer is simply. Those who live closer to the natural
world are more at peace with themselves. The modern habit of taking a holiday
regularly is an echo of this pearl of wisdom. Most of us feel truly cleansed, refreshed
and replenished after a week or two visiting mountains, seascapes or forests. For
others, their holiday consists of more material pursuits in different places ~ each to
their own persuasion. But the seed of stepping outside of normal work mode to take
a break is well planted and rooted, yet in what condition does it flourish best? Is it not
better to take more frequent smaller breaks than save up all the tensions to be
released as the floodgates open, perhaps only once a year? How then can this be
achieved? As I mentioned earlier, simply.
Since we may enjoy for example, woodland or beaches during an annual holiday,
taking a daily twenty-minute walk by the sea or in a park or garden will be beneficial
to us, as many city dwellers appreciate, parks becoming crowded at lunch times.
Clearly the natural evolution of our consciousness is unfolding and progressing, but
by making this a daily habit we can help it forward more steadily instead of letting it
just limp along. After all lunch is but physical nutrition and if we wish to nourish the
spiritual side of our nature, with what do we nourish it on a daily basis? Church once
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a week for some and not at all for others is a starvation diet, by comparison with a
little of what delights our souls and uplifts us on a daily basis!
Even amidst the hurly burly of office life, simple touches of spirituality can be of great
benefit. For example, a single flower on a desk, a postcard of a beautiful place
strategically placed in view to remind us what all the work is for (presuming one is
working to live and not living to work). On a higher level of consciousness, just
stopping for thirty seconds to balance oneself inwardly, using a technique I call
'Focus Time' cannot only help to restore one's sanity but also actually improves
efficiency regarding the material task at hand! The latter is a perfect example of how
developing the spiritual enhances the material living. Indeed we cannot fully enjoy the
material things in life without the deep appreciation that spirituality brings. Too much
is taken for granted and efforts centred on getting more without truly appreciating and
enjoying that which one already has. To this end another simple activity which can be
enjoyed daily is to jot down forty-nine (ideally seven for each of our energy centres or
'chakras', each symbolising an aspect of our Being), things which one is grateful for
each day. Although daunting to start with, after a few days one can easily exceed this
number as the faculty to appreciate and enjoy the abundance in life becomes
developed. It is sad just how many individuals fail to even begin such an exercise,
firmly believing that life is so miserable for them that they do not have enough things
to appreciate. To these I would say begin with seven things a day and gradually
increase the number as your perspective shifts helping you to become more aware
and focussed upon the good things of life. The resulting benefit of doing this exercise
(only for fourteen days at a time and especially when the world seems a terrible place
to live in) is that it does develop higher consciousness. Individual spirituality does
begin to bloom and one's perspective on life does change to become more positive,
appreciative and relaxed. Relationships with others also start to improve as one
begins to recognise and focus upon positive traits, instead of the things that irritate.
Many other benefits ensue, but I will leave these to be discovered by the 'doers'.
Those who merely reflect intellectually upon this exercise instead of practising it will
never see beyond the veil of perception and come to realise the incredible beauty
that lies within.
The few examples of practical spirituality offered above are not intrusive to modern
living, but their practice will indeed enhance it. There are many more simple things
that can be integrated as one goes about one's daily routines. These I outline in my
workshop. They can be considered as small reflections of the mighty rituals of the
established religious traditions whose innate purpose has long been forgotten by
many or whose mode of practice is difficult to fit into the way life is lived today with
the current demands of materiality. By gently integrating simple items that enhance
the enjoyment of modern living, new horizons of thought and modes of being are
opened up. It is necessary to take simple steps to nourish the spiritual aspect of
ourselves, hand in hand with the material in order to fully do justice to both. The
material life as currently lived by many is often found wanting. By weaving a few
threads of spirituality into the daily pattern, the overall tapestry is much enhanced,
becoming a thing of beauty and inspiration to all. Rather than being like a frog living
at the bottom of a well, we can begin to swim the oceans of life and truly transform
the way we live and enjoy this material world, robotic existence becoming a
breathtaking dance with the Universe!
If you would like to know more about courses in Practical Spirituality and be
supported in your passage through life, please feel free to contact the author.
E-mail: carole_attrill@talk21.com
Tel: 01243 641607
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Post: The Unfolding Centre Ltd., 'Tamina' Mill Hamlet, Chichester, W. Sussex. PO20
7NA
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Paper 2.
PSYCHO-SPIRITUAL STUDIES AS PART OF A LEARNING PROGRAMME IN A
POST MODERN WORLD
Julie Soskin
There has been a great increase in scholarly inquiry into spirituality in recent years.
During my research over the last 3-4 years I have received many journal articles
regarding spirituality from a diverse number of disciplines, which make reference to
concepts that have hitherto only been found in alternative practises. The journals
include: Psychology, Sociology, Theology, Nursing, Education, Philosophy, Psychooncology, organisational change, Ageing and Mental Health, Guidance and
Counselling and Conscious Studies to name just a few.
Psycho-spiritual studies have their roots in a combination of the eastern and western
mystical traditions, modern psychology and psychic and spiritual development. They
are seen to work holistically with the mind, body and spirit furthering the mystical idea
that we all possess an inner divine essence or higher self which, once
acknowledged, activated and applied, can promote self-development and intuition.
Psycho-spiritual studies include diverse ranges of practises such as psychic and
healing development, transpersonal psychology, Shamanism, Mystical philosophies
and various cross cultural meditational disciplines. These practises have, until
recently been seen mainly as a form of therapy, however we are beginning to see
aspects of these entering learning programmes.
In the past, many psycho-spiritual practises have been branded under the heading
‘New Age’, however this title is technically incorrect, for much of this form of study
entails influences and practises revisited from age old disciplines. The title New Age
is :
often used to describe a broad group of contemporary movements, therapies
and quasi-religious groups which have in common a concern with personal
self realisation, and liberation. Some explicitly draw on Eastern or other nonEuropean spiritual traditions and most could be described as rejecting the
dualistic mind-body distinction which underlies much western thinking about
the human person. (Sharma 1992 p221)
It was not until the late nineteenth century that the genesis of the present New Age
culture began to emerge. At this time the Theosophist movement was influential in
bringing many of the hitherto unknown eastern concepts into print in the West for the
first time. However, the New Age movement did not really became prevalent until
after World War Two and accelerated at the end of the 1950’s and into the 1960’s
with a heavy interest in all thing eastern, in particular Buddhism. This trend has
continued right through to the present day.
The New Age movement has undoubtedly had a social and cultural effect, but its
description is very broad. For the serious student it is frustrating that valid psychospiritual practises which promote self-responsibility, encouraging the individual to
think, question and find out what is right for themselves, are all too often disregarded
and lumped together with other new age practises many of which have little
substance and in some cases are no more than a form of entertainment. But what
defines an age?
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Due to the precessional cycle of the earth which takes 25,776 years to complete, a
different zodiacal constellation houses the sun approximately every 2,200 years.
(Audouze/Israel 1988). The last few stages of this cycle have seen us move through
the Taurean Age as personified by the Ancient Greeks and Egyptians, the Age of
Aries personified by the Roman Ram and we are now moving from the Piscean age
personified by the fishes of Christianity to the early stages of the Aquarium age
whose emblem is the lone water carrier. Unlike the collective idea of the last Piscean
age, this new age relates to the individual. Many thinkers and writers have begun to
echo these ideas. Rogers (1994) says learning to be your own teacher necessitates
‘knowing yourself’. The concept of know thyself is, of course, also not a new one as it
was written above the oracle in ancient Greece. What can we do to knowing
ourselves on any depth level?
The root meaning of education is; to draw out, which infers there is something within
the person to be drawn out. Mystics would see this as the soul or highest self . But
can the emergence of some inner being or higher self affect our learning? And can
psycho-spiritual teaching provide the necessary ingredients for such a task? And,
who are the teachers in this apparent free for all new age attitude? Heron (1998)
argues that although one might need an experienced teacher to find a way through
the “thick undergrowth of egoic narcissism”, however, a dynamic teacher could be
counterproductive, setting up “dependency with chronic spiritual projection.” (Heron
1998)
Heron is scathing when talking about the Buddhist approach that has become
popular in academic circles. He entitles this the ‘authoritarian blight’ and says they
are often:
“Expressions of an exclusively male and rigidly authoritarian oriental system
in which masters have an all powerful role imported in the West. I think it is
highly dubious metaphysically. It is dubious too in the way it is used to
legitimate spiritual power over people, by telling them what an impossible,
unregenerate mess they are in without direction from those who claim to
know the road to liberation. Authoritarian abuse has run amok with the spread
of Buddhism in the UK and USA .”(Heron 1998 p 6)
Having a pre-dominance of men in some sections of psycho-spiritual work may be
true, however in the intuitive fields, it has been my experience, far from being male
dominated, the groups are numbered with a heavy percentage of females.
So, let us further explore the meaning of Psycho-spirituality. The prefix Psycho has it
roots in the Greek derivation of Psyche which means; to breathe, life, soul. However,
it has in the past emphasised the mind aspect, as in psychology which refers to the
mental activities or quality of the mind in human behaviour. Psycho-spiritual studies
takes a broader view, bringing it in line with the physical, mental and spiritual aspects
of self. In this way it is more faithful to its root psyche.
In the Greek myth Psyche was a human princess who met and fell in love with the
god Cupid in the dark, and unseen by her physical eyes. Despite the negative
projections of her sister that Cupid could in fact be evil, a monster or worse, Psyche
could not be persuaded against him. To prove she was a suitable love for the god
Cupid she was put through an array of tests, by Aprodite, the goddess of love and
Cupid’s mother. After the successful completion of these tests, Psyche was offered
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the cup of immortality by Aprodite. Upon drinking from this cup, butterflies wings, an
ancient Greek symbol of the soul, sprouted from her and she was transformed into
immortality. This is an analogous story of unconditional love, a theme running
through all faiths and which is thought to redeem and transform the spirit into
immortality.
Psycho shares its derivation with psychic, a much maligned word often equated with
a lower form of psychism most associated with the end of the pier or horror films.
Psycho-spirituality does deal with unseen forces but these are in connection to
holistic aspects of the individual’s mind, body and spirit. Wilber (1996) echoes the
Greek story and gives us the following definition of psychic;
Psychic does not necessarily mean paranormal although some texts suggest
that certain paranormal events may more likely occur here. Rather it refers to
psyche as a higher level of development than the rational mind per se. (
Wilber 1996 p247)
Slowly we are beginning to see a change in attitude with the old positivist values
dissolving. Quoted from the “Transpersonal Research Methods for the Social
Science “ Rhea White ( White 1998 p 132) says:
When confronted by psychic experiences, the Cartesian-based impulse is to
explain them away,
She goes on to suggest that:
it may be more constructive and life potentiating to realise we live in a world in
which they can occur.

It is my experience, and contrary to the common notion that psychic development is
nebulous and unfocused, that it is extremely disciplined and requires years of
dedication. Purity of motive, which is seen to be essential, cannot be taught,
however, it is believed that through the silencing of the outer worlds the individual is
brought to his or her own sense of safety, which in turn allows the possibility to
surrender to truth whatever that entails. Maslow suggests that, although in the
majority of individuals the inner nature is cloaked and weak;
It persists underground, unconsciously, even though denied and
repressed…It speaks softly but it will be heard, even if in a distorted form… It
has a dynamic force of its own pressing always for open uninhibited
expression. This force is one main aspect of the “will to health,” the urge to
identity…..
It is this that makes psychotherapy, education and self
improvement possible in principle.( Maslow 1968 p192)
In psycho-spiritual studies, the inner nature is encouraged to emerge, by the
unfoldment of self, using experiential and transpersonal methods. Many practises
also actively acknowledge intuition as the main signpost in the psycho-spiritual
development process.
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Intuition often relates to insights which seem to come from nowhere and have no
rational thought, although it is now recognised that many people make use of their
intuition on a daily basis(Claxton 1998). Many people acknowledge some form of
intuitive connection which transcends the rationale. One such example is, the
mathematician Henri Pincare who is quoted as saying, “It is by logic that we prove, it
is by intuition we invent, for logic remains barren unless fertilised by intuition.”
In psycho-spiritual studies recognising, attuning and working with intuition, is often
seen as an important agent in learning, both for the Self and the world, yet there is
not a consensus on its meaning. Some assert that intuition is “not a magical sixth
sense but a sophisticated form of reasoning”, an, “understanding without rationale”
(Lamond 2000). Others suggest intuition is “subjective, non-scientific, unmeasurable
and perhaps unteachable” ( Effken 2001). Although some other schools claim a
connection between reasoning and intuition (Baylor 1997). According to mystical
traditions, contact with intuition is often seen to be achieved by a state of stillness, or
meditation (Wilber 1996). In psycho-spiritual training, (Soskin 1996) intuition is often
seen both as a by-product of spiritual growth, and at the same time, an instrument of
direction in the life of the individual.
So how does the individual obtain this state of stillness? In psycho-spirituality it is
seen to require a willingness to be open and honest. Therefore an understanding of
oneself becomes a vital aspect of development, but if honesty and knowledge of self
is crucial, what methods should be used to access them?
The educationalist Peters tells us:
“Our wishes and fears limit how we see the world… If this becomes too
structured in terms of our own personal wishes and fears, it can lead to
windowless tunnel vision, to a peep-hole on the world determined by our own
preoccupation’s” (Peters 1973 p 109).
If fear limits our world, how then must if affect connections with the inner being or
self? If we irradicate our fears, negative patterns and assumptions will this bring us
closer to our inner self and enable contact to our intuition? Quoting from Vaughn,
Rogers (1994) follows this theory:
As a psychological function, like sensation, feeling and thinking, intuition is a
way of knowing. When you know something intuitively, it has the ring of truth;
yet often we do not know, who we know, what we know……..learning to use
intuition is leaning to be you own teacher. (Rogers 1994 p37)
Learning to be your own teacher stands at the heart of new spirituality. So let us turn
our attention to the sometimes contentious subject of Spirituality. Historically
speaking, ‘being spiritual’ is to be under the influence of, or a manifestation of, the
spirit of God which, in the main, has been dictated by organised religions. In this
short paper we cannot go into the intricacies of theological arguments, but it does
seem that some parts of the Christian church are uncomfortable with the word
Spiritual. In a recent article from The Journal of Psychology and Theology it states
that;
Protestants have tended to avoid using the term spirituality …….the goal of
spiritual as stated in the Westminster shorter catechism is that a person's
chief end is to glorify god and to enjoy him forever…..
Therefore
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Spirituality is God-centred and seeks to bring glory to God rather than credit
to oneself. (Morgan/Yarhouse 2001 p64)
This idea follows the criticism heard in Christian circles that New age spirituality is
self based and therefore at odds with God. However, Maslow describes some of the
problems in this concept of the importance of self. The word self seems to “put
people off” and therefore is “often helpless before the powerful linguistic habit of
identifying self with selfish”.
In some circles, any mention of self becomes almost
a heresy of the Christian value to ‘love thy neighbour’, seemingly forgetting the next
part of the phrase is, ‘as thyself’. Also the Christian emphasis on compassion for the
weak often overrides acknowledging the positive aspects within us and “generates
hatred for the strong“. Paraphrasing Maslow, this fear of godliness that comes with
maturity stands at the heart of acknowledging the individual’s great importance in the
spiritual development process. In psycho-spiritual practises, Self-respect and love
are not thought to remove the person from God or spirit but rather become the very
means by which a first hand communication with a higher power is reached, and
with that, the emancipation and autonomy of being. But spirituality is seen to be
connected both within and outside the self.
Spirituality is a propensity to find meaning in experience through one’s
relationship with the self, others and a supreme power.”……. spirituality
consisted of looking outwards at the world, upwards at a higher power and
inwards at the self. (McColl 2000 p 555)
The difference of opinion between orthodox spiritual teachings and psycho-spirituality
is perhaps the difference between following the rule of the law created by dogma or
the spirit of the law, which has its roots in the lived experience of the individual.
Although contemporary spirituality shows strong inclinations towards the Eastern
mystical traditions, similar notions are to be found within Christianity. For example
the well know Christian mystic St. John of the Cross and St. Teresa of Avila. St
John drew on his own experiences to reveal, “important stages in the believers
developmental progression towards union with God” (Howard 2000 p310)
Mysticism can sometimes appear to have a personal quality, with the person
believing that they are in communication with a divine being, however Mysticism
generally relates to a sense of impersonality, with a strong sense of unity,
timelessness, and oneness with divinity. This oneness with divinity can just as easily
be related to any deity within the individual’s faith. So, in this way the experience
could just as easily be experienced as a unity with Allah or Yahweh or Christ.
(Mercer/Durham 1999). Mysticism therefore transcends the religious mystical
experiences, being cross-faith and culture.
Although there are differing opinions regarding spirituality, many acknowledge the
difference between spirituality and religion. Religion means to tie together and is
seen as the organisation of spirituality. Religion propounds a dogma; a set structure
that tells society about God and the way to live our lives. It need not therefore be a
lived experience but merely a set of values to underpin society, life and living.
Although any discipline has some core beliefs, on the whole psycho-spirituality prides
itself on its open acceptance to all faiths and beliefs. This concept however, can be
seen as a threat by orthodox faiths, and amazingly, some still use the word ‘evil’
when referring to any new age thinking.
The connection between the inner self and the highest self or god lies at the heart of
current psycho-spirituality and therefore could be seen to be self based but this does
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not necessarily equate to being selfish or cut off from God, indeed the mystical notion
states quite clearly the opposite. It is the higher aspect of self thought to be innate
within and joined inextricably with the source of ‘all that is’ or ‘God’. Therefore one
could describe the spiritual as ‘intrinsic religiosity’, which is characterised as living
one’s religion. The difference between the extrinsic motives, which could include the
theology and structure of the church and intrinsic religiosity was;
the degree to which religion had been internalised by a person. It is
reasonable to posit that such a process of internalising would result in making
religiosity
more
central
to
the
self
and
its
functioning.
(Pederson/Williams/Kristensen 2000p140)
Psycho-spirituality is an amalgam of traditional teachings and sources within a postmodern existential environment, with one important aspect in common; that at the
heart of spiritual progression is a personal connection with a god force, and in
common with mystical notions this is often thought to be contacted by and with the
individual. In this sense the highest self, or part of the person that is god provides the
main influence. However, how does one know when we are in touch with this inner
state?
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Thomas (2000) explores this and says that:
It is folly to ignore the essential safeguards and preparation that authenticity
demands. ….we are told to learn to turn inwards and all else shall be added
unto you. Unfortunately, this is only a very partial truth, and a dangerous one,
as until a certain level of development is reached, delusion is almost
inevitable. What happens here is that the psychic faculties so readily
activated by techniques are mistaken for something much more rarefied and
refined. (Thomas 2000 p5)
I am very mindful of difficulties and potential pitfalls in the use of various psychospiritual practises on one hand, or religious dogma on the other. Both of which can
bring illusionary notions to the untrained student. So where can the individual receive
his or her authority? Is it delving into the personhood as Heron suggests, or through
an ancient system of belief such as Buddhism advocated by Wilber? The purist might
argue the need to work only with advocated authorities if we can find who they are in
this cornucopia of practises. But how can the new student, when starting out on their
journey, identify the true teacher in the minefield of self-acclaimed masters: How can
an ant see the elephant? So we may need a series of stepping stones or stages to
take us forward and allow an evolution of psycho-spiritual learning.
For our purpose today let us take a brief look at four mystically based spiritual
development systems from very different backgrounds to unpick a more holistic,
globalised view of psycho-spiritual growth. The oldest of our choice is The Chakra
system much used in alternative practises. The Chakras are a dynamic system
acting as an energetic spiral pathway towards spiritual growth and higher
consciousness. They were first noted around 500-250 BC in the ancient text of the
Upanishads, a Hindu canonical literature. The second choice is from a 16th century
nun and mystic, Teresa of Avila who gives us a mystical theology of the souls
journey, in which the stages are described as ‘Mansions’. A comprehensive
philosophical thinker and leading theorist in the study of human consciousness, Ken
Wilber gives us Self–related stages. Lastly, the humanistic and transpersonal
psychologist, John Heron gives us his perspective on the States of personhood.
The Chakra System
Chakra is a Sanskrit word meaning wheel or disc and relates to seven vortices of
energy for the reception, assimilation and transmission of life energies. It describes
subtle pathways of development that are activated by the life force or ‘pranic ‘
energy. This energy is depicted as a coiled serpent called the kundalini and once
this dormant energy is energised it starts to unwind from the base or first centre,
rising up through meridians of energies to which the Chakras are connected. The
movement of the energy activates and expands each centre and therefore the energy
with which they are associated. It starts at the physical base survival level and moves
in spiral fashion towards connection to the supreme awareness of divinity, creating a
series of transformations along the way. When the kundalini’s pathway reaches the
top centre, connection with the higher spiritual energies is said to bring a profound
consciousness change, leading to enlightenment (Ozaniec 1996).
St. Teresa Of Avila’s Mansions
Teresa of Avila (Teresa) was a nun, who spent the majority of her life in a closed
order. Whilst in meditative prayer, she had a vision of a crystal globe, which
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contained the shape of a castle with seven mansions within it. Teresa thought of the
castle as the soul which is made of very clear crystal and within the castle there are
many rooms which are equated to the many mansions relayed in the Bible. These
seven mansions are equated with states of being on the spiritual journey. This model
is used to describe the course of the individual’s mystical life and the souls journey.
(St. Teresa 1989)
Wilber Self -Related Stages
Mystic, psychologist, philosopher, Wilber has become an authoritative voice in areas
of consciousness and self. He has developed several structures or stages of growth
including worldviews, gender identity and stages of spirituality. These include selfrelated stages of development which he labels Fulcrums or milestones of selfdevelopment. He calls these the ‘Great Nest’ seeing the self stepping up through the
layers on a ladder of self growth. He describes the stages as the ‘archaeology of
spirit’ seeing the more superficial layers of self being peeled off to expose
increasingly deeper and more profound waves of consciousness. This concept is
similar to the mystical notion of the ‘veils of illusion ‘which refer to the removal one–
by–one, of negative and unnecessary aspects of self, lifted away to reveal more and
more of a soul depth (Wilber 2000).
Heron States Of Personhood
John Heron expounds the use of a ‘lived inquiry’ meaning “the active innovative and
examined life as a lived experience”(Heron 1998). Heron uses the word personhood
to describe the “individual who is made free”. For Heron this includes an openness to
a spiritual relation with other persons and with God. Personhood is conceived as a
“formative potential, an entelechy, out of which all the psychological modes and
stages of development emerge” (Heron 1992). Heron has identified eight states of
personhood suggesting possible patterns of personal development in which they
figure. He uses the word state as this does not infer a specific order. He notes that
people very often take an idiosyncratic journey to spirituality with no particular linear
progression. However, he sees the person being progressively actualised through
different states, some of which run concurrently (Heron 1998).
I have chosen these authorities because they have all identified distinctive steps or
stages in the psycho-spiritual process. It is not possible here to go in-depth into all
our examples, but there are similarities in concept between them all. All our experts
speak of some form of transformative state that takes place as an experiential
occurrence for the individual. Therefore suggesting that the person themselves are
the instrument through which they can evolve and consequently the most important
aspect of growth. All of them acknowledge the self as an aspect of this development
process, even Teresa who puts god’s will before all others, experiences the self as a
vital aspect of spiritual movement when she says:
it is absurd to think that we can enter heaven without first entering our own
souls, and without getting to know ourselves and reflecting upon… our nature.
( Teresa 1989 p53)
In line with other mystical thought particularly Buddhism, Teresa clearly equates that
eventually the union is so complete there is “no difference between self and god”. For
Teresa the soul has, in effect, been acting as a magnetic force throughout, drawing
the individual towards the divine union. As the soul, in its true state is for Teresa,
God, we must perceive that God is within the individual from the start.
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In the chakra system there is also an evolutionary process both of the individual and
for humankind. The lower levels describe the more human states of physical
emotional and the lower mind, whilst the higher centres take us into the more subtle
realms of intuitive and spiritual awareness. In evolutionary terms, humankind is
thought to have come from early cave man which equates to the Base or lowest
centre and has now advanced to an evolutionary state that is reaching towards the
4th Heart state. This is identified by its openness, love beyond emotions, balance
and tolerance; a state whereby the ego is less fragile and more aligned to a higher
force. This is described within Christianity as the Sacred Heart, Buddhism as the
Middle Way and in the East as Unconditional love. All cultures speak of the
necessity to come to god through this open loving heart state. In our examples it is
described in the 4th bridging chakra of the Heart, Teresa 4th stage of Love, and it also
bears some similarities with Wilbers 5th Mature Ego and Herons 6th Self-creative
state, whereby the ego becomes more sustainedly open.
This middle state describes elements of post-modern man, where the individual has
to learn autonomy, but within an understanding of others. In this frame of
understanding, mankind is poised at the threshold of adulthood in spiritually
evolutionary terms (Soskin 1990) . Analogously we are around 18 – 21 years old: out
in the world on our own, having broken free from the structures of our families and
the restrictions of youth. We make our own decisions, make our own mistakes,
building upon our knowledge not just for survival but for making our world a better
place. This stage of evolution takes us on beyond the set patterns and structures of
religions to become our own teacher taking the inner being as our own authority.
Whether we like it or not, the ability to see in real time what is occurring on the other
side of our planet and communicate very easily to most countries and peoples in our
world, is turning us into a Global village. Globalisation is, “restructuring the ways in
which we live in a very profound manner” (Giddens 2000). This greater access is
informing us of the cultures and traditions of other peoples. Also, the cosmopolitan
environment that we increasingly live in, forces us to inquire into, and begin to
understand others’ beliefs and traditions. One of the most vivid images that came
out of the events of September 11th for me was a woman who had just lost her
husband saying, “why do they hate us so much”? The answer to this necessitates
looking outside our own belief patterns and cultures. Never before have we found
ourselves in such a cornucopia of thoughts, beliefs and knowledge of different
peoples which is bound to have an effect on the way we are looking at our own faiths
and promoting the need to evaluate our own truths.
In this post-modern and globalised environment, the argument for a Perennial
philosophy or truth could never be more pertinent. Perennial philosophy is a phrase
associated with Huxley but originally coined by Leifniz ( Possamai 1999) meaning the
universal knowledge shows up around the globe across the ages, reported by men
and women the world over having the same insights and teaching the same essential
doctrines. If there is some truth in this it becomes vital for us to examine more closely
the similarities of spiritual experiences and the notion of, not just a perennial
philosophy, but the possibility of actively working with it in order to unite the peoples
of the world?
However, not everyone agrees with the perennial concept, and Heron (1998) finds it
“astonishing that such a notion can be taken seriously”. Although he acknowledges
that some people have a perennial propensity for mystical aspiration for which they
may need some form of inner training, he finds the argument that there may be any
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consensus among past mystics an “insufficient basis for predicting the basic structure
of all spiritual development for all future times”. Amongst his several objections, he
says that there could not be a true consensus as many authorities have never met
each other and therefore cannot properly be said to agree about anything. This
argument seems to miss the point as, by its very nature a mystical experience is just
that; an experience by the individual and not measured by a cognitive value in some
impossibly agreed discussion. The textual consensus holds no sway with Heron
either as he thinks the translation of meaning, into modern language impossible. Yet,
if everything of value was only in modern texts and parlance as he infers, we would
have to abandon the value of classical literature, such as Shakespeare, Dante not to
mention the Bible, Koran etc. His main objection seems to be that the mystics’ desire
for a “single transcendental aim” denies the many “flowering of the embodied
imminent spiritual life”. As with our examples this is not the case as within our
selection many of our stages reap their own reward with even Teresa, who is the
most severely critical of worldly things, finding adventure, joy and peace along the
journey.
Whether or not there is a collective self spiritual ultimate goal of a type associated
with perennial philosophy is possibly something we may never discover, but that
there are similarities of experience cannot be denied. For in a world that must
increasingly examine the traditions and faiths in a more open way it would be remiss
not to look at possible similarities and differences between cultures to understand not
just one religion or tradition but the greater desires of humankind.
Future Research
Exploring other beliefs and faiths is an advantage but, supplying information of
different faiths may provide an interesting history lesson. However, cognitive learning
in itself informs very little about spirituality as an actual experience. This will require
different methods of understanding and learning, so what should we do to encourage
this? We know that children and adults thrive in an environment of love, we know
that the well-being of the mind, body and spirit is also of major relevance in the power
of learning. Can we afford to ignore the possibilities of education of the human spirit,
through education of self? There is mounting evidence in the current climate of our
post modern world that peoples’ faith has moved beyond simply believing a taught
dogma and there is a need to understand spiritual teaching as a first hand lived
reality, whatever ones own tradition. A vital way of understanding this is by
experiencing one’s own spirituality, this is the mystical path and its learning is greatly
assisted through understanding of self. So what does this require us to implement in
a spiritually based learning programme? Some suggestions:
•

Providing information and techniques to aid access to the individual’s inner silent
state largely through meditational type experiential exercises.

•

Actively encouraging;
1. Observation of self with form of meditation.
2. Dissolution of aspects which cloak our inner being with forms of
transpersonal psychology.
3. Healing of self with forms of spiritual healing techniques,
and expanding intuitive awareness through psychic development.
4. Integration of the individual’s knowledge within their lived physical worlds,
through use of their own intuitive authority.
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These stages also take the student through common experiences, which are not
always linear:
Adventure whereby the students start to examine themselves and begin to explore
their own processes.
Confusion when there is a break down of their frame of reference.
Energy management which entails a form of juggling activity of movement within
their world and reorientation of values and purposes.
Equilibrium when the student is able to transform themselves and their world and
integrate their learning in alignment to their own spirit
•

Training intuitive psycho-spiritual facilitators who assist the student’s own process
which is unique to each individual. This requires the open acceptance of multiviews of life and living.

Accessing and using the higher self as the main directional force as a tool for
learning and growth is very new territory and no one, to my knowledge, has done an
in-depth study on the individual’s experiences and how they perceive the process
themselves. Nor has anyone actively sought out the intuition that emerges from the
accessing of the higher self as a tool in self–discovery. Indeed many are still
discussing what intuition is, and some are still asking whether it really exists. The
main problem being that like the experience of being in love, you have to experience
it to really know it. Perhaps therefore it is worth taking on board Wilber’s (1996)
notion, when he throws down the gauntlet and suggests that people take up the
practice themselves and;
see for yourselves, if you want to know it…
Although the empiricist and the rationalist will not find this answer satisfactory
– they wish only to engage their own paradigms and exemplars – nonetheless
this is the only acceptable answer and course of action.(Wilber 1996 p.xv)
It has been suggested that only those who are unsuccessful attend psycho-spiritual
classes, however in the psycho-spiritual school that I run, students are drawn from
very wide backgrounds including: in the educational field, professors, college
lecturers and many forms of teachers. From the medical professions; doctors,
surgeons, and nurses as well as care helpers. From the therapies; councillors,
psychotherapists, and hynotherapists and many others. We also have business
trainers, many of whom command very high salaries. We have several in managerial
positions and at the other end of the scale we have skilled and semi-skilled workers
including plumbers, builders and an array of leisure industry workers. Finally in the
creative fields we have musicians, actors, designers and writers.
My observation has shown me that there are changes within the individual
throughout the psycho-spiritual learning process, that can be described in stages of
growth.
As a therapy of self development they have value. The educational
implications within a broader educational or learning community are yet to be
amassed. It is my observation that being in touch with the inner or higher self creates
a confidence and empowerment. This allows the individual to find their own,
sometimes hitherto unknown, potential and, not only helps them to become a more
creative, useful member of society, but also better able to continue their learning
whatever subject they may choose, in an atmosphere of confidence and joy.
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CLASSIFICATIONS OF SPIRITUAL /SELF DEVELOPMENT
CHAKRAS
Energy

MANSIONS
(St. Teresa)

FAITH
(Fowler)

Layers of Self
(Wilber)

1.Base
2.Sacral

1.Humility
2.Sin

F1. Physical
F2. Emotional

3.Solar Plexus

3.Charity

0. Primal
1. Intuitive
2. Mythic
3. Synthetic

4.Heart

4.Love

4.Individ-uative

6.Throat

5.Conjuntive

7.Brow

5.Infused
contemplation
6.Visions

8.Crown

7.Union

6.Universalizing

F3.Self-concept
F4. Persona
F5. Mature ego
F6. Centaur
F7. Psychic
F8. Subtle

States
of
Personhood
(Heron)
1.Primal
2. Spontaneous
3.Compulsive
4.Conventional
5.Creative
5.Self-creating
7.Selftransfiguring
8.Charismatic

F9. Causal

Psycho-spiritual Learning
1. Spiritual
2. Philosophy
3. Mysticism.
4.Religious Influences Buddhism, Hinduism, Quabblah, Christianity.
5.Psychology – Transpersonal Psychosynthesis
6. Spiritualism/ Shamanism
7.New Age Practises. Energy work.
8.Current Learning Experiential.
Noting the marked increase in scholarship inquiry into spirituality over the past five
years, this paper defines its purpose as defining psycho-spirituality and undertaking a
literature review on the subject with particular focus on learning programmes. Given
the context of
postmodernity, it will explore an apparent human need to develop spiritual potential
outside a religious context.
The possibility of mystical experiences being
incorporated into a learning process will be considered, as will the growing debate on
intuition. The paper will conclude with a look at contemporary practice, the author’s
own experiences, and the possibilities of future research.
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Paper 3
GAIA, AQUARIUS AND THE WAVES: FROM ‘NEW AGE’ IMAGERY TO A
PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL WORLD-VIEW
Cheryl Hunt
University of Sheffield

Background
This paper is based on a process of personal meaning-making that has taken place
over almost two decades. The process has enabled me to reconcile a leisure interest
in the ‘New Age’ movement with current professional and research interests in the
education of adults. It has encompassed a number of events and transitions,
including: strong messages from powerful gatekeepers that spirituality is not a proper
study to bring to the academic stage; the abandonment (and resumption) of a PhD
thesis which began on the ‘safe’ terrain of community education but strayed into the
deep waters of spiritual beliefs; recognition of the need for a spiritual discourse within
academia to facilitate discussion about, and provision of, the forms of education best
suited to the twenty-first century; and a new confidence to engage, on my own terms,
with the concept of spirituality.
Although I will be pleased to elaborate on any of these matters in discussion at the
conference, they are ‘real world’ events that have woven in and out of the main story
I want to tell here: of an inner journey which has brought me to a particular viewpoint.
The vehicle for the journey has primarily been metaphor. This vehicle, my route, and
the landscape (or, perhaps more properly, the ‘thoughtscape’) through which I have
passed all have their origins in different, apparently chance, readings. The world-view
I have acquired as a result allows me, for the time being at least, to make sense of
some of the many contradictions I see daily in policies and practices, in education
and elsewhere. The intention of this paper is to describe the journey that brought me
to this position - and to note its implications for my professional practice as an adult
educator in a university setting.
I am well aware that the world-view which took me such a long time to attain is
familiar to many other people who will have reached it by different paths. Before
embarking on this paper, therefore, I considered what value there might be in sharing
an account of my own journey. Two things came to mind. First was an ancient
Chinese saying: ‘There are many ways up the mountain but the view from the top is
the same’. It was followed instantly by an image of the summit of Mount Snowdon in
North Wales, UK, to which there are not only several footpaths of varying degrees of
difficulty but a narrow-gauge railway that carries dozens of people up the mountain at
a time, in comparative comfort.
One of the most recent accounts of the general view encompassed by this paper is
provided by Mary Midgley (2001) through Demos, a ‘think tank’ whose ideas are
often used to inform government policy in the UK. It thus gives tacit ‘establishment’
endorsement to what I had long considered to be a predominantly ‘alternative’ view.
Indeed, reading Midgley’s Gaia - The next big idea made me feel a little as I imagine
the unsuspecting solitary climber does who struggles to the top of Snowdon via a
tough and lonely route, only to find there a well-stocked café selling refreshments to
a huge crowd of people, all with the same view spread out before them!
The image of an increasingly crowded mountain top led to a question concerning the
nature of this paper: ‘When a view is not only grand and totally engaging but has also
become easily and almost instantly accessible to all, what purpose is served if
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individuals share stories of how they actually arrived at the viewpoint?’ My answer
derives from my background as a psychologist and, more recently, from involvement
in critical reflective practice:
I believe that an important element in reflective practice is to be able to take
ownership of my actions and say, 'This is how it is for me now; and these
seem to be some of the reasons that have led me to think/feel/act as I do'. In
attempting to facilitate the process for others, I also believe it is essential to
try to model it (Hunt, 1999a, p.222).
I believe, in other words, that the purpose and value of composing stories of my own
learning journeys, in ways that I hope will also make sense for others, is that they
enable me not just to appreciate for its own sake a particular view I have arrived at but to understand the extent to which my appreciation, or lack of it, is linked to the
unique nature of my journey. Furthermore, in my experience, the purposeful creation
and sharing of such stories in professional contexts facilitates exploration and
comparison of individual processes of meaning-making. This, in turn, can lead to
greater understanding of how an apparently shared view may actually differ in the
detail, significance and implications it contains for those who partake of it – and to
questioning of whether there may be a ‘better’ view somewhere else.

It is in this spirit that I offer you the following account of my personal journey
to a Gaian world-view and what it currently means for me.
The journey begins
For most of my working life, I have been involved in various forms of community
education. In different ways, these have all attempted to overcome traditional
boundaries – between people of diverse backgrounds and age groups, for example;
between sectors of education; and between education and other services.
In the mid-1980s, working from a base in a university department of adult education, I
had designed and was directing an extensive staff development/action research
programme. It was primarily for practitioners in adult and community education but
also included school-teachers, college lecturers and representatives from other local
services and voluntary organizations. One of my tasks was to facilitate discussion
about participants’ understandings of community education in order for them to
establish common ground out of which future collaborative practices might be
developed. This was not quite as straightforward as it may sound.
‘Community’ is a notoriously slippery and contested concept. Nearly 50 years ago,
Hillery (1955) famously counted 94 different definitions of the term, many of which
contained mutually exclusive elements. Coupling ‘community’ with the almost equally
problematic notion of what education is, or might be ‘for’, or how its practice is
defined, is to add to an already enormous potential for conceptual confusion and
professional misunderstanding. The difficulties have been summarised as follows:
In the beginning was the word and the word was community education, and
there arose many prophets willing to interpret the word, but few to deny its
veracity. So that community education became a self-fulfilling prophecy, for its
tenets were not written down on tablets of stone handed down from on high.
And since no man [sic] knew what either community or education meant as
separate creeds, when they were joined together their offspring multiplied
exceedingly, offering diverse avenues to salvation (Scottish Education
Department, 1977).
Although a number of models of community education were developed during the
1980s to try to bring some order to both theory and practice (see Allen et al, 1987),
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the very lack of any clear definition of either ‘community’ or ‘community education’
began to suggest to me the need for a different approach. The models certainly took
into account the various histories, practices, principles and contexts of community
education - and thus helped to simplify some of the rich patterns woven by what
Martin (1987, p. 9) refers to as the essentially ‘localized and ad hoc’ developments
that had so far occurred in its name. Nevertheless, they seemed to have parallels in
the ancient Sufi story of the blind men who tried to describe an elephant.
The story goes something like this: unable to apprehend the totality of the creature,
the person holding its trunk said the elephant was very like a snake; the one touching
its tail thought the elephant more like a rope; the leg was likened to a tree – and so
on. In these various descriptions the elephant’s ‘wholeness’ was lost.

Within community activities there is also an intangible quality, frequently
sensed but, like the life in the elephant, almost impossible to ‘get hold of’ in
description. I wanted to work with the premise that the wholeness of
community – and hence the identification of what community education is and
what a professional role within it might be – was also greater than the sum of
the models through which it had so far been articulated. At least, I recognise
now that that was what I wanted to do. At the time, I did not have the means
to express the vague sense of unease I felt about the way in which community
education was being theorised. An encounter with Gaia eventually enabled
me to do so.
Gaia calls and Aquarius gets involved
Gaia first impacted upon my consciousness, and thence indirectly upon my thinking
about community education, as a result of some seaside holiday reading. If you are
not yet familiar with her, it is time I introduced her! Since James Lovelock is the
person most responsible for re-introducing Gaia to the modern world, I will borrow his
words:
The concept of Mother Earth or, as the Greeks called her long ago, Gaia,
has been widely held throughout history and has been the basis of a belief
which still co-exists with the great religions. As a result of the accumulation
of evidence about the natural environment and the growth of the science of
ecology, there have recently been speculations that the biosphere may be
more than just the complete range of all living things within their natural
habitat of soil, sea and air. Ancient beliefs and modern knowledge have
fused emotionally in the awe with which astronauts with their own eyes and
we by indirect vision have seen the earth revealed in all its shining glory
against the deep darkness of space (Lovelock, 1979, p.vii).
Briefly, Lovelock’s ‘Gaia hypothesis’ states that the planet Earth is a self-regulating
entity with the capacity to keep itself healthy by controlling the biosphere in
interaction with the chemical and physical environment. When it was first published,
this hypothesis was highly controversial and has only slowly gained a measure of
acceptance within the scientific community. Interestingly, however, the juxtaposition
of a modern scientific theory with ancient mysteries - symbolised by the invocation of
the old name of the Earth Goddess - seemed to capture the public imagination. A
wide range of books referring to Gaia in the title, or text, or both, were published (see
Joseph, 1990; Myers, 1990; Pedlar, 1991; Russell, 1984; Thompson, 1987). Most
paid less attention to the scientific detail of the Gaia hypothesis than to its more
‘mystical’ implications including, especially, the need to re-think the role of
humankind and its relationship with the planet.
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Peter Russell’s The Awakening Earth first brought Gaia to my attention. Interestingly,
Russell prefaces his discussion of the possible evolutionary future of humankind with
a quotation from the scientist/science fiction writer, Fred Hoyle, which echoes
Lovelock’s reference to the importance of the first view of Earth from space. In 1948,
Hoyle had prophesied: ‘Once a photograph of the Earth, taken from the outside, is
available … a new idea as powerful as any in history will be let loose (Russell, 1984,
p.3). For Russell, as well as many others at that time whose ideas had been shaped
by the events of the 1960s and 1970s, including the moon landings, the powerful
‘new idea’ that had been unleashed was nothing less than the expectation of a ‘New
Age’.
Evidence for this was seen in changing attitudes and values, particularly those
concerned with the improvement of health and well-being, the understanding of one’s
‘inner life’, and the development of ‘right relationships’ between individuals, other
inhabitants of the planet and the Earth itself. In Russell’s terms, the four recurring
themes of the New Age movement were (and seem to remain):

● We all have potentials beyond those we are now using, and perhaps
beyond those we even dream of;
● Humanity and the environment are a single system;
● We are mistreating and often abusing both ourselves and our
surroundings;
● Humanity can change for the better’ (Russell, 1984, p.156, original
emphasis).
Fundamental to all of this was a belief that the dualistic thinking so characteristic of
the modern Western world had to be challenged in order to bring about a change in
consciousness whereby traditional separations would be overcome and the ‘oneness’ of all things would be appreciated. It owed much to Eastern philosophies and
practices such as meditation, introduced for the first time to many Westerners,
especially young people, by pop groups like The Beatles. Also, the first-hand
experience of many of these same people of hallucinogenic drugs not only affirmed a
different kind of reality in which subjective experience is paramount but encouraged
the shared articulation of inner experiences in ways that had not previously been
possible.
Some highly dubious practices undoubtedly shelter under the umbrella of the ‘New
Age’ - and Lemesurier (1990) has since challenged much of the fuzzy thinking
associated with it, not least the problem of discussing the concept of ‘one-ness’ or
‘unity’ in language that is essentially dualistic. Gaia, nevertheless, remains a potent
symbol of a way of thinking which brings into question the traditional view of Western
science that there is a separate world ‘out there’ over which humankind can gain
control.
Russell took the Gaian symbolism a step further to suggest that humankind might be
on the threshold of developing a new ‘high synergy society’. He claimed that
engagement with many of the ‘self-development/improvement’ ideas and practices
associated with New Age thinking could lead to a collective ‘raised consciousness’
about the role of humankind – as nothing less than the nervous system of the planet.

I found Russell’s ideas fascinating. I didn’t fully understand them all but they
chimed in with my own experiences - of meditation, T-groups, ‘consciousnessraising’ groups in the early days of the Women’s Movement, and other
activities which pushed at the boundaries of what I understood about myself
and my relationships.
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By a process of what I might now recognise as Jungian synchronicity, but which I
then simply regarded as chance, even before I had finished reading Russell, I came
across Marilyn Ferguson’s The Aquarian Conspiracy. This affirmed my growing
sense that there really was a paradigm shift taking place – that enough people were
thinking about old problems in new ways to precipitate real change. I particularly
relished Ferguson’s chapter on ‘New Ways to Learn’ (Ferguson, 1988, pp.306-354).
It repositioned education as a ‘lifelong process, one only tangentially related to
schools’ (p.319) and stressed the need to ask questions ‘about how to motivate for
lifelong learning, how to strengthen self-discipline, how to awaken curiosity, and how
to encourage creative risk in people of all ages’ (ibid.).

I recognised them as questions fundamental to community education. My
summer reading had brought me full circle back to my professional concerns
– though ‘full spiral’ might be a better description since I returned to the
autumn term with a completely new perspective on what community education
might be - and a much clearer understanding of why I felt dissatisfied with the
way it was being theorised. I will briefly mention some of the consequences
later: they have arisen directly out of the world-view that I shall describe next.
Caught in the Waves
There is a story, possibly apocryphal, of an encounter between the psychologist,
William James, and an elderly client who believed that the world rested on the back
of a huge turtle. Respectful of his client’s reality, James asked gently what held up
the turtle. His client replied that it stood on the back of another one. In answer to the
question of what held that up, she responded witheringly: ‘Why surely you know
Professor, it’s turtles, turtles, turtles, all the way down’!
I am well aware that the world-view I am about to describe has effectively become
my own version of the turtles (see also Hunt, 2001). Nevertheless, I have yet to be
introduced to one which helps me to make better sense of the contradictions
between the optimism of many ‘New Age’ ideas and the deadening feel of much
current policy and practice in education and other services. The world-view is a
composite of images and understandings derived from my reading of Russell and
Ferguson and a slightly later encounter with Alvin Toffler’s The Third Wave.
Toffler’s perspective on human progress is almost Hegelian in its scope. He views
Western industrial society (the ‘Second Wave’) as the antithesis of the largely
agricultural civilization that preceded it and argues that a ‘Third Wave’ of human
civilization is emerging, many features of which ‘are consonant with those of First
Wave civilization … [and] transform the way we think about the relations between
rich and poor on the planet’ (Toffler, 1981, p.358).
Superimposing my own imagery on Toffler’s, I envisage the Third Wave rising out of
the descending waters of the Second Wave. However, the latter is not disappearing
but attempting to recapture, via its own tremendous undertow, the energy going into
the creation of its successor. Just as loose sea-weeds and items of flotsam get
sucked back and often thrown into sharp relief by the force of a receding but still
powerful wave in the ocean, so ideas that are no longer relevant in the context of the
emerging Third Wave paradigm seem similarly to be thrown into prominence by
Second Wave thinking attempting to reassert itself.
Before I give specific examples to illustrate that point, I want to add yet another layer
of imagery. For me, Toffler’s ‘Third Wave’ is symbolised by Gaia: it is a way of
knowing and being that recognises the interconnectedness of all things, at all levels.
Spirituality, understood as a drive to find meaning and value which manifests itself in
the asking of ‘fundamental or ultimate questions’ (Zohar and Marshall, 2000, p.4) is
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integral to this way. It contrasts directly with the symbolism I most associate with the
‘Second Wave’ – that of people in the service of machinery.
Founded on a Newtonian view of a ‘clockwork universe’, the Second Wave
encompasses the Industrial Revolution and the discoveries of science and
technology that have underpinned so much material progress since the nineteenth
century. However, it is characterised by Descartian notions of separation which cast
humankind in a position of control in relation to the planet and in hierarchical
positions in relation to one another, and promise rewards in some form of ‘after-life’
for approved behaviour. Western societies, in particular, including many individual
institutions, are designed on clockwork principles - where pieces can be altered or
removed in the service of an engine perpetually seeking power and efficiency – and
everything can be analysed and reduced to its component parts. So strong a hold
has such imagery had on the collective mind-set that people often speak of
themselves as if they are no more than cogs in a vast ‘Society Machine’: they say ‘I
am a teacher, - or a miner, - or whatever’, thereby reducing all that they are merely to
the part that they play in the Machine - and creating problems of identity when that
part comes to an end.
At a time when so much in the popular culture of the Western world is encouraging
people to think beyond the Machine – to address their personal development and
relationships, I think it is no accident that the thought-patterns of the Second Wave
are reasserting themselves by sucking people back into mind-numbing and
reductionist processes that limit opportunities to challenge and change them and to
live by different principles.
In education in the UK, for example, endless hours and trees have been destroyed in
institutions of higher education in the name of quality assurance procedures that
seek to measure the quality of teaching by the documentation of procedures and
outcomes. In schools, teachers have been swamped by new testing and recordkeeping requirements. In community education, much that was done in its name by
local education authorities has had to be abandoned as the powers of those
authorities have been deliberately eroded and professionals in the field forced to put
much of their creative energy into seeking and bidding for alternative sources of
funding rather than into community activities per se.

I could list many similar examples that can be ‘explained’ in terms of the multilayered imagery I have described and which, for the time being at least, has
me caught on my own turtle in the messy waters between two distinct ‘Waves’
of being and knowing - but that would simply be to affirm my own thinking.
More important here perhaps is the ‘So What?’ question which, if you have
accompanied me thus far, you may now be asking.
So What?
I will try to answer the question in the three contexts I have mentioned: what
are the implications of this story for the theorisation of community education
and for professional practice in higher education, and of sharing personal
perspectives in a forum such as this conference. I will take them in reverse
order. The answers will be necessarily brief but all have spirituality at their
core.
In sharing with you my ‘turtle story’, I have realised that the notion with which I
began, of a possible Gaian future set out before us like a view from a
mountain top with its features already defined, may not have been entirely
appropriate. The view from the back of a turtle in the ocean may be more so
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since it suggests the need to move purposefully with the energy of something
as yet unformed in order to contribute to its ultimate shape. As Gareth Morgan
(1997, p.353) notes, ‘Metaphors lead to new metaphors, creating a mosaic of
competing and complementary insights’.
As I indicated at the outset, I believe that sharing stories and exploring
underpinning metaphors in this way enables us to see the patterns in our own
mosaics of understanding – and that educators should engage fully in this
process if they are to facilitate others’ learning. The process also allows us to
combine our individual perspectives on familiar territory and hence to create
new visions that we can move towards together. It is thus an essential
element of what Henryk Skolimowski (1994, p.381) refers to as participating in
a ‘journey of perpetual becoming’: a deeply spiritual experience that
acknowledges the power of humankind not to control a world that is already
‘out there’ but to make and shape a world of our own choosing. In the words
of the Dhammapada ‘What we are today is the result of our thoughts of
yesterday. And our thoughts of today pave the way to what we shall become
tomorrow’ (Mascaro, 1975, p.35).
This belief, arrived at after a long struggle to get to grips with my own
understandings of spirituality and how such notions might be expressed on an
academic stage where the necessary discourses did not seem to exist, now
underpins my professional practice. I use my ‘Wave’ world-view as a mental
short-cut to determine whether the pursuit of particular policies or practices is
likely to reinforce Gaian principles or those of the ‘Society Machine’, and try to
make choices on that basis about how I use my energy.
In Heidegger’s (1978) terms, I also strive to be ‘authentic’ in my dealings with
students and colleagues and, when appropriate, to create what Reason and
Hawkins (1988, p.1), also drawing on Heidegger’s imagery, speak of as ‘a
Lichtung or clearing in which meaning can take place’. I see it as a clearing in
the world of everyday ‘busyness’ and separation where, in Gadamer’s (1975)
terms, ‘a fusion of horizons’ can happen as we explore not just what we know
and believe, but how we know and why we believe. Consciously sharing such
a space in order to find meaning and value and to honour our respective
ontological ‘journeys of perpetual becoming’ seems to me to be not only a
fundamental educational process but a manifestation of spirituality.
However, I have only relatively recently begun to use that term. Though
‘spirituality’ now has a currency in popular literature and, increasingly, in
commercial organisations, in the bastions of academia in the UK it seems to
remain on the fringes of the acceptable discourses. There are some
encouraging signs of change – this conference being one! I hope it will act as
a prompt to explore spirituality more openly upon the academic stage. My own
early attempts to deal with an uneasiness about the way in which community
education was being theorised have led me, via the journey I have just
described, to re-examine existing models and premises in a spiritual context
and to speak and write about this in academic settings (Hunt, 1999b, 1999c,
2000). It is a small contribution to what needs to be a much wider debate - but
I take encouragement from the words of the Tao:
Remember that your influence begins with you and ripples outward. …
All growth spreads outward from a fertile and potent nucleus. You are a
nucleus.
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Paper 4
AN 'IDEA' REVISITED: EXPLORING THE IMPLICATIONS OF POST-MODERNITY
IN THE ETHICAL AND SPIRITUAL ASPECTS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
John Strain
Abstract
This paper focuses on the continuing redefinition of the University in relation to
modernity and postmodernity. It notes the contribution John Henry Newman in
defining the purpose and context of the "modern" University. However, the paper
goes on to suggest that by focusing on John Henry Newman's "Grammar of Assent"
rather than his "Idea of the University", Newman can be said to have a "new"
relevance in understanding and developing the University in the context of
postmodernity. In the context of diverse spiritual and ethical traditions co-existing
today, respecting traditions other than one’s own requires something beyond a
commitment to liberalism, beyond peaceful co-existence. It requires a commitment to
dialogue that enables different traditions to seen as opportunities for clarification and
enrichment of one’s own tradition.

Introduction – rival claims to understanding people’s learning journeys
The context in which people learn today, whether about themselves or their
spiritual journeys is often described as post-modernity. I want to suggest that
the context might be more accurately described as an uneasy amalgam of
modernity and post-modernity; and we have not yet found a model that
harmoniously encompasses both. The organisational context I shall focus on
is that of the university, but it might be interesting to explore if what I have to
say about universities applies to other organisational contexts.
In exploring alternative concepts of what it means to learn in the context of
universities, I want to present the thoughts of one of the foundational theorists
of the university, Cardinal John Henry Newman, author in 1852 of a series of
lectures given on the occasion of the foundation of the first Roman Catholic
university in Ireland. These were published as The Idea of a University
(Newman, 1976). Later in his life, Newman wrote a book on how people come
to assent to belief in their religious and spiritual lives, The Grammar of Assent
(Newman, 1979). This later book has some strong resonances with what
today we would call post-modernity. But taking both books together, we might
conclude that Newman gave voice to the uneasy amalgam of modernity and
post-modernity that survives today, and remains in need of resolution.
It is conceivable that the reconciliation of radically different paradigms of what
universities and Higher Education are for, in relation to learning, is impossible.
But I would like to describe an earlier example of two radically different
conceptions of learning that came into conflict in the Europe of the thirteenth
century. This was a conflict that came to be reconciled in a great work of
synthesis by St Thomas Aquinas. So we might have at least some cause to
be hopeful, that reconciliation between the rival claims of modernity and postmodernity might be possible.
The thirteenth century, like today, witnessed the emergence of profound
differences between rival conceptions of people learning about their spiritual
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lives. The ‘new’ universities of Oxford and Paris emerged from the
monasteries and cathedral schools that had fuelled scholarship since
Carolingian times.
Quite new understandings of, and new types of
commitment to, ‘knowledge’ and ‘truth’ seem to be at the heart of this change.
The conception of learning that was inherited in the thirteenth century drew
extensively on St Augustine, one of the foundational theologians of western
Christianity. It was a concept of learning in which students learnt about
themselves as spiritual beings, primarily from texts; principally, but by no
means exclusively (Brown, 2001), those of sacred scripture. The student’s
task was to interpret these texts. But the process of interpreting them provided
an interpretive schema of the student’s own self. Students, with this
understanding provided by the texts, could then learn about themselves, or
rather about themselves transformed by the texts. Perhaps the best known
account of a person interpreting their identities in this way is St Augustine’s
own spiritual biography, his Confessions (Chadwick, 1991)
Only by learning about themselves as spiritual beings could students be sure
of interpreting the texts correctly. In other words, students, like any learners
within a craft tradition faced a somewhat circular paradox. Only by learning
what the texts or traditions have to teach could they be sure of understanding
the texts correctly. But only by reading them correctly could they be sure of
learning what they have to teach. To escape this paradox, students required
teachers they could trust to allow themselves to be transformed into new
kinds of persons. And the students needed the virtue of trust so that the
reasons for allowing themselves to be transformed would prove to be good
reasons. As Macintyre (1990) explains, some pre-rational reordering of the
self was needed before students could have an adequate standard by which
to judge what is a good reason or not.
But how did the teachers gain any understanding in the first place ? Take the
simplest case of a teacher or a parent showing a child an object in order to
name it. There is an object, the utterance of a name and an act of pointing. No
learning of the name could take place unless there is an ability within the child
to understand the significance of the act of pointing. The naming of an object
differs from some random utterance of sound only because the connection
between the pointing and naming is presupposed by the child. The mind in
other words has to find within itself whatever it is that reaches towards the
intelligibility of things beyond itself. St Augustine’s epistemology or theory of
knowledge was in all these respects neo-Platonic; it pre-supposed some
quasi innate ideas or abilities to recognise what Plato would have called
forms. But there was a difference. For St Augustine, and for the Augustinian
approach generally, the will which directs the mind towards understanding is
of itself perverse, requiring some direction to enable it to trust the teacher. So
faith in authority to direct the will was a necessary condition of rational
understanding of a person, of nature and of God. Humility in submitting to this
authority is thus a necessary first step in the journey of self discovery.
I have characterised very summarily here a conception of learning that was
commonplace in the Schools of European Higher Education between the time
of Charlemagne in the ninth century to the middle of the thirteenth century. I
have done so to draw your attention to the magnitude of the change that took
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place when the translations of Aristotle together with the great Islamic
commentaries upon him, emerged in the thirteenth century. Aristotle provided
an account of what knowledge is, of what enquiry is, and what the purpose of
enquiry is, that left no need for divine illumination in understanding oneself.
Whereas the Augustinian approach posited a beginning in the divine creation,
for Aristotle the world had an eternal existence. Whereas St Augustine
insisted on the survival of the soul independent of the body Aristotle denied
the separate immaterial existence of a soul. More fundamentally in respect of
learning about oneself: for Augustine, divine illumination is required for any
coherent understanding of oneself. But for Aristotle, the intellect discovers
itself in its own activities whereas. Again following Macintyre (1990),
Augustine located the notion of learning about oneself in the relationship of
finite objects to that truth which is God; whereas Aristotle located truth in the
relationship of mind to objects.
Again I have simplified the enormous scope of what St Thomas Aquinas
wrestled with in his voluminous Summa Theologica. What I want to draw
attention to is the magnitude of the divide between the Augustinian conception
of truth that prevailed prior to the discovery of Aristotle and that which
emerged in the thirteenth century. Some were content to simply explain this
difference by claiming that philosophy provided one account of human wellbeing while theology provided another. It was not a particularly shrewd
reconciliation but it was a measure of the incommensurability, the absence of
any external standard by which to judge how things are. Each contending
party had systematically different and incompatible notions of the human
intellect, passions, the will and the virtues.
The Post-modern University
I would now like to skip over seven centuries and describe something of the conflicts
over truth and learning that have emerged during the last thirty years. Universities
and Higher Education today are perhaps even more seriously challenged in their
rationale than they were in the thirteenth century. Barnett (2000:20) points out that
the concept of a university as an institution of unique purpose is dissolving –
dissolving in its client base, its income streams and its activities. Research councils
require demonstrable extramural impact for research rather than valuing knowledge
for its own sake. And as the economy moves increasingly towards a networking of
knowledge based activities, neither teaching, learning nor the generation of
knowledge are left as the unique preserve of the academia.
This is what Barnett calls the post-modern university, a distributed university taking
up agendas and discourse of many clients regionally, nationally and internationally. It
is almost a virtual university existing in a network of knowledge clusters that defy any
inventory of a stock of ‘knowledge’ owned by a particular institution. Uncertainty,
unpredictability, challengeability and contestability are for Barnett the four
‘constellations of fragility’ of modern universities. The post-modern university is
where people come to follow their own learning journeys rather than to acquire
components from some ordained corpus of knowledge divided into distinct
disciplines.
Describing the post-modern university rather begs the question of what was
modernity. Perhaps this can be most helpfully described in terms of the
account that the early Wittgenstein (Wittgenstein 1961) gave of the
correspondence theory of truth. Representations of reality are optimal, in this
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account, when they exclude all characteristics they would have as a result of
the presence of human beings, without bias, without human value. This
correspondence theory of truth captures an account of knowledge and truth
implicit in the post-Renaissance account of science, and of course predates
Wittgenstein. It is an account which follows from Descartes’ radical separation
of the human subject as a potential knower of all things from the material
universe which can be known.
I should perhaps distinguish between a sociological sense of post-modern and
a philosophical one. Sociologically, I refer to the context and conditions in
which universities live; conditions surrounding the linked phenomena of
globalisation and information technology. Underpinning the legitimacy of this
concept of post-modern, there lies the belief system of post-modernity.
Philosophically, postmodernism encompasses claims that challenge the
validity of universal reason, of truth, and of the communicability of truthful
propositions, independently of who communicates them.
A disposition towards postmodernity
Before exploring this further, it might be well to confess to my own somewhat
positive disposition’ towards postmodernity – in particular to two particular
attractions of the postmodern agenda. Students of learning processes in the
tradition of Piaget (Boden, 1979), Bruner (1968) and the group loosely
described as constructivists have increasingly recognised that what counts in
learning is what people, or organisations, bring to the learning process
themselves; in terms of their goals for the future, their understanding of their
own past, and in their own self understanding about how they learn.
Understanding learning in this tradition has frequently revealed more about the
success or failure of learning projects than more behaviourally based accounts
of how learning is achieved. Secondly, Post-modernity might provide a more
hospitable climate for the acceptance of people’s religious and spiritual
journeys than was ever provided by the secularism of modernity. Postmodernity recognises the link between knowledge and particular communities
of commitment and interpretation. Feminist politics and peace studies are no
longer rejected as being in some way tainted by the commitment of their
protagonists. Theology and the study of spirituality had to fight hard for a
place in the secular curriculum of the nineteenth century universities. As Dan
Hardy (1996) argued, their place was only granted on the basis of collusion
with a secular agenda, that this was really the “scientific study” of what people
believed and how they behaved. If the post-modern campus is a babel of
competing communities and voices, then it is at least one where the Christian
community might be given the right to present its story along with everyone
else’s.
Modernity and postmodernity
The account I gave of modernity and the correspondence theory of truth is one
which for many scientists and engineers would seem eminently reasonable.
And there are many sociologists, Giddens et al (1994) among them who reject
the description of our society as post-modern, insisting we are in a period of
late modernity in which the issues of uncertainty and risk are simply more
complicated than those we faced in earlier centuries, but the issues are not so
different as to warrant our departure from modernity.
What seems to me to be the case is that we are living in a period of disjuncture,
one in which the claims of modernity and post-modernity wrestle for attention;
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a period not so dissimilar from the situation I described in the thirteenth
century when the incommensurable demands of Aristotelian approach to truth
and enquiry wrestled with the early mediaeval claims of the Augustinian
synthesis.
I want to now bring in now Cardinal John Henry Newman. In 1852, upon being
invited by Cardinal Cullen of Dublin to establish a catholic university in Ireland,
Newman rejected the suggestion of creating an institution of moral and
spiritual formation but set about instead to build a university committed to
teaching, learning and to debate. Newman’s reflections have survived in his
book The Idea of a University.
Newman is of interest to me because he seems to distil two rival conceptions
of the nature of knowledge. In The Idea of a University he pleads that the
university needs to be truly universal in its teaching. All of the "sciences" or
branches of knowledge need to be taught, and taught in such a way that none
is neglected or overemphasised, keeping all studies within their proper limits.
A university is founded upon a systematic overview of all knowledge which
forms what he called ‘the architecture of knowledge’. He speaks of the ‘dictates
of truth itself, which has its own legitimacy.’ In defending the university from
undue ecclesiastical control he insists that truth doesn’t need protecting. Truth
is truth, independently of who holds it or rejects it, and will in the end prevail
always over error, if people are left free to pursue it.
All of these remarks in the Idea of a University, suggest a modernist account of truth.
But probing further into Newman’s thinking, some of the rigidity of his sense of
structure and realism begins to soften. First, Newman had a very strong sense of
people being on a journey through life, a journey in which learning and change, in
relation to truth, had critical roles. Secondly, his epistemology, his theory of
knowledge, is less rigid than his remarks about the circle of knowledge suggest.
Newman had a strong sense of knowledge being revealed gradually in a process in
which all appearances are intrinsically partial and limited. So the notion of ‘lifelong
learning’ would have resonated strongly with Newman. For Newman, life and the
lifelong journey of learning were closely connected.
Newman wrote about truth in several other works other than his Idea of a University.
In the Grammar of Assent, Newman (1979) tackled the problem of how a proposition
could be demonstrated, which at best could only be treated as ‘truth like’ by rational
means, but could nevertheless claim and receive our unqualified adhesion and
commitment. His target in this was the British seventeenth century empiricist
philosopher, John Locke who had insisted on the unerring mark of the love of truth
was not entertaining any proposition with greater assurance than the proofs upon
which it is based will warrant. Newman tackles this by distinguishing between
inference and assent and points out that we assent with conviction to all manner of
propositions which we could not possibly demonstrate conclusively. “For me”, says
Newman (Newman, 1979:264) “it is more congenial to my own judgement to attempt
to prove Christianity in the same informal way in which I can prove for certain that I
have been born into this world, and that I shall Die out of it.” What Newman seems to
be saying here that there are truths we hold and apply with commitment, because to
reject them would make less sense of the story of our lives than to assent to them.
Newman opposes the view that faith is just a state of heart or a disposition to obey
and adore. But he is equally opposed to the notion that is something which reason
alone could justify independently of the personal process or movement of a person
within a life journey. Newman’s position here seems very close to the position of the
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hermeneutic endeavour to make sense of testimony of words or actions within a
continuity of a tradition.
So Newman does makes use of a modernist correspondence theory of truth.
However personal is his account of a person’s coming to know something, what there
is to be known appears to be very real and determinate; corresponding clearly to
what is ‘out there’. But when we understand what Newman has to say about truth in
the ‘idea of a university ’ in the light of what Newman has to say in the Grammar of
Assent, it becomes clear that his understanding of truth is far less modernist. In the
end, it is not objective Knowledge that interested Newman. “Knowledge never healed
a wounded heart or changed a sinful one” (Rowell, 1996:7) wrote Newman. What
interested Newman was the personal nature of learning. Furthermore, much of what
Newman presents as ideals in Higher education are independent of his
correspondence concept of truth, and closer the concept of journeying in truth that
lies behind hermeneutic postmodernism of Gadamer and others. Although the
context of our universities is different and although we may have less need today of
Newman’s assumptions about a correspondence theory of truth his sense of learning
as the pursuit of intellectual virtue may have more not less relevance to the postmodern university.
But my purpose here is not to reach any conclusions within Newman scholarship.
Perhaps the ambiguity within Newman’s account of learning and truth is an ambiguity
which still rests with us. On the one hand we seek the security of external
truthfulness when we make ethical claims about respecting the environment and
resisting the unwelcome unfairnesses of globalisation. On the other hand, we
promote a respect for each person’s separate account of their spiritual journeys and
their accounts of what is deeply important to them. I share both of these
eagernesses. But their coexistence reflects something of what I described as taking
place in the thirteenth century, rival conceptions of truth and learning with no
yardstick to assess them both and produce a synthesis. Some will say of course, that
this is simply the reality of postmodernity. There is as Lyotard (1987) put it no ‘grand
narrative’ any more. But many of us, I suspect, resist the full implications of this. We
might resist what might be called the tyranny of modernist conceptions of truth in
relation to ethics and spirituality. And yet we draw back from an entirely solipsistic
account of our spiritual lives in which our beliefs, claims, and intimations of the
mysteriously divine are entirely personal, even if we only want to be able to
communicate them to others in comprehensible language. We need somehow to
steer between the Scylla of modernity and the Charybdis of solipsistic postmodernity.
Conclusion
The paper has identified the problem of reconciling modernity and post-modernity
without offering solutions. Space allows no more than the briefest mention of a
possible solution that Macintyre (1988) points towards. The example of St Thomas
Aquinas’ success in resolving the conflict between an Augustinian approach and an
Aristotelian one is an example of how the holders of a particular moral and spiritual
traditions may experience irresolvable conflicts within their own traditions when faced
by the claims of another. In these circumstances alternative constructions of what is
crucial within one’s own tradition will arise. Because there is an ultimate
incommensurability between traditions of spirituality sub specie aeternitatis, it may
still be the case that rival traditions may be commensurable in virtue of, as Fergusson
(1988) explains, “one tradition’s ability to use language to accommodate the insights
of another while also resolving new problems which are incapable of resolution in the
rival account.”
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In the context of diverse spiritual and ethical traditions co-existing today, it seems to
be that respecting traditions other than one’s own requires something beyond a
commitment to liberalism, beyond peaceful co-existence. It requires a commitment to
dialogue that enables different traditions to seen as opportunities for clarification and
enrichment of one’s own tradition.
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Paper 5

MEDICINE WHEEL TEACHINGS AND THE 21ST CENTURY
© Annie Spencer

What are Medicine Wheel teachings? How do they relate to us? In what ways might
we begin to work with them?
“This sacred body we inhabit is not only clay and bone: it is star and
stone.”
Brooke Medicine Eagle
The term Medicine Wheels describes an ancient system developed in the Americas
that encompasses spirituality, philosophy, ecology, social and personal development.
The term Medicine refers to a state of being in harmony and balance with ourselves,
the world and with spirit. Teachings are given out in Wheels or circles. This is a
system that understands the cyclic nature of life and honours diversity and difference;
one that values equality over hierarchy. While these teachings are rooted in spiritual
values and practice, they are not religious, as we understand the term. Although they
share core elements, they developed very differently among different peoples. The
Native Americans seem to have developed a system that encouraged spiritual
diversity and tolerance during the very period when we in Europe and the Middle
East were honing our skills in religious persecution.
At their core is a constant reminder about the necessity for finding a lifestyle that
allows us to live in harmony and balance with the rest of our world. Were Medicine
people to talk about the ecology of the earth they would remind us that we are an
integral part of that ecology. That the other inhabitants of this earth are all in some
way related to us and therefore should be honoured and acknowledged to have an
equal right to life. They would describe a life of moderation where we would take
what we need with respect. They understood that death is an unavoidable part of life
and that we are all struggling with one another for survival. As you ruthlessly take
the life of another to provide sustenance for yourself and your family, you should also
look death in the eye and acknowledge the sacrifice that you demand. Ruthlessness
and compassion walk hand in hand in this tradition.
So what are these Medicine Wheels and could they have any relevance to our
current complex society? Although they are ancient, we find that their message is
not archaic, nor is the culture that they come from as simple as we have been led to
believe. Until the mid-twentieth century, most Europeans held a distorted view of the
lives of the inhabitants of the Americas. They destroyed the more recognisable
agrarian cultures in Central and South America and on the east coast of the North
American continent and depicted the nomadic hunters of the Great Plains as noble
savages, glorifying what they saw as a people living in a primitive way on an
untamed earth. The reality was quite different:
“…here was a way of life with immense technical and social
sophistication. Far from being simple or primitive, the economic and
cultural techniques of hunter-gatherers were hard to see and difficult
to assess precisely because they were meeting needs of mobility,
decision making and resource harvesting that were both varied and
subtle. Here was a triumph of human achievement, a triumph that
spoke to how most of the world had lived for most of human history.”
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From the other side of eden by Hugh Brodie
With our Judaeo-Christian roots, we in Europe live by a monotheistic dualistic belief
system. We believe in scientific reality and certainty and look for generalised rules
that we can learn and apply to many different situations. The culture that Medicine
Wheel teachings have emerged from saw things very differently. To quote from
Hugh Brodie again:
“The knowledge that marks hunter-gatherers’ relationship to their
territories is an intricate mixture of the real and the supernatural.
There are facts about things and facts about spirits. And the wall
between these two kinds of entity is not solid. People can cross from
the natural into the supernatural; spirits can move into the human
domain. Just as this divide between physical and metaphysical is
permeable, so also is the divide between humans and animals. In this
way, the boundaries around the human world are porous. …
Here are metaphors and magic, and a world where there are no material certainties.
In these conditions, respect for the world is as important as knowledge itself.
…There is no limit to what the world may contain, or to how the unknown may reveal
itself. Everyone must pay close attention, be careful, use every faculty to be aware
of the land and all that it may hold.”
Understanding how many unknowns may affect every situation, there is less
generalisation and more specific understanding. The Medicine Wheels teach us to
look at a given situation in its own right. The Four Directions Wheel teaches us to put
it into context, the Twenty Count broadens the context so that we can explore
possible far-reaching effects of a course of action; the Star Maiden’s Circle
illuminates prejudices, closed symbols and other possible mental blocks to creativity.
The Council Wheel is a marvellous tool for resolving conflict, for ensuring that
everyone gets heard, for defusing anger, for allowing a balanced picture to emerge,
for making space for the unusual inspirational moment.
However, it would be difficult to work with the subtlety of any of these Wheels without
being familiar with the basic premises. These teachings are primarily for the
individual, to enable us to understand how we belong in this sometimes mad, bad
and crazy world. To remind us of our humanity and holiness and beauty when things
are rough and we are lost or tired or angry or feel betrayed.
David Wagner’s poem, Lost, which derives its inspiration from a Native American
teaching story, may illustrate my point:
Stand still
The trees ahead and bushes beside you
are not lost
Wherever you are is called Here
and you must treat it
as a powerful stranger
must ask permission to know it
and be known
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Listen
The forest breathes
It whispers ‘I have made this place
around you’
‘if you leave it you may come back again
saying Here’
No two trees are the same to raven
No two branches are the same to wren
If what a tree or a branch does
is lost on you then you are surely lost
Stand still
The forest knows where you are
You must let it find you
David Wagner; Lost (from a Native American teaching story)
Medicine Wheel teachings start from the present moment and their first task is
orientation. They take the four points of the compass which they call the Four
Directions and orient us with qualities that relate to the world as we perceive it. For
example, the sun rises in the east so the east is the place to remember the sun and
all the qualities it holds. Symbolism mixes with material reality. Thus we also learn
that the Sun is our Father/Grandfather, the spark of our origins; that the East is the
place of spirit which we might experience as disembodied light. It is also true to say
that the sun is our source of life in material reality and it is from the sun that the earth
came, that we came. The sun is part of the developing universe and itself was
manifested out of cosmic dust and gases. So while each teaching may sound
esoteric and spiritual, it is also based on what we would call scientific fact. And each
teaching is synthetic: the more we learn, the more we discover there is to learn. This
Wheel continues around the directions, west, south and north, reminding us of the
building blocks of our world as we go.
Another difference between this system and our western approach is that there is no
division between intellectual disciplines. So while rationally we can learn about the
development of our world, we never lose the poetry that runs through our creation.
Nor are we allowed to forget that the other members of the natural world are living,
breathing beings like ourselves. This is constantly reinforced by the term all our
relations. This reminds us that we all grew and developed out of the same substance
– plants, animals and humans. When studying the Medicine Wheel teachings we
cannot reduce all of creation to an abstract and mechanical equation. They are
specific and synthetic and direct the mind to focus onto the particular and spin out
into abstractions too heady, too fabulous to describe in any but the most poetic
terms.
You do not have to be good
You do not have to walk on your knees
for a hundred miles through the desert repenting
You only
you only
you only
have to let the soft animal of your body
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love what it loves.
Tell me about despair
Yours
And I will tell you mine
but meanwhile the world goes on
Meanwhile the sun and the soft pebbles of rain
are moving across the landscapes
over the prairies and the deep trees
the mountains and the rivers
Meanwhile the wild geese
high in the clear blue air are heading home again.
Whoever you are
No matter how lonely
The world offers itself to your imagination
It calls to you like wild geese
Harsh and exciting
Over and over again
Announcing your place
in the family of things.
The Wild Geese by Mary Oliver
There is a Native American teaching story about a sick child, who coughs and
coughs. Her parents send for the Medicine Woman who comes and makes her
diagnosis. She says there is a hungry fox out in the snow, the father must go after it,
catch it and bring it back unhurt to the home. He does this, spending three or four
days out in the snow. The little girl’s cough and the fox’s claws rattling on the ice
mirror one another. Finally the father brings the fox home. The little girl is delighted
with the small soft creature. The mother feeds the starving and exhausted animal.
After two days eating and sleeping the little fox is strong enough to leave and the little
girl is better.
What can we make of this story? The fox symbolises family life. Perhaps their family
life was out of balance and this made the little girl so sad that her lungs - the place of
sadness – got infected, filled up with the phlegm of her unexpressed grief, so she fell
ill. The old woman suggested a task that allowed all members of the family to act
appropriately for their role in the family. The father had to work the hardest to restore
the balance. Once balance was restored, the girl could recover and the fox and the
old woman could go. Who cured whom? The fox was starving and close to death
and it also recovered. So we are also reminded that the effects of our actions stretch
far farther than we realise.
The tale would be told in an engaging and humorous way so that everyone opened to
its message spontaneously both intellectually and emotionally. What you take in
emotionally often stays longer and fixes deeper than what is just understood in an
abstract way. A story that seems simple on the surface has much hidden material
So, Medicine Wheel teachings are subtle and complex. They speak to the whole
being and encourage us through story, humour, song, and movement, to use our
imaginations to understand our place in the vastness of creation. Although that place
is tiny, we do not feel isolated or dwarfed because we are constantly being referred
back to the familiar and the small.
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How do these teachings about our relationship to plants and trees, these tales of wild
animals and hunters and village people relate to us urbanites in our sophisticated,
complex modern world? A world not of feathers or smudge or tipi but of Garnier,
Nike and Renault Clio. Where the wildness of the ocean sells Guinness and the great
Quetzal is transmuted into a road marking.
Perhaps it is precisely because we are so barraged by the unrealities of life that we
need now more than ever the anchors that remind us of the realities of our lives.
Getting lost in a delusional, fragmented post-modern world of virtual reality, we
become addicted to adrenaline, throw ourselves out of balance and then are terrified
to discover that one in three of us will contract cancer and need psychiatric help
during our lifetimes.
Medicine Wheel teachings are a simple and playful route into an understanding of the
deeper and often scary questions that only plague some of us during a sleepless
night. They contain the lifelines that enable us to withstand failure, bereavement,
betrayal and boredom with equanimity and stamina. With their poetic imagery and
wild stories they remind us to open our imaginations. They develop a compassion
within us that affects our actions. They remind us of a longing, a desire for whatever
it is that lies behind the beauty of a sunset, that lies beyond stars watched on a warm
summer night, that creates the bubbles that pop and glisten on a cup of hot
chocolate.
How do they relate to our own European culture? They provide a framework on
which to hang the fragments of our own archaic earth based teachings, they help us
reconnect with our origins and awaken remembrance of what meanings our own
deep and many layered symbols might hold for us. There are many White Hart pubs
scattered around Britain. How many of us remember that the white hart was a
sacred animal that drew humans deep into the forest for a meeting with the goddess?
Recently people who would have described themselves as rational republicans have
been surprised to find that some feeling was stirred in them by the funeral of the
Queen Mother. In days gone by, the monarch was married to the sovereign, the land
herself. He swore fealty - loyalty and obedience - to her. The traditional ritual of the
coronation still carries echoes of that ceremony that resonate within our genetic
memories. The green man – is he a human with leaves coming out of his mouth as
the Victorian carvings suggest rather grotesquely. Or is he perhaps a living plant
describing that it has a spirit as developed and as communicative as our own?
At one time, we too knew that we were intimately connected to the earth and all
living beings. Remembrance of this helps us distinguish between the real and the
delusional.
More, it reminds us of a time when myth and history were
indistinguishable, when stories and metaphors took us back to the truths of our lives.
I first discovered how this worked when reading about the Mound Dwellers who at a
certain period spread along the Mississippi. Their history was described in stories
about individuals – thus a chief’s son would go to a neighbouring tribe and steal away
their chief’s daughter, causing endless trouble. A whole story was woven around this
incident which was both amusing and held ethical teachings; animals might help or
hinder, spirits might appear in dreams. At the same time, the story itself held the
history of territorial struggles between the two groups. Thus spiritual and ethical
teachings, history and entertainment were interwoven. People were used to
digesting complex information. More important, they were constantly being reminded
of the realities of their existence.
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Medicine Wheel teachings have been around for thousands of years. Having stood
the test of time on the huge continent we know as the Americas, they are now
filtering into our western culture. Clearly they enabled generations of humans to live
fulfilled and happy lives. The ways in which they can help us out of our current global
difficulties are endless. They can help us regain our mythologies; enable the
individual to set her/his life into balance; give us a framework for understanding ways
out of our ecological crises that are grounded and not over idealistic. They do not
attempt to overturn our culture, rather they offer to help it regain a sense of order and
balance.
Annie Spencer’s website is www.hartwell.eu.com
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Paper 1
LISTENING & FOCUSING
© Kate Brightwell and Vincent Guy 2002
Introduction
In this paper we give an outline of the Focusing technique and its further
development into BioSpiritual Focusing (BsF). A salient feature of BsF is the attention
given to the Caring Feeling Presence (CFP), which we explore here, as well as
indicating the particular kind of listening involved in the Focusing practice. A
concluding section indicates some aspects of the broad nature of spiritual experience
in organisational life.
Focusing is learning to allow normal consciousness to relax, and to turn one’s
attention inward to connections between bodily sensations and the gradual
development of internally experienced symbols. These symbols can be a mixture of
words, thoughts, images, memories, dreams, sensations, inner sounds or intuitive
associations. Often the process doesn’t seem to make rational sense. Yet if the
Focusing process is allowed to develop, and followed to its own natural conclusion, it
results in a sudden new understanding, or knowing what next step to take, with an
accompanying appreciable body shift – often experienced as a sudden physical
relaxation.
BioSpiritual Focusing is a development of Focusing, based on an explicit
understanding of spirituality as the connection between an individual and the
universal life force. Its ethos is that a person’s own Focusing process, and their
physical body are the gateway to their spiritual awareness. It enhances certain of the
Focusing steps and adds a particular subtle emphasis. Frs. Edwin McMahon and
Peter Campbell, psychotherapist-priests, whose particular interest was healthy
spirituality, developed it in the late 1970’s and after.
Caring Feeling Presence is a key concept of BioSpiritual Focusing, closely allied to
the term unconditional positive regard coined by Carl Rogers (1961). However,
whereas Carl Rogers considered unconditional positive regard a necessary and
desirable quality of the therapist (or listener), Caring Feeling Presence is an inner
quality of the Focuser him or herself. They are explicitly taught how to develop this as
they learn BioSpiritual Focusing.
A Brief History of Focusing (based on McMahon, 1993)
The academic roots of BsF started in America, where Carl Rogers and his doctoral
student, later colleague, Eugene Gendlin, were working on what made therapy
successful or not. Early in his career Rogers had stumbled upon a crucial piece of
information about how people change. He found “the curious paradox that when I
accept myself as I am, then I change” (Rogers 1961). This was radically different
from the dominant therapies at the time, which were based on personality theories
(Freud, 1925, Eysenck, 1953, Adler, 1959).
The full significance of his discovery later developed into the clarification of
“congruence” (Rogers, 1961, p 61-62) as an ability consciously to feel your feelings
physiologically and allow them to symbolise themselves accurately. This opened up a
direct psychophysical link between cognition and sensing.
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Gendlin, meanwhile, was working on the fact that therapy clients could often become
better and better at understanding the roots of their dysfunction and its theoretical
consequences, without being able to change it - that ‘knowing is not the process of
changing’ (Gendlin, 1970, p 135). In researching this further he discovered a key skill
for a person’s successful therapeutic progress which he termed Focusing.
Focusing is entering into an actual, bodily ‘process’ rather than new ‘content’ of
knowledge. It is not some vague shadowy form of more clearly defined rational
concepts in the mind. The emphasis is on forward movement in the body’s knowing.
According to his research, while a few of us naturally Focus all the time, most need to
relearn this life-skill. As Gendlin says "We found Focusing by studying (people) who
did it. We didn't invent it. We only made it specific and teachable" (Gendlin, 1978, p
156).
Gendlin developed a theory of personality change based on Focusing, published a
book (Gendlin, 1978, 1981) intended for the general public and founded an institute
in New York dedicated to teaching and researching it.
Focusing sits alongside other disciplines such as Gestalt (Perls, 1951) and
Biodynamics (Boysen, 1985) in the category of experiential therapies (Wilber, 1979)
within the broad category of humanistic and transpersonal theory. They are
concerned with the so-called bodymind (Dychtwald, 1977) and rest on the premise
that every mental knot or block corresponds to a physical body block or tension and
vice versa; that healing the split between body and mind can be effected by bringing
both halves of such correspondence into conscious awareness together. Whilst some
therapies approach this from the body, e.g. Rolfing (Wilber, 1979) and others through
the mind, e.g. Visualisation (Samuels & Samuels, 1975), the experiential therapies
aim to approach it through both simultaneously.
Going further back than modern therapeutic methods, all the major spiritual traditions
have their own theory and techniques for incorporating this body-mind interface.
Examples are Hatha Yoga, Buddhist meditation, and the synthesis of Eastern and
Western spiritual traditions expounded by such authorities as Anthony de Mello
(1990).
There are two terms, now widely used among the Focusing community, which can be
defined by reference to the above explanation of Focusing. They are the felt sense
and the felt shift.
Felt sense is the term coined by Eugene Gendlin to describe a complex of thoughts,
feelings, memories, body sensations, desires, dreams and so on that together
constitute ‘everything’ about an issue in our life. The issue may be one that is
consciously known or completely unconscious, and the felt sense has to be allowed
to form – it isn’t a discreet entity already there. It is formed and experienced in a
different than normal state of consciousness, at the border-zone (Gendlin, 1996)
between the conscious and unconscious.
For example, if you are asked to think of words you associate to ‘algebra’, you are
likely to produce a string of words such as ‘equation’, ‘quadratic’, ‘simultaneous’ and
so on. However, asked to reflect on your schooldays, you are likely to get a series of
memories, thoughts, feelings connected with that period in your life. The felt sense of
your schooldays is that complex of thoughts, feelings, memories, smells, sights, and
so on. At first this felt sense may not be at all clear. If you are able to relax your mind
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and fall into a reverie of ‘all about your schooldays’, staying a little detached from any
particular thought or memory, it may gradually form and become more concrete
somewhere in your body, with related images, trains of thought and physical
sensations arising from it.
The felt shift, or body shift, is a distinct and quite sudden sensation of relaxation in
your body that occurs when the vague felt-sense described above, interacts with just
the right symbol at that moment fully to express it. Felt meaning is incomplete, and
the way it moves forward toward completion is through interaction with a symbol, but
this process is not subject to rational control. A felt shift is often accompanied by
many rapid, distinct and visible bodily symptoms of relaxation. It can most easily be
described by reference to the example on the next page.
An example of everyday Focusing
Imagine you have just left your house and it feels as if you’ve forgotten
something. You run a quick mental checklist through your mind.
Everything seems in order, so you continue to walk away but despite
making a conscious effort to ‘forget’ it the vague uneasy feeling
continues to nag.
Suddenly, seeing a cat, you remember yours is shut in the spare
room.
The feeling in your body, that you’d noticed earlier, suddenly relaxes,
and your body feels lighter. This is the felt shift, sometimes referred to
as the body shift. Knowing without a doubt this was what the vague
uneasy feeling was about, you lose the impulse to ‘try and remember’.
That vague uneasy feeling is what Gendlin termed the ‘felt sense’ and as soon as it
interacted with a consciously held, accurate symbol – the cat, it shifted. The bodyheld knowledge had become cognitive, and the body no longer needed to hold it.
Many people will be able to relate to Focusing at this level. However, Gendlin’s
discovery was that much more deeply unconscious material is accessible, in an
analogous way.
Up to 15-20% people in Gendlin’s original research samples (many of whom were
not psychotherapeutic clients or psychologists) apparently Focus as a normal and
natural part of daily existence. The majority of others can be taught to Focus, and if
they persevere, can make this form of knowing a regular feature of their everyday
awareness. As with any skill, some people take to Focusing more easily than others.
The more strongly someone intellectualises, and tries to understand cognitively what
to do, the harder it is for them to relax and discover their own process.
BioSpiritual Focusing
Working with Rogers were two Jesuit priests and psychotherapists, Edwin McMahon
and Peter Campbell, who were researching the difference between healthy
spirituality or religion, and unhealthy, alienating or addictive forms. They developed
BioSpiritual Focusing, through seeking ways to support people for whom the felt shift
remains elusive. When the Focusers’ symbols miss connecting with any bodily
sense, they termed it ‘process-skipping’. Process-skipping is a particular feature of
addictions; an article in BioSpirituality relates Focusing to the twelve steps of
Alcoholics Anonymous (Brightwell, 2001 appendix 10).
They noticed that when regular Focusers do not process-skip they seem more often
to enjoy experiences of grace. Ed McMahon (1991a, p 1) wrote, “ When I’m surprised
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by grace, like the gift that can come through Focusing, I seem to catch a glimpse of
another world. It’s a world where I’m not in control, but a greater Mystery happens
within me.” Through their detailed research on the transcendent gift, or “graced”
quality to meaning in the body, McMahon and Campbell postulated that as we listen
to ourselves in a Focusing way, we are allowing ourselves (in the sense of individual
life-story) to be held within the universal or spiritual life force itself.
They widened Focusing to emphasise this grace dimension and called the synthesis
BioSpiritual Focusing (Campbell & McMahon, 1985, 1997). As gift, it cannot be willed
or controlled, but a well-developed sense of Caring Feeling Presence helps create a
favourable inner climate.
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Caring Feeling Presence
To help the Focuser learn the difference between process-skipping and forward
moving Focusing, McMahon and Campbell introduced a number of adaptations to
Gendlin’s steps, including CFP (McMahon, 1993, Ch. 7). CFP encompasses Rogers’
unconditional positive regard, and attitudes of compassion, altruism and empathy.
CFP is a concept that means different things to different people - even experienced
teachers. For some it is a quality rooted within the physical/ cognitive/ emotional
repertoire of the individual; for others it is spiritual: it comes through the individual,
but arises somewhere beyond them, from the mystery of the life force, or the sacred
realms.
In BsF, when the process seems to have become stuck, or a sensation in the body
seems too painful or uncomfortable to stay with, the Focuser invites CFP to be with
the felt sense. The attitude is not one of trying to change, fix or distract from it, but
simply to be there as an internally felt support to the process. “Caring Feeling
Presence is not pushing to fix a feeling. It is sitting down beside that feeling with a
genuine desire to listen, to accompany, to journey the extra mile, with whatever
needs to be heard inside yourself. The inside texture of such body-presence is not
one of ‘setting things straight.’ It is an open presence, one where your body carries
neither felt expectations nor agenda” (Campbell & McMahon, 1991, p4). When this
alongside state is achieved, the discomfort often seems to melt into the process,
which is then able again to move forward.
In an email Kate received from Peter Campbell, he writes: “Both Ed and I feel that one of the major contributions which
BioSpiritual Focusing has made to Focusing, is the
introduction of Caring Feeling Presence (CFP)…CFP
opens the possibility of “a new kind of relationship” to
those places, memories, and feelings inside ourselves
which we usually hold at arms length, run away from, or
otherwise seek to “numb” their power over us…CFP is a
way of befriending an alienated part of myself--because
that’s what these places/feelings are.”
Focused Listening
When someone who is not a natural Focuser starts learning it, they usually learn with
a Focusing Companion (McMahon, 1991b) listening to them in a particular empathic
way, which Afford (1998, p29) called ‘experiential listening’ and Kate teaches as
Focused listening.
The Listener’s task is to help the Focuser move away from their usual cognitive habit
of analysing their internally felt experience, by reflecting and accentuating back to the
Focuser the hints they give of aware connection with their felt sense. Each step of
the Focusing process has potential traps for the novice Focuser. It is only too easy to
revert to habitual patterns of thinking. Whereas a person may have a large number of
purely cognitive thoughts in half a minute, they are most unlikely to have more than
one or at most two felt senses develop in that time – except in the special case of
experiencing a felt shift.
A listener, being one step removed from the immediacy of the process, can notice
this, both from the Focuser’s description and from the speed at which the process
occurs. Thus they are in a better position to notice the quality of the process, help the
Focuser slow down, and guide them more deeply into their bodily felt meaning. The
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experienced listener has a wide range of appropriate responses, which broadly fall
into two categories. They are either reflections of the content of the felt sense with a
hint towards the felt edge, the direction in which the next movement will come
(Afford, 1998), or suggestions offered to test against the felt sense for the purpose of
finding its edge.
The companion can only do this by letting go of any predetermination as to what will
or should come next in the Focuser’s process, by being open and accepting of each
movement.
Language and silence
One of the greatest human abilities is language; but it comes at a price. It enables us
to be in contact at many levels, with much greater freedom, and adds texture and
richness to every experience. It also irrevocably changes the landscape of our inner
life.
Focusing enables the practitioner to connect with their pre-symbolic experience; the
felt shift comes when appropriate symbols interact accurately with the meaning held
in the body. These symbols can be words, or something else. At key points in their
Focusing process, Focusers often lapse into silence, and find words inadequate to
express their internal experience.
Because the unique details are internal, there is as yet only minimal shared
vocabulary for the Focusing experience; because it isn’t logical or rational the
vocabulary of the outer world cannot easily be adapted.
The first two stanzas of Sri Aurobindo’s poem ‘Silence is All’ (Vardey, 1995, p 393)
express something of this.
Silence is all, say the sages.
Silence watches the work of the ages;
In the book of Silence the cosmic Scribe
has written his cosmic pages;
Silence is all, say the sages.
What then of the word, O speaker?
What then of the thought, O thinker?
Thought is the wine of the soul and the word is the beaker;
Life is the banquet-table – the soul of the sage is the drinker.

Source of caring feeling presence
One of the founding fathers of the humanistic movement, Maslow studied the peak
experience (Moss, 1999). Clarkson (1995) also writes of “the human capacity to
experience the sublime, the awesome, the peak experience or oceanic dimension”,
commenting “that this is a capacity that all human beings can enjoy and grow from”.
Perhaps CFP is such a peak experience. Kate has developed a way listening to the
Focuser so that they can focus attention on CFP itself; this can enable people to find
such peak experience more easily than through some other practices. Just as cocounselling (Heron, 1992) can give easy access to a form of counselling, so too
could Focusing partnerships facilitate contact with CFP.
As a research subject commented,
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“I think the thing about… CFP that draws me to Focusing is that it is
the first practical way that I've ever met of loving myself or learning to
love myself or moving towards loving myself. I have never before had
any way of doing it and this CFP is how I do it.”
For those who might believe that CFP is the presence of God, Bio Spiritual Focusing
on Caring Feeling Presence itself can be a way of increasing the likelihood of having
experiences of Grace (or whatever term is used within their own tradition to express
transcendent spiritual experience).
Spirit in Organisational Life
A popular science book from the 1940’s (Hogben 1944) has a wry chapter title: “The
Last Resting Place of Spirits”. A convinced materialist, Hogben tells how scientific
analysis steadily clears away the ground inhabited by spirits; the last resting place is
“spirit of alcohol”, now explained as complex carbon formulae. So are spirit and
spirituality just words to cover areas we don’t yet understand, mysterious forces we
have failed to explain? Vincent, in his research (Guy 1996) sought an impression of
the elements and combinations that make up the spiritual experience in
organisational life. What kind of work experiences and feelings do people find
spiritual? Vincent interviewed a number of corporate executives from several
nationalities in Europe and Asia. The results are condensed in the following mindmap:

Following a phenomenological approach (Moustakas 1994), the four main branches
of the mind-map represent the essence of the findings as a whole; the sub-branches
point back to the detail of the interviews.
We offer this not as a formula but a sketch map of the spiritual in these organisations.
In particular, it is worth noting that Listening branches out of Team; Focused
Listening would find a place on both the Team and Mystery branches; Caring Feeling
Presence would link to Faith.
In this paper we have given an outline of the Focusing technique and its history and
explained how BioSpiritual Focusing has grown from it. We have given some
impression of the nature of Caring Feeling Presence and its part in BsF. Finally,
we’ve touched on the nature of the spiritual in organisations and the role of listening
within it. Our workshop will offer opportunities to explore these themes and to
experience some of them in person.
Copyright Kate Brightwell and Vincent Guy 2002
Kate Brightwell Tel. 44 (0)1923 283484 Email katebright@aol.com
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Paper 2
Being Magnificent - Bringing our whole selves to work.
An enquiry into the transformation of consciousness.
© Rose Diamond
Last year I began an enquiry into the nature of the transformation of consciousness.
The questions I am posing are what is meant by personal transformation? How is it
different from personal development? Assuming that there are ascending levels of
consciousness, what distinguishes these levels? How does an individual move into a
higher level of consciousness and become stabilised there? How can I facilitate this
process in my self and for others?
I imagine that I will pursue this enquiry for the rest of my life. My intention here, in
beginning this exploration, is to stimulate thought and discovery rather than find
definitive answers. I will also share an experiment I created as a first step in
facilitating the transformational process.
I bring to this enquiry thirty years study of the creative process; twenty years
experience of personal and professional development working as a gestalt therapist,
group leader, trainer and coach; and ten years of spiritual practice. As a group
participant and leader I have frequently experienced expanded states of
consciousness and “peak experiences”112 yet expansion has been followed by
contraction; enlightenment by confusion and despair. In my experience to sustain
expanded consciousness, the hothouse atmosphere of the group environment has
to be followed by the daily discipline of spiritual practice.
Enlightenment does exist. It is possible to awaken. Unbounded
freedom and joy, oneness with the Divine, awakening into a state of
timeless grace - these experiences are more common than you know,
and not far away. There is one further truth however: they don’t last.
Our realisations and awakening show us the reality of the world, and
they bring transformation, but they pass. 113
What is personal transformation?
Awakening, self actualisation, enlightenment - these are some ways to describe the
upward movement into higher states of consciousness. I imagine a spiral of
becoming, unfolding into more subtle and inclusive states of conscious awareness.
Conscious evolution is activated when, through the power of intention, we choose to
hasten this upward movement in service to humanity.
Transitions into new levels of consciousness are characterised by a perceptual
(paradigm) shift accompanied by an energetic shift. Polarities, conflicts and crises
are embraced and transcended as the whole system - physical, emotional, mental,
spiritual - takes a quantum leap into a more unified whole. Perception reorganises;
thinking becomes more systemic, synthesising hitherto disparate information into
more inclusive conceptual wholes; the emotional body simultaneously re-patterns
and physical experience becomes more flowing. Some of the qualities that emerge
from higher levels of consciousness are: clarity, concentration, economy, inclusion,
112
113
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connection, synergy, freedom, commitment, tolerance, creative indifference, well
being, grace, ecstasy.
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Stages of consciousness:
The stages of ego development or personal growth have been well documented by
developmental psychologists. As part of the humanistic tradition, Abraham Maslow
named the pinnacle of the hierarchy of human needs self actualisation114 . C.J.
Jung referred to the same process as individuation. This is the goal of successful
psychotherapy; the end of the archetypal “journey of the hero.” Jenny Wade calls it
authentic consciousness.115
On reaching this stage of development the individual has become transparent - she
knows herself through and through and is able to make herself known to others. The
‘shadow’ or unacceptable aspects of the personality have mostly been brought into
conscious awareness and the ego, strong and flexible, has little need for
defensiveness. An authentic person has personal authority based on an ability to
discern, stand by and voice her own values. Rather than seeking reassurance from
external authorities she has the capacity to access her own inner knowing. She is
autonomous, self regulating and responsible; tolerant of herself, of others and of
uncertainty.
A person operating from authentic consciousness has a sense of purpose, meaning
and personal power but is not necessarily on a spiritual quest. However it is in
authentic consciousness that “peak experiences” may occur with increasing
frequency. These experiences provide a peek into a more spacious world and
embrace a larger understanding and deeper meaning of reality.
“If we carefully analyse the preconditions of the peak experience, we
find that it naturally occurs in moments of intense absorption - the
“joggers high”, the “zone” of many athletes, the mystical union
experienced by painters, composers, artists at the moment when,
through intense enjoyment or focus, all the subsidiary, random,
chaotic movements of the mind still and consciousness experiences
itself, one without a second.”.116
Peak experiences can become a strong motivating force, stimulating desire and
spiritual longing; the “juice” of creativity. When the desire for personal peace, joy and
freedom is combined with a recognition of crisis in the outer world, the motivation for
accelerated growth intensifies.
“One cannot stay on the summit forever. You have to come down
again…..One climbs and one sees, one descends and one sees no
longer, but one has seen. There is an art of conducting oneself…..by
the memory of what one saw higher up. When one no longer sees,
one can at least still know.”117
The strengthening of the ego in the authentic stage allows for surrendering of a
limited identity in the next stage Transcendent or Ascendant consciousness.
Here, peak or transcendent experiences, beckon the individual to search for higher
meaning through an exploration of inner space. This spiritual quest is accompanied
by a growing sense of purpose, meaning, direction and interconnection combined
114
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with a deepening experience of struggle with the “ancient fires” of personal and
collective resistance to change.118 The tools and understandings of psychotherapy
are no longer sufficient to uproot the deeply engrained, limiting patterns of mind and
emotion that are the legacy of our history and conditioning. A spiritual practice is
required.
Within the esoteric tradition, the stages of spiritual development or initiations mark
milestones of development and gateways into larger understandings of our essential
identity. 119The soul is in process towards right relationship with the personality and
its three garments - the physical, emotional and mental bodies. In the beginning
the soul has little control over physical sensations, emotional feelings and thoughts
but as we progress through the stages of initiation, the soul gains mastery and the
personality is increasingly infused with the soul’s wisdom.
From this perspective peak experiences can be seen as the first
experientialrealisations of the soul which can lead the seeker onto the probationary
path. The individual becomes preoccupied with recapturing the joy that has been
glimpsed and lost and is intent on purifying himself in order to be a fitter receptacle
for the soul. He may have a sense of being born- again as he struggles to find
words to express his subjective, unfamiliar and frequently “irrational” experience. This
can cause feelings of isolation, confusion, a sense of being lost or “crazy“. However,
over time, rationality is increasingly balanced by intuition or inner-knowing. The
personality, with its contradictory and self defeating thoughts, desires and beliefs,
settles down into its essential nature, the soul, and into a state of deeper relaxation,
silence and rest.
Each initiation poses challenges, creates crises of identity and meaning and exacts
sacrifices. In the first initiation the soul gains relative mastery over the physical body
and we become self regulating in our physical drives - for example, dropping
addictions. In the second initiation the soul takes dominion over the emotional body
and we are no longer overpowered and deluded by emotion. At the third we are freed
from the slavery of ideas; our beliefs about the nature of reality.
As the personality becomes more soul infused, time and space expand. The
development of consciousness is understood as a process evolving over many
lifetimes and death as a natural part of the cycle of becoming. Paradoxically, there is
no time to lose yet neither is there anywhere to go. In transcendent moments we
glimpse eternity and infinity and know that this is our true nature and it can only be
experienced here and now. It becomes increasingly apparent that divinity, authority
and liberation lie within and that these can be nurtured and strengthened through
devoted effort. With this understanding there is a growing sense of connectedness
and interconnectedness often accompanied by feelings of ecstasy. Gratitude and
generosity, unconditional love and compassion, heightened enjoyment of sensual
enjoyment, increasingly prevail. Releasing more and more limiting patterns of mind
and emotion and the suffering they bring, the individual is more able to be present,
spontaneous, unattached to outcomes and flowing with experience.
“ When the surface of the lake is still, it reflects the full moon above it
perfectly. When the water is troubled, the one moon appears as
many.Consciousness in the human identifies with what it sees. If the
118
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mind is filled with the incessant hammering of innumerable thought
streams, it is impossible for the mind to experience its peaceful
nature. Yet let the chattering of internal noise still even for a moment,
and the individual mind slips into….peak experience. This is a
radically different style of functioning of the nervous system; it is
characterised by internal silence, clarity, joy and perfect fluidity of
effective, life-supporting action. ” 120
The ultimate stage is unity consciousness (or the fifth initiation). Here, one moves
beyond desire, duality, attachment, self interest and even beyond identification with
the soul, to a complete identification with the Ground of Being. Through a process of
arduous effort, self discipline and suffering one has become a Master, a perfected
and liberated individual.
It all sounds very grand however in daily life enlightenment or awakened
consciousness is both more ordinary than we may suppose and more transitory:
“There is no state of enlightened retirement, no experience of
awakening that places us outside the truth of change. Everything
breathes and turns in its cycles. The moon, the stock market, our
hearts, the wheeling galaxies all expand and contract with the rhythm
of life. All spiritual life exists in an alternation of gain and loss,
pleasure and pain…….For almost everyone who practices, cycles of
awakening and openness are followed by periods of fear and
contraction. Times of profound peace and newfound love are
overtaken by periods of loss, by closing up, fear, or the discovery of
betrayal, only to be followed again by equanimity or joy. In mysterious
ways the heart reveals itself to be like a flower that opens and closes.
This is our nature.” 121
The process of awakening consciousness does not arise from a desire to change
who we are but rather from a willingness to be with the truth of who we are and
accept all of who we are in a loving embrace.
“In many ways the spiritual transformation of the past decades is
different than I had imagined. I’m still the same quirky person, with
much the same style and ways of being. So that on the outside I’m not
that amazingly transformed, enlightened person I first hoped to
become. But there’s a big transformation inside. Years of working with
my feelings and family patterns and temper have softened the way I
hold them all. In the struggle to know and deeply accept my life, it has
been transformed and my love has grown larger…..I’ve got the old
stuff there, yet it doesn’t limit me like before. I’m the same, yet now I’m
free to move about, even to fly.”122
Some conclusions about the nature of personal transformation:
1. Personal transformation occurs as a result of awakening consciousness and can
be understood as a shift from one level of consciousness to a higher level. A
distinct level of consciousness is different from an altered state and has
identifiable subjective and physiological features.
120
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2. Consciousness is a flowering of the soul, characterised by expansiveness, love
and wisdom, knowledge and sacrifice.
3. The movement into greater awakening is inspired by the spontaneous arising of
the soul in “peak experiences”. These open the doors of perception and lead to
larger understandings of identity, meaning and reality.
4. Consciousness evolves as the soul gains dominion over the personality and
infuses it with its wisdom. To stabilise consciousness at a new and higher level
peak experiences must be followed by the detailed disciplined work of self study
combined with tools for mastering the physical, emotional and mental bodies. The
magical process of upward movement stimulates the “ancient fires” or ingrained
resistances both within the individual and from the environment. These must be
contained and worked through until their energy is integrated.
5. Evolving consciousness, like breathing or birthing, is a process of expansion and
contraction.
6. Transitions from one level of consciousness to another usually involve a crisis of
identity and meaning, often accompanied by a “dark night of the soul” as aspects
of the old limited identity and paradigm are surrendered.
7. Polarisations, for example in the emotional body between desire and fear are
experienced, accepted, transcended and transmuted. As the energy contained in
the polarisation is released a sudden re-orientation of figure/ground catalyses a
profound shift of meaning and experience and a simultaneous lightening of
energy.
8. In higher consciousness greater complexity is integrated into more unified wholes
(i.e. expressed with increased simplicity) resulting in increased synergy, freedom
and creativity.
9. The goal and result of spiritual development is service to humanity.
An experiment in transforming consciousness: “Magnificent Women:
awakening our highest potential”.
Intention: This was my first step in designing and running a short course in
workshop format with the specific intention of catalysing a leap into a higher level of
consciousness which could be sustained over time. I wanted to create something
that would support myself and other women over the threshold into a more enlarged
life of our choice.
Hypothesis: My co-worker, Brook Weatherwell, and I identified some key powers
inherent in the transformative process. These are: intention; vision; creative
tension; containment; commitment; awareness. We intended to evoke and
embody these powers, combining them with skills for working with the emerging
process and tools for mastering the physical, emotional and mental bodies. We
imagined that this would result in a leap into accelerated growth and greater well
being.
Form: We created a four day course, one day a month over four months aimed at
women who were “ready to fly“.
Vision: We used the concept of the Magnificent Woman as a tool for envisioning our
highest potential. Barbara Marx Hubbard calls this the “higher self portrait”123. We
based the self portrait on felt memories of peak experiences. In this way we
connected with the Magnificent One already existing within us.
123
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Creative tension: The idea of holding a creative tension between polarities is central
to many theories of creative manifestation. ( See for example the esoteric text “White
Magic” by Alice Bailey124. or more simply, Robert Fritz “The path of least
resistance.”125) By experiencing, for example, desire and resistance and holding the
tension between them, the energy inherent in the tension will eventually trigger the
desired transformation, provided the intention is clear and the emotional content
neither too much nor too little. For us, the higher self portrait of the Magnificent
Woman formed one pole and at the other we invoked the Shadow - those limiting
aspects of ourselves that needed to be brought into awareness and accepted. By
stretching to embrace both the Magnificent One and the Limited One and include
them in our identity, we expected to move into a new Wholeness. We were working
on the understanding of the paradoxical nature of change in which change does not
come through will alone but by clear-sighted and open hearted acceptance of who
we are now.
Commitment: By invoking the Shadow self we knew that we would probably feel
worse before feeling better. Ultimate success could only be achieved by sitting with
our limitations and experiencing our feelings of grief and frustration as we worked
through our blocks. Commitment to the process was essential and, after the first
session, we asked participants to commit to the remaining three months of the
course. The commitment was to their own goals, to doing the personal work
involved in the process of change, to staying the course and to the group process.
Containment: The container is the alchemical vessel in which the transformation can
“cook”. Our container was provided by the timing of the course - meeting once every
month gave plenty of time for experience, reflection and personal process; by the
establishment of a group culture with norms such as sharing, respectful listening,
willingness to “work” and be vulnerable and by the transparency and skills of the
group leaders.
Awareness of process: The first part of every group session was devoted to a
“check in”, using the equivalent of a talking stick, in which we were each free to talk
uninterrupted about our previous month’s experience.
Afterwards Brook and I
facilitated awareness of the emerging themes and process. We are both trained
process workers -my expertise is in gestalt therapy and Brook’s in psychodrama. We
also offered a range of experiential activities including guided awareness processes.
Tools for mastery: Each session was organised around a theme which emphasised
the physical, emotional or mental body. We took care with the experiential activities
to combine all three aspects. For example, imagination was grounded through
kinaesthetic activity, followed by sharing of emotional material. We also suggested
experiments and practices for each individual between sessions. Our emphasis
throughout was on bringing limiting emotional and mental patterns to awareness,
experiencing them, expressing affect where necessary and allowing new choices and
experiments to emerge.
Results:
I will discuss my own process briefly. I saw myself as a participant as much as a
124
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leader and viewed the course as a catalyst to propel me into greater consciousness
and a more expanded life. We started the course in May 2001, the beginning of
winter in New Zealand. Winter for me is a time for returning to the roots of being for
renewal; for descending to the goddess, stripping away illusions, staring into my own
eyes and saying “so what is the meaning and purpose of my life?”. It’s a time for
sitting with limitations and working through grief; surrendering the outworn parts of
my personality to a larger design. It’s the death part of the life/death/life cycle. (See
S.B. Perera’s brilliant book “Descent to the Goddess” 126)
Last winter was particularly taxing. My descent began the week after our first
workshop so our invocation of the Shadow worked quickly for me. I knew I wanted to
change and was clear about the changes I wanted to make. Yet I sat for four months
with the fear that I wasn’t capable of being the person I longed to be. All my
limitations rose up to be examined; my self limiting patterns of thought and behaviour
were writ large; I felt my fear and frustration acutely. My will got me through daily
duties but when it came to effecting changes I felt powerless. I couldn’t push through
my fear through an act of will, I could only sit still and empty handed before the
unknown, learning to trust. As I witnessed my process, I nurtured myself as best I
could, using all the tools at my disposal to support myself. Of course my sense of
powerlessness was particularly difficult to bear given that I was professing to hold the
secrets of magnificence!
Spring arrived and September 11th brought me face to face with mortality and the
fragility of our world in a shocking and dramatic way. It was a wake up call which
precipitated me into the process of accelerated growth I had been awaiting. I was
privileged to be teaching that week and was able to sit with groups of mature
students while we processed our shock, grief and fear. The struggle to understand
and hold together all the contradictions in our emotional responses stretched our
minds and hearts. Miraculously, we transformed our terror into hope and
compassion, deepened our humanity and became a community. The tragedy
focussed for me the necessity for each one of us to respectfully listen to each other.
I realised, not as a thought but as an inner knowing, that world peace has to start
with me - within myself, within my family, wherever and with whomever I happen to
be.
I had entered a new paradigm; I was holding together larger contradictions than
before and with greater tolerance. I experienced this as a lightness of being, a
dropping of defensiveness, a less judgemental attitude, an ability to be more present,
focussed and clear. I became more centred and at peace, more appreciative, alive
and flowing. These changes have continued over the last nine months through
further unexpected events. My more expanded state of consciousness is not
constant and I have to work at it every day but I am more awake. experiment in
transformative process, Magnificent Women, supported and focussed my growth
and learning. As such I regard it as a successful experiment and a small evolutionary
step.
Rose Diamond, June 2002.My
Rose lives in Nelson, New Zealand and is currently staying in England. Email:
rosediamond@ukonline.co.uk
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Paper 3
AWAKENING CONSCIOUSNESS
Altazar Rossiter & Riona Aiken
Workshop Experience
All Awakening Consciousness workshops are fully interactive and experiential.
Seated informally in a circle, we begin with music designed to soothe, relax, uplift
and inspire - assisting participants to settle and to contemplate themselves inwardly.
Then on a slightly more formal level we make a brief statement of intent, inviting the
higher intelligence of all present to collaborate with us. When the group focus and
intent is harnessed in this manner, it creates a very special and highly charged
atmosphere where extraordinary things can happen. This work is based on the
principle that there is an organic or higher intelligence that guides the development of
each workshop according to the needs of the participants present. As a result every
session that we hold is different and unfolds in its own distinct way. The foundation
stone for all events is that a warm and nurturing environment is created where
everyone is welcomed for their own uniqueness and encouraged to share their own
feelings, intuition and wisdom.
The group starts with each participant sharing their name and how they are feeling in
that moment. This brings the focus firmly into the here-and-now, and acknowledges
each individual’s presence and unique experience. We instruct everyone to pay
special attention to all the subtle feelings going on inside them, and invite people to
share whatever is pressing into their consciousness. All of us have access to our
own higher intelligence (inner wisdom, intuition, instinct - it is known by many names)
which, if listened to, will lead towards growth, expansion and the fulfilment of
potential. One of the major obstacles that prevents people from listening to and
following their inner wisdom is the emotional debris of their past. It is ironic that by
using just this intelligence it is possible to access and release those same emotional
blockages, bypassing mental defences to get to the root of an issue within minutes.
In the workshops that we facilitate we seek to hold a space where the higher
intelligence of each person is heightened and amplified, so that it can ‘get through’
the mundane busyness and internal clamour to deliver its unique message of
wisdom.
As this intelligence is accessed in many different ways for each person, we
encourage participants to pay close attention to their inner sensations. Tension,
tightness or discomfort in the body; a surge of emotion and strong feeling; a memory,
vision or powerful thought - all of these can be gateways to deeper issues. Some of
these can indicate unresolved emotions, or a hidden desire to live life more fully and
express authentically in the world, and some may reveal where you are living in ways
that are out of integrity with yourself. All of these answers unfold in the moment, with
none of us, not even ourselves as facilitators, knowing where the signs will lead us
next. It is only when we each allow ourselves to go beyond what we think we know
that true insight can appear.
The method we use for gaining these answers is a form of dialogue with the inner
self. This includes the inner shadow (buried feelings, blocked emotions, fears) as
well as inner wisdom. We facilitate this dialogue using our own intuitive and
sensitive abilities, feeling in the moment what words are most appropriate, as well as
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using some standard forms of dialogue that we have learned and developed. Our
intent for the workshop is to give all participants an opportunity to work collectively,
and for an individual focus to be available to anyone who wishes. Experience shows
that individual issues are very often valid for most of the group. So anything that
occurs generally has a collective resonance, and always serves to demonstrate the
process of accessing our higher intelligence, providing a wider understanding.
Theoretical Model
This work, as we have learned it and practice it, is entirely experiential, intuitive and
feeling-based, and therefore does not lend itself easily to a theoretical model. It is
founded on going beyond the limits of what can be known with the rational mind, and
is also capable of bypassing the mental defence structures that are often used to
control and suppress deeper levels of feeling. However we do utilise an eclectic and
wide range of structured processes which we have evolved through our years of
practice. We have identified the following primary assumptions:
1. Most human beings are operating at something less than their full potential.
2. All humans are much more than what has so far been perceived empirically.
3. So far, our minds have been unable to supply all the solutions to the questions we
have about ourselves, or the frequently recurring difficulties that, individually and
as a species, we find ourselves confronted with.
4. There is another, clearer, organic intelligence that can operate through us which
does have the solutions, if we can overcome the mental defence strategies and
emotional debris that block this.
5. There is nothing actually wrong with anyone.
Both of us have engaged in academic research - Altazar holds a doctorate in
Psychoanalysis and Linguistic Theory, and Riona has a degree in Sociology and
Philosophy with some postgraduate research in the field of World Development. Our
separate personal experience brought home to us to the limits of theory as a
transformational force, both for the individual and for society. Theoretical models
tend to be created from a process of analysis. There is nothing wrong with this per
se, as both models and analysis are very helpful to our understanding. However, no
matter how much we analyse situations to resolve them into their component parts,
examination of those parts will not reveal the underlying dynamic relationship, and reassembly of those parts will only provide us with static facsimiles. Some ineffable
quality is always lost. It is just like dissecting a butterfly and trying to make it work
again when you put it back together - it cannot be done no matter how skilfully the
parts are assembled.
So how do you go beyond the limits of the rational mind on any sustained basis?
Many people have experienced flashes of inspiration or intuitive knowing on an
intermittent basis in their lives. Most can identify at least one experience where they
knew something that could not be explained rationally, which was entirely accurate
nonetheless. To encourage more of this kind of knowing our basic method is to set
up a situation that the mind is unfamiliar with, where there is minimal structure and no
specific agenda. This creates a space, an opening, for a higher form of intelligence
than the rational mind to operate. The opening is amplified significantly if a clear
statement of intent is given to connect and cooperate with this higher intelligence.
Even when these basic structures are in place, it is still easy for the rational mind to
interfere by analysing, trying to figure it all out, and wanting to stay in control. These
mental defence strategies are usually triggered by fear of the unknown, but can also
be a direct response to fear of allowing the irrational, emotional aspect of the self to
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have a voice. Humanity - and western civilisation in particular - has long held a
deeply rooted suspicion and mistrust of what has been defined as irrational and
emotional, often with understandable cause. The unconscious desires identified by
Freud and Jung (and before them by philosophers and sages of all eras) often had
primitive and animalistic qualities which needed to be suppressed and controlled,
either by the individual themselves or by the ruling society. The savagery of mob rule
in the middle ages and the manipulation of the basic desires and fears of the masses
by Hitler and other dictators have only added to this deep mistrust of humanity’s
hidden shadow. The modern fields of public relations, marketing and advertising are
based on channelling these fears and desires into ‘safer’, more ‘civilised’ and more
profitable areas - turning the unpredictable citizen into the passive consumer. But
the shadow is still there.
However, these scary subliminal areas can be tapped into and used as a source for
transformation, empowerment and action, rather than remain a destructive and
reactive force that needs to be suppressed. This requires trust in an expanded view
of human nature and an understanding of where those fears and reactive tendencies
come from. The psychological research and experience of the modern age has
furnished us with a much clearer understanding of the effects of trauma on the
human being. The trauma of war, childhood abuse - even the effect of a critical
teacher - is now widely accepted as a real and important phenomenon. The vast
majority of fears and irrational reactions stem from trauma. This trauma can be
personal, familial, ancestral or cultural. We adopt the irrational fears of our parents
and cultures just as we adopt their language and values. The fact that this transfer
occurs on a subliminal level does not make it any less real.
In order to reverse and rectify this systematic passing on of unconscious trauma
each person needs to consciously examine what they carry within them. The more
uncomfortable and unpleasant aspects of what each person carries often reveal
themselves at times of stress, when behaviour standards can fall far below personal
ideals. These situations are useful opportunities for those who are seeking to live
consciously and evolve beyond their inheritance and past experience, as they give a
clear indication of what is being carried.
Many of the psychological and
psychotherapeutic models that have evolved in recent times seek to address some of
these areas. What we have found however, is that when you work with a more
organic intelligence it is possible to go beyond the limitations of the rational mind to
achieve more effective and much deeper results.
In practice this involves going with the process and trusting in the moment that the
next step will reveal itself, rather than trying to figure out exactly what is happening
and where it needs to go next. This can be quite challenging to the intellect, but it is
very important in building trust in our own inner voice, which will have been
overridden by the rational mind on many occasions. Through the education system
and prevailing culture that we live in, we have learned to try to know everything
through the mind, to try find the rational explanation behind everything that forms a
part of our reality. This is a mental control strategy that insists that what is known
through any means outside the scope of the reasoning mind is nonsense, or of little
value. The effect of this is to hold us locked into what the mind thinks it knows,
quietly and unconsciously keeping us from going beyond it.
Another method of accessing the wisdom of organic intelligence is to observe
external events as well as internal feelings. The group process, like the process of
life, is in fact mimetic in that is it is a physical external demonstration of the inner
dynamics of our individual and collective process. This can manifest through
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polarisation and conflict - where we are split internally we split externally - judgement
and tension. When these feelings or situations surface they feel very uncomfortable,
but they are always showing us some internal reaction, dysfunction or trauma. A
typical response is to try to avoid, control, or escape from these situations, and this is
what we often do in our everyday realities. However, if we stay present with
whatever is surfacing, dialoguing with it intuitively and metaphysically it is possible to
release and transform it so that the same reaction does not have to be experienced
again. This often takes courage, but it’s worth it. Working through these situations
with a transformative spiritual approach demands that we surrender many of our old
models and our control strategies - these actually become redundant - and that we
allow ourselves to open up to the possibility that we may have something to address.
Appraisal and Benefits
So, how can all of this be applied in a useful way to people in everyday work and
learning situations? There are two major areas of benefit, and many other spinoffs,
to be gained from engaging with this work. The first is that it enables you to build
more effective interpersonal relationships with those around you, and the second lies
in how it teaches you to trust your instincts more in every situation. Both of these are
highly useful skills in building a successful personal and professional life, but they are
generally areas that most disciplines and training courses leave untouched.
In terms of interpersonal relationships, as you develop a greater understanding and
appreciation of your own sensitivity and inner feelings, you also enhance your
sensitivity towards those around you. Everyone is aware of the off-putting effect of
an insensitive salesperson, and the importance of appropriate client care in
maintaining a healthy business. The ability to build real and communicative
relationships and to manage all kinds of people with ease enriches your business,
community and personal life. These skills are invaluable whether you are a boss,
manager, team leader, employee, salesperson, teacher or parent.
An example of this comes from Sarah, who experienced an uncharacteristic outburst
of anger towards a colleague over some minor work incident. The colleague had
given away some piece of company equipment to an employee that was leaving, and
this triggered an unprecedented level of anger in Sarah. She understood that there
had to be something else behind the intensity of what she was feeling, and wished to
resolve it as it was interfering in her working relationships. Working with higher
intelligence, Sarah identified an unresolved sense of loss around losing her mother
as a child, and as she came to terms with this the anger at the more minor sense of
loss quickly melted away. She was still able to express her views on the proper use
of company equipment, but in a more appropriate manner.
This is typical of how an incident from the past, one that had already been addressed
through conventional counselling, can still unconsciously inform our actions. Another
area where this work is extremely effective is in bringing a clear sense of detachment
to challenging relationships. Those you find difficult may or may not change their
behaviour in any way, but personal difficulties with them can be resolved. Whatever
causes the inner personal reaction can be addressed, without the need for any
contact with the other party. Interpersonal relationships visibly transform as a
consequence of addressing their co-dependent hooks, with the assistance of spiritual
intelligence.
This was the case for John - a newly appointed supervisor who was experiencing
severe irritation in relation to one of the members of his team. The team-member
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was very insecure and constantly asking for guidance in her work, despite being the
longest serving member of staff. John found this draining, as he was incessantly
having to direct and re-assure his team member, who was always very distressed. A
little exploration revealed that John had experienced as a child that when people are
distressed they can become angry and dangerous. So he had adopted the role of
trying to make sure that those around him didn’t have to feel the full intensity of their
own feelings, simply to keep himself safe. This was a pattern rooted in his own
sense of insecurity. Once it was identified and released he was able to shift his
perspective in relation to his team member, and allow her to have her own feelings.
She was still insecure in herself, but he was no longer draining himself by trying to
rescue her.
The more you clear out obsolete behaviour patterns and residual emotional trauma
the more you are able to engage with the greater intelligence of who you are. Your
intuition becomes stronger, and you are able to follow its guidance with less
interference from the mind. You then learn to allow your guidance to take you in
other directions so that you become an innovator (innervator), rather than a follower.
Learning to trust your instincts at work is a key factor in successful decision making.
All great leaders and successful business men and women everywhere understand
the importance of instinctive response to choice. Weighing up the facts and figures
sometimes produces a straightforward answer, but often things are not so black and
white. Learning to listen to and trust inner feelings and gut reactions provides a level
of conviction in decision making that no list of pros and cons will ever give you.
The other general effects of this work are that people become more comfortable in
their bodies, at ease with their feelings, and trust themselves more. They are able to
act with greater confidence and relate to the world more easily, yet without the need
to indulge in elitism; nor do they need to align themselves with hierarchical structures
to support their self-belief. Many of our clients find that they can let go of their
resentments, and allow dependancies on distractions, comforts and addictions - such
as alcohol, tobacco, recreational drugs, sex, spending money, obsessive and
escapist hobbies - to simply fall away.
This work is concerned with integrating your higher intelligence into every aspect of
yourself - physically, emotionally and mentally.
We also use the title
Consciousness Training for it, because that is its essence - training your
consciousness to expand into new areas. It is about embracing life with conscious
awareness of the subliminal levels that affect you, both the hidden shadows and the
inner wisdom that subtly control or guide you. It is a journey that is always evolving,
because you never know where the next step will lead. But the effects outlined here
are organic, pervasive and permanent. As you bring yourself into balance you simply
function better as a human being. You also have a subtle effect on those around
you. This offers the potential to transform every aspect of your life.
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Paper 4
MAPPING TRANSFORMATIVE LEARNING: A NEUROLINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING PERSPECTIVE
© Paul Tosey and Jane Mathison 2002
Human Potential Research Group, School of Educational Studies, University of
Surrey
Paper presented at `Living Spirit: New Dimensions in Work and Learning’,
conference at the University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7XH
E-mail address for contact: P.Tosey@surrey.ac.uk
Introduction
In this paper I explore a possible way of perceiving and framing `transformative
learning’127.
I discuss definitions later. For me, transformative learning refers to a process of
reaching a kind of renewed, deeper awareness, a reconfigured and reintegrated
world view. I `know’ this process both as a person/learner and as a facilitator; my
experience is of it happening through a sustained period of reflection (typically over
months, or longer), from which new understandings emerge and crystallise.
Yet I don’t know fully what this process is, or what it is called (or whether it needs a
name – perhaps that is my need). I am clear that it is experienced as valuable by
`clients’, and that it involves learning; yet it seems unlike most of what I read about in
literature about learning. It is not psychotherapy, though I have experienced this kind
of learning as a client in psychotherapy. I have experienced it too in contexts that are
labelled coaching; education (in self-directed adult learning contexts); and research.
So to begin with at least, it makes sense to me to call it `transformative learning’. In
my experience the process and its products are real, meaningful and moving. It
represents one of the most satisfying aspects of my work. It is also elusive, hard to
pinpoint or capture sufficiently well to communicate with others.
My aim in this paper is to abstract and propose a range of characteristics of
transformative learning from literature and from a number of case studies. I look at
how my understanding compares with other definitions of, or perspectives on, the
same concept. For analysis of the main case, I use a framework with which I am very
familiar, that of Neuro-linguistic Programming (NLP), to identify possible dimensions
of transformative learning. This makes use of NLP’s (original) role as a methodology,
a way of inquiring into and coding `subjective experience’, and not as a `technology
for change’. I intend to end up with a tentative model of the type of transformative
learning process I have experienced.
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What is `Transformative Learning’?
I quite like a succinct description of transformative learning as learning which
changes the person. However, as a colleague has pointed out, in a sense all learning
is potentially transformative. Reading a poem, a new skill learnt, an encounter with a
tutor, all these hold the potential for a transformative experience; yet none is
necessarily transformative.
This is a helpful reminder that transformative learning is not some different, elite kind
of learning, superior to (say) behavioural or cognitive learning. Nor is it the case that
transformative learning requires a special kind of experience or `input’, different from
other learning. It seems more that experience is processed differently, or that
additional, deeper value is gained from that experience.
This also helps me advocate the need for a transformative perspective in an age
when the formal education system seems obsessed with defining learning outcomes,
and prescribing and predicting the `outputs’ of education. The `difficulty’ with
transformative learning, as I see it, is that it cannot be prescribed or engineered. I do
not see how it could be standardised, because while you might find an experience
transformative, I might take the same experience on quite a different level. The risk,
then, is that because transformative learning cannot be standardised and controlled it
is left out of the curriculum altogether, and discounted. This, in my view, is a real and
significant risk in higher education today.
So, what about definitions? `Learning’ is itself a complex and problematic concept.
Broadly I conceive of learning as:
`the way in which individuals or groups acquire, interpret, reorganize, change or
assimilate a related cluster of information, skills and feelings. It is also primary to the
way in which people construct meaning in their personal and shared organizational
lives‘. (Marsick and Watkins 1989 p.4)
Thus I regard `learning’ as:
•

•
•
•

definable phenomenologically by the person; such that learning is an aspect of
the participant’s subjective world, relational to some specified context (such as an
individuals’ career, or biography, or some organisational setting) rather than
abstract and existing in some objective sense
constructed and intersubjective (`learning’ exists when it is framed through
reflection and dialogue, not a priori)
holistic, in the sense of embracing experiential, presentational and practical as
well as propositional forms of knowledge according to the `extended
epistemology’ described by Heron (1989 p.13)
including `situated learning’ (Lave and Wenger 1991), in the sense that significant
learning is assumed to concern participation in the relevant social context or
`community of practice’.

So, what is transformative learning? According to Dirkx (2000), there are two main
strands of theory. One strand comes from American educator Jack Mezirow, building
on the work of Habermas. This strand emphasises transformation as a qualitative
change of cognitive perspective, hence Mezirow’s concept of `perspective
transformation’, which:
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`Can occur either through an accretion of transformed meaning schemes
resulting from a series of dilemmas or in response to an externally imposed
epochal dilemma such as death, illness, separation or divorce, children
leaving home, being passed over for promotion or gaining a promotion, failing
an important examination, or retirement’ (Mezirow 1991 p. 168).
Mezirow suggests that transformative learning is relatively rare. There is an
emphasis on a capacity to interpret and understand experience, and on developing
autonomous thinking. Key sources are Mezirow (1991), Cranton (1996, 1997), and
Imel (1998), who operate primarily in the context of adult education.
A second strand is labelled by Dirx (2000) as `mytho-poetic’. Dirx refers particularly
to the Jungian approach of Boyd (1991) and others (the Jungian perspective is not
essential to the mytho-poetic strand). This is characterised by the metaphor of a
`journey’, and by an interest in a symbolic dimension of learning.
The Transformative Learning Centre (TLC) at the Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education defines transformative learning as follows:
`Transformative learning involves experiencing a deep, structural shift in basic
premises of thought, feelings, and actions. It is a shift of consciousness that
dramatically and permanently alters our way of being in the world. Such a shift
involves our understanding of ourselves and our self-locations; our relationships with
other humans and with the natural world; our understanding of relations of power in
interlocking structures of class, race and gender; our body awarenesses; our visions
of alternative approaches to living; and our sense of possibilities for social justice and
peace and personal joy.’128
This definition begins to suggest the types of shift by which we might expect to
identify `transformative learning’.
A different, if complementary emphasis is found in the concept of `transformational
learning’, as discussed by Chris Bache of the Institute of Noetic Sciences129. Bache
refers to: `precious moments of self-illumination, (in which) students seem to make
contact with their soul’, and identifies two significant ingredients, the subject matter
and `a more subtle energetic resonance that spontaneously arises in learning
circles’.
Provisionally, I would position what I experience as transformative learning in relation
to these definitions as follows. Mezirow’s version shares an emphasis on shift of
perception, yet appears primarily cognitive. I feel drawn to Boyd’s version, because
of its holistic sense and inclusion of imaginal experience, important in the
characteristics that follow. I note, however, that both I and one of my doctoral
students question the universality of the `journey’ metaphor. The Transformative
Learning Centre version emphasises, especially, environmental and political
dimensions and gives more prominence than I might personally to its radical, `critical
thinking’ potential. Bache’s view highlights the `in the moment’ experience of
transformation, which I see as often part of a longer process.
128
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http://www.oise.utoronto.ca/~tlcentre/index.htm accessed 27.6.2002
http://www.noetic.org/Ions/events/translearning.htm accessed 27.6.2002
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Bache’s term (transformational) differs from that of Mezirow, Boyd and others
(transformative). Whilst this difference of terminology does not in itself appear
significant, there is diverse and widespread usage of terms such as `transformation’
and `transformational experience’. I have commented (Tosey and Robinson 2002) on
this with respect to the practice and theory of Organisational Transformation (OT).
The terms can be associated with practices ranging from strategic business change
to formal higher education, to large-group personal development events, to
psychotherapy, and more. This suggests there is scope for a critical review of
literature.
There are several apparently related theories and models, even though they might
not use the label `transformative learning’. These include Frick’s (1987) concept of
the `Symbolic Growth Experience’ (SGE), an experience from which a person might
reframe or re-define their identity and purpose in life, defined as ` the conscious
perception of the symbolic-metaphorical dimension of immediate experience leading
to heightened awareness, the creation of meaning, and personal growth’ (1987
p.407)130. I note some possible support for my view that the literature on learning
pays little attention to this domain in Frick’s statement that `there is no current theory
of learning that attends to the existential dimensions of learning: the creation of
meaning and value out of immediate experience that transforms significant aspects
of personality’ (1987 p.408). He also argued that `humanistic psychology has made
little or no contribution to the development of a theory of learning’. (1987 p.408)
Gregory Bateson (1973) produced a seminal paper on the notion of logical levels of
learning. Building on Russell and Whitehead's theory of logical typing, Bateson
suggested that we can think of a number of qualitatively different levels of learning.
He called these levels 0 through to III. The essence of the difference is that learning
0 involves no change; learning I is what we typically think of as `learning’, such as
learning new behaviour; learning II is what is meant typically by learning to learn.
Learning III is more akin to a paradigm shift. Learning III, which Bateson saw as very
rare, is most obviously `transformational’ in principle. Bateson's work has been
influential on a number of people working with change and learning in organisations,
particularly Watzlawick et al’s (1974) notion of first and second-order change. First
order change is described as a change within a system that does not affect the
behaviour of the rest of the system. A second order change is one that effectively
changes the behaviour of the whole system.
This raises a question of relativity: who decides what is transformation? The concept
of first and second order change is potentially helpful, yet there are no objective
criteria for identifying what is first-order and what is second-order change. Equally, I
believe that the cases I have studied involve change more profound than `learning II’
in Bateson’s schemas, and yet appear far more common than his view of `learning III’
would imply.
Finally, there are relevant models and approaches in management and
organisations. To cite two examples, Torbert (1991) identifies different stages of
130

Frick, like Bache, emphasises the in-the-moment, spontaneous transformation of
awareness. I am not sure about the relationship between this view and my experience of
transformative learning as taking place over time and I intend to explore it further. I am
inclined to see the spontaneous insight as a point in time during the longer process; but
equally that insight can occur spontaneously, and does not have to be facilitated or take place
as part of an intentional learning process.
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managerial development, based on Loevinger’s model of psychological development
(Loevinger and Wessler 1978). Torbert suggests that similar experiences may yield
quite different learning according to the individual manager’s outlook and
development, and identifies later stages of development with transformation. The
stages have a priori definitions, and can be assessed through a verbal, sentence
completion test. Cairnes (1998) addresses this domain of transformative learning
through the metaphor of the `hero’s quest’, after Joseph Campbell’s (1985) work on
the `hero myth’.
Summary
There is clearly diversity in the field. What different authors appear to have in
common is an emphasis on a qualitative difference associated with transformative
learning. This qualitative difference is experienced by the person, the learner, to the
extent that we might say the person has somehow changed as a result, and that they
have developed a new understanding of themselves and their world, rather than that
they have acquired recognisable knowledge, skill or competence. Within this, some
sources emphasise more the intrapersonal, symbolic transpersonal dimensions of
such change, others emphasise more the interpersonal, social and political
dimensions.
The Inquiry Base
The characteristics I describe have emerged from both literature and from a range of
collaborative inquiries, which I regard as a series of case studies of transformative
learning. These include especially:
•
•
•
•

A study of a Chief Executive’s personal development through dealing with
organisational change (Tosey and Nugent 1998)
A longitudinal study of a freelance consultant’s experience of returning to full-time
employment (Tosey 2000b)
A reflection on my own experience of a process of change (Tosey 200a)
A longitudinal study of a senior manager’s experience of change in a multinational corporation (as yet unpublished).

Here, for illustrative purposes, I refer primarily to data from the fourth study. This is
the story of Edgar, managing director of a European operation within a global
company (ZCo). He was in his 50’s and had worked for ZCo for 30 years. A few
months before I first met him he had been appointed as a new, cross-Europe head of
business. Soon after his appointment it was announced that ZCo was to merge with
another global company, XCo.
I met Edgar through a student, and asked to interview him about his experience of,
and learning from, the change process at intervals. We eventually met four times
over a period of a little less than a year, in Month 1; Month 4; Month 7; and Month 10.
My offer to Edgar was to provide him with a space for reflection, which he felt would
be of benefit. Edgar’s company funded the transcribing of the tapes, and our contract
was for anonymity for both Edgar and his company. Indeed the `outer’ details of the
change process are not the focus here. My interest is in how Edgar perceived and
framed his experience of change; in how his inner `map’ of change and its meaning
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for him changed over time; and in what he considered he learnt from the experience,
both about himself and about the management of change.
Making sense of the interviews was challenging. I imposed no particular conceptual
framework or theory of change management. In that respect the sense-making was
grounded and emergent. There were two phases of sense-making. During the
process I supplied transcripts to Edgar. At each meeting we would talk about what he
had said the previous time, and what he felt about it now. I also analysed data from
the transcripts inductively, using the NUD*IST qualitative data analysis programme to
generate themes and categories. These I also fed back to Edgar.
After the series of interviews I did a further analysis with the help of my co-author,
Jane Mathison. This was in order to explore the potential of Neuro-linguistic
Programming (NLP) for making sense of the data131. NLP is a method for
understanding the subjective experience of human beings, and for utilising that
knowledge in communications. It assumes that people act according to the way they
understand and represent the world, not according to the way the world `is' (summed up
as `the map is not the territory'). It provides tools for exploring and coding people’s
subjective experience and their `maps of the world’.
NLP is therefore geared particularly to my interest in Edgar’s `inner’ experience of
change management. I am interested particularly in how NLP may help to analyse a
person’s verbal account of a learning process, and what distinctions it offers that
might relate to transformative learning. The cases, including that of Edgar, were
longitudinal, involving interviews at a series of points in time. I wanted to use NLP to
help identify changes over time, as reflected in differences in the learner’s language
patterns.
As noted above, applying NLP in this way makes use of its (original) role as a
methodology, a way of inquiring into and coding `subjective experience’, and not as a
`technology for change’. We believe that NLP has much potential for research into
human experience. Bandler and Grinder (1975) proposed that within language there
are a number of epistemological directives which are reflected through syntax at the
surface level of speech production. Language thus contains within it directions for
making sense of verbal and non-verbal information. This perspective was influenced
particularly by Grinder’s knowledge of transformational grammar (e.g. Grinder and
Elgin 1973; and Bandler and Grinder 1975 appendix A pp. 183 – 210).
NLP consider language at a range of levels, from the micro to the metaphorical. It is
particularly helpful at revealing epistemological aspects at the micro level of
utterances and sentence structures. In the following text I refer to two NLP models in
particular. The first is Bandler and Grinder’s model about language, which they call
the meta-model, which remains the most important model in NLP (e.g. Bandler and
Grinder 1975; Grinder and Bandler 1976). The second is Robert Dilts’ `neurological
levels’ (e.g. Dilts and Epstein 1995).
In doing this, I retain the view of learning I espoused above, ie that it is
phenomenological, constructed, holistic and situational. I am not seeking absolute
criteria of what constitutes transformative learning, more a view that enables
transformative learning to be recognised, valued, and potentially to be assessed (e.g.
through a self and peer assessment process).
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Jane Mathison and I are trained in NLP to master practitioner level. Jane, in addition, is an
accredited trainer.
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Finally, I am not putting Edgar’s experience forward as necessarily an example of
transformative learning. In other words, I am not making any claim that Edgar did
experience or achieve `transformative learning’. I am sure, however, that Edgar
found this a valuable experience from which he learnt a great deal. His account and
our collaboration generated useful data that illustrates themes from literature and the
wider range of cases.
Dimensions of Transformation
In the following sections I set out three categories of characteristics of transformative
learning. These are:
1. Characteristics of the `output’, or of the emergent understanding of the
person/learner
2. Characteristics of the person’s `inner’ process
3. Characteristics of the interpersonal process between learner and `facilitator’
I illustrate many of these characteristics with reference to data from Edgar’s case, as
well as with reference to the other cases cited and to selected literature. This results
in a synthesis, depicted in figure 1. (At the end of this paper).
Characteristics of the emergent understanding
This category, the output of the process, refers to features of the new understanding
that Edgar developed by the end of our meetings. A general characteristic is that of
taking a wider perspective, and creating an expanded world view, as indicated by
Mezirow:
`to the degree our culture permits, we tend to move through adulthood along a
maturity gradient which involves a sequential restructuring of one’s frame of
reference for making and understanding meanings. We move through successive
transformations towards analysing things from a perspective increasingly removed
from one’s personal or local perspective. (Mezirow 1977 p.157, cited in Jarvis 1995,
my emphasis).
Similarly Torbert says of his framework that: `Each succeeding construction
“dethrones” the assumptions of the previous construction and transforms them from
their role of framing and governing reality to a new role as variables within a wider
reality’. (Torbert 1991 p.42, my emphasis)
Edgar recognised in interview 1 that his reality was about to change (`… it’s like –
hang on Edgar you can’t do that because the world’s going to change next month’). I
would not claim that he expressed any kind of spiritual perspective, however
successive interviews are marked by a lessening of anxiety about his own situation
and an increasing focus on others: `so now everything is much sunnier and I think
that helped me come to grips with this… so I don’t worry, I‘m not worried about
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myself any more, I’m much more worried about people out there, how can we deliver
to them something in terms of either job security or a job.’
Within this theme of new perspective I look at four characteristics: change of identity;
change of beliefs about the world; paradoxical thinking, and emergence of a new
core metaphor.
Change of identity
Here I use Robert Dilts’ model of neurological levels. Dilts identifies six levels
(Environment, Behaviour, Capability, Belief, Identity and Spirit – though Spirit is
omitted in some versions). The model is represented as a hierarchical network. This
denotes that change at a higher neurological level (e.g. Identity) has more farreaching consequences for the person, in that this is likely to affect an increasingly
wide range of beliefs, capabilities and behaviours. However it is possible for change
to a higher level to be prompted by change at a lower level too.

`Identity, of course, consolidates whole systems of beliefs and values into a
sense of self. While each level becomes more abstracted from the specifics of
behavior and sensory experience, it actually has more and more widespread
effect on our behavior and experience.’ (Dilts and Epstein 1995 p. 353).
I would expect evidence of change at the higher levels of Dilts’ model, probably at
least identity and beliefs, to indicate that transformative learning has taken place.
Kofman and Senge (1993 pp 19-20), for example, say that transformational learning
`is not ultimately about tools and techniques. It is about who we are’. In language, we
would expect to see evidence of statements that define or portray the self differently.
There were changes over time in Edgar’s perception and definition of self (see
appendix 1). For example, in the first interview he reported feeling anxious about
being `alone in the universe’, and potentially limited to his `one company career (are
my skills transferable?)’. Later he reported a more detached perspective, asking
questions such as `do I want to be doing this for the rest of my life?’ His identity
towards the end was far less strongly identified with his career role, with a loosening
of attachment to the organisational world and its values. His image of himself existing
outside the company (which he subsequently left) was surer and less anxious. Edgar
increasingly said that family was more important than career in the scheme of things.
Change of beliefs: complex equivalence and causality
NLP suggests that a significant change to one’s `map of the world’ may be new views
of cause and meaning. This literally means that a person reconfigures the spatial and
causal relations between the parts in their `map of the world’. It corresponds to
indications in the literature that transformative learning entails change of
understandings about the world, and links to the `belief’ level in Dilts’ model.
Bandler and Grinder’s meta-model of language structures (Bandler and Grinder
1975) calls one of such type of connection ‘complex equivalences’. This is where two
elements, categories or abstractions are linked together. The simplest algorithm
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describing this process would be A=B, a linguistic connection indicating an
epistemological linkage in the person’s map of the world.
In the transcripts a number of interesting complex equivalences emerge. Many were
linked to the concept of information. Edgar worked in a large organisation where
there was (he reported) little open sharing of information. Access to information
seemed an important feature of the situation, reinforced by the outer reality of the
involvement of various international regulatory bodies, and the fact that at one stage
Edgar was required to sign as confidentiality agreement.
In the first interview the theme of inclusion in and exclusion from groups with
information about the future is prominent. The complex equivalence is that having
access to information means being included. Conversely, not having access carried
with it a sense of being excluded. Linked to this were being valued and thought
adequate (i.e. information meant exclusion, being an outsider, not being valued,
perhaps thought inadequate, and being frustrated and powerless).
In the third interview Edgar has weathered the changes in the organisation and has
himself become one of the people who ‘know’:

`So now I am in a position of knowledge, of where I’m going, but nobody
below me knows where they are going, … I do know where they are going.
… that creates for them frustration as time goes on …’
He is now in the mirror image of the schema that dominates his thinking the first
interview. He now feels powerful because he knows what is going on and is in the
position of withholding information from others.
Note that this example gives some possible counter-evidence of transformative
learning. While Edgar’s place or position in the complex equivalence has changed,
the same network of complex equivalences and related meanings and values still
operates. In transformative leaning, I speculate, the complex equivalence itself would
change.

A second aspect of beliefs about the world concerns causality. Causality
presupposes the existence of agencies that make things happen. At its
simplest, it can be described by the algorithm A leads to B happening132.
Bandler and Grinder’s Meta-model of language structures

(Bandler and

Grinder 1975) proposes that cause-effect patterns are ubiquitous in language,
and reflect basic thinking processes.
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Weick proposed that causality is one of four cognitive archetypes, and which incorporates
the sense of time. (Weick 2001) “Cause maps … place concepts in relation to one another,
and … impose structure on vague situations (Weick 2001:312).
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Most significantly here, one can also consider the extent to which an
individual experiences himself or herself as being ‘at cause’ or ‘at effect’.
Initially Edgar was not ‘at cause’, because he did not perceive himself as
having agency in the situation (`I guess the frustration is not being able to
participate in the making of the future’).
The following passage (from the third interview, reflecting on his learning from the
experience of change) refers to strategies he uses to make the transition from being
at effect to being at cause. This appears a significant shift over time, as if he switches
to a different conceptual framework.
`So my learning … is that you can only do what you can do, you can only do what’s
within your reach to do, and … focus on what you’re doing today because that will be
good for the business for the future, don’t focus on speculation, don’t focus on things
that you have no control over … So it was… choose the thing that is relatively short
term, you have control over and that means the most to people you’re actually
leading.’
We noticed from the analysis that when Edgar is experiencing being at cause, having
control and being an agent for change, the temporal dimension is brought into his
thinking and language (see also section 4.2.1). We believe this is significant, and
illustrates a way in which these characteristics are interrelated.
Paradoxical thinking
A third characteristic is the emergence of what might be called `paradoxical thinking’.
People’s thinking may contain a number of implied or actual opposites (e.g light and
dark); by dilemmas (e.g. ` I don’t know whether to do A or B’); by examples of `eitheror’ thinking; and sometimes by double binds (Bateson 1973; Watzlawick et al 1967).
`Either-or’ thinking, particularly, is connected to complex equivalences (e.g. consider
for Edgar that initially, either he had information, and therefore was powerful etc., or
he did not). Paradoxical thinking is reflected in a movement from `either-or thinking’,
where the two poles of a dilemma are seen as in opposition and mutually exclusive,
to a capacity to hold apparent opposites in tension, and eventually to find creative
resolutions to those tensions.
Interest in paradoxical thinking appears in sources such as Torbert (1991) 133 and in
Complexity Theory (e.g. Stacey et al 2000). In a previous case (Tosey and Nugent
1998) I identified a series of paradoxes or dilemmas that a CEO appeared faced with
in making a transitions from Torbert’s `Achiever’ stage to `Strategist’134.
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Torbert refers particularly to `irony’; he refers, for example, to the deliberately ironic quality
of a programme design to `force students to be free (1991 p. 107)
134
the personal and professional; being and doing; learning and working; the local and the
general; and conscious and unconscious
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Appendix 2 shows some relevant data from Edgar’s transcripts. Edgar’s first
interview shows much either-or thinking: `… you know there’s a gap, and the gap is
widening all the time in terms of people’s .. I think people sort of believing that either
you know or you don’t know… ’.
Either-or thinking and dilemmas seem to be experienced as frustrating: `On the one
hand you’re trying, you’re telling the truth you don’t know, on other hand you’re
thinking, ‘what does my boss […] what does he know? [Why aren’t I being told?] and
the frustration [is one of the manager’s duties] and that’s hard.’ Especially prominent
in the first interview is what Edgar described as `an inside splitting’, a powerful
description of the effects of a paradox or double bind.
Either-or thinking does not occur to such a degree in the later interviews, when he
seems to be developing ways of coping with the paradoxes and contradictions that
appear as part of the organisation’s transitions135. Rather, a new set of complex
equivalences emerge, clustered around his changing map of leadership. Leadership
then means `holding the split’, and accepting and managing the contradictions in his
own position of having information. Making decisions has been difficult, but helped by
his own second marriage. There has been a basic focal shift from having being
seemingly at the mercy of contradictory information and patterns of thinking, to
emerging as a leader implementing his own professional values and outcomes for his
group. The focus has also changed from his own world to taking care of others. In
that sense, there has been self-transcendence.
Emergent metaphor
Finally in this section, a characteristic in three of these cases has been the
emergence of a new `core metaphor’. This seems to operate as a basic theme or
image around which the new world view coheres136.
In the case of the freelance consultant (K) returning to employment, K reframed her
job as a `staging post’ rather than a `destination’. She perceived this to be liberating
for herself, and also a catalyst for others in the organisation, which had been
characterised by a very static workforce. In my own experience, an emergent
metaphor of `being in exile’ enabled multiple themes of experience and reflection to
135

Bateson (Donaldson 1991) believed that there were only two ways of escaping paradoxes. One was
to escape from the paradoxical situation itself, for if there is an escape route, then the paradox ceases to
be a double bind. The other was somehow to transcend the contradictions; to achieve a new logical
level which encompassed both sides of the contradiction and allowed for the emergence of new insights
and qualities. Watzlawick et al (1967) use the example of Chaucer’s Tale of the Wife of Bath. In this
story, one of King Arthur’s Knights is faced with a dilemma. He has bound himself to marry an ugly
old crone, who offers him two alternatives. One is that she will remain ugly, and be a true and humble
wife to him. The other alternative is that she turns herself into a beautiful young maiden, but will
forever be unfaithful to him. The knight refuses to choose, inviting his wife to make the choice. (Skeat
1923). Thus he transcended by freeing himself from the constraints of having to choose between two
impossible alternatives. Upon this, she turns into a beautiful and faithful young maiden who will be an
obedient wife!
136

There is a connection here, for example, with Wallemacq and Sims (in Grant et al 1999),
who theoretically frame a process of a manager developing insight into their perception of
their organisation as a process of phenomenological insight (after Merleau-Ponty’s notion of
`the spring of sense’).
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cohere, not into something neat or lacking in any contradiction, but into enough of a
whole to enable me to complete the `gestalt’ of the experience and move on to new
concerns.
Edgar’s experience of organisational change was happening in parallel with a
process of divorce and then remarriage in his personal life. As our interviews
proceeded he had a growing sense of these experiences as parallels, reflections of
each other in different domains of his life, with (for him) remarkable similarities
between them. He felt, for example, that the divorce was giving him a unique insight
into the separation of two parts of his company, which was a prerequisite for the
subsequent merger. I would therefore suggest that divorce and remarriage became
an organising metaphor for Edgar’s experience of change management137.
Summary
In summary, the following types of change in a person’s account of their experience
and learning might that indicate that a transformative process has taken place:
•

Capacity for a wider frame or perspective, which probably involves a less egoic,
more detached view of a situation (possibly, but not necessarily, a spiritual
perspective)
A change at the level of `identity’ in Dilt’s model of neurological levels
Changes also at the `belief’ level in Dilts’ model, represented by changes in
linguistic structures called (in NLP) complex equivalence and cause-effect: and
notably a movement from being `at cause’ to being `at effect’
Evidence of `paradoxical thinking’ especially of change towards integrating or
resolving dilemmas, and a movement away from `either-or’ thinking
Emergence of a (new) `core metaphor’ around which the person’s `story’ (eg their
revised understanding of themselves and their world) may cohere.

•
•
•
•

As noted, these characteristics appear interrelated. I suggest they could be taken as
indicative of transformative learning, and potentially useful to guide discussion
between learners and facilitators, not as definitive. I suspect that these changes are
so connected that they constitute a kind of whole, ie they are unlikely to occur in
isolation or entirely independently of each other. Nevertheless I have suggested that
Edgar’s account shows evidence of some, but not all, of these shifts.
We note what we might call a meta-characteristic of transformative learning.
Transformative changes are at a higher logical level (Bateson) and yield insights into
the learner’s own epistemological (learning, thinking) processes. This results not in a
minor adjustment to an existing map, but a major change in the map AND in the
mapping process. Possible evidence of this type of shift is in Edgar’s following
statement:
`Yes, very much so, and the message or the lesson from that is, nothing in life is as
you think it is because that’s your own perception of what it is.’
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The transferential aspects of this are of potential interest, though not a concern for this
paper’s topic.
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Characteristics of the `inner’ process: the `learning journey’
I now turn to characteristics of the person’s learning process through time. This can
be related as a series of events in the outer world. Here I am interested in the inner
`landscape’ of change. This type of learning process is often referred to as a
`journey’, for example Boyd (1991); and, in the context of managers’ experiences of
change, Stuart (1995). Quite possibly the metaphor has its roots in Campbell’s
(1985) notion of the `hero’s journey’, which is taken up by (for example) Cairnes
(1998).
In my own cases there is certainly a sense of process through time, with movement
and change. However, I want to hold the metaphor of the journey in parentheses,
and not adopt it simply because it is familiar.
(Metaphors of) time, space and motion
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect, for me, of Edgar’s transcripts came when I
noticed they were permeated by metaphors of space, time and motion. What
emerged was the sense of Edgar metaphorically (and thus literally, for him, as NLP
takes such verbal reports to be literal descriptions of a person’s inner `map of the
world’) moving through a changing space-time continuum. I say `changing’ because
space and time were configured differently at each interview. A summary is shown in
appendix 3.

Space
There were three domains that, for Edgar, had spatial dimensions:
The change process itself (e.g. metaphors of `the void’)
•
The company (e.g. concepts of `centrality’ and `distance’)
•
Edgar’s internal experience (e.g. the `internal splitting’)
•
In the second domain, one of Edgar’s main distinctions is between insiders and
outsiders, people who are included in or excluded from information about the future
of the company. He also talks about being closer to, or more distant from `the centre’
or `the heart’ (ie information is held by a select group made up of higher ranking
executives in another country):

`Because you're not in the real centre but on the sort of the next layer out’.
`…you are that number of spaces away from the heart, and my sense is that … (It) is
a very private company, very controlled from the centre …and I think that creates
frustration…’
Sometimes he used the image of a wall or fence separating him spatially from the
centre of power. Exclusion was experienced as ‘a huge sort of wall that’s there that
you can’t peer over’ and later, `I haven’t got a ladder tall enough to look over the
fence…’.
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The metaphorical space seems to have an architecture. Edgar adds the imagery of
levels. Knowing one’s level seems reassuring. Outside the company there is an
unknown world. This links the spatial architecture of the company to his sense of
identity and location. When reflecting on what it would be like if he were to be made
redundant, he says:
`..then I’m really in the unknown … my own personal esteem, yes it is a concern, … I
think to myself in the job I’m in, that’s the level that I’m at, the level that I’m at is in
the company, I don’t know what the level is outside the company.’
The most noticeable difference in the third interview is that he reports being
positioned in a metaphorical centre, having survived much of the re-organisation and
been able to stay in the company. He is now an insider; there are others who are
now outsiders. Survival has meant moving from the periphery to the centre: `I guess
because the management team is in a different place now because we are
knowledgeable, more knowledgeable than the people outside’.
The spatial characteristics of the change process include much reference to
apparently existential themes; the void, limbo, and `no man’s land’: `I can understand
what, what is creating that kind of… what we call ring fencing around this thing, this
entity which is no-man’s land, until somebody… agree(s) that the measures we are
taking are sufficient….’
When he is able to make decisions and act on them (ie when he is `at cause’ – see
above) he describes himself as being at a centre towards which there is movement.
Again, there is a change in the focus on time. When at cause and being in the centre,
Edgar can focus on the future rather than suffer the restraints of the present.

Time and motion
The extent and quality of time itself undergoes change, according to Edgar’s
accounts. In summary, time was portrayed successively as a period of planned
transition, of finite duration, with emphasis on the present; followed by being `in
limbo’, with things `grinding slowly’, the eventual timescale impossible to predict;
followed by time `taking care of itself’, in that the process acquired `a rhythm of its
own’; and finally another transitional period, but now with a sense of new beginnings
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(described as a time of `giving birth’), and with Edgar’s personal future, in terms of
his role in the company, having a known timescale.
While I have separated space, time and motion in appendix 3, their interrelatedness,
particularly concerning the change process, is shown by the quotations (`grinding
slowly’; being `in limbo’, `suspended animation’; `a rhythm of its own’).
The metaphor of movement is a significant aspect of Edgar’s experience of the
transitions his organisation is undergoing. The experience of waiting for the ‘centre’
to finalise the re-organisation is described as a state of stasis, where there is no
sense of movement. There is a marked difference between Edgar’s experience of
‘being moved’, or movement happening that he has no control over, and movement
happening because he has caused movement (which links to the idea of being `at
cause’ or `at effect’).

Summary
It has been of great interest to us to notice the possibility of viewing Edgar’s
experience as a changing space-time continuum. We note that NLP has an interest
in metaphor, the material here about dimensions of space, time and motion is, to our
knowledge, original. A comparison with other cases is needed. Edgar may have a
particular preference for such metaphors, and others’ process may well be portrayed
differently. However, my co-author suggests (from both this and other evidence) that
such metaphors of space and time may be underlying epistemological metaphors138.
There also appear to be connections with the first category of characteristics of
transformative learning. Thus for Edgar, an internal sense of being `in the centre’
appears linked to being increasingly `at cause’, and gives me a sense of increasing
integration.
A further interesting aspect of these dimensions of space, time and motion, relevant
to the management of change more than to themes of transformative learning, is that
Edgar’s account told of how he managed with reference to these dimensions, and in

138

It is increasingly coming to be believed that metaphor is a central aspect of epistemology, a
“pervasive principle of human understanding that underlies our vast network of interrelated literal
meanings” (Lakoff 1987:65).
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effect by shaping or moving according to their configuration. For example, he was
explicit about managing time in the period of limbo (by telling his people to focus on a
finite timescale (the next three months); about needing to `hold the split’ between
what he could and could not tell; and about `going to the edge’ in terms of getting as
close as feasible to his own line manager’s knowledge of events. We therefore
speculate that this `inner dimension’ of change management could be very
illuminating to explore in other cases, and potentially provide an alternative
understanding of how people manage change.
Symbolic/imaginal dimension
Beyond literal description of events, and also beyond the epistemological metaphors
of space, time and motion, there is a more symbolic and imaginal layer to Edgar’s
accounts. This relates particularly to Boyd’s `mytho-poetic’ perspective on
transformative learning.
The material above refers to some powerful metaphors in the account (eg being in
limbo; divorce). Reflecting on the transcripts, it is possible to perceive a range of
archetypal or mythical themes (see appendix 4). I acknowledge that some of these
are evidenced directly, others are more implicit and interpreted.
Perhaps the most explicit is a powerful image that runs particularly through the
second interview, that of a group of outcasts. This arose from a period when Edgar’s
section of the company was, for legal and regulatory purposes, out of contact with
the main company, and had had to move to a separate geographical location.
Another strong image of exclusion is in Edgar’s use of the leper metaphor. Being no
longer a part of the organisation as it was, and waiting for the unknown to reveal
itself, he says: `Yes yes, we’re out on a limb … we are lepers, the group had to go
and reside somewhere else because … “they are not as clean as the rest of us”.’
Edgar’s experience of going from a familiar, known world, into `limbo’, surviving his
ordeal and eventually reconciling both the company’s and his own future with new
`marriages’, has many potential parallels with literature. For example, there is
Campbell’s notion of the `hero’s journey’, which he says consists of stages of
separation, initiation and return (Campbell 1985 p.162). Other related literature
includes Gennep’s (1977) `rites of passage’. Such transformative journeys are
characterised by elements such as the following:
•

•

Ordeals: Bartunek and Moch (1994) portray third-order, transformational change
as an `ordeal’ (`the dark night of the soul’). It is not a rationalised or instrumental
process of learning, rather `a progressive loss of the cognitive mode of
understanding, a mode which, but for the leap of faith, is a human being’s only
grasp on the world. In fact, a true dark night involves mystical death’ (1994 p.30).
Surrender: Marsick and Watkins indicate `the centrality of a kind of surrendering
or yielding as a prerequisite to transformative learning’ (1990 p.144); surrender to
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•

a higher power is a critical stage of learning from a recovery programme, such as
12 step programmes, which are often spiritually based.
Epiphanies (moments of truth, turning points, revelations): `Interpretive
interactionism follows in the footsteps of creative and polyphonic interviewing, but,
borrowing from James Joyce, adds a new element, that of epiphanies, described as
“those interactional moments that leave marks on people’s lives [and] have the
potential for creating transformational experiences for the person” (Denzin 1989a
p.15). Thus the topic of inquiry becomes dramatized by the focus on existential
moments in people’s lives, producing richer and more meaningful data.’ (Denzin
and Lincoln 1998 pp. 62 – 3). This is reminiscent of Frick’s description of a Symbolic
Growth Experience.

The question this poses is, to what extent might transformative learning be
characterised by, and thus recognisable by, this kind of symbolic, imaginal layer?
Characteristics of the interpersonal inquiry process
The third category of characteristics comments on some features of the process of
inquiry into the person’s learning, as distinct from the intrapsychic process described
above. In all cases the process of inquiry involved spaces away from the `action’. In
conventional terms these constituted `research interviews’. However I want to
highlight that I regard these interviews as an active, and collaborative process of
constructing whatever the person came to regard as their `learning’. This is quite
different from the conventional view of research as a process of collecting data that
have some existence prior to the `research’. In other words, I believe it would be
entirely erroneous to believe that these people’s `learning’ had been formulated
independently of the research, and that the research was concerned simply to gather
what was there.
This is a view of research (inquiry) that has some irresolvable dilemmas. For
example, the researcher inevitably contributes to the construction of learning (simply
the question `what have you learnt from this experience’ presupposes that learning
has taken place, or could be identified). This is without any intent to influence the
content of the person’s learning.
I will not expand on the research issues here. The point is that the process of inquiry
is, in my view, itself a collaborative learning process, and thus I believe it may have
characteristics that are significant for transformative learning.
In one way or another, all these cases involved a `learner’ and a `collaborator’ – a
facilitator who supported the person in reflecting on their experience139. I experience
the process as intimate. It also seems that the support this process provides may be
significant. When I shared an account with academic colleagues of K’s case, one
remarked that the experience of being listened to so thoroughly had given her
confidence in her learning and insights, which in turn had probably enabled her to act
differently in the situation (K later affirmed that, in her view, this was indeed so).
Many sources remark on the importance of transformative learning being a shared,
public process. For example:
`Allowing the personal to become public is the act of responsibility that initiates
139

This is not to suggest that the collaborator was not also a learner.
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change and reforms organisations. Our need for privacy and our fear of the personal
are primary reasons why organisational change is more rhetoric than reality. Real
change comes from our willingness to own our vulnerability, confess our failures, and
acknowledge that many of our stories do not have a happy ending.’ (Block, P. in
Harrison, R. 1995 p.xii)
`Perspective transformation is a social process: others precipitate the disorienting
dilemma, provide us with alternative perspectives, provide support for change
participate in validating changed perspectives through rational discourse, and require
new relationships to be worked out within the context of new perspective.’ (Mezirow
1991 p.194)
This is an interesting counter to my own introverted preference for private reflection. I
note that my own `case’ involved an invitation and encouragement from others to
write about my experience; support and feedback from others who read the chapter I
produced; and of course it led to publication of the written account. However, it
seems that such learning is (in our society) often very likely to take place in private
settings (eg in psychotherapy). The question of where (safe) spaces exist to support
and allow such transformative learning is a possible theme for further inquiry, linked
to the issue of the extent to which such learning is valued and legitimised.
Time provided an important dimension to the research in that the participant’s
perception of learning emerged over time, through a process of indwelling
(Moustakas 1990) and dialogue, and through longitudinal study that shows up
differences over time, rather than through analysis of data gathered at one point in
time.
The notion of indwelling is from phenomenological research (Moustakas 1990).
Indwelling `refers to the heuristic process of turning inward to seek a deeper, more
extended comprehension of the nature or meaning of a quality or theme of human
experience’ (Moustakas 1990: 24) and is `a painstaking, deliberate process. Patience
and incremental understanding are the guidelines’ (Moustakas 1990: 25).
Synthesis and Conclusion: Walking the Labyrinth?
Through analysis of Edgar’s case I have synthesised a tentative map of
transformative learning (see figure 1)140. I think if I were to sum up Edgar’s learning, it
was a process of coming to terms with the way his world changed around him, and
experiencing himself more `at cause’ than `at effect’.
In terms of a conceptual understanding transformative learning, I have suggested a
number of indicators that may be of value in conversations about learning. There are
some cautions to note so far.
140

There are resemblances between this map and a related study of OT practitioners (Tosey
and Robinson 2002), in which a discourse of transformation was typified by a desire to fulfil
potential and an emphasis on transformation as a journey that may have no specifiable goal
and requires leaps of faith. We identified seven characteristics, and I have noted (appendix 5)
connections to the emergent map of transformative learning.
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I own that my motivation to explore and map transformative learning comes also from
a desire to recognise, name and affirm my own practice. My next steps will include a
more thorough comparison of this emergent model as thoroughly as I would wish
with existing literature, or with the work of my own doctoral students.
What is transformative for one person is not necessarily transformative for another. I
hold to the view for now that it is for each person to define what for them is
transformative; and at the same time, that claims about transformation be subject to
supportive, critical scrutiny from peers. This aims towards what Reason calls `critical
subjectivity’ (Reason 1988).
I have defined transformative learning by suggesting a number of characteristics that
I propose as defining transformative learning. The argument appears circular and
self-referential. This, I think, can be helped also by developing an arena of
intersubjective agreement about what constitutes transformative learning, for
example through dialogue between literature and empirical work.
Finally, this paper has given lesser emphasis to issues of power, politics, gender,
social learning and so on, which to others (eg the TLC) are paramount. I note, though
I have explored it only minimally here, that I am very interested in the question of
whose story we tell when we explore experiences of change, with regard to the
potential for us simply to reproduce and recycle the dominant stories of our culture,
or of managerial ideology. I would suggest that the process allows inquiry into the
stereotyping, literalization, materialization and depoliticisation of experience. I
speculate that experiences of organisational change have become subsumed in
`dominant stories’ of change, such as `heroic management’ (Collins 1998), where
participants understand themselves as being `survivors or `casualties’. Arguably, our
understandings of the process and management of change are sometimes
ideological more than factual or imaginal141. Thus it seems to me there is an
inevitable and invaluable tension between the intrapsychic and the socio-political. I
am wary of a romantic assumption that a process of `deep’ personal reflection
necessarily produces a uniquely personal story and meaning (see for example
Gabriel 1999); and I need to give more thought to this dimension of transformative
learning.
Having written a complete draft of this paper I sat and pondered a symbol that would
capture the essence of this transformative learning process. What came to me – and
in retrospect it seems obvious – was the image of a labyrinth.
Labyrinths are representations of life’s journey and also, literally, pathways for inner
and spiritual reflection. They are found in spiritual traditions throughout the world; the
legendary labyrinth at Knossos in Crete, turf labyrinths in England, labyrinths in the
Nazca plain in Peru, and so on.
A labyrinth differs from a maze in that a labyrinth has only one path, which one
follows inward to a centre, then returns to the outside; a maze is a puzzle, with
alternative pathways. The labyrinth provides a sacred space for reflection. The image
of the labyrinth resonates well for me with the notion of a period of inward focus,
141

From this perspective, `heroic’ accounts of organizational change (eg Iacocca, see Collins 1998) are
unintentionally ironic. They present a transformational story without awareness of the mythical (ie in
this case heroic) facet.
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culminating in the emergence of a new core metaphor, an expanded world view, with
which one returns to the outer world.
The symbol of the labyrinth also affirms for me the `deep’ nature of this learning
process, differentiates it from more performance-orientated models of (say) coaching,
and clarifies the connection of this topic of transformative learning with the theme of
this conference, spirituality in work and learning.
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Figure 1: Synthesis

`EXPERIENCE’/ACTION

2. PROCESS: learner’s
`story’ as

1. OUTPUT: ch
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•
•

•
•
•

•

(`events in the world’)
a changing space-time
continuum
an imaginal/symbolic
journey

3. INTERPERSONAL
PROCESS: `indwelling’
with collaborator
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Appendix 1: Themes of self, identity
Themes
Month 1

•
•
•
•
•
•

Month 4

•

Month 7

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identity

Q

How things used to be, comparisons
with what will be (e.g. warm to cold).
Prospects of loss and gain.
Lack of opportunity to participate
Uncertainty in personal life too –
divorce proceedings.
Anxiety about skills and future.
Difference between anxiety about
self, and anxiety about where the
company is going (the latter I can’t do
anything about)

One company career – are
my skills transferable?
Prospect of being `alone in
the universe’: no roadmap;
being lost
A non-participant in the
company’s future?

`... I still feel confident enou
organisation and I'll be able
when I rationalise things as
yourself and sort of say OK
just look at it from - how wo
owner's point of view? Yes,
a real negative... Yes you h
surely there are a lot of othe
who else is around who cou
of do the balancing act.’

Getting more into the knowledge,
signed confidentiality agreement.
Divorce.
Less anxiety than last time.
Having 30 years’ career, choices.
Remarriage.
Sensing (un)fairness.
Increasing participation/influence.
Loss
New job known, new challenge,
implications for lifestyle.
Known timescale (four or five years).
Doing what is necessary.

Equanimity about where
future lies; detached (from the
anxiety), having choice.

`... there is not necessarily a
organisation, and for me, if
happen. I've earned my, I've
career so I'm sort of in that
than some others.’
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One who has been `Yes and its really u
through divorce.
one person in the w
actually say.. do y
through this, and I've
the trauma of perso
with immediate marr
`You know when y
worth of real sort o
find it just gone ov
tough.’
`I know that I want t
and so now I've go
transition
period
complexity… Do I wa
rest of my life? No
necessary part of
business of today.’
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Appendix 2: Paradoxical thinking: dilemmas and polarities
Dilemmas/polarities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Illustrations

•
•

Known – unknown
Present – future
Don't act - Don't wait
Us/warm – them/cold
(Now) - `the other side’ (destination)
Knowing the `rules' in a state of uncertainty; `a
consistency around the globe about not knowing...'
Hold the split – tell the truth – be credible.
Postpone action but don’t sit on my hands.

`What it does for you is c
splitting with yourself. On
you're trying, you're telling the
know, on other hand you're
does my boss [...], what does
aren't I being told?]... and th
one of the manager's duti
hard.. [I: So you have to h
same time].. At the same
credible, which sometimes is

Month 4

•
•
•

Mismatch of message and reality.
Don’t feel very aligned with their company.
Who knows – who doesn’t know.

`.. so as long as they kno
something they don't know, t
new equation that is drawn
rules that are drawn that sa
me and I will tell you whether
not, and if it's something that
you, I will tell you.’

Month 7

•
•
•

Us - them; good guys – bad guys
Fair – unfair, Right – wrong
Trying to create the new world from within the present
environment (of frustration)

``you know you want to get to the other
same time you don't want to give the cr
either.’

Month 1

•
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Appendix 3: Edgar’s experience of change as a space-time continuum
Space

Time
Month 1

•
•
•

Over by Christmas
Focus on the present, don’t
speculate about the future
Future is unknown

•
•
•

Month 4

•

The void now extends through
time
The `credibility clock’ (decay
in Month 1’s strategy)
`Not yet on the starting blocks’
Focus on 3 months ahead

•

•

•

(Actual) transitionary period
beginning
`The time component keeps
on coming in as to `When are
we going to know?’’
Near and far

•
•

End of `destruction’
New beginnings

•
•
•

Month 7

•
•

Month 10

•
•

•
•
•

•
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Motion (and quality)

(Change as) the unknown, a
void; `the other side’
(destination)
(Company) inside/outside;
walls; levels; distance.
(Internal to Edgar) internal
split.
In the void, `limbo’ (`is
anybody out there doing
business?’)
In no-man’s land
Isolation - the `leper colony’
(E’s department split off from
main company); `in our own
little world’

•
•
•

Going into the unknown
Frustration, tension, anxiety
`Unknowing’ - the truth; not
knowing own future

•

Suspended animation, `not
any different position’
Feeling of isolation, strain.
Rumbling on
Grinding very slowly
Frustration, anxiety
Shock (`realisation’).

Segregation – dividing up `the
new world’
(Our side) – the other side
(other party)
In here – out there/out in the
field
Centrality (`because you're
in... are not in the real centre
but on the sort of the next
layer out’)

•
•

Segregation complete, focus
on `new’ business

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

A rhythm of its own
Progress is very slow; both
going into deep holes
Severe frustration:
Others not knowing
Sadness, loss, having to let
go

Transition
Tiredness
Emotion returns, can spark
people off again
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Appendix 4: Imaginal themes
`Imaginal’ theme
Month 1

•
•

Possible

`The Day of Judgement’. Anticipation of being judged on the `other
side'. Weighing up, scales.
`Into the Unknown’ (the Future), (..I’m really in the unknown… ;
..it’s that sort of unknown factor that really gets into your belly.
Whoa, what can I do next?’; It’s not having a road map any more’.)

•
•

Protector (shielding staff, h
Explorer/voyager

Month 4

•

`Outcasts (the Leper Colony)’. (`The… strange thing about being
a leper is, is that this organisation… doesn't, cannot now have any
discussions or any relationship with the (main) corporation. So,
whereas I was on a global team doing sort of things, that has been
severed, so I can't talk to my colleagues in any part of the... any
other region now.’)

•

Guide (`.. then once I've he
them to help their people re
managers it's come, the rea
earlier than others.’

Month 7

•
•

`Good Guys – Bad Guys’.
`The Fall (Destruction and Betrayal)’. (`.. this so called partner of
ours that we had, that we liked and loved and enjoyed being with,
was now sort of setting its stall up to destroy us.’)

•

Seeker after justice (`Wha
own mind is to recognise th
that there is going to be this
manage that.’)
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Appendix 5: OT study
Tosey & Robinson 2002
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Practitioners refer to purposes and perspectives (global, ecological and
spiritual) beyond those of the immediate organizational or business sphere.
Practitioners often perceive themselves as following a vocation, in the literal
sense of a calling.
Practitioners make reference to ideals, principles, and values more than they
refer to formal theory or specific methodology, to the extent that there Month
10 be a denial of using theory or technique. Links are made between this work
and the notion of `new paradigms’ of thought.
There is often a stated intention to be integrative, in order to create synergy
between (for example) the personal and the professional, and business
materialism and spirituality. This sometimes has a normative status, for
example that leaders should `walk their talk’ and `live out their values’.
Transformation is seen as process (towards outcomes such as `alignment’)
more than product. The emphasis within accounts of the process is on
concepts such as relationship, love and trust, and energy. `Relationship’ is
perceived both as a context for transformation, and as an essential focus for
practitioner interventions.
The work is predicated upon the personal transformation of both client and
consultant. Leaders must go through personal transformation if they wish to
create organizational transformation. Clients will need to be `ready for’ and
`committed to’ this work. Consultants will need to `invest’ in the client.
The work Month 10 well involve intense pain and struggle for both client and
practitioner, with both likely to encounter their `shadow side’.
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Wider perspective

•

Wider perspective, identity

•

Wider perspective (re `new paradigm

•

Paradoxical thinking

•
•

Interpersonal process
Transformation as emergent, not con

•
•

Paradoxical thinking (personal and p
Interpersonal process

•

Mytho-poetic `journey’ (e.g. ordeal)
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Paper 5

The facilitation of spiritual development.
(Work in progress)

© Josie Gregory 2002

Abstract
This paper will focus on the spiritual dimension as a domain of human experience.
This territory is vast, so the discussion will necessarily be limited to a few selected
approaches to spiritual practices and spiritual development mainly within the
contemporary Western tradition.
When facilitating spiritual development, it is important to understand the preferences
of individuals in their approach to spiritual expression. In this paper I will pay attention
to some of these differences as well as looking at some of the attributes and skills
spiritual facilitators may need in their practice.
______________________________________________________________

Introduction
The basic premise on which this paper is based is that those who are awake to their
own spiritual nature and actively identify with being spiritual human beings are on a
journey of spiritual development that can be called the mystical journey.
“No description of the bliss of contemplation is possible: its nature is such that
it is unspeakable. Even if it was permissible to speak of it, no words could be
found. So mystical writers in general do no more that hint at this glory; they
are content to describe the path to the Heavenly City, the pitfalls to avoid, the
obstacles to surmount, the training to undergo, the mists to grope through.
The author of the Cloud (of Unknowing) does the same. He gives a map of
the way, his way, with great and attractive simplicity; the snags and the needs
are indicated, and the methods to avoid the one and implement the other are
set out.”i
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This mystical journey can take many forms from deeply transcendental
experience to other forms of peak experiences to social and nature
mysticism. There is a continuum of commitment and depth of engagement to
the journey with individuals moving through their development either more or
less consciously. Some people seem to gain spiritual maturity through their
own efforts while others appear to receive spiritual enlightenment through
grace from a Divine Source (or a source outside of the selfii). This begs the
question about the place of receptivity and providence in spiritual awakening
as opposed to active soul education by self or facilitators. In this paper I will
concentrate on the latter while acknowledging my personal bias for the
former.
In exploring this subject of spirituality there are some presuppositions that are useful
to hold on to. These are:
•

Human beings are best understood in terms of consciousness and its
modifications;

•

Consciousness can be transformed by spiritual practices;

•

Individuals can help others do the same by some form of transmissioniii.

Indicative of the above presuppositions is the acceptance of a western approach to
spirituality that is sometimes called spiritual psychologyiv. I am ambivalent about the
trend to psychologise spirituality as it intuitively feels restrictive, yet there is a view
that;
“Numinous (spiritual) experience arises from the autonomous level of the
psyche that is either the source of, or the medium for, the transmission of
religious experience”. And; ”Having such an experience immediately implies
the presence of the psyche, without which there would be no experience or
no experiencer”v (my italics).
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Heronvi (p.14) states that the psyche is “simple a convenient generic term to use
when talking about some of the basic structures and dynamics of the human mind.”
In the original Greek psyche meant the breath, life, soul. Psychic `structures’ could
include the soul, the mind, life force and all levels of consciousness and the definition
can change depending on the religious, philosophical and psychological orientation
of different authors.

Being Spiritual
My bias is to use the term `being spiritual’ where possible instead of the noun
`spirituality’ as the latter does not give the essence of a living dynamic intrinsic to the
experiences under discussion. Also I have difficulty defining spirituality but less
difficulty in defining what it means to be spiritual. For me being spiritual means being
is a sacred space (a sacred consciousness) or Presence where there is a `choiceless
awareness’vii. Buddha’s message was that the heart of spiritual practice is
awareness. Awareness means “feelings are know as they arise, as they are present,
as they disappear; perceptions are known as they arise, as they are present, as thy
disappear; thoughts are know as they arise, as they are present, as they disappear.”
`Choiceless awareness’ was the simple and only teaching of another great buddha,
Krishnamurti.viii
However there is a broad definition of spirituality offered by Evans cited in Ferrerix:
“Spirituality consists primarily of a basic transformative process in which we uncover
and let go of our narcissism so as to surrender into the mystery out of which
everything continually arises.”
William Jamesx offers four criteria of mysticism or the mystical experience. While
these are critically debated in academic circles, they are useful starting points so they
are offered here in summary form:
Ineffability (unutterable)
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Noetic quality (intellectual quality)
Transiency (impermanent)
Passivity (inactive, receptive).

•

Ineffability: When the experience defies expression. The quality of the experience
must be directly experienced; it cannot be transferred or imparted to others. The
state is a state of feeling not of intellect.

•

Noetic quality – While mystical experiences are states of feeling, they also seem
to be states of knowledge. They are states of insights into depths of truth
unplumbed by the discursive intellect. Illuminations, revelations full of significance
and importance, yet all inarticulate and have a curious sense of authority for
after-time.

For some authors, the above two criteria are sufficient to entitle any state it be called
mystical. The following two are least marked, but are usually found:
•

Transiency, mystical states cannot be sustained for long. Mostly it is for about
half an hour, or an hour or two at the most. (op cit. p.381) Recall quality can fade,
but when the experiences re-occur they are recognised immediately.

•

Passivity: While the subject might prepare his state for a spiritual experience,
when the characteristic sort of consciousness has set in, the mystic feels as if his
own will were in abeyance, and he can feel held by a superior power.

According to James mystical experiences modify the inner life of the subject between
the times of their occurrence. Mysticism is a particular state of consciousness.
James goes on to say that in his view personal spiritual experience has its roots and
center in mystical states of consciousness. Some of the characteristics of this state
are described above, and others are a greater / deeper sense of the significance to
things already known whether a prayer, a relationship with nature, words, sounds
and so on. Then there is the feeling of having `been here before’ or `dreamy states’.
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Sense of the obliteration of time, space, and sensations until nothing remains but a
pure, absolute, abstract Self. The universe becomes without form and void of content
(Op cit, 384-5). Happold also talks of the sense of timelessness. However as
timelessness is created in the same way as gravity and space and the mystical
experience moves beyond created reality into the non-duel reality, it moves beyond
time and space. In other words, time is only part of the phenomenal world. The level
beyond is to move to the level of consciousness where duality and multiplicity
disappear, including the duality between man and Deity. (Happold 1970, p47)
Another characteristic is the conviction that the familiar phenomenal ego is not the
real `I’. In spiritual development it is this real Self that is explored with the view to
being constantly aware and operating from that Self. It is a transformation from the
ego to the Real Self which is the spiritual journey for the mystic. For “in its nature this
True or Greater Self is divine.” (Happold 1970, 48) (For the interested reader,
Bernadette Roberts advocates the concept of the No-Self as the ultimate destiny for
the mystic)xi

We might ask what does it mean to be a mystic? In ancient times a mystic was one
who had gained an esoteric knowledge of divine things and has been ` into eternity’
(page 18).xii His (her) object was to break through the world of history and time into
that of eternity and timelessness. From 2000 years ago the more modern notion is of
the mystic seeking understanding of a consciousness beyond the material world. The
aim of mystics seems twofold. The first is attainment of the One, and the second is
the teaching of this attainment.
My main assertion is that all levels and forms of spiritual development have this as its
ultimate end, regardless of culture, language or practice. This aim may seem a very
ambitious one, but it is the nature of spiritual beings to return to their source and I
think human beings are also spiritual beings.
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Many speak of being spiritual using a transcendent or immanent metaphor or
domains of experience.xiii In the transcendent state of spiritual consciousness there is
a perceived contact with a plane or sphere of reality which is `above’ or `beyond’
those which are normally regarded as real (or human)xiv. Maslowxv states:

“Transcendence can mean to live in the realm of Being, speaking the
language of Being. B-cognizing, plateau living. It can mean the serene
B-cognition as well as the climactic peak-experience kind of Bcognition. After the insight or the great conversion, or the great mystic
experience or the great illumination, or the great full-awakening, one
can calm down as the novelty disappears, and as one gets used to
good things or even great things, live casually in heaven and be on easy
terms with the essential and eternal and infinite”.
Immanence, on the other hand, refers to the actualising tendency deeply embedded
in the individual to become all that he or she is capable of becoming. This is the
“capacity of feeling, working as a deep formative presence within us, the guiding
voice of immanent divinity”.xvi According to Heron entelechy (as an ontological
position) means the lower or formative potential of higher levels. This implies that
divinity springs from within the person reaching out to Unitive Consciousness or unity
with the world within One –Many Mind (to use Heron’s phrase). According to Jane
Houston (cited in Heronxvii) entelechy is:
“That dynamic purposiveness coded in ourselves, longing for enfoldment and
expression. It is the possibility of our next stage of growth and evolution
entering into time…. This Entelechy Self is also the supreme orchestrator and
ground of all one’s other selves, and serves as a protector and provider of
balance and mental health amid the complex and polyphrenic structure of
one’s inner life. It is the Root Self, the ground of one’s being, and the seeded
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coded essence in you which contains both the patterns and the possibilities of
your life.”
Immanence addresses the potential of the individual to manifest their spirituality
through their personhood and psychological growth. This is similar to Assagioli’sxviii
personal self and Higher Self and is supported within depth psychology in general.
“Using what is known about the processes of the transpersonal Self in its
relation to the development of the personal self, I have suggested ways in
which those elements of the psyche that we label as human and divine can
best

be

understood

as

belonging

to

an

undivided

continuum

of

consciousness. I also try to describe something of how these strands of the
psyche combine to form the structures of human personality.” xix
For most mystical traditionsxx, spiritual practice has as its goal enlightenment. This
enlightenment seems to be the strongest current that flows deeply through the many
spiritual journeys recorded throughout history. Enlightenment has as one of its
characteristics numinous experiences: This is a discrete experience (stance and
ecstasy for example) somehow standing out from the normal stream of
consciousness, having a beginning and an end. Maslow’sxxi peak experience is often
used as an example of this. Another state is called a `ground of being’ or state of
consciousness that mystics permanently possess, and which non-mystics do not, or
are not aware of. Enlightenment is grey (Suzuki) indicating that enlightenment is not
a continual repetition of peak experiences, but a neutral state of some kind that is
nevertheless highly valuable. Here is one example of the mystical continuum which
seems to go from peak experiences to the dark night of the soul.xxii The concept of
the One in mysticism is prolific in spiritual and religious writings and Happoldxxiii
describes it as:
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“a consciousness of the Oneness of everything. All creaturely existence is
experienced as a unity, as All in One and One in all. In theistic mysticism God
is felt to be in everything and everything exists in God”.
Other traditions will use atheistic terms, yet the phenomenon of seeking Union with
an ultimate reality seems the same. Union is not the same as identity, union is
beyond personal identity.
There are many ways of expressing this phenomenon and a simplified description
only is given here. Perennialists, that is, those who would agree with Huxley’s
Perennial philosophy propose the one `core’ experience underneath its various
spiritual practices and the contextualists who say that there is no `core’ experience
and that all experiences derive from the context. Kingxxiv advocates a middle road,
assuming there is a core experience which can be characterised as some encounter
with the One, but that expression of it are not so much culturally mediated but fall
broadly into only two categories determine by the (mostly) culturally-depended
orientation of the individual. These two categories are descriptions of the One
mediated through love, and descriptions of the One mediated through awareness.
The mystic’s experience is of some kind of unity, but reached through two different
orientations (heart orientation and head orientation).
There is another way to describe spiritual orientations. The heart orientation is
theistic (devotional mysticism) found in Christianity and in Islam. True love mysticism
however goes way beyond the language of their religious tradition. The heart
oriented mystic may express The One as God (mono and polytheistic) while the
awareness-oriented seek the Void, or Nirvana, or the Wholeness and is monistic.
According to King and others, there is potentially a third orientation, nature
mysticism. Nature mysticism can be heart oriented or head orientated, and is
essentially panfentheistic in orientation. A definition of nature mysticism could be ` an
expansivity triggered by Nature’. This expansivity will include not only discrete
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experiences (such as certain raptures often cited as examples of nature mysticism)
but a mystical continuum or orientation in which Nature plays a role.xxv
An example from Jung is offered here to illustrate his orientation:
The Indian’s goal is not moral perfection, but the condition of nirvana. He
wishes to free himself from nature; in keeping with this aim, he seeks in
meditation the condition of imagelessness and emptiness. I, on the other
hand, wish to persist in the state of lively contemplation of nature and of the
psychic images. I want to be freer neither from human beings, nor from
myself, nor from nature; for all these appear to me the greatest of miracles.
Nature, the psyche, and life appear to me like divinity unfolding and what
more could I wish for? To me the supreme meaning of Being can consist only
in the fact that it is, not that it is not or is no longer.xxvi
In summary, being spiritual can be experienced within the person as an expansive,
altered state of consciousness which is attributed to connection with a Unitive Source
or the One-in-the Many.xxvii The altered state of consciousness has many attributes,
the most common being timelessness and spacelessness during peak or mystical
experiences and a transformative change for the individual who never quite sees the
previous world reality in the same way. However the source of this altered state can
be experienced as immanent or transcendent or both and the following section offers
one model that maps such orientations.

Spiritual orientations
As stated earlier, this mystical journey can take many forms from deeply
transcendental experiences, to other forms of peak experience to social and nature
mysticism. While King speaks of nature, social and transcendental mysticismxxviii to
explain whether spiritual practice is devotional (love mysticism) or awareness
mysticism, Rawlinson uses a different categorisation to explain the different spiritual
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orientations. These seem to differentiate opposites such as `hot’ and `cool’ and
`structured’ and `unstructured’xxix.

These terms relate to patterns of spiritual expression (practice) by spiritual aspirants
and also, according to Rawlinson’s research, enable us to distinguish between
different spiritual teachings and teachers.
`Hot’ is that which is other than oneself; that which has its own life. One does not
have access to it as a right. It is powerful and breath-taking and is associated with
revelation and grace. This is a transcendental approach and a love mysticism.
`Cool’ is the very essence of oneself; one need not go to another to find it. Hence
one does have access to it as a right. It is quite and still, and is associated with selfactualisation. This is immanence.
The meaning of `structured’ is that there is a coherent order in the cosmos and
therefore in the human condition. There is something to be discovered and there is a
way of discovering it. A map is required to find the destination.
By contract, `unstructured’ teaching says that there is no gap between the
starting point and the finishing post. Method and goal are identical. We are not
separate from reality/ truth/God and so no map is required. Everything is
available now and always has been.
There can be overlap between these four manifestations of the human condition as
well as in rare cases they can combine in all four quadrants. So there is hot
structured, hot unstructured; cool structured and cool unstructured. Here we are
speaking of spiritual traditions. This model can hold many questions related to
ontology, (the nature of reality); cosmology (the nature of the universe); anthropology
(the nature of man); and soteriology; (the nature of liberation – in the spiritual sense).

Rawlinson’s use of the four ontological categorisation is diagrammed below.
Hot= God is the doer
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Hot Unstructured

Hot Structured

The cosmos is vast and inhabited by There is a divine power, quite other
innumerable powerful beings;

than oneself, which encloses us and

liberation consists in finding one’s way is the source of liberation.
through

the

labyrinth

with

the

appropriate passwords
God as love – submit
God as king. God as Power
Cool Structured

Cool Unstructured

Liberation is within oneself but it must One’s own nature is liberation;
be uncovered by disciplined practice.

everything else is illusion.

God as Being – devotional
God and self as One - awareness –
Wisdom
Cool= The person focuses on their own nature (which is divine)
Figure 1. Rawlinson’s quadrants showing the Four Combinations. (1997, p. 100)
The implication of this differentiation of spiritual expressive approaches is that
facilitators need to understand and appreciate the different modes of expression to
be able to match the aspirant’s mode.
The following diagram gives a fuller description to illustrate different teachings and
the purpose for different teachers:
Hot Structured
Ontology: many powers/ beings

Hot Unstructured
Ontology: only God is real; he is
unknowable

Cosmology: a vast Labyrinth

Cosmology: the universe is God’s
creation / projection and is entirely
depended upon him.

Anthropology: man contains all powers Anthropology: man is nothing before
(the microcosm/ macrocosm homology
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Soteriology:

the

great

journey;

the Soteriology: acceptance of God’s will

initiatic adventure

Cool Unstructured

Cool Structured
Ontology: everything has its place

Ontology: only the self is real; or reality
is empty (shunya)

Cosmology: a harmonious whole

Cosmology: illusion

Anthropology: man is the centre of the Anthropology: man is identical with
universe
Soteriology:

reality
clear

awareness,

non-

entanglement

Soteriology: know yourself

Figure 2, Rawlinson’s Different Categories of Teaching. (1997, p.102)
The hot religions hold God as a person (Bhatia – devotional) with hot structure
addressing the power of God; God as King. Hot unstructured is an ecstatic Bhatia;
that is God as Love. The devotee seeks bliss and intimacy, to be lost in love.
The cool religions hold God as a state of being. Cool structured stresses
relationships which are of devotional (Bhatia) dependence. The devotee approached
God through disciplined practice. The Cool Unstructured stress is on union. The
devotee knows God as not separate from himself. The aim is of merging, pure
essence.
This model gives an excellent guide to different practices and what they hope to
accomplish. Esoteric traditions tend to be hot structured and give their teaching in
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short measured amounts to the `selected few’. This is the magician’s corner (that is,
the manipulation of the laws of the cosmos in the services of self-transformation).
The devotee jumps into the practice trusting the external forces guiding him, both
human (teachers) and divine.
The cool structured works gently but consistently to achieve awareness. The aim is
balance and timing and is the way of the yogi. These two structured approaches
have a proactive feel to them hence the concepts Jump and Work are important
characteristics.
The hot and cool unstructured are quite opposite. These are submit (Hot
Unstructured) and let go (cool unstructured). The hot unstructured is the mode of the
martyr while the cool unstructured is the way of the hermit.
Consciousness can be determined through this model as well. In Hot devotional
practice consciousness is seen as divine and hierarchical (structured) and divine and
universal (unstructured). For the Cool consciousness is natural and particularised
(structured) and natural and universal (unstructured).
The purpose of using this model is that it shows some general ways in which people
work within their spiritual tradition and their likely spiritual journeys. It also has implicit
in it some of the general answers to how these journeys might be facilitated. It is not
my intention to go into these in great detail, rather to give a broad overview to
indicate that facilitation of spiritual development must match the particular journey of
the individual.
Many exponents of spiritual development assert that spiritual growth goes hand-inhand with personal development, which is not just psychological in the usual sense of
that word, but is about the maturation of the whole person, psychical, cognitive,
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intuitive, emotional, moral and behavioural. The next section gives a brief résumé of
some of the key issues in human development.

A general map of human development
If spiritual development is linked to states of consciousness and these states are
linked to human developmentxxx there is a need to understand the developmental
stages that a person goes through. Firstly, for the purposes of this paper, the concept
of states of consciousness needs to be understood in its simplest sense. That is, that
all human beings have four states; waking, sleeping, dreaming and non-dual everpresent awareness, although sleeping and dreaming might seem less real to some
people and the non-dual state may be latent in many. Therefore all people are
deemed to have available to them this general spectrum of consciousness which
manifest as different states”.xxxi
According to Wilberxxxii the body is the energetic support of the various states and
levels of mind. Vedanta offers three different bodies which support these states, that
is, the gross body of the waking state, supporting the material mind (the brain), the
subtle body of the dreaming state supporting the emotional, mental, and higher
levels; and the causal body of deep sleep supporting the spiritual mind. For our
purpose what seems important is the structure of the different states, that is, the level
of maturation of consciousness within the different states. According to Wilber, a
structure is a sheath or level of consciousness or maturation of consciousness and
he works mainly with two types. These are the structure in the basic level of
consciousness, such as sensations, impulses, image, rule, formal operational, visionlogic, psyche, subtle and causal, and the structures in the developmental lines of
consciousness, such as degrees of cognitive development, degrees of emotional and
moral development and so on. Wilber creates a continuum between these known
stages of development and links them with spiritual stages of development. The
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linked areas are the areas of subtle and causal levels with the view of integrating
them as part of human development. So one can display side by side, Piaget’s
cognitive stages, Kohlberg’s moral stages, Erikson’s psychosocial development
stages and many others as well as various theories of emotional and spiritual
development stages. These different states and stages give rise to different spiritual
experiences and will be returned to later.
Wilber attempts to link human development to spiritual development as an integral
holograph. Hisxxxiii archaeology of spirit embraces matter to body to mind, to soul to
spirit (in that evolutionary order). (Wilber’s charts and diagrams are very detailed and
complex and the reader is encouraged to view Figures 1a p197 to Figures 11, p217,)
where the developmental lines are drawn, psychological defenses are identified and
spiritual development mapped out. The practice of creating developmental models is
common to a number of traditions and in the Christian tradition a version can be
found in Fowler et al. under the heading of Stages of Development and Religious
Tradition.xxxiv Here I will use a shorter account of Wilber’s developmental model as
summarised by Rowanxxxv
1. “Pleroma – or material fusion, the lowest stage of structural organisation,

recapitulated in humans via the primary matrix. (This is the Pre-personal
stage (PP))
2. Body – simple sensorimotor intelligence and emotional-sexual drives. Sense

of being identified with the body. (PP stage)
3. Magic – The first symbolic cognitive mode, primary process: confuses inside

and outside, whole and part, subject and predicate, image and reality (PP
stage).
4. Mythic – higher representational thought, but still incapable of formal-

operational insight; still anthropomorphic; mixture of logic and previous magic.
(PP stage)
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5. Mental ego – egoic rationality and formal operational logic. This is the

1normal’ consensus consciousness of Western society (Personal Stage).
6. Centaur – integration of vision-logic mind with emotional body; the unified

bodymind. The existential self: autonomous, integrated, authentic (Gateway
to the Transpersonal stage (TP)).
7. Psychic – actual psychic capacity or the beginning of transpersonal modes

while still linked to the body. Always some sense of the divine being involved
(TP)
8. Subtle – home of high archetypes, or exemplary and trans-individual patterns

of manifestation. Symbols and images cultivated to represent divinity. (TP)
9. Causal – Ultimate unity in only Spirit. No symbols or images at this stage.
10. The non-dual is said to be a further stage beyond the above but can only be

represented by the paper on which the whole diagram is drawn.
(these last two stages may link with Roberts No-Self)
The above is a psychospiritual developmental process which every person goes
through whether they are aware of it or not although they may also stay put at any of
the levels for various reasons. The implications of this model will be discussed later
under `facilitation’. However it is important to state that Wilber’s model has many
advocates and just as many critics. I do not altogether accept Wilber’s authority as a
human developmentalist, however at a surface level the model above has some
merit. The same could be said of Heron’s model described below.

Moving into a broad belief about personhood, Heronxxxvi asserts that a person is a
citizen of the cosmos, a cosmopolitan in the original sense of the word. That
“personal consciousness is continuous with a backdrop of cosmic consciousness
which includes all worlds, physical and subtle”, and that our “personal life emerges
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from an inner wellspring of divine life, a deep centre of indwelling and unlimited
potential”. xxxvii
Such assertions create challenges to live out being cosmopolitan through cosmic
consciousness, namely to live fully in awareness and develop our unlimited potential.
Yet this challenge brings us face to face with one of the most difficult results of our
embodiment, that is, a form of cosmic or spiritual amnesia, self-forgetting our divide
heritage. We also contract our consciousness to our physical and social identity and
to fretting about the past or the future rather than living in the expansive now.
According to Heron, cosmic or spiritual amnesia creates subtle pain, a sense of
alienation from cosmic awareness and the locus of divide life withinxxxviii. The anxiety
generated is continuous, preventing us from fully coming-into- being.
Coming-into-being implies persons remembering their status as cosmic citizens and
moving into a deep still centre of awareness and inner attunement.
Secondary distress occurs when whole societies are in spiritual amnesia, acting out
of this pain, they inflict pain on each other. Interpersonal conflict is rife and is
continuously fed by the primary pain of cosmic amnesia. Every effort to remember
who we are in terms of divine origin and centre will mean there is less destruction of
other persons, animals and global ecology.
Heronxxxix offers a model of human development in terms of personality structures,
which is congruent with his beliefs about human nature. His presupposition is that a
person is a fundamental spiritual reality, a distinct presence in the world (p52). His
approach comes from an immanent perspective and focuses on the achievements of
the person in his /her development through the various states. Heron outlines a
broad developmental progression through these states- from below upward in the
following list – but not in any rigid linear fashion, and allowing for a wide range of
developmental anomalies and variations:
•

Charismatic person

The psyche is a continuously transfigured, living
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Presencexl
•

Self-transfiguring self

The psyche realises its psychic and spiritual
Potentials

•

self-creating person

The psyche is autonomous in healing and
actualising self

•

Creative person

The psyche is autonomous in external behaviour

•

Conventional person

the socialised psyche adopts cultural roles and
Rules

•

Compulsive person

The wounded psyche has defensive splits and
repressions

•

Spontaneous person

The uninhibited psyche expresses its innate
impulses

•

Primal person

Primordial fusion of the psyche and its foetal world

Figure 1. Heron’s developmental states (1992, p.53)

These are only two possible models out of many that attempts to explain human
development in states or stages. These two have been chosen as a personal
preference as I find them easier to understand than for example: Buddhist Vijnanas
or the Kabbalah. That said, Susan Cook-Greuter’sxli Self-Related stages is very
comprehensive and not unlike Heron’s model.

Earlier the four states of consciousness were discussed briefly, these are: psyche
[gross], subtle, causal and non-dual. These are linked with four manifestations of
spiritual development and are described below.
Natural mysticism tends to deal with the world that can be seen with the senses and
is experienced in the gross-subtle (psyche) state (Type 1). Subtle (deity) mysticism
tends to deal with realms, states or `worlds' that cannot be seen with the empirical
senses and are not normally found in nature. They are transnatural often involving
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God or some type of deity form(s), dakinis, subtle lights and energies, dreams and
visionary states, archetypal imagery and so on. This is the domain of the subtle body.
(Type 2)
Causal (formless) mysticism is an experience of pure formlessness, Emptiness, the
Void, the Limitless Ground, sometimes as a second theme, this is experienced as the
formless Witness or pure Self that transcends all and is detached from all, although it
reflects whatever arises with equanimity. This is the domain of the causal body, and
likely the closest to the cool unstructured in Rawlinson’s model. (Type 3)
Non-dual (integral) mysticism is much, much rarer than any of the previous three
states, simply because it included all three. Also it can be mistaken for type #1 or
gross-real unity, because it involves a oneness with nature, but it also involves a
oneness with subtle and causal while nature mysticism, by definition, does not. Nondual mystical experiences usually begin with a strong experience of formlessness
(Type 3) that eventually spills into all experienced worlds, spills into infinity, so that
there is a radical union of Emptiness and All Form. (Type 4).
Jefferson,xlii in his research on children’s spiritual development, speaks of the
different stages of (personality) development and how they link with the
transpersonal states. These stages can be labelled egocentric, to ethnocentric to
worldcentric. The states will be interpreted according to the cognitive, affective, moral
and other lens of the stages that the person has developed to so far. Some of the
potential work of the spiritual facilitator or guide is focused here. Many (Rowan,
Wilber, Heron, Underhill and others) are clear that sustained higher spiritual
consciousness can only be achieved through personal development of the personal
ego, to move through the egocentric developmental stage, the ethnocentric stage
and finally to arrive at the worldcentric and cosmic-centric stages.
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Part 2. Facilitating Spiritual Development

Attributes of the Spiritual Facilitator

This paper has intentionally allocated a lot of space to describing some spiritual
states and aspects of human development in the hope that such information will
naturally help answer the question about facilitation or guidance. Different readers
will draw different conclusions about the best way to manager their own and others
spiritual journey and as a Cool Unstructured person (Rawlinson’s classifications) I
find it difficult to be prescriptive about what is the `best way’ to facilitate other’s
development.

Some readers may not recognize themselves at all from the

descriptions offered in Part 1 of this paper, and I am mindful that I have excluded
what is for me an important and large volume of work and form of spiritual
development within the Christian monastic traditions from the middle ages, such as
Julian of Norwich, Theresa of Avila, St. John of the Crossxliii, Eckhart and other
Christian mystics such as the author of that brilliant book: The Cloud of Unknowing.
The main reason for this is that I wanted to move away form personalities and
specific traditions and go underneath religion to the expressive forms such different
spiritual approaches take. If we examine the practices of the people just mentioned
we would say that Teresa of Avila and John of the Cross could be seen as Love
Mystics or hot unstructured, as well as Julian of Norwich and all three are God (as
person) mystics. Certainly Eckhard and the author of the Cloud of Unknowing would
be considered cool unstructured and called awareness mystics or soul mystics
depending on your preference for different labels. When spiritual practices are looked
at in this way, as spiritual processes and expressions rather than religions, I think it
can inform and encourage people in this century to see many ways to develop
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themselves spiritually regardless of whether they identify with a particular religion or
none.
From the account of both personal and spiritual development it seems obvious that
one of the most important skills of the facilitator is to accurately assess the spiritual
orientation of the aspirant. If an aspirant is devotional in orientation, talking about the
Void and Absolute Nothingness will have little impact on them. This generally applies
to guidance in the initial stages of spiritual development hence my use of the word
`aspirant’. As Rawlinson says many experienced practitioners can express their
spirituality from within more than one quadrant.
The other important facilitation skill is having knowledge of what level of personal /
spiritual development the aspirant is working at. There are many people who get very
agitated with some of the developmental models as they seem to imply that one
cannot be spiritual before a certain age and developmental stage, particularly before
a certain psychological stage of development. So to use Rawlinson’s model, if one is
a Cool Unstructured person, then the `knowing of being spiritual’ is always within the
person and simple needs to be attended to. With that caveat I would like to show the
implications of Rowan and Wilber’s developmental model where one can see that
spiritual development seriously starts at stage 6. Stage 5 describes the development
of the Mental ego, the egoic rationality and formal operational logic stage as
described by Piaget. This is the `normal’ consensus consciousness of Western
society (Personal Stage). To move from this stage to stage 6 requires a deep
commitment to personal change or grace and providence or all three. Having built up
the personal ego and strong sense of personal identity as essential adult
characteristics, the person now wants to transform him or herself into a self-creative
person. Heron gave his reason for this which I will re-produce here:
By the word `transpersonal’ I refer to the person changing from one state to
another, emerging from identification with egoic separateness into intrinsic
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personhood: distinctness of being within a wider and deeper unity. In this sense
`transpersonal’ means `transforming’. Personhood is not left behind, on the
contrary, it enters into its true estate, unique participation in here and now divine
presence, the heritage which has awaited it all along.” xliv
One can see that stage 5 is about the personal level. Individuals who do personal
development (psychological) work to reduce ego inflation, anxiety, and material
attachment and other personality traumas are likely to move to the Centaur stage.
According to Rowanxlv personal development is not an option but an essential prerequisite to spiritual development if we want to prevent spiritual emergencies. The
centaur stage is where humanistic psychology and practice operates. The aim of
humanistic psychology is to develop and integrate the mind- body-spirit of the person
in a holistic fashion. This integration is vital before the development moves to the
subtle stage if we are to come through the transformation as fully functioning
individuals
The Centaur stage is the bridge between the personal and the transpersonal in terms
of levels of consciousness. Authenticity and autonomy are prime values at the 6th
stage. The integration of vision-logic mind with the emotional body; the unified bodymind, exploring the existential self, all these are intended to lead to self-actualisation
(in Maslow’s terms). At this stage the work of the aspirant and the facilitator is
between the personal and the transpersonal and it is co-creative work. This is
distinctively different from working in general psychological counselling and clinical
psychotherapy where the work is generally held with the 5th stage). However, within
the personal stage, any incompletely healed distress, compulsive behaviour or other
archaic trauma needs to be attended to and healed. Many spiritual teachers attest to
the necessity of this personal work as part of the movement into the transpersonal
sphere. The consequence of not doing such personal work and to move straight into
the phenomenological (experiential) aspect of spiritual practice creates a danger of
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spiritual narcissism (which includes ego-inflation, self-absorption and spiritual
materialism), integrative arrestment (meaning that natural process through which
spiritual realisations are integrated into everyday life are arrested) and for some
spiritual psychosis.xlvi. The spiritual facilitator needs to be able to work at the level of
the personal and the transpersonal and know when the aspirant is working on
existential issues, spiritual identity issues and when they are working with archaic
distress.

Such assertions about the maturation of the person and the personal

development work that needs to be done indicates that these authors belong to
Rawlinson’s Hot Structures or Cool structured categories.
Many people can become addicted to peak experiences or sustained spiritual
excitement as evidence that they are meditating, or praying or practicing their
spiritual development correctly and being rewarded and the great traditions
discourage this. Wisdom and knowledge are the goals of the great traditions as this
leads to enlightenment, not experience. The balance between experience and
learning from experience is offered by Rowan when he says: “If we take responsibility
for ourselves, we are fully human. …this is a very important step in psychospiritual
development, because it is the gateway to the realisation that we must have spiritual
experiences for ourselves, we cannot get them from someone else. This is the basic
attitude of the mystic in all religious traditions – to get inside ones own experience, to
commit oneself to one’s own experience, to trust one’s own experience. “xlvii (p37).
Yet, as Farrerxlviii points out, the traditions are careful to warn that mystical states are
(not) ends in themselves but as preparation to participate in special states of
discernment. There is a warning here against James’ radical empiricism which I
cannot go into now. However there is one point worth mentioning. Part of the thesis
of the “Cloud of Unknowing” is the notion of the `cloud of forgetting’. The cloud of
forgetting encourages the aspirant to put aside all points of reference(s) previously
used; to let go of rules of punishment and reward; to let go of consolation and to
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move into a state of awe as a stable state and that is it. Krishnamurti taught this in
the 20th century as part of his `choiceless awareness’ and the author of the “Cloud of
Unknowing” said the same in the 13th Century. The author was an unknown Roman
Catholic monk, Krishnaturti a modern-day Buddha.

Facilitating such enlightenment implies the ending of the `I’-making tendencies,
ending or cessation of obstacles or traits, rather than positive terms such as bliss,
although this is to be sought too. Cessation is the root meaning of the word `Nirvana’
The proposition offered here is that this is the aim or desire of seekers and all those
who consciously embark on the spiritual journey. The aim is to move to the subtle,
causal and non-dual states of human and spiritual development, according to Wilber
and his supporters.
Wilber states that modernity can be defined as the differentiation between art,
science and morals, (Wilber 2000, p60)xlix He goes on to say that “one aspect of postmodernity could be understood as the differentiation between spiritual expression
and religion. He cautions that it would be wise for the differentiation not to polarise
too much and move into complete dissociation, fragmentation and alienation. Such a
split would indicate that the parties do not recognise their common roots, their
similarities in terms of deep spiritual processes and aspirations which are to be part
of the One or return to the One”. This Wilber says, is enlightenment. In this paper I
am endeavouring to limit the split by linking the term spirituality to the deep spiritual
processes of the mystical journey found in many religious traditions as well as
outside religions.

Biographical Information: Dr Josie Gregory is a Senior Lecturer and works in the
Human Potential Research Group within the Department of Educational, University of
Surrey. Josie’s past position was as Director of Studies for the MSc in Change Agent
Skills and Strategies (1997-2003) and her present position is Director of Studies for
the new postgraduate certificate in Spiritual Development and Facilitation. Josie has
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Paper 1
INITIATORY LEADERSHIP
© Chris Robertson and Cathy Rowan
“Come to the edge”, he said. They came to the edge. He pushed them and they flew.
Anon
Introduction
Our conjecture is that the western world is at an edge. We have been brought there
slowly over the last century through discoveries in science that have challenged the
Newtonian paradigm of a predictable, orderly and material world. The advent of the
information era and the virtual realities of cyberspace have contributed to the
dissolution of these material certainties. Over the same period, there has been an
increasing curiosity in the West about the spiritual traditions of our own indigenous
cultures together with an interest in Eastern philosophies and practices. There is
synchronicity between these discoveries and the pace of social, economic and
political change. We live within a much more complex and interconnected world than
our previous mechanistic, linear worldview can encompass.
New paradigm thinking has been with us for what seems like a long time and
includes work by the likes of Gregory Bateson, David Bohm and Willis Harman.
Classic notions of leadership based on Newtonian thinking have been challenged
increasingly over the last 30 years, starting with Greenleaf who coined the term
Servant Leadership142 The evidence from the new sciences is that transformation
incorporates chaos and uncertainty143. Nevertheless, our predominating worldview
remains one that is largely based on predictability and control. We seem, as Kuhn144
predicted, stuck in the practice and habits of the old paradigm even if it does not
work. It is as though we can see the edge but do not know how to cross over it.
Cultures at this edge throughout history have used initiatory rituals to help both
individuals and tribal groups across the threshold. Initiation functions as a
transformer of awareness. It operates at a junction point, the edge of a life change
and facilitates a radical re-visioning of our worldview. It manages this through both
confronting the fears that hold us back and giving the experience of a new way of
being, such as when adolescents are initiated into becoming adult members of a
tribe. In organisational terms, our fears for operating in uncertain and chaotic
situations hold us back and we miss the practical capacity of how to apply new ideas
in work and life. This dual action of releasing the control of fear and evoking the
actual capability of operating differently is the focus of this paper.
Bringing leadership to the edge
Without skills for dealing with chaos and instability, leaders and consultants are left
feeling exposed in their apparent inability to create order and control outcomes. One
of the most common questions asked of consultants is “ How will this affect the
bottom line?” Expectations are of a measurable financial impact within a set
timetable. Still invested in the old paradigm of predictability, numerous techniques
and models are put forward to aid the planning, management and measurement of
142 Greenleaf,R. (1998) The Power of Servant Leadership, San Francisco, Berrett-Koehler
2 Briggs, J & Peat, D (1999) Seven Lessons of Chaos: Spiritual Wisdom from the Science of Change. HarperCollins, New York
3 Kuhn, T.S. (1970) The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Chicago University Press
4 Higgs and Rowland (2000) Building Change Leadership Capability, Journal of Change Management, November 2000
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change efforts. Despite these efforts, research indicates that up to 70% of change
initiatives fail to meet their aims145.
Recent developments about emotional intelligence, dialogue and chaos are starting
to establish themselves in organisational thought. To really take on board new ideas,
leaders need to become like the child in the Hans Christian Anderson story who
announced, “But he has nothing on at all” in seeing the emperor with his ‘invisible
clothes’. This requires the divestment of old ways of doing things and the acquisition
of a new set of capabilities and practices, akin to new clothes146. This shift of focus
may be even more of a challenge than that of the rapid rate of change we face with
ever faster and more complex information exchange. It requires us to re-evaluate all
of the attitudes and assumptions we have acquired during our education and training
about competition, success and power.
We see the edge for leadership at the current time as being to initiate a new way of
working. In our perspective, leadership is not tied to position. It is a developmental
choice that is relevant to all jobs and lives. The practice of its capabilities can be a
potent contribution towards the type of transformation many of us hope to see in the
world - more collaboration, more social and environmental responsibility, more
meaning and more passion. There are an increasing number of leaders with the
vision and commitment to build organisations in accordance with such values.
Our aim is to bring leadership thinking to a transformational edge so that we can
imagine the nature of organisations and work differently. Why is the edge so
important? The edge is an area of uncertainty that is neither order nor chaos. The
new sciences show us that this is the most creative place in constantly changing
natural systems. For organisations to tap into individuals’ vitality and creativity, they
need to open to this uncertainty. As Wheatley puts it147,
”Of course it’s scary to give up what we know, but the abyss is where
newness lives. Great ideas and inventions miraculously appear in the space
of not knowing. If we can move through the fear and enter the abyss, we are
rewarded greatly. We discover we’re creative.”
Crisis and Initiation
Entering the abyss is what initiation is designed to facilitate. While there are many
different types of abyss, we can differentiate three main types of practical initiation:
1. painful ones in which we learn through the experience of being
cheated/betrayed
2. fearful ones in which we manage to come through an ordeal, a brush with
death
3. awakening ones in which we rise to the challenge of a situation and find
resources within us which had been dormant.
Although it is the third kind of initiation on which this paper draws, each of these
involves a deep learning through an encounter with the unknown. The process of
entering the abyss we fear and emerging, charges life with a renewed energy, an
elemental vitality that comes from dipping into a primordial power underlying all
creativity.

146 Robertson,C & Rowan,C (2002) The Leaders New Clothes. Web site www.spiralconsulting
147 Wheatley,M (2002) Turning to One Another P.37 San Francisco, Berrett-Koehle
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David Whyte, in his recent book on work and identity, describes his surviving a
dangerous encounter with the elemental power of the sea around the Galapagos
Islands. The captain of his small boat had fallen asleep. Whyte awoke just in time to
steer the boat away from a rock face, against which they would have been smashed
minutes later. He makes the comparison with sleeping through crucial moments at
work. There is a need for a captain to keep in touch with the underlying currents of
work so s/he can rise to the occasion. ‘’By staying aware of this elemental edge, we
can more readily keep to the bearing indicated by our inner compass.”148
Such dramatic occasions, where we come to appreciate the fact that the security of
our ‘known’ world can change in an instant, awaken us to our full presence. The
horror and tragedy of September 11th was tempered by the human stories
surrounding the rescue effort. Those involved seemed to contact extraordinary
resources of power and fluidity that are not available under more familiar
circumstances. This is the elemental power at the edge of our known identity. Such
flexible power cannot be attained through manipulation. What is required is an
encounter with the unknown that reminds us that we cannot cling on to our familiar
world, hoping that nothing will change. As Whyte says149, “The cliff edge of mortality
is very near. We must know how easy it is to forget, how easy it is to drift onto the
rocks.”
It mostly takes a dislocation of our identity through a crisis to awaken to a new way of
being. Even then we may defend through denial. Our lives are constellated around
the preservation of our identity – this is the function of our ego. The manic business
and long hours of work now prevalent in our working lives are a means by which we
strive to maintain a sense of ourselves as competent and in control. It also keeps us
asleep. One of us has experienced an awakening from such a sleep that took the
form of a night vision, which made it clear that it was time to go as a director. It was a
terrifying wrench to follow that guidance and forsake ten creative years of investment
in the organisation. To have held on and denied the truth of the vision would have
been a betrayal of soul.
This predicament has parallels with mid-life crisis, when cracks appear in the identity
or the old dream has become stale and imprisoned us within its fiction. Such
staleness afflicts those who have been successful enough to invest themselves with
the trappings of status but lost something of the edge in the process. Managers who
come to coaching are often in the process of attempting to divest themselves of their
attachment to such trappings in order to rediscover their creative edge. Sometimes,
the crisis is precipitated by a life change acting as an initiatory process, such as
redundancy, divorce, illness or a combination of factors.
If an individual is flexible and open to change, this period of falling apart can be
transformed into a time of fruitful questioning which can lead to renewal. Such selfquestioning may lead to a change of career or a change of heart that allows a
reconnection to self and vocation. We have witnessed dramatic changes of career:
an accountant who retrained as an acupuncturist, a bank manager who found new
meaning within a charity and many others who have established their own
businesses to achieve a different life. We have also seen clients make dramatic
internal change and as a result reengage with the corporate world suddenly finding
new possibilities in the same job or company. For the successful, the initiating
question in mid-life may be, “What do I do for an encore?”
148 Whyte, D (2001) Crossing the Unknown Sea, Work and the Shaping of Identity P58 London, Penguin
149 Whyte, D (2001) Crossing the Unknown Sea, Work and the Shaping of Identity P61 London, Penguin
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Initiatory leadership involves a shift of identity. It is a shift from the beliefs of the head
to the beliefs of the heart; from a heroic style of leadership that is governed by ego to
a service style of leadership that is receptive to messages of soul. While the ego is
concerned with our psychological survival, the soul wants us to enter fully into life’s
drama and engage an initiatory journey. As Hillman150 has pointed out, we enter life
with some sort of prenatal calling and have a deep hunger for satisfying this sense of
destiny. Our awareness of this calling unfolds through living it and occasionally we
receive quantum leaps in our understanding that seem initiatory.
As our emphasis moves to what is emerging - the future that is unfolding into the
present - this shift facilitates a trust in unseen processes and an implicate order. As
Wheatley reminds us151, Life is attracted to order and it uses messes to get to wellordered solutions. With this shift, intuitions, synchronicities and other guidance
systems become working tools rather than unlikely coincidences. Perhaps counterintuitively, like going through the sound barrier by letting the joystick go rather than
holding on tightly, we have to loosen the means of control that have seemingly kept
business on the straight and narrow. To move through this challenging edge, leaders
need the passion and daring to lead through the barrier of fear, which holds us back
from the initiatory threshold.
The fear of change in organisations inhibits the acceptance of new approaches. To
become fully alive to our leadership capacities, we need to confront our fears. These
include those of making mistakes, of failure and therefore loss of job, credibility and
power. We believe that unconscious avoidance of these fears is prevalent. It is
further reinforced by many common organisational practices, not least by the long
hours of work undertaken as people try to get more done, to stay on top of their work
and feel some sense of remaining in control. Learning to stay in touch with fear and
find the edge, where it is neither avoided nor becomes overwhelming, enables
renewal of excitement and passion. This generates the alertness and courage to
sense our way in new territory.
As well as individual leaders undergoing a challenging process, there may be
organisational rites of passage in which the identity of the whole organisation is being
questioned. While most organisations are in processes of change all the time and
occasionally profound transformations, these are seldom contextualised as rites of
passage. The great advantage of this is that it gives meaning and containment to the
risky and challenging process of letting go of old identities without the guarantee of
new ones. We look at the process and practice of transformation to outline how
individuals and organisations might cross the threshold.
Transformation and Liminality
The classic metaphor for transformation is the process whereby a caterpillar turns
into a butterfly. For this miracle to happen, there has to be a holding container that
makes it safe enough for a caterpillar to dissolve its old form so that the new form
can emerge. The period of metamorphosis while in a holding cocoon can be likened
to the phase in initiatory processes that anthropologists152 call ‘ Liminal’, meaning on
the threshold. It describes the experience of being in-between two phases of order.
The initiatory process is as much concerned with letting go of the old as it is with the
150 Hillman,J (1996) The Soul’s Code, New York, Random House
151 Wheatley,M (1996) Leadership and the New Science, San Francisco, Berrett-Koehler
152 Turner, V. (1997) Betwixt and Between: the liminal period in rites of passage. In Betwixt and Between, Mahdi, Foster & Little (1997) Open
Court
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advent of the new. Liminality is a time that is full of creative potential for the very
reason that we are not bound by any of the usual constraints through which we
reassure ourselves of our identity.
The first capacity required to work at the liminal edge is the skill to lead in spite of
uncertainty. Lewin and Regine, quote the head of Intel, Andy Grove as saying153,
“The old order won’t give way to the new without a phase of experimentation and
chaos in between” Dislocation from the old requires acceptance of a period of
uncertainty out of which new possibilities emerge. For the new to emerge, there has
to be some open space. An apt image is of being launched off the edge of a cliff
away from the comfort of solid ground. At this time, we need leaders who have faith
in the process of flight through open space, knowing that feelings of turbulence and
the requirement to make adjustments are embedded in the experience.
Some recent approaches to organisational change, including Dialogue154 and Open
Space Technology155, create open space through their practice. The type of open
space we are referring to is not so much an outer measure as an inner attitude. If we
stop to breathe and notice what is working and what is not, the space to think
imaginatively finds us. What is no longer necessary begins to fall away. In
developing the discipline of not doing what we have habitually done, we create the
space for new possibilities. These will emerge of their own accord. They will astonish
us if we are willing to hold the uncertainty and not foreclose the process. This is the
practice of negative capability. We take this concept from the poet John Keats who
described this as – when a man is capable of being in uncertainty, mysteries and
doubts, without any irritable reaching after facts and reason.
The practice of negative capability involves using our will to enable us to stop doing
and suspend our attachment to the achievement of a predetermined outcome. It is a
balancing response so that we can redirect our energy and remain in alignment while
we wait to see what emerges. In doing so we contact the creative, though unstable
place that is neither chaos nor order. A coaching client reported how he had been
confused by his recent tendency not to come to immediate closure in executive
meetings and how this had at first disconcerted his partners. On reflection he could
see the extra space that nervously followed led to more complex and interesting
solutions.
Understanding the concept of negative capability may bring relief to leaders as they
reframe fears and accept the idea of not having the answers. However, they will also
have to deal with corresponding doubts, asking questions such as: “ Who am I? What
do I have to offer? How can I risk showing my vulnerabilities and mistakes without
destroying my image and impact?” It is not even just the leader’s personal issues that
are involved. Many people need to believe that a person who leads knows what is
happening and where they are going. Not wanting to betray or disappoint others can
prevent a leader from making disclosures. However, looked at another way, a
leader’s own crisis may help him/her to comprehend the struggles of others. In being
real, a leader gives others permission to be themselves and admit when they do not
know or need help. CEOs who acknowledge their mistakes are giving a lead.
Initiatory leadership and organisational containment

153 Lewin, R & Regine, B (2001) Weaving Complexity and Business: Engaging the Soul at Work. Texere LLC, New York
154 Isaacs,W. (1999) Dialogue and the Art of Thinking Together, New York, Doubleday
155 Owen,H. (1999) The Spirit of Leadership, San Francisco, Berrett-Koehler
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The purpose of organisational containment is to provide the support for the
emergence of new behaviours, qualities and capabilities. As we indicated in the
previous section, the potential butterfly needs the holding shell of the cocoon. In
organisations, the supporting container must be strong enough to deal with:
¾ the anxiety generated by uncertainty
¾ the insecurity of not-knowing the outcome
¾ the saboteurs and obstacles that lie along the transformational path.
What holds all organisations together is relationship. Feelings of connection,
acceptance and support for their creative talents and their shortcomings help people
to face the challenges involved in adopting new behaviours. This quality of meeting in
relationship must be present within the organisation. We could say that it is a new
bottom line. If the relational quality between people does not allow mutual support
and creative conversation but creates a climate of fear, competition and hostility,
retrenchment rather than change is inevitable. A leader, who is in tune with the
collective culture of the organisation, allows it to effect him/her so that s/he can
respond empathically and accurately.
Coaches can act both as valuable
interpersonal facilitators and external containers for difficult transitions in which
emotional investments block the capacity for genuine meeting.
The practice of negative capability is the second basis to organisational containment.
This helps to reframe the uncertainty itself from something that generates anxiety to
a state that signifies emergent potential. The organisation can encourage negative
capability through ensuring that:
¾ new ideas, even if not fully developed, are not discounted
¾ risks that don’t conform to plan are not categorised as mistakes or penalised
¾ pressure for instant solutions is resisted.
This means that an important function of a leader is as a guardian of the open space,
which encourages emergent change within an organisation. They confront others
attempts to close this down and inhibit their own tendencies to make something
happen. In this way, uncertain space becomes sacrosanct.
A third aspect to containment is the seeing of obstacles and changes along the
transformational path as potentially meaningful, necessary in an evolving story.
Making sense of what has happened in the past and is occurring in the present is
essential before a person can move ahead. Seeing a reason for chaos and seeming
setbacks helps a person have faith and learn from the process. Learning often occurs
through having events reflected back through personal stories. Making space for
telling organisational stories through a formalised dialogue process will also foster
good interpersonal relations and the mutual support that comes from shared
experience.
Our final condition for containment is permission to challenge. Without challenge,
there is potential for a leader to assume dominance, whether they want it or not. Lack
of challenge is most likely where is a leader has a senior role and is charismatic.
When that charisma is mixed with a dominant and controlling personality, fear will
prevent challenge. The consequent behaviour and skills will be those associated with
the shadow side of power.
The shadow side of power is always present in leadership, especially where high
hopes and expectations are evoked. The investment of followers may corrupt a
leader’s integrity. For instance, Transformational Leadership has been prone to
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challenges on the ethical front156. The container for a leader’s inevitable blindness is
not to water down potency but to build in challenge. The opening of eyes to blind
spots is a fundamental aspect of initiatory experience. This requires both a leader’s a
willingness to be confronted and those willing to confront him or her.
Leader as both Initiator and Facilitator
The old heroic stance of leadership meant leading from the front while its
counterpart, that of facilitating, is leading from the back. In our view the leader can be
an initiator both in the sense of empowering others to take leadership responsibility
and in engaging his/her own initiatives. Leaders can be inhibited either by the fear of
imposing or the fear of being exposed to an attack that they are coming from the
need to make a big impact. It seems that being powerful and being facilitating have
become split. What we have been speaking to in this article is the possibility of
creating an organisational culture in which the service principle is foreground along
with the leader’s inspiration for operating at the edges of life.
In the table below we show a profile of three different styles of leadership. The usual
juxtaposition of Dominance and Servant is altered by the presence of the third. If
Servant Leadership157 was a reaction to too much control and command, then
Initiatory leadership is the synthesis of the dialectic between them. As a movement
on from Servant Leadership, it contains rather than replaces those capacities.

156 Avolio, B.J. & Bass, B.M. (1988) Transformational leadership, charisma and beyond, in J.G. Hunt, B.R. Baliga, H.P. Dachler & C.A.
Schriesheim (Eds), Emerging Leadership Vistas (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books),
157 Greenleaf, R (1977) New York, Pauliss Press
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Command
Key word-Control

Servant
Key word-Relationship

Initiatory
Key word-Alignment

Goal-directed
Decisive
Manipulation
Ambition
Competitive
Mental clarity
Informing
Prediction
Ownership
Ego/esteem
Ruthless
Driven
Closure
Manic

Awareness
Receptive
Persuasion
Service
Cooperative
Conceptualization
Listening
Foresight/understanding
Stewardship
Community
Empathic
Healing
Growth
Steady

Purposive
Awakening
Dialogue
Calling
Challenging
Negative capability
Inspiring
Intuition/improvisation
Emergence
Vision
Provocative
Containing
Renewal
Space/uncertain
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Initiatory leaders model a new way of being in how they are present in their work.
They have faith in the emerging process and attune themselves to its creative
potentialities. They show it is possible to be different through how they are. They are
also willing to take risks and push others into creative edge through depriving them of
their comfort zone. In Lewin and Regine’s study of companies that have engaged
with complexity is the account of Bob Shapiro at Monsanto. His method of
transformation was to consciously overload a system, knowing that the organisation
couldn’t cope. It would have to find a new and more creative way to operate in order
to survive. Shapiro is quoted,
“ I predicted that there would be certain people who would love this way of
working, and there would be others who would start tearing their hair out
looking for early retirement. We brought some early retirement programmes in
to help them. But many people were comfortable with an ambitious set of
demands and an environment that was changing under their feet, the cultural
air which was changing its composition, and they liked that.”158
This sort of provocative leadership challenges others to find the resources within
themselves. Rather than an infantilising patriarchal leadership, which creates
dependency and comfort, it is a stimulating and awakening form of leadership. It
initiates new possibilities and so keeps the organisation at that creative edge
between the known and unknown.
In a recent management training course, we were working with the group on the
concept of the edge. At that point two members of the group were leading an
experiential exercise to explore how they might cross that edge into the unknown.
Cautious dialogue followed as people spoke of the things that cause them to hold
back until a woman stepped across a symbolic line. She invited a man who had been
talking of his loss of passion for life, to cross the edge and join her. He stood facing
her, looking uneasy, as he continued to explore his ambivalence. After some
attempts at verbal persuasion, the woman on the other side opened her arms and
said simply “come”. At that, the man opened his arms, too, and leapt across the line,
exclaiming with excitement ‘why not?’
Collectively, we have a huge opportunity to come to an edge in all areas of life. It is
an initiation into a new way of living and leading that promises to return us to ways of
operating that work with rather than against the way all natural systems are
constructed. Margaret Wheatley refers to this as a ‘Simpler Way’159.
Conclusion
Our aim has been to propose a framework, based on initiatory experience that will
enable organisational transformation to be a step into the new paradigm.
We believe that many organisations are placing their efforts in the wrong place. In the
attempt to access the creative potential of their employees, they search for ways to
make work a more meaningful experience and to align work with a sense of life
purpose. To really engage with issues of individual purpose and their alignment to
organisational purpose requires more than an alignment of interests to job. The
practices that we describe as Initiatory Leadership support the vital alignment of
individual purpose to organisational purpose, allowing the synergetic effect of
158 Lewin, R & Regine, B (2001) Weaving Complexity and Business: Engaging the Soul at Work. Texere LLC, New York
159 Wheatley, M and Kellner-Rogers, M (1999) A Simpler Way. Berrett-Koehler, San Francisco
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multiple teams working as one whole. Through practising the capabilities of Initiatory
Leadership, individuals and the organisations in which they live and work will be
making space for the spiritual dimension of organisational life.
The shift in leadership practice will lead to systemic changes in structures and
processes as problems emerge with the ones designed by the old paradigm mindset.
This is a switch from a primary emphasis on changing structures to a change of
approach that comes more from the heart. As those in key roles make this shift,
together with their consultants and coaches, they become more able to guide those
they serve through this organisational rite of passage.
Death of old ways and consequent renewal is one way of tapping into an
organisation’s spiritual resources. Initiatory Leadership accesses the repressed
potency that has been hidden in the shadow of modern organisations and in this way
has the potential to release a powerful, spiritual energy in the workplace that is
neither alternative nor soft. The result is a creative and vital leadership culture that is
adapted to the knowledge and issues of our times.
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Paper 2
TRANSPERSONAL REALITIES & NEW LEADERSHIP IN DEVELOPING SOCIAL
COHESION THROUGH EDUCATION: A SOUTH AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE

© Marlene De Beer
Unesco Phd Research Student
Abstract
The current state of our world (crime, violence and terror) is a troubling reflection of
our religious, educational and institutional way of living. This paper asks where have
these key societal structures ‘gone wrong’, what is missing, and how can alternative
education processes contribute to and carry forward a society that values social
cohesion, human dignity, quality of life and well-being for all? This paper examines
the influence of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi and L. Ron Hubbard, and how their
technologies have been adapted to develop social cohesion and educational
potential in South Africa. This paper is based on qualitative research, semistructured interviews and observation (a video will also be shown). It concludes that
a lot can be learned from these initiatives, and the inclusion of their educational
technologies as a complement to mainstream education is advocated.
“Today's problems cannot be solved by thinking the way we thought when we
created them.” Albert Einstein

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change
the world. Indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.”
Margaret Mead
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Introduction
This paper looks at the transpersonal influence of great personalities and how their
‘non-mainstream’ and ‘alternative’ technologies have been adapted by dedicated and
committed small groups of individuals to develop social cohesion and to meet
educational challenges in South Africa (SA):
• Maharishi Mahesh Yogi’s (non-denominational) Consciousness Based
Education will be presented by looking at the educational challenges, technology
and techniques, and research results and effects. There is a particular focus on
case study examples from SA.
• L. Ron Hubbard’s applied technology, social betterment activities and secular
organisations will be presented as they are used in SA under the Association
for Better Living and Education (ABLE International) and Applied
Scholastics International structures.
Methodological & Theoretical Considerations
This paper forms part of a larger PhD research study that focuses on social cohesion
discourses: their relevance for education (policy and practice) and interventions by
international organisations to develop social cohesion through education. South
Africa is the focus of the main case study, and a qualitative methodology with
multiple data gathering methods has been used (Yin, 1991:85-94, Creswell,
1994:150):
• Primary: interviews (semi-structured), discussions and observations (direct and
indirect; formal and informal: meetings and field research visits);
• Secondary: organisational website searches, study of organsational documents,
journals and newsletters, and email discussion list, -correspondence and member
checking;
• Tertiary: books and academic journals.
By drawing on the spirit of Foucault (knowledge-power-discourse), I am attempting though
this paper to create space and give voice to other discourses. These are often ‘silenced’
and sometimes excluded and displaced (monitored, controlled and regulated) by orthodox
discourses in mainstream education and regimes of power. These produce their own truth
(meaning and knowledge) in relation to the development of social cohesion through
education as a normalizing and regulatory function (McNay, 1992: 25; Odora Hoppers,
1997:15 & Foucault in Odora Hoppers, 1998: 5).
Conceptual Clarification
Social cohesion, for the purpose of this paper, is defined as follows160:
• a general term attempting to address a range of issues relating to conflict within
countries often associated with ethnic diversity, civil unrest or political violence;
• part of a broader peace making / -keeping, or post –conflict peace building
process where actions to strengthen and support structures will strengthen and
solidify peace and avoid a relapse into conflict;
• going beyond treating the symptoms of exclusion and also seeks, more
positively, to strengthen those forces that help to create social solidarity and a
sense of belonging (what binds people together);

160

Integrated from: Heyneman, 2002, De Beer, 2001; Heyneman, 2000; Heyneman &
Todoric-Bebic, 2000; European Committee for Social Cohesion, 2000; Heydt, 1999; UN
Research Institute for Social Development, 1995;
http://culture.coe.fr/postsummit/citizenship/concepts/erap99_60.htm
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a broad-ranging synonym for greater justice (human rights and diversity),
equality, (material and emotional) well-being and quality of life, human dignity and
democratic freedom;
the main vehicle of that ‘human ideal’ towards which any society should strive
(common moral rudder).

As Heyneman (2000:186) suggests, social cohesion is a necessary and universal
objective within the context of the 21st century. Education can only contribute
successfully in conjunction with other organisational pillars, namely, social, political
and commercial. Educational mechanisms can, therefore, lower social tension and
help achieve social cohesion:
…regardless of the emphasis placed on social cohesion in different regions,
one element appears to be true throughout: countries, faced with a tendency
to splinter, use public education to reduce the risk of that happening
(Heyneman & Todoric-Bebic., 2000:146).
The following section focuses on the Maharishi Consciousness Based Education
Technologies.
Maharishi Consciousness-Based Education (Cbe)
"Transcendental Meditation opens the awareness to the infinite reservoir of
energy, creativity and intelligence that lies deep within everyone."
"By enlivening this most basic level of life, Transcendental Meditation is that one
simple procedure which can raise the life of every individual and every society to
its full dignity, in which problems are absent and perfect health, happiness, and a
rapid pace of progress are the natural features of life."
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
Case study example: C.I.D.A. (The Community and Individual Development
Association) 161
C.I.D.A., a non-profit organisation, started with Transcendental Meditation (TM)
schools projects in SA townships: Alexandra (Johannesburg)(1997), Kwa-Kwa
(both 10 000 learners) and Cross-Roads (Cape Town) (the video to be shown at the
end provides more information on these initiatives). The schools project naturally
flowed into a C.I.D.A. City Campus (Johannesburg, SA) that started during 2000
and gained formal registration as a higher educational institution during 2001. It
offers an accredited BBA (Bachelors in Business Administration) degree (20 modules
/ subjects, founded on a holistic and aspiring consciousness-based education
approach), with tuition scholarships for deserving pupils from disadvantaged
backgrounds and communities (especially rural) in SA.
Why did C.I.D.A. decide to begin with a BBA? It was identified as the greatest
educational need for governance capacity building in SA, in line with the African
Renaissance. It follows a multi-media approach with one formal lecturer, guest
lecturers and facilitators. It is a hands-on-application with theoretical knowledge,
remedial knowledge, real world knowledge, strong skills, values and homecommunity development initiatives. In this way learners take back what they have
learned and apply it to their own communities. Moreover, the learners themselves
161

Personal visit to C.I.D.A. City Campus and discussion with Conrad Mhlongo & Taddy
Blecher on 22 October 2001 & Richard Peycke on 20 December 2001 & 26 January 2002.
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are involved and take responsibility for the running and administration of the C.I.D.A.
City Campus and get acknowledgement /‘credits’ for this service.
During 2000 a thousand learners enrolled. During 2001 there were 10 000
applicants, but due to limited capacity only 1500 could be admitted. Learners who
registered during 2000 were themselves involved in the selection process for the
2001 intake. SA private institutions and businesses sponsor all learners. For the
cost of one student at other SA universities, C.I.D.A. educates 20 students, thus
reducing the overall cost by between 10 – 20%. There are plans to extend the
university to provide other degree courses, and similar campuses are envisaged in
Durban, Cape Town and elsewhere.
These will be managed by potential
Johannesburg C.I.D.A. City Campus graduates of 2003.
As with the initial TM township schools projects that had far-reaching educational
results and brought about visible community safety and stability, the C.I.D.A. City
Campus TM activities have also brought a visible change to the inner-city
environment. Both these initiatives not only develop human potential but also
address poverty and promote sustainable development. The President of the
Republic of SA, Thabo Mbeki, commented (21 June 2001, National Assembly):
“Seven years since our freedom, we have many individuals and companies
that are taking extra-ordinary measures to end the marginalisation of
disempowerment of the majority of our people…
…there are many individuals that are selflessly contributing to the
development of many of their fellow South Africans, and through their
innovation and creative approaches give us the much-desired leadership.
The education offered is designed to make students relevant, truly
empowered, integrated citizens and leaders that are skilled and equipped to
build the South African economy and society.”
This unique model, and the principles and values being advocated and practised thus
contribute to developing social coherence in SA. They can also be used as the basis
for an educational model for the rest of Africa aimed at the prevention of conflict and
the promotion of peace.
Broader context: The following outline of the educational challenges, technology and
techniques, research results and the effects of Maharishi’s CBE are based on various
publications and research articles: Suettmann (2002), Schmidt-Wilk, Heaton &
Steingard (2000), Grant (1999), Grant & Jones (1998), Maharishi University Of
Management (1997), Dillbeck & Dillbeck (1987) and 162:
Educational CHALLENGES for a individual learner / student, teacher / facilitator at
pedagogical, community and global society level:
The study of education grew out of a desire to improve the quality of schools
and universities and to create a positive influence on the society that it serves. The
knowledge available in this area of study, however, has not given any educational
system what it needs to produce wise, mature, and fulfilled citizens or a peaceful
162

http://www.mum.edu/ed_dept/research.html / http://www.mum.edu/students/tm.html /
http://www.mum.edu/students/cbased.html /
http://www.mum.edu/ed_dept/papers/ressum_frm.html
http://www.worldpeaceendowment.org/invincibility/invincibility12.html
Solutions to School Violence: http://www.schoolpeace.org/research.html
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world. Students are dissatisfied, teachers are discouraged, and the public is not
happy with the results (Dillbeck et.al.). When students are not growing in receptivity,
depth, inner discipline, or enthusiasm for learning, they themselves become
frustrated, teachers become exhausted, and the whole environment suffers from lack
of creativity, coherence, and progress.
The integration and full value of the three fundamental aspects of education:
the knower, or student; the known, or subject matter; and the processes of knowing,
which connect knower to known, are not realized. Teaching only the content of the
disciplines, we cannot give students what they need to prepare them fully for life. For
example, knowledge of the electronic and nuclear levels of natural law has led to
expansion of destructive nuclear power without corresponding expansion of the
ability to create harmony and lasting peace (Dillbeck et.al.).
Unfortunately, most educators have not understood the primary importance of
the knower in the interaction of these three components, or how to improve all three
simultaneously, or what to expect when the potential of each is fully realized.
In Maharishi's view, lack of access to the deepest level of the mind (creative
intelligence) is the source of widespread personal dissatisfaction among students.
When the expanding understanding of the outer world does not bring expansion of
personal fulfillment and self-knowledge, a continuous thirst develops that is never
satisfied (Dillbeck et.al.). This thirst is for knowledge - knowledge that will bring
happiness and fulfillment to their lives. When their education fails to provide this
knowledge, students become uninterested (drop-outs), destructive (anti-social
behaviour), or seek temporary relief through activities that damage their physical and
mental health (e.g. alcohol and drug abuse, crime and violence).
The educational challenge, therefore, is to develop in the students that refinement of
the nervous system that can permanently sustain the most refined and powerful
processes of knowing.
Of equal concern is the failure of our institutions to foster in the student the
traits and values that uphold the integrity and progress of society - enlightened selfinterest, rationality, compassion, justice, breadth of vision. These more subtle values
have long been associated with liberal education. Yet no educational system has
been able to consistently produce graduates who embody the highest qualities of
human life (Dillbeck et.al.).
TECHNOLOGY and techniques to address these challenges:
Maharishi has suggested that the solution to the problems in education lies in
developing the limitless inner potential of students and teachers – therefore
systematically unfolding the full range of human consciousness.
CBE develops the full value of the three fundamental aspects of education: the
knower, or student; the known, or subject matter; and the processes of knowing,
which connect knower to known.
CBE suggests that the deficiencies in education today result from the knower's
limited experience of his or her own infinite potential, and that these deficiencies can
be eliminated by stabilizing in the awareness of student and teacher the experience
of the full potential of the mind: transcendental consciousness.
The theory and experience of transcendental consciousness is applied in the CBE
system.
It has three features - the standard academic curriculum, the
Transcendental Meditation (TM) and TM-Sidhi programmes, and the Science of
Creative Intelligence (Dillbeck et.al.). The different fields of study are integrated and
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specific teaching methods and materials are included to help the students relate the
objective knowledge they are gaining to the expansion of their own creative
intelligence and inner happiness.
TM is the foundation of the Maharishi educational programmes. TM is an easily
learned, natural technique during which the individual experiences the unified field of
natural law in his/her own awareness as transcendental consciousness. The TM
technique is practical for any educational system. It does not require changing the
school's established curriculum. It is easily learned in a few hours and is simple and
effortless to practice. The practice of TM requires no change in belief or lifestyle and
is effective irrespective of educational background, level of intelligence, or belief in its
reported benefits. It is not a religion; it is not a form of prayer; it involves no
contemplation of particular ideas, or concentration. It is a universal, scientific
approach to human development whose effects result from the body becoming
deeply rested and the mind experiencing more of its creative potential (Dillbeck
et.al.).
The TM-Sidhi programme enhances the effects of TM by developing the individual's
ability to perceive, think, feel, and act while maintaining transcendental
consciousness.
CBE also includes instructional material and teaching techniques, which connect the
parts of knowledge with the wholeness of knowledge and the knower (e.g. Unified
Field-, Main point- and Unity Charts).
THE SCIENCE OF CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE CURRICULUM FOR ELEMENTARY
AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
Elementary and secondary students participating in CBE take a Science of
Creative Intelligence (SCI) course designed by Maharishi and other educators for
grades 1 through 12. In addition to their usual academic classes, students have
classes in SCI three to five times per week for about 20 minutes. The "laboratory"
component of this course is the twice- daily practice of TM. The stated goal of the
SCI curriculum is "to provide understanding and experience of creative intelligence
and thereby develop the physiology and psychology of every student for full
expression of creative intelligence in practical life…[The curriculum] unfolds in a
sequence of themes that expand the student's awareness to encompass the entire
range of life." (Dillbeck et.al.)
In the course of the whole SCI curriculum the students locate universal
principles and qualities in their own lives, in the community, in nature, in myths, in the
lives of great men and women, in the different subjects of study, and in their practice
of the TM and TM-Sidhi programmes. The materials, language, and learning
activities of the SCI curriculum are tailored for specific age groups.
The ultimate goal of the Maharishi integrated approach to education is to develop
students and teachers to the highest level of consciousness, to full enlightenment,
and through this process of development to create an ideal society. Maharishi
founded CBE as the most practical and effective way to advance toward this highest
state of individual and social development.
Results & Effects
Pedagogical: How this approach solves current educational problems and is giving
rise to new, more powerful principles for guiding educational practice:
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Extensive research and experience demonstrate that the CBE programme is
uniquely effective in enabling educational systems to realize their highest aims. It
fully unfolds and unifies knower, known, and process of knowing, thereby making
education most rewarding and complete, and enables students to adapt to a
changing world.
As stress is eliminated from individual and collective life, the whole classroom
spontaneously becomes more orderly, purposeful, and lively; self-discipline and
enthusiasm harmoniously coexist.
CBE thus gives a new basis for curriculum integrity, the common ground of
student and subject matter, experienced as the simplest form of the students'
awareness. With fully awakened and unbounded comprehension, students can
fully appreciate and integrate the different fields of knowledge (Dillbeck et.al.).

Teachers (Dillbeck et.al. & Grant):
• Improved health and decreased teacher burnout
• Develops inner stability and resistance to stress
• Increased teacher creativity, personal satisfaction, and self-actualization
• Teachers find it easier to meet a wide range of individual needs, attending to the
slower students while maintaining high standards and stimulating the most gifted
minds.
• More effective administration and organization
Maharishi has identified five qualities as the "Fundamentals of Progress", and TM
has shown that CBE fosters the physiological and psychological growth of these
fundamentals (Dillbeck et.al.). Teachers who readily apply new knowledge and
research findings in their classrooms seem to possess certain qualities:
• inner stability, which gives them the confidence and boldness to try something
different;
• adaptability, which makes them open to new possibilities;
• integration, which enables them to introduce a new idea or approach into their
established patterns of teaching, bringing new and old ideas together;
• purification, the ability to discontinue types of behaviour or activities that are not
producing the results they want;
• growth, continuous mental, physical, and spiritual development.
Individual learner: Through the regular practice of TM for 15–20 minutes twice daily,
the infinite creativity and perfect orderliness of the unified field become increasingly
lively in daily life. At the same time, the TM technique gives deep rest and releases
stresses that impede optimal functioning of mind, body, and behaviour (Dillbeck
et.al.).
As the individual repeatedly experiences transcendental consciousness, the
functioning of the entire nervous system becomes more integrated and efficient,
leading to improved mental abilities, health, and social behaviour.
Students develop a greater sense of well-being, more life-supporting thoughts
and behaviour, and more effective and fulfilling activity, raising the quality of their
lives both in and out of school.
Affective, cognitive, and physiological characteristics (Dillbeck et.al., Grant &
Grant & Jones):
• Physiological: eliminates stress and creates calmness
• Cognitive: improved academic performance, alertness, memory, abstract
reasoning and creativity
• Affective: characteristics of high self-esteem and emotional stability contribute
significantly to classroom performance
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These cognitive and affective qualities also have physiological correlates, such
as flexibility and stability (resistance to stress and improved health), which are
crucial to effective learning.
• Significantly higher moral atmosphere in classroom and school
• Increased social maturity and psychological health and mastery over life
• Among children with learning problems - improved self-regard and decreased
general anxiety, test anxiety, and school dislike
• Mentally retarded children - show reduced behaviour problems
• Reductions in drug and alcohol abuse
Teachers most strongly emphasized the affective qualities of Maharishi
School students. The most common characteristics reported by all teachers was that
the students are kinder, happier, gentler and more sensitive to others, than students
they had previously taught who did not practice the TM programme. Other results
reported by teachers were that student relationships with teachers and fellow
students also improved, and mean or cruel behaviour and comments were almost
entirely absent. Similarly, although Maharishi School students have groups of
favourite friends, they tend not to form cliques that exclude other students.
Community & global society:
The underlying stress, tension, and turbulence accumulating in society is
manifested as violence, crime, terrorism and warfare.
TM
provides a mechanism to prevent and neutralize the underlying
social stress that gives rise to such destructive behaviour.
TM creates a school environment that is harmonious and creative and both
peaceful and dynamic. With the implementation of CBE, a school or university can
generate an immediate and measurable positive impact upon the quality of life of the
entire society (Suettmann).
The basis of this bold assertion is a principle that has repeatedly been
demonstrated by scientific research. A group equal in size to the square root of one
percent of a society's population practising the TM and TM-Sidhi programmes
together in one place generates an influence of coherence and harmony in the
collective consciousness level of a nation. This immediately neutralizes stress and
negative tendencies in the whole society.
Coherence and harmony in the collective consciousness can be operationally
defined in terms of improved quality of life indicators and in increased positive trends
in national and international life, such as reduced crime, accidents, and violence,
improved economic and health trends, peace and social progress. This holistic
improvement in the quality of life is known as the Maharishi Effect.
As a result of this Effect, the thoughts and actions of everyone in the society
begin to accord with the full range of the laws of nature available in the unified field.
As a result, the behaviour of citizens is directed towards promoting progress and
harmony in society, rather than stress and conflict.
CBE has thus raised the dignity of educational institutions so that students
and teachers, even as they are unfolding their own inner potential and creating a
dynamic and positive school environment, are also immediately improving the quality
of life of the entire society and contributing to world peace (Dillbeck et.al.).
This section provided an overview of the C.I.D.A. City Campus as a case example,
as well as a broad context of the educational challenges, technology and techniques.
It also presented the research results and the effects of Maharishi’s CBE in
developing social cohesion.
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The second part of this paper focuses on L. Ron Hubbard’s applied technology,
social betterment activities and educational initiatives of secular organisations in
promoting social cohesion.
L. RON HUBBARD’s SECULAR EDUCATIONAL ORGANISATIONS IN SA163
A civilization without insanity, without criminals and without war, where the able can
prosper and honest beings can have rights, and where man is free to rise to greater
heights.
L. Ron Hubbard
“Scientology164 believes that man advances to the degree [that] he preserves his
spiritual integrity and values, and remains honest and decent.
Indeed, he deteriorates to the degree [that] he abandons these qualities.” 165
The end and goal of any society as it addresses the problem of education
is to raise the ability, the initiative and the cultural level,
and with all of that the survival level, of that society.
And when a society forgets any one of these things it is destroying itself by its own
educational mediums.
L. Ron Hubbard
L. Ron Hubbard’s secular organisations and activities provide an applied technology
for social cohesion, spirituality and education through the following structures:
The Association for Better Living and Education (ABLE International) is
dedicated to social betterment activities in diverse settings, and addresses the
problems of drugs, crime, illiteracy and moral decay as its primary concern through
its international social betterment organisations 166 –
•

163

Applied Scholastics International 167 is a non-profit, public benefit corporation
(founded in 1972) to improve education worldwide. It conducts educational
programmes (tutoring, teacher training, mentoring, adult education and workplace
literacy), based on L. Ron Hubbard’s discoveries regarding barriers to learning
that can block a student’s ability to master any subject. Methods developed to
address these barriers are called “Study Technology” 168: and include Learning
How to Learn; Basic Study Manual; Study Skills for Life; How to use a Dictionary;
Grammar and Communication.
There are various Applied Scholastics

Acknowledgement and appreciation to Desiree Lotz for arranging visits and accompanying me
to EDUCATION ALIVE, NARCONON, CRIMINON and Citizen Commission on Human Rights
offices in South Africa, as well as for further discussions and reading material provided.
164
Scientology means ‘knowing how to know’; it is an applied religious philosophy and is
about the study and handling of the spirit in relation to itself, universes and other life.
165
What is Scientology?: Based on the Works of L.Ron Hubbard. 1998. Los Angeles: Bridge
Publications. (p.4)
166
Solutions: Changing Conditions in Society. Magazine of the Association for Better Living
and Education. Issue 5.
Hubbard, L.R. 1996. The Humanitarian EDUCATION.
What is Scientology?: Based on the Works of L.Ron Hubbard. 1998. Los Angeles: Bridge
Publications.
Also see: www.able.org
167
Also see: www.appliedscholastics.org
168
See: www.studytechnology.org
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International affiliates or associate groups of which the following is an SA
example:
•

Education Alive in SA was formed in the wake of the 1975 Soweto riots by a
group of educators and concerned citizens with apolitical educational goals.
Education Alive worked at a grassroots level and trained over 10 000
teachers and 50 000 students in L. Ron Hubbard’s philosophy of education. It
opened doors to understanding and comprehension and changed the literacy
levels of severely disadvantaged people. The Council of Churches, with
European Union funding, provided substantial financial support for these
teacher improvement programmes in 1994. It has currently various projects
and activities in Cape Town (Western Cape), Port Elizabeth (Eastern Cape),
Bushbuckridge (Mphumalanga), Harismith (Kwa-Zulu Natal), Summerhill
(Midrand, Gauteng) and an Education Alive School (Primary and Secondary)
in Johannesburg Central 169.

•

The Way to Happiness Foundation 170 improves and re-establishes moral
values, codes and positive constructive conduct in today’s world to promote
peace, prosperity and harmony from a purely humanitarian perspective. The
Way to Happiness booklet contains twenty-one separate precepts– each
constituting a common sense rule for happy living which is logical and easy to
follow. Some of the major campaigns in South Africa were in Soweto (Safeguard
and Improve your Environment); easing previous racial tension in
Pietermaritzburg (Natal); during 1992, the South African Police distributed 114
000 copies - one for each police official in the country; and copies were
distributed to members of the National Traditional Healers Association of
Southern Africa.

•

Narconon International 171 focuses on drug education and rehabilitation
services. A new Centre opened in Johannesburg during 2001 to offer in-house
and drop-in services.
These included drug detoxification without
psychotherapeutic drugs or interventions, enabling people to come off drugs
safely and with minimal discomfort, and Communication Training Routines and
Drills. It also has a community and schools education programme and reached
25 000 students during the year. Lectures and workshops raised awareness of
the physical / biological consequences and effects of drugs, deliberately avoiding
a religious and condemning approach. Students’ own stories are testimonies of
the successes of these approaches.

The Centre also runs the following courses 172:
• Personal Values and Integrity
• The Way to Happiness
• Improving Conditions in Life
• Learning Improvement
• Ups and Downs in Life
169

Personal visit to Education Alive and discussion with Hugh and Karin Barfoot and Rui
Castro on 4 December 2000.
170
The Way to Happiness: A Common Sense Guide to Better Living (booklet).
Also see: www.thewaytohappiness.org
171
Personal visit to Narconon and discussion with Chantelle Hickman and Desiree Lotz on 19
November 2001.
Also see: www.narconon.org
172
Member checking additions provided by Chantelle Hickman (email - 7 December 2001)
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•
•
•
•
•

Communication and Perception
Therapeutic Training Routines
Detoxification Programme
Full time supervision and twinning on the programme
A full ethics handling - taking the original reason for doing drugs and handling this
fully so that program participants can change their life conditions and return to an
environment that they can confront and handle.
The Narconon Programme, therefore, promotes essential life skills. The final product
is - "DRUG FREE PEOPLE WHO ARE VALUABLE, CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS
OF SOCIETY IN A DRUG FREE AND CRIME FREE AREA"
•

Criminon International 173 focuses on rehabilitation intervention and educational
programmes within the criminal justice system (jails and especially youth
offenders). During 1999 a Criminon New Life Centre opened at the Pretoria
Magistrate Court (this relationship is apparently unique in the world). It provides
various face-to-face life improvement courses in order to educate individuals in
vital issues such as Study Technology (study skills and learning, literacy and
grammar and communication skills), Way to Happiness [had 113 graduates
during 2001], Communication Training Routines and Drills, and drugs
detoxification. It also offers correspondence courses for prisoners, for example,
Study Technology, Way to Happiness and Learning Improvement, along with
parenting skills and correspondence study for parents of young offenders. This
programme is seen as a safety net for young people who have dropped out of
school, or are being failed by the formal school system and/or are experiencing
drug and alcohol problems. Individuals are thus able to recognize their limitations
in coping and life skills and develop strategies to address these. They are then
encouraged to make amends for past misconduct by personally contributing to
the environment or to their community 174.

Furthermore, the Citizen Commission on Human Rights (CCHR) is active within
the educational system on the following two major issues 175:
• It monitors and censures the use of hazardous and addictive drugs prescribed by
school child psychiatrists. These include Ritalin for children with so-called
Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) and for other ‘behavioural problems (e.g.
Attention Deficit Hyper-activity [ADHD], Conduct Disorder [CD], Serious
Emotional Disorder [SED], etc.). These drugs can lead to a drug addiction cycle,
more behavioural and scholastic problems, violence at schools and child suicide.
• It is critical of Outcomes Based Education (OBE), which subtly imbues the child
with the idea that there is no set right or wrong, leading to confusion and
disorientation. Furthermore, OBE has led to a dramatic increase in functional
illiteracy of young people leaving the school system, and general dissatisfaction
with the educational systems where it is practised.
Summary & Recommendations

173

Personal visit to Criminon and discussion with David Parkins on 19 November 2001.
Also see: www.criminon.org
174
Criminon SA Newsletter, Volume 1: Issue 3 (December 2001).
175
Personal visit to the SA Citizen Commission on Human Rights offices and discussion with

Johleen le Roux on 19 November 2001 and 19 December 2001. Also see: The Progressive
Dismantling of a Workable Education System - Psychiatry Betraying & Drugging Children
for Profit by CCHR - http://www.cchr.org/children/eng/page07.htm
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South Africa has gone through what the world labelled a miraculous transformation
from an Apartheid State with human rights abuses and racial discrimination to a
democratic society with one of the most advanced and progressive Constitutions and
Bill of Rights in the world. However, as in many countries, it is still troubled by crime,
violence against women and children (gang raping of babies as young as five
months), disproportionate spending on arms (R50-billion176) and there is an outcry to
address poverty, illiteracy and the HIV/AIDS pandemic. New leadership is therefore
needed to implement transformational policies that can be developed into sustainable
practices, promote social cohesion, quality of life and well-being for all. Educational
institutions, technologies and programmes are critical in building this vision of an
ideal society.
This paper, therefore, examined the role and unique contribution of
‘nonmainstream’ / ‘alternative’ organisations in SA in developing social cohesion through
education, namely that of Maharishi’s Consciousness Based Education Technologies
and L. Ron Hubbard’s Association for Better Living and Education.
It attempted to dispel myths and promote understanding of organisations that have a
‘spiritual’, ethical and consciousness raising approach to promoting social cohesion
through education. It did not attempt to promote any particular religious dogma;
instead it promoted human dignity, potential and quality of life. Much can be learned
from these initiatives in the promotion of social cohesion. It is recommended that
consideration be given to integrating them as complementary to mainstream
educational technologies both nationally and internationally.
Here is the challenge: Will the dominant power-knowledge-discourse paradigm
continue to marginalize these alternative approaches to developing social cohesion
through education? Such an attitude was vividly illustrated by Foucault (in Gutting,
1994: 166) as “a face drawn in the sand at the edge of the sea”.
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Paper 3
THE WISDOM COUNCIL – A TOOL OF SELF-ORGANISING SYSTEMS
© Mike and Patricia Bell, The Wisdom Meme Ltd
If the mention of wisdom inspires images of old people with grey hair, then think
again. The rise in information and communication technologies is creating so much
new information and knowledge that many executives are getting overwhelmed. If we
want to outdo the competition we need to make wise use of all this knowledge. We
must steadily move up the value chain from information, to knowledge and then to
wisdom.
Joseph Meeker1 defines wisdom as “a state of the human mind characterized by
profound understanding and deep insight. It is often, but not necessarily,
accompanied by extensive formal knowledge. Unschooled people can acquire
wisdom, and wise people can be found among carpenters, fishermen, or housewives.
Wherever it exists, wisdom shows itself as a perception of the relativity and
relationships among things.
“It is an awareness of wholeness that does not lose sight of particularity or
concreteness, or of the intricacies of interrelationships. Wisdom cannot be confined
to a specialized field, nor is it an academic discipline; it is the consciousness of
wholeness and integrity that transcends both. Wisdom is complexity understood and
relationships accepted.”
It seems this lack of deep insight; the ability to hold an “awareness of wholeness that
does not lose sight of particularity or concreteness, or of the intricacies of
interrelationships” may be endemic in our culture today. I believe this is what John
Humprhreys2 was referring to in a recent Sunday Times article when he said: “The
problem with experts is that they have learned too much. This means an increasing
amount of specialisation and compartmentalisation, and that creates problems. They
may not only fail to see the wood for the trees. Sometimes they cannot even see the
trees because their eyes are so closely focused on the molecular structure of the
bark.”
The challenge for us in many parts of our lives it how to balance this fine detail
perspective with the big picture and keep both in sight. This challenge is becoming
increasingly important because there is more and more that we need to pay attention
to.
In the world of business in particular, it is becoming increasingly difficult for an
organisation to read, disseminate and come to a shared understanding and
agreement of the action needed in response to all the knowledge available on a
particular issue.
As Roger Bennett and Helen Gabriel say in the Journal of Knowledge Management3,
“Knowledge is perishable but, properly harnessed, can result in wisdom that may be
directed towards a plethora of operational tasks.”
But it is clearly not just at the level of day-to-day tasks that wisdom can be of value.
In the Harvard Business Review4, Peter Senge, best selling author of business
transformation book ‘The Fifth Discipline’ says: “… we confront two critical
challenges: how to address deep problems for which hierarchical leadership alone is
insufficient and how to harness the intelligence and spirit of people at all levels of the
organisation.
“Our responses may lead us, ironically, to a future based on more ancient - and more
natural - ways of organizing.
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“In a sense, such a change involves returning to an older model of
community: traditional societies that gave equal weight to elders for
their wisdom, teachers for their ability to help people grow and
warriors, weavers and growers for their life skills.”
It is the return to more ancient ways that we believe can offer some powerful and
pragmatic tools to help organisations evoke more of their wisdom. For millennia, our
ancestors, when faced with challenges and complex issues, would sit in circle, in
round houses, long houses, around the fire or the round table, to bring forward their
wisdom. Many peoples still do. These wisdom ways still exist but we have
marginalized them. We have given priority to our logical, scientific thinking and
denied the value of the wholeness that our spirit, body and emotions can also bring
to any situation.
The Wisdom Meme teaches an old way to evoke wisdom called the Wisdom Council.
It looks into the issues and decisions facing us from eight distinct perspectives that
make up a whole. In the Council process, we learn to see quickly and deeply into:
what is needed; what is missing; what we need to remember to act powerfully and
what are the likely outcomes of a given plan. It teaches us to think and act
systemically.
The Wisdom Council is a process whose simplicity and wholeness are easy to grasp,
and yet it is worthy of a lifetime of study. It is capable of holding the enormous
complexity of the whole without getting lost in the details. The design of the Council
remains visible, accessible and guides us to a place of clarity - a clarity that is in
harmony with our highest aspirations.
Alan Kay, an “imagineer” at Disney, is reported to have said, “Perspective is worth 80
IQ points.” The Wisdom Council uses eight perspectives, which make up a design for
wisdom that has pragmatic application in our lives and organisations.
Imagine how much more powerful, whole and balanced the decision-making in your
organisation could be if each decision was looked at from these perspective:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Freedom, creativity and innovative
Appreciation of the current situation
Analysis of the power and danger implications
Alignment with purpose and direction of the organisation
Maintaining and balancing key systems
Predicting the future outcomes
Developing simple strategies for clear action
Testing the integrity and enthusiasm for the decision

Our organisations have the capacity for self-organising but this is often suppressed
under layers of rules, procedure and guidelines that serve to maintain the status quo.
One of the amazing benefits of self-organising is the vast range of outcomes that can
be created from a relatively small number of design elements. The English language
is a good example. Think of all the works of literature that have resulted from 26
letters and the rules of grammar.
Let’s explore how the eight perspectives or design elements outlined above can
contribute to the self-organising of sustainable success.
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Nothing new comes into existence without there being Freedom and Creativity.
For human self-organising systems, Freedom and Creativity is the start point for the
imagination, vision and passion that is vital for creation .
Whether we are talking about a new business, a new product or an innovative
solution, without the freedom to think new and outrageous thoughts and the creative
spark to give them life, nothing happens.
Without an energy of Freedom and Creativity, there is no impetus to change the
status quo. It is this energy that gives human systems the power to recreate, reinvent
and rebirth themselves to survive when the environment around them is changing.
Without this energy organisation cannot be sustained.
However, the new creative idea does not exist in a vacuum. It is informed by a deep
understanding of the Present Condition. The deeper the understanding, the better the
chance of the new idea succeeding. Think, for example of all the new products that
have failed through inadequate understanding of the Present Condition.
As well as the depth of understanding, the quality of the understanding is also
important. Frequently we view the Present Condition with an energy of blame or
judgement. This can lead to a distorted interpretation and actions that then come
from distortion. A manager who blames his staff for making too many errors may be
resistant to exploring how the systems he has put in place are contributing to the
mistakes. So an energy of Appreciation, and by this I do not mean ‘liking’ but more a
detached position, is much more valuable.
There are also Power and Danger implications of anything new. There is an
openness and trust needed to explore these. Often the Dangers are not fully
assessed and inadequate preparations are made to manage them should they arise.
One of the biggest Dangers in human organisations is our reactions as humans. New
ideas imply change and this can lead to conflict and resistance that severely limits
the successful implementation of many good ideas; even one’s that might be needed
for the survival of the organism.
The chances of a new idea being accepted and implemented are greatly improved if
everyone can see how it fits with the Purpose and Direction. But how many people in
an organisation understand their Purpose and Direction and own it sufficiently to be
able to align their ideas, decisions and actions with it?
Purpose and Direction may be described in vision statements, strategies and plans.
But it is also embodied in the sense of identity, the values that are lived, and the
stories that are told that reinforce these.
An organisation desiring sustainable success will ensure that the Purpose and
Direction are clear to everyone by aligning stories and identity with the values and
behaviours.
All acts of creation are also acts of destruction. If something new is coming into
existence then something has to die. Maintaining what’s needed for survival whilst at
the same time Balancing the new systems and processes to support and nurture the
new idea can be a delicate task.
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To remove the systems or resources that are no longer required often occurs when
the organisation’s survival is under threat and it is even more difficult to maintain
balance.
Achieving Maintenance and Balance in an environment of desperation can have a
great impact on the sustainable success of any organisation.
In the downsizing over the last twenty years, so much valuable talent, knowledge and
wisdom was removed that many organisations found they had to hire people back on
a consultancy basis just to survive.
Organisations are made of interconnected processes, so the acceptability of any new
idea will also depend upon how it affects other parts of the system. Interrelatedness
covers a wide area both within and outside of the organisation. Increasingly leaders
are being asked to take into account the needs of all stakeholders. As well as
employees and shareholders, this might include customers, suppliers, local
community and Mother Nature.
To sustain success, an organisation must predict how its actions will impact the wider
world and bring this understanding to the decision-making process. Too often
decisions backfire because the impact on a key stakeholder group has not been
accurately predicted.
Timing is also a key element in implementation. We are familiar with the concept of
‘an idea whose time has come’ but we must also identify ideas, however sound in
themselves, that the time is not right for.
When an organisation has been through a period of rapid change, for example, you
often hear people calling for a time for consolidation before the next new initiative is
launched.
When attention has been given to all of the design elements discussed so far, there
is a much greater chance that Clarity and Action will contribute to sustainable
success.
The Clarity comes from seeing the idea holistically. Using a design such as the
Wisdom Council, that encourages thinking in a more whole and balanced way, also
avoids what might be missed through a random or a ‘functional’ centred approach.
From the new Clarity, decisive Action can flow from gathered resources and simple
strategies that engage the hearts and minds of people.
But lastly, before any action is taken, a perspective of Integrity and Vitality is
invaluable. Before any action is taken it is important to be sure that all the voices
have been heard – not just the words of the all the people, but all the internal voices
of, perhaps, concern and doubt.
The organisation must ensure that there is the Vitality, the enthusiasm, to implement
the new idea. We all have experience of what happens when plans are pushed
through but few people have the energy to make it work.
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If Integrity and Vitality are not present, then a further cycle around the Council is
called for. The new insights and deeper thinking generated in the first round will lead
to more powerful insights and thinking the next time.
These are just some of the elements that can help harness the wisdom from the vast
knowledge and experience that is available to us. They help us see the patterns and
give meaning to the rapidly increasing quantities of knowledge that threatens to
overwhelm us.
As important as the eight perspectives, is a ground of trust, respect and deep
listening.” In their work with organisations, The Wisdom Meme puts significant energy
into creating this ground so that duelling egos, turf wars and talking-without-listening,
are kept to a minimum. Wisdom comes forward when the whole person speaks and it
is important to create a safe space for people to speak from the heart as well as the
head.
One company to benefit from a Wisdom Council is Knight Ridder International, the
second largest newspaper publisher in the US. They brought 35 of their senior
executives to Silicon Valley to see what they could learn from the dot.com
companies.
They appreciated the contrast of the ancient and modern as well as the opportunity
to work outside in beautiful parkland. B Henderson Wingfield thought the Wisdom
Council was a “powerful process to evoke thoughtful input from a group – with focus
on sincerity.”
Another executive commented: “I needed to re-verify what is the soul of KnightRidder. If what I heard today reflects that, we are on track.”
The Institute for the Future, a 30 year old company that develops ‘foresight’ reports
for international corporations, employed the Wisdom Council several times as part of
their strategic planning process. The challenge was to create an environment in
which the directors, all academics, would share recommendations for the way
forward in a way that built on and supported each other.
Bob Johansen, President, thought the experience was the best directors offsite
meeting they had ever held. He said; "I am impressed with the Wisdom Council
process. It is simple yet profound. It kept us out of our sometimes-dysfunctional
communication styles with each other. We worked the issues, we listened to each
other, we had more equal participation across the whole group than we typically do
with other meeting styles."
Closer to home, the Scottish branch of the Association of Management Educators
and Developers (AMED) were one of the first organisations in the UK to benefit from
the Wisdom Council. Their leadership team had been struggling with a membership
challenge that they had not been able to come to agreement on.
Chairman at the time, Eddie Palmer reported afterwards: "The atmosphere was one
of calm and tranquillity, and everyone commented on how a complex problem had
inroads made with no talking down, no interruption, and true use of the talents in the
room."
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This Wisdom Council is proving to be a powerful and enduring tool that is as
applicable, relevant and valuable in meeting the challenges of today’s organisations
as it has always been.
Mike and Patricia Bell
The Wisdom Meme teaches and coaches leaders to move beyond the limiting
rational, logical and mechanical mental models and embrace more whole and
balanced approaches.
14 Paddock Hill
Ponteland
Northumberland
NE20 9XL
Tel: + 44 (0) 1661 821111
Email: mikebell@thewisdommeme.com
Website www.thewisdommeme.com.
To receive our free Leadership Wisdom e-letter to help inspire and expand your
leadership experience, simply email subscribe@thewisdommeme.com
Find out more at our website www.thewisdommeme.com.
1. Joseph Meeker, Landscape, Vol. 25, No. 1, Jan 1981
2. John Humphreys, Sunday Times, 1st April 2001
3. Roger Bennett and Helen Gabriel, Journal of Knowledge Management, Volume 3,
Number 3, 1999, 212-225
4. Peter M. Senge, HBR Sept-Oct 1997
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Paper 4
THE HEART OF STRATEGY
© John Sutherland
The roots of strategy lie buried in our warfare history. Current strategic models and
thinking have a bias towards ‘killing off the competition’. Even if this was appropriate
in the past, it is inappropriate now in our interconnected world, where the idea of ‘us
and them’ makes little sense. We need to choose a new heart for strategy. I suggest
partnership as this new basis.
1.
The roots of strategy
Strategy has evolved from warfare. The influential writings of generals such as Sun
Tzu and Carl von Clausewitz have been the foundation stones for strategic thinking.
So strong is the warfare mindset that even modern works, like Mintzberg’s ‘Strategy
Safari’, take it for granted that the object of strategy is to compete, rather than
collaborate, to become the strongest force and to dominate the market. Sun Tzu’s
book on the ‘Art of War’ has recently been in the top ten selling list for business
books. ‘Competing for the Future’ by Hamel and Prahalad has been called a classic.
‘Rainbow Warriors’ (Greenpeace) and ‘War on Want’ tell us that warfare thinking
even permeates charitable organisations. In the UK, CCT (Compulsory Competitive
Tendering) ensured it entered the pubic sector. Even the Queen’s symbols of power
are a mace and a sword. Warfare lies at the roots of our modern society and is so
taken for granted that we no longer notice its impact on our thinking. The vocabulary
of warfare is still strongly in evidence in strategic thinking. Consider the origin of
these well-known terms.
Mission
Bullet points
Making a killing
Tactics

Task force
Objectives
Front-line troops
Communication lines

Target
Operations
Reports
Company

It is easy to forget that our competitive mind-set is a relatively recent invention. Riane
Eisler tells us, in The ‘Chalice and the Blade’, that old Europe was based around
Goddess worship. In these communities, by 6000 B.C.E., the emphasis was on
providing for all through the birth of agriculture. Technology was used to sustain and
enhance life. Communities lived peacefully together in equal sized houses, an
equalitarian society with no obvious differences between the sexes or any class
structure: a society of equals, very different from the image of barbaric tribes we were
taught about in our school days. They chose beautiful places to live, rather than
places that were easy to defend, where it was easy to farm and water was
accessible. Their art celebrated nature and showed no signs of weapons. It was a
true ‘Garden of Eden’ based on partnership and common ownership.
All that changed with the arrival of invading Indo-European armies from about 4300
B.C.E. onwards. At first it may have been no more than a few nomadic groups who
left their sparser areas in the North East for the more fertile valleys. There seem to
have been three main waves of invasion from 4300 B.C.E. to 2800 B.C.E., although
some places (notably Crete) hung on for longer. The invasions resulted in a massive
culture change to a ‘dominator model’, based on male hierarchy and the use of
technology for warfare. Gone was the peaceful sense of abundance and prosperity.
Newly arrived was a deep sense of scarcity, threat and fear. Women were
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subjugated and the first slaves arrived in history (his-story). Nature centred Goddess
worship was replaced by male sky gods, who apparently demanded sacrifices and
reparation.
5000-6000 years on from these massive changes, it is easy to conclude that the
present dominator-competitive mind set is the only choice. It is not. It is, however, the
culture from which our strategic thinking has grown. We run the risk of continuing a
mindset that divides and rules, competes and conquers as a taken-for-granted
assumption. We can not build the future we all want with a warfare mindset. There
are other models and other choices.
2.
The power of language
We create the world around us by the way we think. This is the conclusion from a
range of different disciplines, including new physics (e.g. Amit Goswami ‘The SelfAware Universe’), linguistics (e.g. George Lakoff ‘Women, Fire, and Dangerous
Things’), organisational development (e.g. David Cooperrider et al ‘Appreciative
Inquiry’) and new age thinking (e.g. Gill Edwards ‘Living Magically’). We used to
believe that reality was ‘out there’ and could be analysed by our critical minds and
repeatable experiments. The dawning realisation is that it is our awareness that
brings forth what we see as tangible reality out of the infinite possibilities. Instead of
experimenting on the world around us we need to turn the microscope around and
study ourselves, if we wish to study ‘reality’. This new awareness has enormous
implications for us a global society (as described by Barbara Marx Hubbard in
‘Conscious Evolution’) but also for us as workers in organisations.
If we plan our strategy based on the premise of scarcity and threat, we adopt a
dominance model and create the enemies we dread, through our aggressive actions.
The SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats), for
example, is still commonly used by organisations (commercial and public sector).
Weakness and threats are classic examples of warfare thinking. They result in us
expending energy on protecting potential vulnerability and picking a fight with other
players in the same market. It is a fear-based model. If, instead, we plan our strategy
on the premise of abundance and mutual self-interest we might adopt a partnership
model, and create the collaborators we hoped for through our prosocial actions. It is
a love based model. The choice is ours – but it is only ours when we recognise there
is a choice to be made.
Fear-based scarcity and dominance models automatically lead to a desire to hoard
the earth’s resources (better grab it whilst you can) and abuse our human resources
(get as much out of them as you can). In terms of Planet, People and Profit, fearbased models can only work in the short-term before obvious problems of exhaustion
occur. Partnership thinking, based on abundance and the interdependence between
People and Planet, naturally leads to a sharing approach to the earth’s resources,
leaving something for future generations. Partnership thinking also leads to a
respectful use of each other and a healthy balance between home and work.
3.
Developments in strategic thinking
Strategic thinking developed a wide range of approaches over the last forty years.
For an excellent overview of the twists and turns; the interested reader is referred to
Mintzberg et al’s review in ‘Strategy Safari’. They describe ten different schools of
strategy that have emerged in recent times.
The critical milestones in this story have been the way strategy began as a planning
process and has evolved into a learning process, as it became clear that planning
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ahead did not allow for the ‘expected unexpected’. The role of power, politics and
culture in influencing what actually happens, as opposed to what was intended, has
also been noted. With hindsight, we need a mix of strategy as planning and strategy
as learning. Planning without learning leads to plans that become out of date.
Learning without planning leads to creeping incrementalism. We need both - not
either-or.
Whilst much attention has been given to ‘how to do strategy’ (how to make it work)
less attention has been given to ‘what strategy is for’ (the purpose of strategy). There
has been no fundamental challenge to the warfare mindset, although some writers,
for example Bob Garratt, have given strategy a neutral stance of achieving the
organisations’ purpose.
One notable exception to this is the work of Peter Hawkins, who wrote his paper on
‘The Spiritual Dimension of the Learning Organisation’ in 1991. I had the privilege of
working with Peter for three years in the mid 1990’s. The paper is in essence a call to
apply all three of Gregory Bateson’s levels of learning to the notion of the learning
organisation.
Zero learning

No demonstration of changed behaviour, just receipt of new
information (like a training course)

Level 1 learning

Learning from a simple or single set of alternatives, as in skillsbuilding for assertiveness training

Level 2 learning

Choosing which sets of learning to use for level 1 learning, as
in bringing in new learning to support a business plan or
culture change
Making a paradigm shift, as in the realisation that we are all
interconnected and our ‘enemies’ are an aspect of ourselves
that need integrating

Level 3 learning

Hawkins cogently argues that you cannot have effective level 2 learning without the
ability to step outside into level 3 learning. It is an excellent article that has not aged
with the passage of time. I recommend a fresh reading of it.
For our purposes the key element in Hawkins’ paper is the call to step outside our
current mindset, of adapting to changes, long enough to reassess our core purpose.
Yes, we can be more effective and efficient and return more shareholder value, but
what is the organisation for? What difference would it make if we ceased to exist?
What is our service?
The question of service is picked in the work of the World Business Academy (of
which I am a member). Starting with a book on ‘The New Paradigm in Business’ in
1993 and carrying on with weekly bulletins the academy has done much to set out
the arguments for triple bottom line business and spiritual stewardship of the planet.
The academy president, Rinaldo Brutoco, points out that it would be:
“literally suicidal to continue (with the old mindset), as can clearly be
discerned by the fact that our current application of that model is destroying
the planet”.
Despite Hawkins’ paper and the work of the academy, strategic writers and business
schools still teach strategy based on a warfare mindset. We are still competing with
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each other for survival, and thereby endangering all our lives. It is time for a
fundamental reassessment of the heart of strategy.
4.
Choosing what lies at the heart of strategy?
I argue that the warfare mindset is no longer appropriate as the heart of strategy. It
makes little sense to engage in organisational warfare at a time when we are
increasingly aware of the interconnectedness and interdependency of our world. We
need to ask fundamental questions about what strategy is for, and how it serves us
as a global community? We need to stop using strategy as a tool for short-term
domination and survival and start using it as a tool for conscious evolution for
ourselves, and our organisations. We need to choose a new heart. What will it be?
If this paper does no more than to engage a debate on what the new heart might be it
has served its purpose. Being choice-full in this context is an example of Bateson’s
Level 3 learning. I will now proceed to make the case for partnership being the new
heart of strategy, but gladly accept that there will be other views and a range of
possibilities, suiting different world-views. There can be no one simple answer to the
question.
5.

Assumptions behind a partnership model of strategy
Assumption one: We are all part of an interconnected world
There is a continuum of belief that ranges from awareness that we are all part of a
global village to a spiritual view that ‘there is only one of us in the room’, there is no
other (Neale Donald Walsh). To hold this assumption is to recognise the futility of
competing with others. If one part of the community loses we all lose. If we help
others we are, in effect, helping ourselves. There is no ‘us-and-them’.
We work in partnership with our global village.
Assumption two: We get what we focus on
If we focus on problem solving we keep finding more problems to solve. If we believe
in competitors we will create them. Equally, if we focus on making a living from doing
work we truly value we will create a reality around purposeful work. The continuum
ranges from a recognition that some people tend to see the glass as half empty, and
therefore feel dissatisfied, to a spiritual view that we ‘create our own reality’ (Gill
Edwards). To hold this assumption is to recognise the importance of maintaining a
positive focus on planet, people and profit and to adhere to the belief that you can ‘do
well by doing purposeful and meaningful work’, rather than just pay the rent. We also
recognise that the world is our mirror. If we are being ‘attacked’ it is because we have
created the notion of an enemy.
We work in partnership with our creative potential.
Assumption three: Involvement improves strategy making
If you restrict strategy making to senior managers and board members, you
automatically produce resistance to change from people who feel left out of the
process. In fact much of the work of consultants, like myself, is based on healing the
wounds caused by people being told what to do next. The exciting developments in
Real Time Strategic Change and Appreciative Inquiry show that every member of an
organisation (no matter how large) can be meaningfully involved in designing
strategy. Having been part of producing the new ‘dream’ they are then keen to be
part of turning the dream into reality.
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The continuum ranges from a grudging acceptance that staff need to be consulted to
an egalitarian belief that each person has something of value to add and should be
fully involved. To hold this assumption means letting go of long-cherished
management controls, in exchange for a motivated and change-agile workforce.
We work in partnership with each other.
Assumption four: We each have a unique service to offer
If we are true to ourselves, as individuals and as organisations, we can unearth those
things that are dear to our hearts, the things we would do anyway if we had no need
for money. We can use our skill and commercial flair to offer these services to others,
doing work we truly value. One end of this continuum is seeing the development of a
niche as an important marketing tool. The other end is seeing a cosmic plan in which
each person’s unique contribution knits together into the web of skills we need for
conscious evolution. We are ‘many parts but one body.’ To hold this assumption
means seriously to enquire into what people value, what they ‘have come here to do’.
To check that our vision is aligned with our values. To start from what is in our heart
and then to see how to make a living from it, rather than start with a market
opportunity and see if we can persuade people to work for us for cash. It is to know
that serving our higher purpose brings more satisfaction than any amount of wealth.
We work in partnership with our higher purpose.
Assumption five: Strategy needs to work for Planet, People and Profit
We can no longer afford the short-term thinking of making a fast buck and raping the
earth in the process. Tearing down irreplaceable rainforest to make paper pulp for
milk and juice cartons is akin to sawing off the branch we are sitting on! We have
already lost 80% of our large natural forests and filled up 50% of landfill sites with
wood and paper waste. The continuum here ranges from a Corporate Responsibility
stance of minimising damage to our environment to a full commitment to the ‘triple
bottom line’ (John Elkington) where economic, social and environmental issues are
taken into account. To hold this assumption is to act on behalf of our unborn future
generations and to act as stewards of our biosphere. It is to move beyond the ‘eitherorism’ of being environmental or making a healthy profit.
We work in partnership with Gaia (the earth).
6.
Comparing warfare and partnership mindsets
How do strategic models based on the two mindsets compare? Warfare mindset
models focus on short-term improvements to the economic bottom line of the
organisation. They are internally focussed and aim to make their own organisation
the ‘best’. Partnership mindset models are focussed on long-term improvements for
all. They focus on the wider context the organisation works within, and see their work
as part of a wider web of conscious evolution. Here are just a few examples.
Warfare model
SWOT
analysis
of
Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities (to exploit)
and Threats (where are we vulnerable to
attack?)
USP- Unique selling point (what
advantage do we have over others?)
IOR- Initial rate of return (on investment)

Partnership model
4 P’s model of Purpose, Progress,
Potential (how might we serve) and
Partners (who could we work with to
enhance our offering?) (Sutherland)
USP- Ultimate Service and Purpose
(what are we ultimately here for?)
Triple bottom line improvements for
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and shareholder value
People, Planet and Profit
‘Making a killing’
‘Making a difference’
Business planning and medium term 7th generation test (200+ years focus on
financial targets (3-5 years focus)
the legacy we leave)
7.
What shall we do with competition?
Writing about partnership working does not alter the fact that most managers still
chant the mantra of competitive advantage. How should we work with them? I have
four answers.
Answer one: Stick to our core values
Rinaldo Brutoco (personal communication) points out that the idea of competition is
the product of faulty thinking. If you ask managers to compare their values with those
of the competition you discover that there are key differences. Fearing competition is
making the logical mistake of assuming that other organisations are trying to achieve
exactly the same things as we are. They are not. Only we can do precisely what is in
our heart to do. We just need to make sure we do it really well.
Answer two: Eating our own shadow
If we hold back from promoting partnership-based strategy for fear of the response
we are ‘creating our own reality’. We need to examine the remnants of fear and
competition in our own make-up to ensure we do not project our own fear onto
others.
Answer three: Focus on what works well
Competition works well if we want opposing energies. Co-operation works well if we
want energies working in parallel. Collaboration works well if we want a creative
fusion of energies. Let us be choicefull about our relationships, rather than just
automatically going for competition. (This idea is explored in more depth in Chapter 5
of ‘The New Paradigm in Business’).
Answer four: Recognise when we get hooked back into warfare thinking
We cannot make partnership strategy work from within a warfare mindset. Trying to
use sustainable development to gain competitive advantage will not work in the longterm. We have to adopt new ways of strategic thinking to support the new work. We
need to chuck out our old models and draw up some new ones.
8.
Partnership strategy in practice
There are three strands of development that are encouraging, in terms of partnership
mindsets. None, however, offer a full partnership model.
Strand one: Partnership within the organisation
Some recent developments in Organisation Development show evidence of moving
towards internal partnership models, e.g. Appreciative Inquiry and Real Time
Strategic Change are both about involving the whole organisations as partners in
strategic thinking. However, they tend to focus on the organisation and its immediate
stakeholders rather than the wider societal and environmental context.
Strand two: Partnerships with communities and the environment
Recent work on Sustainable Development (e.g. Rowledge, Barton and Brady) shows
great promise in promoting partnerships with employees, communities and the
environment. However, they tend to focus only on one business (e.g. Volvo) rather
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than promoting collaboration between business partners; and the bias is towards
environmental and economic bottom lines rather than social returns through
community work. The work of Social Venture Capital takes the opposite approach
and promotes economic and social ‘regeneration’ without paying much attention to
environmental imperatives. Both run the risk of attempting to use partnership working
to secure competitive advantage.
Strand three: Partnerships between organisations
Strategic partnerships between local business, public sector and third sector
organisations have been forming at an accelerating rate. They show what is possible
when organisations from one region or location pool together for the common good.
However, they tend to focus on economic regeneration, at the expense of
environmental improvements, and seldom consult widely within the organisations
represented on their partnership boards.
Each strand is a development in a positive direction but does not contain the full
partnership model. If you follow up case examples from the published literature you
learn that some of the most talked-about examples are either short-lived or only
cover a small percentage of the overall business. None of these organisations would
claim to have ‘reached the destination’ but all can be commended for starting the
journey. Removing the residual warfare mindset that permeates our organisations
and society will support our shared journey into a world of work that is sustainable
and has meaning and purpose.
9.
The heart of strategy
When you ask people what they really want to see in the world they talk about peace,
social justice, sustainability and a proper work/life balance. Our existing warfare
mindset is incapable of delivering these aspirations. The new paradigm ways of
working within organisations, between organisations and with our environments
needs to be nurtured by a proactive mindset that assumes we are all on the same
side. We need to evolve ways of working together, not fight to be ‘top dog’. Placing
partnership at the heart of strategy will help us in that quest.
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We’ve all heard the expression, No Pain, No Gain!
It echoes a fundamental cultural belief that pain is a necessary, if not even a
desirable, companion to growth and perfection. The no-pain-no-gain philosophy
spilled over from the world of physical fitness into life in general, to become a cliché
for the experience of an era. It is heard frequently in corporate life, especially in
organisations facing change because of market shifts, mergers, re-tooling,
technological advancements or re-structuring. The prevailing conditions in business
have triggered a lot of talk of pain and a lot of wishful thinking about gain.
This paper is based on the notion of an inside-out understanding of change and it
proffers a totally contradictory statement. Pain is a barrier to gain. Any pain. To the
degree that pain accompanies any activity, gain is minimised, averted or delayed. To
the degree that pain is eliminated, the potential for gain is awakened.
In the business world, psychological pain correlates with stressful thinking. Stressful
thinking is non-constructive, unresponsive, personal ideas taken seriously and given
weight. “Personal ideas” could be described as ideas focused on self-interest - the
fears, worries, hopes, or past good or bad memories of an individual or sub-group
without reference to a perspective on service or the interest of the whole - on the
entire organisation or on the general requirements of the task at hand. Looking at
individual performance, the quality of a person’s thinking, in the moment, determines
the person’s productivity potential. Viewing organisations as entities, the cumulative
quality of thinking in an organisation will define the options available to management
and the performance parameters for the entire organisation, just as the properties
and integrity of building materials define their stability and strength.
In order to bring this understanding to life, the chart below arbitrarily sets out a range
of qualities of thinking, from very low quality thinking to very high quality thinking, and
connects each to a workplace culture, which correlates with performance capacity. At
each level on the chart, the workplace outcome is determined only by the prevailing
thinking. This chart does not address the content of that thinking at any level. What
determines the quality of the thinking is the state of mind and understanding of the
people in the group, which determines the process by which any ideas come to mind
and the degree to which they are infused with personal importance so that they
adversely affect the thinker. For purposes of discussion, this chart arbitrarily
describes three levels below a line of demarcation between dominant personal and
stressful thinking and dominant impersonal and clear thinking. The line of
demarcation might be called the “pain line”; above it, there is little or no pain, below it
there is some or much pain.
The pain line is the demarcation or turning point between the kind of thinking that is
to some degree painful and thinking that is increasingly pain-free. In other words,
lower level thinking consistently generates negative or distressing ideas that appear
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real or normal to the thinker in the moment and generate reactivity. Thinking at high
levels is increasingly philosophical, non-reactive, original and responsive in the
moment. At those levels, ideas come and go and appear as nothing more than ideas
to the thinkers, regardless if the content is positive or negative. People at higher
levels see their thinking as a tool they can use for gain, not as a weapon being used
against them.

PREVAILING THINKING

WORKPLACE CULTURE

Original, Creative
Change Agent
Intuitive
Vital, Resourceful
Clear-headed
Highly Productive
---------------------------------------------The painline--------------------------------------------------Distracted
Frenetic, Competitive
Worried
Reactive, Burned-out
Fearful
Immobilised
To illustrate this, consider the difference between a distracted and a clear-headed
thinker who have both been offered lateral transfers out of jobs they liked to
unfamiliar jobs. The distracted thinker’s head will begin to fill with stressful
considerations, such as whether he actually deserved to be transferred or whether
they should have moved a co-worker instead, whether any boss has ever been fair to
him, whether he will look like a failure to his friends. This thinking will look significant
to him and produce psychological pain that impedes his ability to keep his bearings
and approach his new position with an open mind.
On the other hand, the clear-headed thinker may experience upsetting thoughts, but
he will be able to transcend notions of fairness or self-image - that is, to make some
qualitative judgement about how seriously to take his thinking. He will likely have an
insight, such as seeing that people do get transferred during their work life. Or he will
recognise that such events often provide unexpected opportunities and learning. He
will regain his bearings quickly and go on to his new position with a good attitude.
Which of the two is most likely to enjoy his work and look, to his employer, like a
valued member of the team?
The prevailing thinking (“culture”) of an organisation comes about because of the
inevitable tendency of people to join groups which look “right” and feel “comfortable”
and “normal” to them. A person beset by fears and preoccupied with being safe and
protected, for example, would be drawn to an organisation with strong traditions and
a clear-cut hierarchy, so that the roles of management and worker were clearly
defined and rules and procedures were set and enforced.
A person with a very active mind who felt compelled to prove himself would be drawn
to a hard-driving organisation in which there was an emphasis on competition and
highly visible rewards for people who worked hard and sacrificed. A person with a
free and clear mind who appreciated time for reflection at work and valued balance
between work and personal life would be drawn to a calm organisation which
respected people’s need to get some distance from their work. So organisations take
on and sustain a tone, cumulatively created by the range of thinking comfortable for
most people in the organisation.
At each level of the chart, the prevailing thinking looks perfectly “normal” and
appropriately responsive to the people involved. They would see organisations and
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people as “misguided” at levels below them, or as “odd” or “lucky” at levels above
them. So their thinking would be self-justifying and, at every level, self-reinforcing.
For example, if an organisation is prone to a worried outlook, people will expend
considerable energy pondering implications and problems and looking over their
shoulders. That kind of preoccupied thinking, which boils down to looking at the past
to interpret the present, does not allow foresight or agile response to either
unexpected threats or significant opportunities. As a result, people in such
organisations find themselves burned out and discouraged, always putting out fires,
and it seems to them that they are not in control of their work. The experience of
feeling blindsided and victimised by circumstances will continually reinforce that
perception.
To further illuminate the implications of this chart, let’s look at the way a common
business experience, re-structuring, would play out at each level. Let’s say there are
six companies, each operating at one of these levels, in a competitive environment,
and all are in the process of change.
The companies most likely to re-structure gracefully and remain competitive operate
above the pain line, although the distracted company might hang on through a
number of gruelling months or years. The worried and fearful companies are
burdened by having to deal with the weight of negativity and self-absorption or
insecurity in their thinking, which results in a tense and anxious work atmosphere.
Yet the market conditions are exactly the same for all. And the business implications
of re-structuring are exactly the same, as well.
Here is what it would look like.
Distracted, Inc. would find out about the re-structuring through a company-wide
meeting at which a menu of changes and a schedule of change events would be
announced with much hoop-la and a great sense of urgency. The company would
consider the need for re-structuring to be immediate, since their lack of foresight
would have kept them from proper anticipation. The staff would roll into action,
executing quick, but poorly conceived, reactions and taking on a lot of extra work.
Dire competitive and internal financial consequences would be hinted at if the restructuring could not be accomplished on the company’s frantic schedule; huge
potential rewards and bonuses would be offered for the divisions of the company who
exceeded expectations. After the initial announcement, people would often gather in
agitated conversation, some grimly compelled to push through change, and, at all
costs, survive -- and some hyper-excited to dash into bursts of ill-thought-out activity.
Distracted, Inc.’s employees would have difficulty following directions, since
everyone’s mind would be racing and no one would be able to listen well to others or
reflect on how to prioritise the tasks at hand. There would be numerous, lengthy,
redundant meetings to go over new procedures and attempt to get buy-in, and as the
level of anxiety increased and deadlines were missed or mistakes made, the need for
intense supervision and more meetings would increase as well. A number of
employees would fall prey to stress-related illnesses and the long hours of frenzied
activity would begin to take their toll on employees’ personal lives. The company
might institute stress-management techniques.
When Distracted, Inc. managers talked about restructuring with their peers, the talk
would be frustrated and negative. Because of the combination of poorly thought-
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through plans and the off-balance state of mind of the company, managers would
feel awkward and helpless when facing anxious, overworked employees. Politics and
suspicion of favouritism would soon spread.
But Distracted, Inc. would look good next to the company down the street, Worried,
Inc., where all the problems of down-sizing would look much larger and there would
be much more fear in the organisation. At Worried, employees would be in open
rebellion against management, and there would be frequent unpleasant meetings,
sometimes ending in shouting and accusations between supervisors and employees.
Restructuring would have come as a complete surprise to most Worried employees,
who would have learned about it third-hand after supervisors attended a secret
meeting with senior management.
Because worry tempts people to take on an every-man-for-himself mentality, the
company would quickly be polarised in a “we/they” mode. Supervisors would talk
about “them,” meaning “management:” when they were talking to employees and
meaning “employees” when they were talking to management. They would imply to
employees that they knew the restructuring was painful and probably a bad idea, but
they had no choice but to enforce company dictates. They would imply to
management that they were having difficulty persuading employees to see the light,
but they would hang tough through the fray. Like everyone else in the company,
supervisors would be more worried about saving their own jobs than about the
progress of the restructuring project and they would become entrenched in any
discussion that mentioned change.
Employees at Worried would gather together in groups to complain about being
pushed around unfairly in a tough job market, grumbling about what a rotten reward
this was for years of service. The disgruntled workers would undermine the
company’s strategies by inaction or outright resistance. If there were no unions in
place, there could be unionisation efforts. Employees would put out negative
information about management, possibly including publishing illicitly obtained
financial information about senior officers and board members to stir up public
distrust and anger. Management would adopt a bunker mentality, shutting
themselves off from day-to-day contact and increasingly issuing edicts via
memorandum, rather than talking directly to people. As alienation increased and
more and more of the work day was spent on self-absorbed griping and self-pity, the
company’s productivity would slump. Eventually, restructuring would become
irrelevant and Worried, Inc. would be a take-over target or would be heading towards
oblivion.
Still, Worried, Inc., would be better off than Fearful, Inc., where management and
staff were already overwhelmed, long before restructuring entered the picture. At
Fearful, the idea of restructuring would come to mind too late to help the foundering
company. Practically incapable of action, managers would be attached to the status
quo and would attempt to “ride out” market changes, hoping that things would return
to “normal” and they would not have to act. Only after studying the published plans of
other companies and analysing what others were doing in great detail would they
reluctantly decide to at least undertake some token changes.
Exhausted Fearful employees, barely able to keep themselves together and feeling
battered and doomed by their focus on the company’s losses and the constant need
for sacrifice and extra effort, would do the minimum to keep afloat. Some would
simply give up. Management would blame the “lazy, ineffective” work force; the
workers would blame “greedy, out-of-touch” management for the situation. People
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would be consumed with fears for their own survival; at the end, there would be
chaos as each person lost interest completely in the company or the job and just tried
to salvage as much as he/she could for himself.
Across town, however, at Clear-Headed, Inc., things would be much different.
Discussion of restructuring would have started during the company’s annual strategic
planning retreats and people at every level would have been included in creating the
game plan. After an initial flurry of concern, the company would have calmed down
and teams would be formed to make the most of the situation. Employees who
expected to lose their jobs, having gone through temporary disappointment, would
co-operate fully, hoping to learn as much as they could to improve their standing in
the job market and to leave on good terms. Within a matter of weeks, the
restructuring would be seen as just a fact of business and the teams would have
come up with a number of innovative solutions to minimise anticipated company
distress and provide assistance and support to employees losing their positions or
having to learn new technology. Most employees would be interested in meeting the
challenge of new ways of doing things. Many would begin to see opportunities in the
new system and take advantage of them.
At Intuitive, Inc., the mere idea of restructuring would present an interesting
challenge to employees and managers. Most of them would not have been surprised
when the project began, since they were attuned sufficiently to their industry and
business to see it coming and had been setting the stage for it. Some of the changes
would be the natural outcome of systems already in place. Restructuring would likely
be accomplished ahead of schedule with minimal disruption; displaced employees,
with their energy and enthusiasm for the industry, would quickly find other
employment or discover entrepreneurial breaks, and Intuitive, Inc. would once more
meet or exceed its goals. Lessons learned through the restructuring process would
be seen clearly, and their implications recognised as useful to publish, to further the
interests of Intuitive’s whole industry. Not surprisingly, Intuitive’s employees and exemployees would frequently be called in as consultants or mentors to other
companies.
At Original, Inc., there would be no need to restructure. As an industry leader,
Original would have set the pace for the other companies by instituting procedures
that would keep Original and its products well ahead of the market. Original, Inc.
managers and employees, seeing change in their industry as a natural course of
events, would always be brainstorming new ways of functioning to assure that the
company was a leader. Original, Inc. would be implementing the next phase of its
growth even as its competitors were racing to catch up with its most recent changes.
Original employees, inspired by their company’s vision, would relish the opportunities
they saw before them and participate eagerly in the dynamic evolution of their
company with a steady flow of new ideas. They would be working hard, and
harmoniously, for the sheer joy of being at the cutting edge of their industry and
being in service to their market.
At regional meetings, Original’s people would be the keynote speakers and lead the
most popular seminars predicting future trends. Intuitive’s people would be
spokesmen for the industry and would display their company’s techniques and
procedures as state-of-the-art in the current market.
Clear-Headed’s people would be admired as more successful than most in the
business, and they would especially be the envy of Distracted’s people, who would
be looking longingly at their vacation tans and their friendly, collegial demeanour.
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Distracted’s people would fan out and furiously take notes at all the meetings,
rushing around to meet everyone in the more successful companies and to try to
glean as many new techniques as they could.
At the receptions, Distracted employees would avoid the people from Worried, Inc.
Fearful, Inc. If it was still in business, would not have the resources to send anyone
to the meeting and would be the subject of hushed gossip. Worried’s people would
be at a loss for someone to relate to, and would be baffled and upset by the
mountains of information available to them, none of which would look helpful or
feasible to them. They would leave early, intimidated and demoralised.
After the regional meeting, industry observers would analyse what was happening.
Original’s management might be praised for its extraordinary strategic planning and
remarkable timing. Worried’s management might be blamed for being myopic and
predictions would be issued that its current leadership would soon fall to the ire of
disappointed shareholders. New products introduced by Intuitive might get the credit
for that company’s success. Clear-Headed might be described as “lean” and
“responsive,” with a cadre of innovative middle managers. Fearful would be
described as a “dinosaur” that hadn’t produced a new entry into its market for a
decade. Distracted might get credit for “scrambling” and for a gritty determination
which could pull it out of its present slump.
All of that analysis, however, is after-the-fact observation, unrelated to the actual
underlying source of each company’s outcomes. Given the prevailing quality of
thinking in each organisation, and given the fact that restructuring was implemented
in the companies with the least productive thinking without any consideration of the
psychological readiness of the employees, each company’s plight could be
completely predictable and completely explicable in terms of the quality of thinking
within the organisation.
Most business strategies attempt to change the workplace culture by fiat, without
addressing the nature and quality of thinking of the organisation. This is
fundamentally impossible. Just as one cannot re-engineer a structure by changing
the facade, one cannot re-engineer an organisation by changing behaviours. Things
may look different for a time, but the foundational problems have not been addressed
and eventually the structural weakness will show itself.
From the perspective of those of us who work with an inside-out approach to change,
the workplace culture is no more than a symptom of the style of accepted thinking in
an organisation. Addressing the prevailing thinking is the objective of change efforts.
When the thinking is revealed, recognised and understood, change occurs naturally.
If the thinking is not addressed, change is applied like cosmetics, and soon wears off.
When people’s minds are speeded-up, cluttered with extraneous memories and
habitual ideas, or consumed with self-doubt and fear, they have difficulty listening to
and understanding change without becoming frightened. They cannot come to peace
with new ideas, get perspective, or operate from common sense.
When people’s minds are calm and free, they can respond intelligently and consider
new ideas impersonally. When people’s minds are quiet, they are in the flow of
events, working from insight. They are connected to a deeper wisdom which puts
them “ahead of their time.” They are like athletes playing “in the zone” who always
seem to arrive where the ball is going before most people see the ball in the air.
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Although each company’s thinking would predict its plight, a consultant or manager
who understood the nature and power of thought and the importance of state of mind
would not hesitate to tackle the situation in any of the companies from an inside-out
perspective -- even Fearful, Inc. Such people would be hopeful without doubt that a
turnaround would be feasible for companies operating below the pain line, and that
continued evolution would be feasible for above-the-pain-line companies. At every
level, the intent would be the same: To address the dysfunctional thinking habits that
were in the way of the less successful companies and to further deepen the capacity
of the more successful companies to see beyond their present thinking, no matter
how good it seemed.
Let’s consider then, what such a manager or advisor would do if he or she were
called in to these companies to assist with the implementation of restructuring.
Certain steps would be taken in every case. For example, it would be important to
conduct some in-depth interviews with representative company employees at all
levels, to get a clear picture of the company’s world and the kinds of thinking taken
for granted in each circumstance. The interviews would be held with management
first, realising that without leadership from senior levels, either the employees would
lose heart, or the best employees would change their thinking and leave the
company. The consultant would stick to the subject of the nature of thought and the
power of thought at the individual level, knowing that employees and managers who
arrive at a new level of understanding will enter a new world of available solutions to
specific problems.
Let’s start with Worried. It is highly likely that the interviews would reveal that
Worried’s employees spend much of their time in their memories and imaginations,
comparing present situations with past circumstances that did not work out well, or
projecting future difficulties based on things they had previously experienced or
learned about from others. They would generally take things personally and be
preoccupied with fear of “losing” what seemed familiar and therefore secure to them.
They would focus on negative news about their industry and it would seem more
menacing to them than it would to most people. Almost all their thinking would
appear to them as the inevitable result of circumstances beyond their control. They
would be selective listeners whose level of mental activity and habitual
predispositions to taking things personally would act as filters for all information they
received. It would rarely occur to them that their closely held ideas and their in-themoment tendency towards negative ways of thinking would come back on them as
poor performance.
They would say they stay at their jobs because they need the money, and report
feeling unsatisfied, unappreciated -- sometimes bored -- at work. Their general
malaise would infect all aspects of their lives. They would likely report their family life
was routine, their children unruly, their friends unreliable, their financial situation
uncertain, their prospects dim.
Confronted with thinking that painful, it would be the primary role of the consultant or
manager to remain calm and hopeful in the face of others’ temporary unhappiness.
The people would need to be addressed gently and respectfully, with the idea of
quieting their minds so they could listen to new ideas and hear common sense.
Worried’s employees would not be inspired by stories about Original’s exploits -they would likely consider such stories as Pollyanna nonsense, totally unrealistic, or
as examples of just how lucky some other people were despite how terrible life
generally is.
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But Worried’s employees could resonate with the notion that everyone is capable of
calming down and that a calmer way of thinking nurtures a more positive and helpful
outlook. They would respond to ordinary life stories about everyday circumstances,
illustrating that people can and do change their minds and that there is a more
optimistic mentality always accessible to everyone, which fosters higher quality
thinking. As they settled down, Worried’s people would feel less threatened by
circumstances because they would begin to recognise the variable effects of their
own thinking and they would start to see that their thinking, not external
circumstances, was the power behind the throne in their life experience.
As Worried’s managers and employees began to see more and more clearly the
changeable nature of thought and the role of thought in their experience, they would
be able to relax their guard and listen more deeply. Ultimately, the manager or
consultant could show them that there are many dimensions to the power of thought
and point out to them that they had lost touch with that knowledge, and thus they had
been like a two-engine plane flying with one engine, able to keep going but without
much manoeuvrability. They would see that their thinking had been entirely memorybased, useful for them when they were dealing with a stable market of known
variables, but inadequate to the task of addressing the unknown and working through
change. They would see that they were only temporarily stuck in the redundant world
of the already known.
It would be logical to them at this point to see that problems requiring fresh ideas
would, of course, be discouraging and ultimately frightening to people operating
solely from memory because they would be like computer operators constantly
receiving the message “Insufficient Data”. But seeing the human - and thus their own
- capacity for original thought would begin to dissolve their hopelessness.
The manager or consultant would then lead Worried’s people through discussions
that drew out their capacity for reflective, impersonal thought, with access to the
unknown, in which ideas occur to people. Through example and experience,
Worried’s staff would begin to see the merits and naturalness and ready accessibility
of such a state of mind.
Ultimately, they would see for themselves their ability to change their minds and to
decide what thoughts they would seriously entertain and what thoughts they would
set aside. They would see using their natural inclination to turn in a responsive,
reflective psychological direction as a wise intention. Their personal thinking -- fears,
doubts, blame, bother, fault-finding -- would have no more power over them than any
other thinking. Increasingly, ALL thought would look to them like the product of their
own minds, subject to their own interpretations, able to be kept in perspective.
At that point, Worried would have the psychological strength to become a responsive,
productive and flexible organisation. With that much change in their thinking, Worried
would be at least as effective at their work as Clear-Headed -- indeed, they would
have become clear-headed.
The consulting game plan would be similar for Fearful’s group and for Distracted’s. In
each case, the manager or consultant’s job would be to present himself or herself as
a true example of a calm person in a creative mode of thinking, to put people’s minds
to rest in a quiet manner so they could listen, and to show them that their thinking
was the one and only source of their behavioural options. Fearful’s group would need
a lot of reassurance and the process might move more slowly for them, as their
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thinking would be most deeply ingrained. Distracted’s group would be difficult to
settle down, and probably quite attached to the idea that some stress is a motivator
and an active mind is productive, so there would have to be a consistent focus on
finding ways for them to be able to quiet down to listen.
But given that the only barrier to a calm, constructive thinking process is a
misunderstood focus on the content of negative thinking and that every person,
regardless of how unproductive his/her thinking is in the moment, has the immediate
and innate capacity for clear and responsive thinking, the degree or level of painful
thinking in any person or group would be unrelated to the prospects for success. As
soon as the members of any group started to understand that what was troubling
their minds was just their own thinking (rather than the product of a frightening
external reality), they would begin to enjoy the freedom to change their minds and get
a fresh start.
Let’s assume, in our hypothetical world, that the three companies operating with a
limited understanding of thought that was holding them below the pain line shifted
and moved above the pain line. What, then, would be left for consultants or
managers to do? Once the pain is gone and the foundation for gain is created by
pain-free thinking, what is there to teach people?
Clear-Headed’s people would be awake to the differences between their company
and those beyond them. They would be inspired by stories of Original’s ways of
doing things, and would want to strengthen their own understanding to move in that
direction. Because they were operating in a pain-free environment, they would take
constructive criticism well and make optimal use of it, and they would consistently be
interested in learning more about their thinking and the power of the creative
process.
Intuitive would admire the leadership and almost mysterious capacity to stay ahead
of change and remain light-hearted demonstrated by Original, Inc. They would
challenge their managers to illuminate the subtleties of their thinking and point them
in the direction of still more profound vision and wisdom.
Original would humbly appreciate the gift of their own creative power and look to
discover new ways to use it in service to mankind. They would want to learn how to
share not only their industry knowledge with others, but their understanding of and
faith in human capacity. Original would have eyes for invention - for creating entirely
new ways of accomplishing progress and for discovering solutions to society’s
problems. They would establish deeply synergistic relationships with other
organisations, always looking to stretch beyond the boundaries of their thought and
arrive at simplicity and “obvious” but previously unseen answers.
While the companies operating at the lower levels of functioning would initially be
satisfied merely to obtain relief from pain and to recognise modest gain, once they
moved beyond insecurity they would constantly be exploring the potential inherent in
a pain-free state. Their vision for human happiness and contentment would expand
continually and their desire to contribute would sustain the evolution of their thinking.
The paradox of managing or consulting from this perspective is that the consultant or
manager’s own understanding is the only factor that would restrict working with
companies at every level. For example, consultants and managers who are clearheaded have much to offer to the companies operating less well, but will be at a loss
to engage with companies operating at the level of intuitive or original. Distracted
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people could be of some assistance to Worried and Fearful, but would founder in any
attempts to work with those who were also Distracted, or with those who were
thinking clearly.
At the point where the content of the client’s or company’s thinking looks appropriate,
normal and realistic to the manager or consultant, both parties are living in the same
world. In that situation, both consultant and client can see only horizontal choices that is, they would take the same set of variables for granted as true and behave as
though they were limited by them. They would lose the capacity to see beyond what
appeared to be the case and question their own assumptions.
Let’s say, for example, a consultant is engaged with a company that has suffered
severe erosion of its market share, and its “explanation” for that is that an upstart
company with strong capitalisation entered its market and “stole” its customers.
If that explanation appears logical and real, the consultant is at a loss to help the
company change. If that explanation appears to the consultant to be off-target
because it seems to find excuses outside of the company’s own prevailing thinking,
as though some external factors had the ability to override the creative power of the
company, then the consultant is in a position to help. The consultant can talk to the
company about having sufficient clarity to be awake to market shifts and able to
anticipate change and competition and create responsive strategies, rather than
reacting after the fact. The consultant would be able to see the loss of market share
as a by-product of the client’s prevailing thinking, not as an inevitable consequence
of outside forces.
The promise in this work, however, is that a manager or consultant who takes the
same learning stance as his/her clients will continue to evolve and can learn with and
from clients as they change. It is our opportunity - the human privilege - to remain
attuned to the possibility to transcend all current thinking and explore uncharted
territory beyond the now-perceived limits of the human potential.
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Paper 6
THE NATURE OF INSPIRING LEADERSHIP
© Lenette Schuijt

Background
Leaders in our time face numerous challenges: they are expected to achieve
outstanding business results, must have a clear vision for the company, they must
generate team spirit and have a concern for people. On top of all these demands we
expect our leaders to be inspiring people. Employees, especially the younger ones,
want their leaders to be human beings, not supermen and women. Rather , they look
for people they can identify with.
But what does it mean to be an inspiring leader? Some theories claim that inspiring
leaders are excellent speakers, people who convince by using appealing images and
eloquent language (Gardner, 1995) Other theories say that inspiring leaders are
driven by a strong vision. They work actively towards their goals and deal with
barriers in an optimistic and energetic way (Spitzer, 2000). According to Vaill (2000),
inspiring leaders concentrate on the process of purposing: giving meaning to the
circumstances and events at work.

Inspiration
When dealing with the nature of inspiring leadership, we need to start with the notion
of inspiration. What is inspiration? And what does it mean in a business context?
Literally, being inspired means being filled with life force. Inspiration is the experience
of life force flowing through one’s body. Artists know that inspiration is a rare moment
of being fulfilled by something greater than oneself. It is a gift from the muses, from
divine sources or from God.
Inspiration therefore is not something that we can control. Contrary to what many
managers would like to believe, inspiration cannot be used as a management tool. It
is not something that can be applied as an instrument, we cannot add it to an already
existing business strategy or otherwise implement in the organisation.
Can leaders generate inspiration? Is it something one can create and then give away
to others?
I believe that inspiration is something that can be nourished but that originates
elsewhere. It is something that we can learn to open ourselves up to. In this sense,
inspiring leadership is fundamentally different from motivational leadership.

Inspiration versus motivation
Motivation theories which were developed in psychology have helped managers to
understand and influence the behaviour of their employees. To motivate means
literally: to give arguments, to convince another of the logic or reason of a certain
action. Motivation is derived from Latin and means: to set in motion.
Many psychologists have researched the factors that set people in motion. Maslow
(1954) presented his needs hierarchy of human being. It is no use for organisations
to provide opportunities for development if the physical and social needs of their
employees have not been met. Even today, one of the popular ways to motivate
people is to offer attractive material employment benefits. This may trigger some
people but in general material benefits are not sufficient to create a motivated
workforce.
McGregor (1960) pointed out that the leader's view of employees is a crucial factor in
motivating people. An encouraging and supportive attitude works better than
correction and punishment. Hackman and Oldham (1976) have described a number
of task characteristics, some of which (such as autonomy) have the potential to bring
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the employee in a psychological state in which desired output can be achieved. Yukl
(1994) sees motivation as an influence tactic focussed on enhancing the employees'
self confidence which will increase their effectiveness in achieving the goals. In this
respect the distinction between intrinsic (from within the person) and extrinsic
motivation (factors from outside the person) is often made.
Managers have these insights from the psychological domain to influence
employees’ behaviour and to influence their self-confidence. It has become a
technique to install a certain effect, such as creating a more entrepreneurial attitude
among staff or a stronger focus on results among young employees.
Recent scholars have pointed to the counterproductive effects of motivation
techniques. “To motivate is to demotivate” (Sprenger,1992) Motivation techniques
ignore the fact that people are in themselves motivated to work. Even people who
have earned enough money to retire at an early age, or those who win a lottery,
usually go on working in one way or another. Leaders who try to motivate their
workers usually focus on ten percent of their workers who are cynical and
demotivated. In the process they frustrate ninety percent. Especially professionals,
knowledge workers, people in the service industry (nowadays the major part of the
workforce), are usually inherently motivated by the nature of the work they do. They
love to be in contact with clients and colleagues, they face and resolve problems
independently, they take decisions and invent ways of improving the efficiency of
their work. In this way they can bring their whole self, their mind, hands, heart and
soul to their work. They are - in general - very motivated. They do not need
motivation from their leader. Rather, they want their leader to be at least as inspired
by the job as they are.
There are other objections to the use of motivation as a management tool to set
others in motion. One is that motivation speaks to the reasonable mind. An
underlying assumption is that if I can present fair arguments, provide honest
information and explain the facts, that the other person will change their mind and
accordingly, their behaviour. Employees may be inclined to follow their leaders logic
and change their behaviour, but without heart and soul. They will therefore change
their behaviour only in a superficial way.
Another objection could be raised around the leader. In motivating, it is irrelevant if
the manager himself is motivated. It is a rather impersonal technique. Often, these
techniques, such as appreciation, are used in a manipulative and condescending
way, not from a genuine acknowledgement of the other person. People are unique
and to motivate people is to really meet and interact with the other person.
Impersonal techniques (such as a bonus system for the whole staff) create a gap
between leader and employee.
Sprenger (1994) pointed out that the leader is often the biggest demotivator. People
change jobs because of their boss, they withhold their qualities because they feel
exploited by their boss, their withdraw their commitment because they see the
calculative behaviour of their bosses.

Inspiring leadership: an alternative
Bolman & Deal (1995) point to the fact that the focus on rationality and control have
overshadowed the essence of leadership, which lies in the heart of the leader. For
them, hope, trust, courage and being inspired by something bigger than the ego are
characteristics of inspiring leaders. Chappell (1993) focuses on the intuitive powers
of the leaders. To what extent do leaders have the courage to put aside rational
analysis and open us to the greater human spirit, the collective consciousness.
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A leader should find his own path in becoming their true self. They need to focus on
their dreams and overcome the inner obstacles to living that dream full heartedly.
Leaders must learn to be their true selves (Jaworski (1996, Moxley, 2000). Other
authors speak of authenticity (Barrett 1998, Whyte, 1994, Owen 1999, Rabbin,
1998). True leaders have nothing to hide.
Inspired leaders look for other ways to have people commit themselves to their work.
Rather than focussing on inventing techniques these leaders protect and foster
working conditions that allow employees to be inspired in their job. If people are
already motivated, one could look for ways to strengthen that. Instead of trying to
motivate others, leaders could focus on what it is that already inspires their coworkers. What is it that they get up for in the morning? What is it they are trying to
create in their environment and why is that important to them? Which values are
driving their actions? What do they stand for in their work and private lives?
Also, inspired leaders might want to investigate in what ways they are demotivating
their staff. Many organisations require their staff to do lots of administrative paper
work without making use of these files. Most organisations have an incredible
amount of procedures, many of which have lost their purpose. In many organisations
decision making processes take unnecessary long steps and feedback loops are
slow. All these phenomena can be source of frustration for inspired employees.
Inspiring leadership is more of an effect of someone who is inspired than an intended
outcome.
“Inspiring leaders are inspired leaders who do not consider that which inspires them
as a means to achieve something else, rather, they are fundamentally interested in
the matter itself. (De Dijn, 1999) Here is a critical difference between inspiration and
motivation. Motivating others is often used as a tool in order to achieve something
else. Inspiring others is the (often unintended) effect of people who are intrinsically
interested in something that they believe in, be it a vision for the company, values
one is committed to or an ideal one is striving for.

Charismatic leadership
Inspiring leadership is often confused with charismatic leadership. Charismatic
leaders are people who appeal to others because of their personality, their physical
appearance, their humour or their wit.
Charismatic leadership often comes up in times of crisis or problems and offers
attractive (and often radical) solutions to these issues. (Weber, 1957). They are
capable of winning their employees' trust by installing hope for a better future.
It is the personality of charismatic leaders that makes people look up to them, admire
them, project their desires on them. One of the consequences of charismatic
leadership - and indeed a difference with inspiring leadership - is the tendency to
create followers. People, faced with social insecurity, tend to place their faith in those
leaders which seem to point to a way out of the crisis. It is not their inspiration but
their loyalty that is called forth by a charismatic leader. Such people, like Le Pen in
France or Fortuyn in the Netherlands are not inspired individuals, but often
personalities who are hungry for power and attention. Their leadership often stems
from insecurity and is a way of becoming someone (Gardner, 1995)
Many founders of companies are charismatic leaders. They were very capable of
drawing other devoted people around them. The flip side of the coin is that these
leaders have often left an empty hole in their company after their departure. Only
then did it become clear that it was the leader’s personality and not spirit itself that
was driving the business.
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One could say that inspired leaders are inspired by something that transcends their
personality. Gandhi had devoted himself to the cause of a free India, a cause for
which he sacrificed many personal needs.
A paradox for inspired leaders is the tension between their own inspiration and that of
other people. Inspired people can become obsessed with the causes or values that
inspire them. This may narrow their view of may make them blind for the inherent
inspiration of others.
An inspired business manager who stands for sustainability and ethical
entrepreneurship may walk over others who may be inspired by taking care of
vulnerable people such as children.
Inspirational leaders do tap into people’s own inspiration and tend to strengthen
people’s desires for the fire inside themselves. They wake up the flame inside. Martin
Luther King spoke to the unexpressed desires in the hearts of many black
Americans. He spoke to what he knew was dormant in their souls. It was waking up
what was already there, rather than imposing something new on people.

Research
The purpose of my research is to develop a sense of the power and nature of
inspiration, to apply this insight to inquire what inspiration means for existing leaders
and for the new generation of leaders. When working with training groups I also focus
on the experiencial level: how does it feel to relate to other people out of your heart
and soul. What differences do we experience when we are faced with someone who
is inspired and interested in our sources of inspiration, compared to a motivational
approach from someone trying to convince us of the validity of their point of view?
Another source of information in my research is reflection on people who have
inspired many others in and what these they have brought about in these people's
lives.
Inquiring into our own lives will bring up images of inspiring leadership, it helps us to
reflect on the nature of such leadership. Rather than defining what it is, I intend to
create a dialogue and an inquiry into the depths of how human beings can inspire
one another.
One of my propositions about inspiring leadership is that inspiring leaders are
themselves inspired. You cannot inspire others if you are not inspired yourself.
Inspired leaders are not interested in a cause in order to achieve something, they are
interested in a cause for no other reason than that they love it, their heart is in it, they
are moved by it. Following this statement, the participants in the workshop will
investigate what it is that inspires them.
Another proposition is that inspiring leaders foster the inspiration of others. One of
the risks of being inspired is becoming obsessed with what inspires you. This may
narrow one’s view on the world. Another risk would be to believe that one has found
the ultimate truth. One’s inspiration could become a dogma, that is no longer open to
discussion or development. Thus, an inspiring leader could become a sort of guru.
How can one strike a balance between living out one’s own inspiration and nurturing
the inspiration of others?
Participants in the workshop will inquire to what extent they know what inspires the
people around them. What is it that inspires your co-workers and employees?
One might argue that some people are not inspired at all, they just work for their
salary. Although money is certainly a good reason for most of us, it seldom is the
only reason. Let’s inquire deeper in why we think our people come out of bed in the
morning and come to work?
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In the workshop we will work with one another to experience the kind of conversation
that brings inspiration to the surface. We will close the workshop with conclusions,
insights and suggestions for further exploration.
About the author
Drs. Lenette Schuijt (1959) has been a management trainer for more than fifteen
years. Lenette facilitates team building sessions, coaches individual leaders, consults
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Paper 7
CLASH OF VALUES
WHY SPIRITUALITY INTO BUSINESS WON’T GO!
© Mike George
Contrasting spirituality and business, why they may ultimately be absolutely
incompatible and… highlighting the leaders dilemma.
Spirit is in people, but it doesn’t go into business. If it does, then spirituality is not
possible. Spirituality is the potential expression of every human being, but it is
suppressed by the business mindset which has become the predominant culture of
all our lives today. Spirituality has nothing to offer business but everything to offer
people working within a business.
Some think spirituality can change how we conduct business. It can, but the change
would be so radical that business as we know it would be no more! Right now, at this
point in human history, the business mindset rules human consciousness, even
within many of those who think they are ‘being spiritual’. This is largely because we
have no clear, true, shared meaning of spirituality, and we tend to create our own
meaning to suit our busy business selves and our business agendas. This absence
of meaning, and consequent misuse of the word spirituality, is what makes it hard to
recognise an authentic living spirituality in a world obsessed with business. The
scarcity of a genuine living spirituality has it’s deepest cause in an identity crisis
which, like a virus, infects and affects the consciousness of every human being. One
significant consequence of this crisis is an emotional confusion which obscures our
ability to discern the difference between truth and illusion.
Why Business and Spirituality can Never Marry!
The business mind now runs the soul. Before we can juxtapose spirituality and
business, and see exactly why they cannot live together, we need to enter the
territory of spirit and know what spirituality looks like. Before we can do that we need
to begin with some definitions of spirit and spirituality. Then at least we can journey
some way together on the vehicle of shared meaning. As I set out some definitions I
am not trying to get your agreement, only to build a vehicle.
SPIRIT
Spirit is what you are. You don’t have a soul, you are a soul. Soul, spirit, self - they
are synonymous. Unlike the physical form which you presently animate, you, the
soul, are eternal, infinite, unlimited and imperishable. You, the soul, are conscious
and self aware. Your true, core, eternal spiritual nature is peaceful and loving. You
also have an innate awareness of absolute truth. This awareness is now blocked by
the ego.
One such truth is you are spirit…soul is what you are! Spirit is not matter, though
some believe it to be so. This is extremely important, simply because how we see
and experience ourselves is the most powerful influence on how we see and interact
with others and the world. If we see ourselves as a physical form, if we see
ourselves according to nationality, race, gender, even by our religion, we colour our
vision of others and the world accordingly. We box, compartmentalise and label
ourselves and others. So deep is the attachment to these labels it is hard to see
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that it is this misidentification of the self and others that is the deepest reason why we
have killed over one hundred million of our own species in the last one hundred
years. Conflict will continue as long as we misidentify our self, because this is the
root of all forms of ego and the source of all fear. It is also good for business!
SPIRITUALITY
Spirituality is the knowledge and stable awareness of yourself as spirit/soul, and the
conscious expression of your highest spiritual qualities and attributes, which are love,
peace, contentment and truth. Spirituality is the expression of these innate spiritual
qualities through your thoughts, attitudes and behaviours. Being spiritual means the
ego has dissolved, virtue has been restored to character and spiritual values connect
your inner and outer worlds (thought to action). Spirituality is the ability to see every
other human being as soul/spirit, and thereby transcend all the false identities of
race, colour, gender, nationality, religion etc.
This is the vision which dissolves division, first within our own consciousness, then
within our perceptions of others and attitudes towards others. It is this vision which
restores unconditional and stable respect for all others, regardless of their vision and
attitude towards us. The business mind does not like this vision of unity or the
expression of peace, love and contentment from inside out. It prefers to sustain the
illusion that these conditions and experiences come form outside in, and therefore
have to be purchased.
SPIRITUAL FACULTIES
One of your faculties of self/soul is mind. The other is the intellect. * They are your
abilities to create thought/ideas/images (mind) and discern the ‘quality’ of those
thoughts and make ‘decisions’ (intellect).
Right now the mind and intellect are conditioned and trained to create business
thinking, even when you are not in business. Competing, winning, taking, profiting,
beating, consuming, accumulating, capitalising, possessing are the language of
business thinking, and a complete anathema to spiritual thinking. Your intellect is not
able to discern this fully because it has become rusty, dusty and extremely distorted.
Rusty, Dusty and Distorted
Imagine you have been given a set of binoculars to view the landscape ahead, but
they are rusty, dusty and the lenses are distorted. It is impossible to focus and
clearly discern the subtle shapes and shades in front of us. This describes the
current state of our intellect and mind. The intellect is rusty because we have allowed
ourselves to be influenced by others. We have allowed others to do our thinking,
deciding and creating for us. We have allowed others to impose a set of wrong
beliefs and perceptions. One such belief (of which there are hundreds) is that
stimulation is relaxation. The entertainment industry perpetrates this illusion and
relies on us to surrender our mind and intellect, in the name of relaxation, which it
then duly manipulates and puts to sleep! Unused and unexercised they become
rusty. They are also dusty because we cannot see clearly and discern what is right
or wrong, good or bad anymore. We suffer from moral and spiritual blindness which
creates a deep suffering within our hearts. However, we are reluctant to acknowledge
our suffering as suffering because if we do we know we will need to make deep
changes within. So we justify it as normal and par for the course called life. All this
is due to the distortion of truth by the wrong beliefs and misperceptions now rampant
in a material world. Beliefs such as ‘competition is healthy’, or that ‘life is survival of
the fittest’ and that ‘happiness is the reward of acquisition’. When explored fully, all
these beliefs can be found to spring from one core illusion – that we are physical and
not spiritual beings. These are the beliefs which cause separation, fear and greed
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within our consciousness, and the bahaviours of manipulation and exploitation
towards others. No one is to blame but we are all responsible. Business sustains
these beliefs because they create and sustain what we call ‘problems’ for which
business largely exists to solve.
In the heart of every human soul is love and peace. True love and real peace are
both states of being and the radiant energy of the soul. They never ever give rise to
business thoughts. That would be like saying I will love you, but only if you will love
me. This is exactly the kind of thinking that turns our relationships into a business,
and will eventually block the flow love within such a relationship. This is also one
reason why we are all emotionally confused. We have been taught to believe worry is
care, melancholy is love and excitement is happiness. Business also loves these
kinds of beliefs, and spends millions sustaining them. Imagine two hundred layers
(one layer per decade) of business thinking overlaying an original core of pure
spiritual thinking, and you have some idea of the challenge we all now face.
Soul or spirit is what we are. Pure love, pure peace and pure truth is what we
contain at the core of our hearts. But they are suppressed by a business mindset,
and whenever they are expressed they are likely to be distorted by business beliefs
and thinking. If these spiritual attributes were to emerge in their true form from within
people in business, they would either leave the business, compromise themselves
(their spiritual values) to stay in business, or the business would cease to ‘do’
business. Why? Because the values of spirituality are in total contradiction to the
values of business. In fact, the values of spirituality are not only contradictory, they
are transcendent. At first glance they appear to be polar opposites, and that is
enough to tell us we are kidding ourselves if we think spirituality has a place at the
boardroom table, other than hidden in the hearts of the members of the board. But
they are also transcendent. For example, love in the corporeal world of duality has
its opposite in fear. But in reality, love has no opposite. It is complete and self
contained, and it lives within every human heart. It needs nothing, wants nothing, yet
it knows that all that is required will come to it, at exactly the right moment, even
when it is embodied in a physical costume. This is an extremely high form of faith.
Try telling that to a business mind that has wants, desires and needs, and that wants
other minds to be infected by the same wants, desires and needs, so that it can…do
… business!
Please don’t get me wrong! I am not against business, I am not against anything.
Equally, I am not for anything in this particular process of reflection. I am purely
interested in the truth. My love affair is with truth. Take a look at the values on the
next page, then stop for a moment, and reflect and scribble your thoughts, intuitions,
insights in response. Are there any other obvious contrasts that I have missed? Is
something not ‘stacking up’ for you here? Are you uncomfortable with what you have
read so far? Is it all a bridge too far and if so why?
Business Values
Competition
Taking
Customer Service (to retain the customer)
Accumulation
Fear as motivator
Survival in Life
Desire
Future Focus (Past Projection)

Spiritual Values
Co-operation
Giving
Altruistic Service (to benefit the recipient)
Renunciation
Love as motivator
Celebration of Life (survival is not an issue)
Desireless
Present Moment Awareness
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Goal Directed
Past is Remembered
Aims to make others slaves
More is…. More!

Values Directed
Past is Forgotten
Aims to set others free
Less is more

Plus…Business…
Says Impatiently, “Don’t just sit there we
have to do something”!
Encourages people to identify with
product/service
Sustains the illusion that happiness is a
dependency
Attempts to convince that peace of mind
comes with the product
Wants us to think love will come when we
look good for others

While…Spirituality…
Says Patiently, “Don’t do anything until you
have sat there”!
Teaches people to know and live their true
identity
Reveals the truth that happiness is a decision
Attempts to help see that peace of mind
comes from within the self
Wants to assist us to see that love is what we
are and it is for giving not taking

Ultimately spirituality and business do not stand as opposites – spirituality transcends
business. Spirituality is simply a higher and truer way to live in the world.
Your reflections so far

And if you are thinking of a spiritual model of a business organisation, please look
closely at your model (which really means your self). Is the organization really
offering something without wanting anything in return – which is the true spiritual
impulse? Is the organisation’s culture defined by the above spiritual values? If it is,
then the collective faith within the organisation must be 100% i.e. the faith that
everything will come to you at every level at the right moment. Even ‘religious’
organizations can not touch this level of faith. They still have to pass the plate
around and ask for something. That’s the beginning of business. It’s only a small
step to exchanging, then accumulating, then imposing the apparent power of
accumulation on others. Sound familiar?
Please don’t get the idea that I’m trying to convince, convert or correct you here. I’m
just talking out loud! I am entirely open to other points of view. This is an invitation
to other ways of seeing and understanding. The spiritual view has no boundaries,
and this is obviously the time for the dissolution of all boundaries at every level of our
now small and joined up world. Neither am I seeking to establish a philosophy, or
elaborate explanations.
I have a deep feeling that the days of philosophy,
conferences, papers, presentations and workshops are numbered. Not over, but
numbered. Authentic spirituality always takes us towards the ‘essence’, the core. It
simplifies and clarifies. Conferences and workshops tend to take us away from
essence and into expansion and complexity where we get lost in a supermarket of
ideas, concepts, theories and opinions. Gurus emerge. Panaceas are promised.
New models created. Bestsellers are marketed and…well… you know the rest.
Neither can spirituality be approached academically or through philosophy. They
take us away from ‘spiritual experience’ which is what I sense we all now need the
most, so that we may be free of our ‘wants’. This is why most philosophers are shy
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of spiritual experience. Although they seem to be interested in ‘truth’, if they have a
personal ‘spiritual experience’, it means they may actually ‘arrive’ at a direct
experience of truth. And that means the journey implicit in philosophical enquiry, to
which they are attached and dependent, may end. Most seekers don’t actually want
to find. Which explains why spirituality is often a threat to the philosopher and the
academic. Do we all have a little bit of philosopher within us?
I do have a deep sense that now is the time to move inwards not outwards, to the
essence not into expansion, towards less expression and more introversion, towards
a personal enlightenment not more interpersonal engagement. Connecting with
others has its place and it’s own value, but networking is so often just a way of
avoiding ourselves and escaping from the inner work required for our own spiritual
awakening. Spirituality does not need to network and connect. They are a natural
consequence of our genuine realisation of self as spirit, and then living from that
truth. To an enlightened soul everything and everyone comes to us at exactly the
right moment. It does not need to be sought. To one who has a truly spiritual vision
everything already is and always was connected and unified. All division, disunity
and separation is illusion. But don’t tell that to business because business needs the
illusion of separation and disconnection, and the discomfort it creates, to sell us its
wonderful connecting, unifying, comforting and fulfilling products and services which,
when purchased, come with the promise of instant personal fulfillment, peace of
mind and everlasting happiness!
But that’s just where I am at. Where are you at? Still think business can change the
world for the better? Actually, from a highest point of viewing, there are no
businesses! There are no Coca Colas or Unilevers or Railtracks. They are simply
labels for procedures, processes, policies, rules and activities. Just labels. Take all
the labels away, take all the products and processes away, and what are you left
with? A community of relationships. Communities of people whose minds are under
the spell of business believing and business thinking. This is the religion of our
modern age. The temples are the superstores and our devotion and surrender are to
products and services, and to the icons who endorse them.
Business and organizations don’t change the world for the better. People do. You
do. I do. But we can’t change anything together for the better until we, as
individuals, rediscover and live by the deepest truth of who we are and what we are.
And truth is not a word. The word truth, or words of truth, have no power, just as the
word water never made anyone wet. To get to the truth it is necessary to recognise
and drop illusion and falsehood, which basically means the wrong beliefs. And that
cannot happen in the market place of modern life. It can only happen within our own
consciousness. In Plato’s cave the shadows were mistaken for reality. In our world,
and therefore in our heads, there are so many beliefs that are pale shadows of the
truth, but we give them the status of truth. We invent beliefs precisely because we
have lost our connection and awareness of what is true. Money makes the world go
round is one such belief, as well cliché. No it doesn’t, gravity and peoples minds and
hearts do! And when we live by that other world famous wrong belief, that money
brings you happiness, then money becomes the instrument we use to make the
world stop, hold on, possess, defend, kill, persecute, manipulate and control. But
this is such a threatening truth to the business mind it will be instantly dismissed as
the rantings of a radical, or denigrated as the philosophy of an ‘ism’ which threatens
our very freedom, liberty and prosperity. Come on business minds …nearly time to
wake up. Can you not hear the alarm clock. It’s going off in all our faces almost
every day now!
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If you have read this far I am fairly sure many of you won’t like this. Either the style
or the content may be bothering you. Some may be disagreeing profusely. Others
will even say, “But where is the hope here? We cant just stop ‘thinking business’,
and assume all will ‘be spiritual’ and rosy in the garden of human affairs. We can’t all
be saints. Where is the hope in this approach? If all the machinations of our
business cultures are wrong, and the commercial engines of our global society are
now sustaining such cultures, there is no hope in the world if we think like this!” Well,
perhaps. But perhaps we also forget that hope does not come from the world. If you
think like that, then it is just another dependency. (and you can be sure someone will
try to turn it into a business). Hope comes from you. You are the hope of the world.
You are a potential source of truth in the world. You are a saint in training. If you
can see yourself as a source of love in the world of your relationships then your
training has already started. You only need to check what you really mean when you
use the word love! No small question in a world where a crisis of meaning strikes at
the very heart at what really does make the world go round. And Bjorn Borg never
said “I’ll be content if I reach the fourth round”! The only difference is that the
perseverance of the saint is motivated entirely from the inside, from the awakening
and the flowering of truth from within a sleeping heart, and like a flower in the first
days of spring, reaching courageously upwards, to touch and be empowered by the
sun. And then, like the sun, to radiate it’s fragrance into world, asking for absolutely
nothing, wanting absolutely nothing in return. Not the kind of thing that happens at
conferences…normally!
This of course is what makes every one of us potential
leaders. Not team leaders or business leaders but potential spiritual leaders.
Leadership is not a position it is an attitude. Leadership is not something you do it is
something you are. And when our state of being and our attitude are grounded and
aligned with what is true then the illusions which sustain the suffering in our world
begin to dissolve. That kind of leadership is what then generates real hope in the
hearts of others.
And so…to the Leaders Dilemma
Actually, if all this is true, if spirituality truly has no place in the universe of business
as it is today, it becomes obvious that any modern leader who is even slightly
enlightened has many dilemmas. One in particular is worth exploring. Competition
or co-operation? It’s a simple dilemma which does not require an international best
seller to unravel! No effective leader would ever encourage members of their team to
compete with each other. If they do they have not yet realised they are killing cooperation, communication and co-creativity which are the foundations of any effective
team. It is obviously a leaders role to seed, water and sustain a culture of cooperation. And yet we live in a world where competition has become an epidemic It
has invaded every area of our lives from sport, business, politics, education, health,
even religion. The belief system that has grown with competition within human
consciousness is that competition is essential to progress and prosperity. Yet another
shadow in the cave that is mistaken for reality. Progress of what? Prosperity of
who? Competition is commonly accepted as a healthy aspect of life. This
acceptance is so deep that anyone challenging it is either shouted down, laughed at
or ignored. But there is no avoiding the fact that the leaders role is to build a culture
of co-operation between people within his/her sphere of influence. However they
have to build that culture within the wider context of a market place which appears to
thrive on rampant competition, of which he/she can do absolutely nothing. There are
few greater challenges. Much easier to settle for the fatal belief that ‘competition is
healthy’ than deal with the ‘values contradictions’ between workplace context and
marketplace context.
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Well, lets be honest, if the truth be known, this is exactly why there are so few
examples of real sustained team work in organisations today. The key word here is
sustained. The consultants and the trainers may whip up some enthusiasm for team
player behaviours, but it’s not long after they have gone that the ‘competitive spirit’
kicks back in, simply because the belief has such deep roots in the human psyche
and is given the status of being an innate truth. Some will even argue that it is
genetically programmed and therefore must be natural. To an enlightened soul
‘competitiveness’ is about as unspiritual and therefore as unenlightened as you can
get! Perhaps that’s why I have yet to meet a consultant or trainer who genuinely
stands in front of their client and advocates co-operation without any competition
whatsoever. If you are out there….
So in my experience there is lots of real team talk but very little real team walk. This
is also because the belief which comes through the same door as the belief in
competition, is that ‘life is survival of the fittest’ and ‘it’s tough out there, you have
look after number one’. It is these beliefs which kill co-operation, real trust, genuine
respect, sustained commitment and lasting loyalty. Beliefs one, values nil! Shadows
one, reality nil! Trust, respect, commitment, and loyalty are the foundation stones of
authentic human relationships. These are the values which emerge naturally when
the manager/leader recognises that their purpose is the service of others and not the
survival of self. Then the servant leader says, “You first”, and by their action
demonstrates that they mean it. They will ask, “How can I make your job/life easier?
How can I assist you to be more effective and content in what you do here?” Not,
“How can I exploit your potential to build and sustain profitability”. The business
leader, with one eye looking for self recognition and the other eye focused on the
bottom line may also say ‘you first’, but is more likely to be thinking the opposite.
Hence the disappearance of integrity and the values which so many of us now seek
to restore.
So we come full circle. How do we solve this dilemma? We only need to realise who
we are, experience who we are as spirit, as soul, the being whose highest purpose is
to bring love and light into the world, which means warmth and truth into our
relationships. Not just occasionally, but consistently, even in the face of others
criticism and negativity We need to know by direct experience that we are beings
who abide forever. To an enlightened soul who knows who they are, survival is just
not an issue, recognition from others is unnecessary and the bottom line will take
care of itself. Consequently, fear is no more, and that is what allows both love and
integrity (integratedness) to return.
The astronauts of the sixties and seventies had a wonderful time ‘up there’. They
came down with new knowledge, profound insights and a transformed vision of the
world. The hardest part of their journey was landing the ship and living it. Such is
the enlightened leaders challenge to bring the truth rediscovered ‘up there’ in the
direct experience of self as spirit/soul, down to earth in the real world with courage
and integrity, with love and humility in the very heart of ‘the epidemic’. Are you up for
it?
It is usually at this point that many counter such reflections with the perceived
implication that in order to be spiritual in the world we have to give up the material
things - the money, maybe the career and even our family – and head for the hills if
we are really serious. In none of these reflections would I advocate dropping
anything other than illusion when recognised, and some bad habits which are both
deep and self evident! It is not necessary drop anything else. The return to
spirituality in our personal life, and the restoration of spirituality to the world, is simply
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a question of changing our relationship with EVERYTHING, beginning with
ourselves. Remind yourself who you are – not a physical, perishable, limited, finite
being but a spiritual, infinite, eternal, unlimited being of pure light and love. This is
the first and most profound change, but it does require going beyond the words, the
idea, the concept in these sentences, into the direct experience of what they
describe. This of course is the purpose of meditation. The awakening of the self, the
enlightenment of the soul, the dispersal of the shadows and the revelation of what is
real is not possible without the inner work of meditation and introversion. When you
experience and realise yourself as you truly are, everything flows from there. This is
what Einstein meant when he said we can’t think our way out in the same way we
thought our way in. Why? Because the thoughts are based in wrong beliefs. Belief
is not truth. The deepest truth is the personal experience of self as spirit. This truth,
when experiences, is both innate and revelationary. Whereas the beliefs which run
the world today were created when this truth was lost. Those beliefs were then
handed down and both learned and expanded by each generation. This includes
what many see as the hopeful signs of growing spirituality in the world today. This is
when we need that clear intellect and a clean mind to discern the true from the subtly
untrue! Places where the shadows almost have the same texture as the rocks. In
other words, so many of the emerging aspects of the new age movement and the
psuedo spiritual practices which are fast arising in a commercial setting, including
those who would ‘sell’ Spiritual Intelligence to business, are just extensions of the
same, but creatively redesigned, learned beliefs which we have been using to lead
ourselves astray for a very long time.
However, you mustn’t believe a word I say!
The moment the truth of your own spirituality is experienced then, as you interact
with others, you immediately know ‘the other’ are also spirit, but you also know that
they don’t know, yet! From this flows understanding and compassion, a deep
patience and the impulse to help others, to serve others, to awaken others. And
then, this game we call business is seen for what it really is … just a game. It
cannot be taken seriously. But the newly enlightened soul stays in the game, plays
the game, sometimes appearing to take it seriously. But they do so because it
serves their purpose to serve others, to help others towards the light of what is true.
This doesn’t make them false, simply aware that they will confuse others if they
attempt to enlighten them too quickly. Besides, they have the humility to know that
their our own enlightenment is never complete, so the game itself contains many
lessons which serve to sustain their own continued awakening.
And the secrets of this game? There are many. Reject nothing and no one, most
especially your self. Self-rejection is one of our deepest learned habits, and much
suffering can be laid at its door. Resist nothing, accept everything exactly as it is.
Living fully means knowing you are both in the audience, and on the stage.
Detached observation is as essential as right action. Everything is what it is, but, and
this ‘but’ is important, as soon as you see illusion, wrong belief, dishonesty in
operation, step away, withdraw, detach fully, focus your attention and your energy
elsewhere. This is not avoidance. We are not here to fix others or the world, unless
we are invited. We are here to demonstrate another way, the spiritual way, and
spirituality is not the police! Yes sometimes it is appropriate to speak and do
something which may restore truth to a situation which is developing in the same
room. But only in the same room. We do not need to rage or crusade against
injustice. And it’s not difficult to see unlimited amounts of injustice. Just the seeing
drains your power.
Any resistance at whatever level only sustains what is being
resisted. Justice has it’s own journey and arrives in it’s own good time where and
when necessary! By being aware and withdrawing our attention from illusion, by
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withdrawing our energy from what sustains suffering, by seeing the reality, the truth
behind the illusions on which the business mind depends, change happens
automatically. By living from what is true, by living with integrity, by acting with
honesty the world will change in the right way at the right time. To attempt to rush
this process is only to display both a lack of faith and the presence of fear. And that
is not enlightened. To work with the inevitable is to co-operate only with this moment
now. Transformation of our self, and as a consequence the world in which we live,
is…inevitable.
Can we do this on our own. Can we do nothing, and be everything, without
assistance. Can we reconnect with what is true and right, loving and pure without
help. Some say yes, we have no choice. My experience teaches me to humbly beg
to differ. Just as the flower, the tree, and the garden need the interference of a
slightly higher source of energy to transform their limited world every year, we too
may need similar assistance. Perhaps there is One who awaits our invitation to
interfere. Perhaps there is One who knows that one day even our ego will have had
enough of the suffering it so brilliantly creates, and the faint glimmer of our humility
will be sufficient for the invitation to be accepted. Perhaps that One is already
placing the subtle hands of spirit on heads and hearts… here and there. Perhaps
you already know. If you do, you also know we need do little, if anything, other than
accept the grace which they bestow, and know that as they change our inner
universe they will change the world which so concerns us now. Perhaps we need
only turn to face that One and learn to live in that light, walk in that light and reflect
that light. Perhaps that is how an enlightened soul works in an endarkened world.
Perhaps. And business? Perhaps it’s only a matter of time before the shadow we
call business, disappears in the light! Perhaps not!
Mike George has recently completed a twenty year research and personal
development project on spiritual intelligence with an international university
(BKWSU). In the commercial business world he plays the roles of tutor,
trainer, coach and motivational speaker. He is author of two books – Learn to
Relax and Discover Inner Peace, and three audio presentations.
* An effective metaphor to understand consciousness is to see the brain is
just the hardware, mind and intellect as the software and the self/soul as the
operator. The operator is not the machine, consciousness is not the form, soul
is not the brain.
**
Spirituality is not another ‘ism’ which may replace capitalism, or
communism, or socialism or commercialism.
Authentic spirituality
transcends all isms. It does however have it’s own season!
Mike George 15 Heathfield Park
mike@relax7.com
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